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ABSTRACT

Between 1840 and the end of Queen Victoria's reign the number of

professional female sculptors in Britain rose phenomenally from just one to over

twenty. By adopting this traditionally masculine occupation these middle-class

women resisted several social conventions, such as the proscriptions against

earning money, doing manual labour, exposing themselves to public scrutiny,

and studying the human body. Whether or not they set out to defy class and

gender norms, they were deemed by many to be mavericks'

Genteel Mavericks ad.dresses two central questions: how did the female

sculptors negotiate the social structures and gender relationships that both

facilitated and constrained their professional and personal opportunities; and

what was the social impact of their involvement in an unconventional, though

otherwise esteemed, occupation? Using a social history approach informed by

the feminist theory of positionality articulated by Linda Alcofl the study

assesses the personal experiences of sculptors Susan Durant, Mary Grant, Amelia

Paton Hill, and Mary Thornycroft, and the public's perception of them as

mediated by artcritics and authors of literary works. Alcoff's theory asserts that,

although a woman's id.entity is defined relative to her particular social context,



she nevertheless can use the social position in which she finds herself as a

platform from which to mount a critique or instigate political change.

\Mhile the women were found to be distinctly different from one another

in most areas of life, they a1l consistently identified themselves as professional

sculptors and used their status to further their own careers and to smooth the

paths of those who would follow them. An analysis of the representations of

female sculptors by critics and authors revealed varying degrees of disparity

among portrayals by different writers and in relation to the sculptors' actual

experiences. These divergences reflect the varied concerns of a society in the

throes of redefining gender roles. As a result of their own actions, and through

the ways in which they were depicted by others, the femaie sculptors became

associated with the women's employment movement. Thus, the impact of the

first wave of Victorian female sculptors was disproportionate to their numbers,

both in their contributions to the art world and to the cause of women's

emancipation.
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INTRODUCTION

Sculpture, once described by ZoIa as the "most manly" of the arts, became

the chosen profession of an increasing number of women during the course of

the nineteenth century.l By the 1850s the major art exhibitions in Great Britain,

Europe and North America regularly displayed statues, reliefs, and busts created

by women. This development marked a considerable deparlure from the art

activity of British women during the previous century when Anne Seymour

Damer was the soie female sculptor recorded at the exhibitions.

The expanding number of women sculptors is indicative of a trend in the

wider world of. art; between 1841 and 1871 the number of women employed in

the fine arts in Britain rose from 278 to'J.,069--a 284 per cent increase.2 Just how

many of these women identified themselves as sculptors to the census takers has

not been determined, altl'rough it is safe to say that the majority of the

respondents were painters in oils or watercolours. Nevertheless, a rudimentary

tabulation of the numbers of female sculptors named in the Athenaeum reviews

of the art exhibitions from L840 to 1900 testifies to their burgeoning ranks.

During the 1840s only one female sculptor, Mary Thornycroft, gained the critic's

notice, whereas by the 1890s twenty five women were acknowledged in the

sculpture gallery reviews. A more refined anaiysis of the census materials and of

the exhibition records is necessary to determine how many women sculpted

professionaliy.3

Although there is an increasing amount of research into the lives of the

American women who sculpted, even the most recent studies of nineteenth-

century British artists have devoted scant attention to the female sculptors. A

survey of the literalure on both sides of the Atlantic is revealing. Dolly



Sherwood's lengthy biography of Harriet Hosmer, an American based in Rome,

is only the second monograph devoted to the study of an individual female

sculptor from this period.a In the tradition of biographies of 'geniuses' and

prominent women, Hosmer is represented as an exception to the (feminine)

norm.S Beginning with her unconventional childhood, Sherwood traces the

development of this indomitabie figure. The obstacles Hosmer faced as a woman

trying to gain access to a masculine profession, her strategies to overcome them,

and the artistic fraternity's attempts to undermine her considerable public

success are characteristic of the experiences of many female artists of her time.6

Despite its rather uncritical stance, this study does reveal some of the

ways in which Hosmer mobilized friendships and influential family connections

and involved herself with female support networks so as to achieve her career

goals. However, although Sherwood makes reference to Hosmer's engagement

with the woman suffrage movement after her return to the United States late in

the century, she does not connect this involvement with Hosmer's work as a

sculptor or with her lifestyle and social circle in Rome. Much more could be

done to understand the social, political, and cultural matrix within which a

sculptor such as Hosmer carved out her career.

in his 1,973 book, Arr-rericarr Npo-Clasqic Sculpttrre: TIrp Marhlp

Resrrrrection, William Gerdts recuperates the careers of hitherto-forgotten male

and female sculptors. This is a remarkably enlightened inclusion not only from

the standpoint of art-historical scholarship of the late twentieth century but

especially given its publication date in the early years of the second-wave

feminist movement. Gerdts perceptively states that "the ladies who assembied in

Rome in the middle of the nineteenth century constituted something of a



movement. In any case, never before had so many women from one country

achieved such relative prominence at one time in the sculptural field."T His

discussion of the individual women and their works further displays an

appreciation of their self-aware location in the societies in which they worked

and studied. Gerdts interprets their choice of subjects (Hosmels Teno].'ía, fsy

example) as wholly appropriate for "artistic feminists who were determined to

make their way in a man's world".8 Anne Whitney, who did much of her work in

Bostory was, according to Gerdts, "a symbol of emancipated womanhood."e

Further exploration of the ways in whicl-L the women sculptors (en)countered

differing political and social undercurrents will help to embed/locate them in the

history of their times.

Eleanor Tufts's exhibition catalogue, Arnerica¡r Wornpn Articts 183C1-'l930,

and the dictionary-style volume

, by Elsa Honig Fine, both

document the lives and works of the eight American women who trained as

sculptors in Rome.1o Fine's work is reminiscent of the histories of women artists

produced in the nineteenth-century by CIara Erskine Clement Waters with the

difference that the women's attitudes to marriage, work, and society are more

extensively commented upon.ll British women sculptors receive little attention

in Fine's otherwise international history. Tufts's exhibition catalogue devotes a

significant proportion of its space to women's sculpture; one fifth of the works

shown are sculptures and one of the three introcluctory essays focuses on the

careers of Harriet Hosmer and German sculptor Elisabet Ney. This is a

noteworthy departure from the usual pattern in histories of women's art.

By marked confrast, the Britisl'r women sculptors receive little comment in



histories of women artists or of Victorian sculptors. To date, the most satisfying

treatment of most of them can be found in the individual entries of the

Iìicfionar)¡ of Wompn Arfistc.l2

Benedict Read's Victorian scr.,lptors acknowledges the more prominent

female practitioners but their inclusion has the tone of an afterthought. To his

credit, he avoids tokenism by discussing the work of five or six women.

Flowever, the sum of his comments about them is equivalent to a single page of

text in this large volume.13 Drawing upon an earlier book by Roscoe Mullins, he

gives more space to speculation about tl're physical difficulties that work with a

chisel and mallet would presumably pose to women than he does to the works

they actually produced. Read makes a rather vain attempt to square Mullins's

assumption, that women were too weak to sculpt, with the fact that female

sculptors did produce monumental works. He singles out the women who came

from artistic families and posits that they would have been exempted from the

more rugged work normally required of studio apprentices from outside the

family. Mary Thornycroft, the daughter and wife of sculptors, and Mary Grant,

niece of a celebrated painter, are cited as examples who "would have started out

in a professional artistic milieu which could ameliorate any natural

disadvantages. Perhaps the ease with which these two did slip into an otherwise

virtually all-male preserve explains the absence of a distinctively feminine

character to their work ."14 This suggestion does not account for the success of

Hosmer (whom Read praises) and others who did not have such family

advantages.

Roughly a decade of scholarship stands between the book by Gerdts

(1973) and this one by Read (1,982), yet Read's observations about the women



sculPtors could have been written in 1882. The brief (almost dismissive)

discussion of them coupled with his focus on their Otherness (physical weakness,

dependence uPon male relatives, and essential femininity) are features that

characterize the critical reception given to these women during their lifetimes.

The reader's confidence in Read's appreciation of the contribution these women

made to Victorian sculpture is further undermined by his apparent assumption

that A. R. Paton and Mrs. D. O. Hill are separate individuals. indeed, they are

the single and married names of the same person.ls

Charlotte Yeldham's extensive two-volume study, \¡1y'nrnen Artistq in

, documents women artists' struggle to

create a niche for themselves within the nineteenth-century art world. She deals

with the female sculptors in the text and in the biographical sketches presented

in the appendix. However, the vast scope of the project permits oniy a rather

brief handling of them.

In Victorian Women Artiqts, Pamela Gerrish Nunn sets out to determine

why so little is known of female artists whose precipitate rise in numbers during

the latter half of the nineteenth century facilitated the emergence of a women's

art movement. She concludes that their fali into historical oblivion has not been

accidental. Nunn chronicies the battle that raged between women who became

professional artists, often out of financial necessity, and the male art

establishment. She notes that some of the female artists adopted a feminist

stance in relation to art and society; others, by their assumption of a masculine

profession, tacitly challenged social expectations. "It is this disruption of

established ideas about society and about art that the Victorian women artists'

movement achieved, and this is why they, their work and the debate they



generated have been excised from conventional accounts of the period."16

Nunn mentions the female sculptors, commenting that they experienced

even greater marginalization due to the physical rigour presumably demanded

by their occupation.lT However, as if to emphasize their precarious position in

the history of art, she is sparing in her discussion of them. The sculptor about

whom she speaks most frequently is not a British woman at all, but Harriet

Hosmer.

Susan

Casteras and Linda Peterson restrict their discussion of female artists to the

painters.ls Undoubte dly, it is because of their greater numbers that the female

painters have received much moïe attention from scholars of art and women's

history than have those who sculpted. Given that women artists are generally

far less thoroughly documented than their male counterparts (due largely to

gender bias), it is not surprising that historians should concentrate their efforts

on a cohort of women whose larger numbers makes it easier to gather data about

them.ie Perhaps an additional disincentive for researchers is the second-place

status accorded to sculpture. Nineteenth-century sources indicate that painting

is given more consideration in exhibition space, review articies, and patrons'

collections than is the sister art of sculpture despite the latter's considerabie rise

in popularity during that period.2O

Notwithstanding such disadvantages, the effort involved in studying the

female sculptors will contribute significantly to our understanding of changing

gender relations in the nineteenth century. These women occupied a strategic

position in the history of women's emancipation. By adopting sculpture as a

professiory they resisted the social conventions which required women of the



middle classes (from which they were almost exclusively derived) to remain in

the domestic sphere--earning no money, doing no manual labour. Sculpting was

particularly antithetical to middle-class standards of female gentility because of

the physicality involved in the materials used, the subject matter treated (i.e., the

human body), and the exertion demanded.2l The exposure to public scrutiny

and engagement in the marketplace, which were essential to an artistic career,

further contravened social boundaries.22 Whether or not they set out to defy

class and gender norms, these women were often identified as mavericks.

Moreover, the obstacles they encountered in pursuit of their profession caused

them to re-evaluate the legal and social position of women in Britain, modifying

their self-identity in the process. To give one example, Mary Thornycroft's name

was among those on the petition (1859) sent by women to the Royal

Academicians urging the admission of female students to the Academy Schools.

Perhaps emboldened by the eventual favourable outcome of this and other

directly related efforts to receive equitable treatment , Mary Thornycroft joined in

a protest by English sculptors to the "Notabilia of the Universal Exhibition" (Paris

1867) over unfair exhibiting practices. Hers was the only female name among

the twenty-eight signatures of notable sculptors.23 Thus, the female sculptors

stood at the leading edge of the confrontation between the dominant culfure,

which restricted women's realm of action, and the emerging feminist movement,

which championed the right of women to enter the professions and gain control

over all areas of their lives.

The two centlal questions this project addresses are: how did the female

sculptors negotiate the social structures and gender relationships that both

facilitated and constrained their professional and personal opportunities, and



what was the social impact of their involvement in an unconventional, though

otherwise esteemed, occupation? The answers emerge from an investigation of

the personal experience of the women sculptors and the public's perception of

them. This document is accordingly divided into two parts.

Part one involves a biographical study of susan Durant, Mary Grant,

Amelia Paton Hill, and Mary Thornycroft, who have been chosen as the focus

group of the project for several reasons. They are the best known British women

sculptors of the nineteenth century and could be considered to have a pioneering

status in the Victorian art world. As a group, their caïeers spanned the whole of

the Victorian period with the bulk of their production occurring between the

1850s and 1880s. All of them were awarded important public sculpturai

commissions and three of them were engaged by Queen Victoria to execute

private works. Finally, their personal and professional backgrounds are

sufficiently varied as to be reasonably representative of the broader company of

known female sculptors of their time.

As little has been written about these women, the picture presented here is

constructed largely from letters and diaries by the sculptors and their loved ones;

these provide helpfui but sometimes patchy information about their lives and

work. In order to give as full a representation as possible of the personal

experiences of the nineteenth-century sculptors, this information has been

augmented witl'r sketches of women whose careers were conducted in other

countries or who achieved some recognition as talented amateurs. Among them

are Mary Lioyd, amateur sculptor and lifetime companion of feminist Frances

Power Cobbe, the ubiquitous Harriet Hosmer and her sculpting compatriots, the

German Elisabet Ney, and the Duchess of Castiglione Colonna ('Marcello'), a

8



Swiss national who sculpted in Paris. There is readily accessible information

about their lives which will serve to corroborate and complement what can be

discovered about the four primary individuals.

Although the focus group under examination is very select, some sense of

the numbers of women who took up sculpting as a career during the course of

the century is provided in statistical data discussed in the final chapter.

unfortunately, the census tabulations for women's occupations are not

sufficiently discriminating to be of much use--women artists were recorded as an

undifferentiated aggregate. However, exhibition catalogues, RA Schools

admission records and critical notices in the periodical press supply useful

figures.

The biographical information in Part One is structured around several

issues. An obvious starting place is the impact of family upon the female

sculptors' work. under certain circumstances, families couid provide a

considerable impefus to a woman's sculpting career. The daughters, sisters or

wives of artists had the benefits of early and ongoing training in art production

and of being connected to an already established network of artists and potential

patrons. However, they often had the disadvantage of being overshadowed by

successful male family members. In some instances, it was the women who came

from families having littie involvement with the fine arts who experienced the

least opposition to their career aspirations. Children brought an additional

complication although once they were olcler they might be apprenticed to help in

the studio. Thus, the first chapter focuses on how the women maximized the

benefits and mitigated the obstacles posed by their families of origin and

marriage. Relationships with parents, siblings, husbands, children and extended



kin are evaluated with special attention to their influence upon the women's

choice of sculpting as a career and upon their pursuit of that career. As well, the

sociai and economic circumstances of these famiiies, with their attendant

advantages and responsibilities, have been examined to determine how they

affected the success of the individual sculptors' careers. Similarities and

differences in the family experiences of the women are discussed.

The second chapter, "Carving Out a Caïeer," concentrates on the women's

preparation for and conduct of a sculpting career. Just what was involved in the

business of sculpture during the nineteenth century is examined and the

questions raised by Read and others about the women's ability to cope with the

physical demands of the profession are addressed. The balance struck between

domestic and professional arrangements is another significant realm to explore.

Whether they worked outside their homes or not, women traditionally took

responsibility for domestic management. The successful female sculptors saw

their primary role in life to be the pursuit of their careers. However, as it was not

uncommon for sculptors of the period to set up studios in their residences, they

had to keep the tladitional domestic workload from encroaching upon their

professional activities. The means by which each of them achieved a reasonable

equilibrium is revealed.

Whiie family considerations and social expectations placed undoubted

constraints upon each of them, the sculptors nevertheless were in charge of

piloting their own careers. Chapter three, "Making Their Wayi'examines how

they negotiated their way through the tangle of social and institutional

conventions that hampered their ability to publicize themselves, market their

works and make a place for themseives in the Victolian art world. As it was

10



deemed improper for women to draw attention to themselves, the sculptors had

to devise ways of establishing a reputation without alienating potential clients.

Whereas male artists had the freedom to frequent private clubs and meet with

potential clients or art journalists without fear of exciting confroversy, their

female counterparts were often denied access to such places and deterred from

spending time alone with men.

Although two very recent books provide evidence that middle-class

women had more freedom to walk the streets of London than previously

thought, their movements were nevertheless more constrained than those of

men.2a In

Erika Rappaport demonstrates that, beginning in the 1860s, women participated

in developing a public sphere for themselves within the West End shopping and

clubland precincts. Based on some suggestive evidence, Lynda Nead asserts the

"routine Presence of unaccompanied respectable women in the streets of mid-

Victorian London."2s Yet, there remained an acknowledged need for caution in

navigating the public thoroughfares during the 1860s and 1870s in order to avoid

accidentally attracting unwanted attention, and travel alone at night was to be

avoided.

By contrast, maie sculptors were at liberty to frequent cafés and to

circulate in public places where they might encounter patrons or influential

members of the art community by day or night. Few venues, public or private,

were automatically closed to them. Nevertheless, the sculpting women managed

to promote their work through a combination of socializing, the use of the

improved postal system, and deployment of the new technology of photographic

portraiture.

17



The final chapter in Part One is concerned with the personal convictions

and characteristics of the sculptors and the ways in which these facilitated their

career aspirations. The women's religious commitments, political stances and

involvements with reformist movements are examined, and personai ambitions

and personality traits are identified so as to provide a sense of their

individuality. Questions regarding whether they saw themselves as pioneers

ciearing the way for other women to follow and to whom they looked for role

rnodels in an overwhelmingly male art world are also posed.

Part Two is concerned with the public perception of the sculpting women

as mediated through art criticism and literary portrayals of the period. Chapter

four, "Critical Appraisals," deals with the construction and preservation of

artistic reputations. The reception of each of the women by colleagues and the

art establishment is examined and compared with their treatment by art

journalists and reviewers. Judgements delivered by their art critics are of

considerable significance because they reflect and propel public opinion, and

affect the morale of the artists concerned. Consequently, the standard of

criticism applied by these writers to the works of the female sculptors needs to be

interrogated. Casteras and Peterson, and Nunn have pointed out that the art

reviews of the period frequently employed a double standard of judgement

toward works produced by men and women.26 The nineteenth-century art

historian, Anna Jameson, lamented that women's work was condemned for not

being comparable with that of better trained male artists or was congratulated

for being in a class of its own--either exceptionatly good or predictably insipid.2T

Deborah Cherry asserts that the female art critics were no more sympathetic to

the works of female artists than were their male counterparts.2s Cert ainly, Emilia

12



Pattison's critique of the exhibition of the Society of Female Artists in the

Wpctrninster Rpr¡iew is as acerbic as that of the toughest male critics.2e However,

Nunn's essay, "Critically Speaking," offers a more complex discussion of their

differing attitudes to the work of female artists and how these were influenced

by their own professional concerns and by their convictions regarding women's

rights.3o How much the reviews of women sculptors' work evince the gendered

stereotypes and whether there was a change in critical tone over the course of the

period is discussed.

In view of the difficulties posed by prejudicial evaluations of women's art

what can be said of the aesthetic quality of the four sculptors' work? A brief

consideration of this question is warranted. Certainly, each of the sculptors

received important public commissions and was represented at the annual

exhibitions of the Royal Academies and other prestigious venues regularly.

Notwithstanding such obvious successes, these women have been

forgotten. How this fall into oblivion took place is partly explained by Gtadys

Engel Lang and Kurt Lang's book on the phenomenon of fame. trt..hecl in

inn is a useful sociological

study of what social and personal factors are necess ary to ensure that an artist's

name is remembered.3l Artistic skill, it would seem, is not exclusively, or even

primarily, determinative of reputation. A comparison of the Langs's findings

with the career paths of the sculptors helps to put their reputations into a larger

perspective.

Chapter six examines a range of literary representations of sculpting

women. Given the small number of professional female sculptors active in

Britain and on the Continent, the subject of sculpting as an occupation for young
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women occurs with remarkabie frequency in novels and essays during Victoria's

reign. A spate of essays dealing with the question of appropriate work for

women appeared at mid-century. Several of these, such as Frances power

Cobbe's article entitled "what shall we Do with our old Maids?,' present

sculpting as a viable career option.32 Other pieces, including one instalment of a

series about "Famous Women Workers," raise the issue of the paucity of

successful female sculptors and present differing conclusions.33

ion, Bo Jeffares asserts

that the increasing use of female artists as fictional heroines during the latter part

of the century reflects society's developing willingness to take these women more

seriously.3a Other scholars have traced the treatment of women artists by

nineteenth-century femaie authors examining the writers' reworking of cultural

myths and their strategic use of the relative position of women to constr.uct

alternative social meanings.3s Seven works of fiction having female sculptors at

their centre give a glimpse of how such women weïe perceived and portrayed by

writers with varying social agendas. For example, Nathaniel Hawthorne's lhe
l\4a¡hlp Farrn or fhp Romancp nf \ -:nte Bpni, Ariadrre: Thp Stor)¡ of a Dream, þy

Ouida, and Louisa May Alcott's An olrl-Fachionpd Girl diverge notabiy in their

treatments of their heroines, each of whom was loosely patterned after a living

female sculptor.36 These and other fictional materials, the essays on women's

work, and several pieces of advice literature aimed at young women yield an

interesting picture of sculpting as a profession for women and the concerns

expressed by writers regarding the changing status of women.

The final chapter examines the impacts the female sculptors had upon the

Victorian art world and upon nineteenth-century culture. The extent of their

In
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contribution to the sharp rise in numbers of young women entering the sculpting

profession toward the end of the century is evaluated. By virtue of their public

visibility as successful professionals and as literary heroines, the female sculptors

stood alongside others pursing unconventional careers as exemplars of the new

roles available to women.

The interdisciplinary scope of this project is both necessary, due to the

scarcity of data on female sculptors, and preferable, because it permits the

construction of a relatively complex picture of the social context in which they

fiansacted their careers. The purpose in developing this context is not primarlly

to delineate the circumstances which'gave birth' to female sculptors; to do that

would be to cast them in a passive role. Rather, it is to discover how each of

them negotiated the relationships with individuals and institutions, and engaged

the ideologies, that characterized her historical milieu.

Although this is a work about artists, the primary focus is not upon the

individual items of sculpfure they produced. Consequently, there is no

catalogue raisonné and the number of illustrations is modest. A full treatment of

this aspect of the sculptors' contribution to the Victorian art world awaits another

duy.

Recently there has been a move to reassess the validity of the so-called

ideology of separate spheres as an organizingprinciple in the study of Victorian

gender relations. Originally used by Alexis de Tocqueville to describe "two

clearly distinct iines of action for the two sexes," separate spheres has become a

short-hand term for the division of social space (and function) into the private or

domestic realm, presided over by middle-class women, and the public domain of

industry, corrunerce, politics, and high culture occupied by their male
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counterParts.3T Since its re-discovery in the mid-twentieth century, this model of

social segregation has attained an almost doctrinal status in the scholarship of

Victorian social history, especially women's history.

In "Goiden Age to Separate Spheres? A Review of the Categories and

Chronology of English Women's History," Amanda Vickery finds the framework

to be flawed on two ievels. First, the nineteenth-century literature

characteristically cited as evidence for an all-pervasive application of the

domestic ideal is largely propagandistic, not descriptive. And second, the

Marxian assumptions that underpin the separate spheres construct are faulted

for being too rigidly drawn and too generally applied.3s

In "separate spheres, Female worlds, woman's place: The Rhetoric of

Women's History" Linda Kerber voices an uneasiness about the heuristic value of

separate spheres. Citing Michelle Zimbalist Rosaldo's concern that, in whatever

guise, separate spheres inevitably invokes dualities (male/female,

public/private), Kerber concludes that: "To continue to use the language of

separate spheres is to deny the reciprocity between gender and society, and to

impose a static model on dynamic relationships."3e

Janice Helland holds the construct of the leisured domestic woman

responsible for the exclusion of female painters from the history of art. She

contends that because middle-class women were construed as domestic, any art

they produced was assumed to be amateur. Consequently, female artists were

not associated with the art market, the means by which a name could be both

established and perpetuated. In Prnfpcqional Wornpn Pai¡rers in Ninetecnth

cent'rr)¡ scotlanrl she undertakes to throw off the repressive residual effects of

the separate spheres ideology by identifying female painters as producers for the
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marketplace.ao

The criticisms levelled by these historians share a concern that the model

has become a totalising narrative often obscuring as much as it explains of social

relations in Victorian Britain. Although our current use of the construct is

unsatisfactory as a heuristic device, the language of separate spheres had

considerable currency during the nineteenth century, enduring, with

modifications in response to social and political changes, throughout Victoria's

reign. To dismiss it as a hollow polemical device employed by the patriots,

philanthropists, sentimentalists, and feminists that Vickery distrusts is

questionable (on the basis of her rather inclusive list of participants in the debate

alone!).41 It is better understood as one among several competing discourses of

femininity current in the period. Thus, terms from the discourse of separate

spheres jostle with those of other ideological positions throughout this study.

A promising solution to the problem of conceiving women's experience in

terms of a binary opposition is to be found in Linda A1coff's concept of

positionality. In her landmark essay, "Cultural Feminism Versus Post-

Structuralism: The Identity Crisis in Feminist Theory," she offers a compelling

critique of the two most influential streams within current feminist theory.

Cultural feminism, so named for its project of constructing a female-centred

culfure, tends to define woman in essentialist terms. Femininity is presented as a

universal and timeless amalgam of social attributes and biological characteristics

which are generally presumed superior to masculine traits. Alcoff points out

that some of these vaunted qualities were forged in response to oppression and

confribute to what is a remarkably deterministic formula for liberation. Post-

structuralist feminists reject not only the action of defining woman as the
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opposite of man but the whole enterprise of defining woman at all. Fundamental

to post-structuralist theory is the assumption that human subjects are

constructed by social discourse andf or cultural practice. Feminists who adopt

this stance counter patriarchal social constructions of woman by deconstructing

the notion of gender identity itself. In its place they posit a plurality of

differences. Alcoff identifies two problems with this view: the heavy emphasis

on the social construction of identity leaves negligible room for individual

agency, and it is difficult to "ground a feminist politics that deconstructs the

female subject".a2

As an alternative, Alcoff offers a concept of gendered identity that is

neither essentialist nor participates in the nominalism that results from denying

sexual difference. Her theory of positionality draws together three distinct

strands of feminist thought. The central stland is Teresa de Lauretis's

formulation of subjectivity as a dynamic interplay between the continuaily

changing external forces of sociai discourse and the internal dialogue that

evaluates and contributes to the development of these discourses. In her words,

the construction of the subject involves "a fluid interaction in constant motion

and open to alteration by self-analyzing practice." Individuals are both inscribed

by their historical-cultural context and able to influence that context. The second

strand is supplied by Denise Riley who tackies the problem of theorizing a non-

essentialised female subject while simultaneously campaigning for practical

assistance with so-called women's needs. She raises the issue of child care

provision noting that women must be able to agitate for adequate programmes

without suggesting that the primary responsibility for child care is essentially

and eternaliy female. Again, the emphasis is on the constantly shifting cultural
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context within which women must take up positions and act. The final thread is

the concept of identity politics. This entails the idea that an individuai's identity

can be used as a "political point of departure',.43

Alcoff's theory comprises two interactive components. The first is the

notion that a woman's identity is defined relative to the particular historical and

cultural context in which she lives. That context is understood to be constantly

shifting. Thus, as the context alters so does the position occupied by (and

identity of) women. The second element of the model asserts that women's

position is not merely determined by society and stamped upon a passive female

popuiation. Instead, the position in which women find themselves can itself

become a platform from which it is possible to mount a critique and.f or instigate

political change.

Issues of race andf or class may be incorporated simultaneously with

those of gender. The identity of the American sculptor Edmonia Lewis

exemplifies the need for such an inclusive model. The daughter of an African

American father and an Aboriginal American mother, Lewis occupies a complex

position in reiation to the societies in which she worked. At least one of her

sculptures, The Freedr¡¡oman nn Flearing of Her I iberf)¡, attests to her readiness

to use this position to make a political statement.aa

Alcoff summarizes the utility of her construct: "Seen in this way, being a

'woman' is to take up a position within a moving historicai context and to be able

to choose what we make of this position and how we alter this context."45 The

Victorian women sculptors approached the opportunities and obstacles that they

encountered in just such a manner, thereby building successful careers for

themselves and enabling others to follow their iead.
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PART I

PERSONAL EXPERIENCES



CHAPTER 1

FAMILY MATTERS

As noted earlier, an individual's identity is forged in the interplay

between external circumstances (both physical and ideological) and internal

dispositions. Over time, a complex relationship between these internal and

external forces is established so that the accumulated experience of the past

shapes the person's critical skills and values and affects how subsequent events

are perceived and accommodated. The family is the first, and perhaps the most

enduring, external contributor to this intricate slructure of identity. From birth,

each individual is provided with a ready-made social grouping comprising

people of different ages, temperaments, and aspirations who exert varying

degrees of control over one anothers' lives. Despite the arbitrary nature of the

arrangement, the individual has a certain amount of autonomy in the way that

he or she responds to family members and circumstances.

By contrast, the family arrangements that are made in adulthood involve

considerably more personai choice. A Victorian woman could elect to maÍryt

remain in the parental home, set up housekeeping with adult siblings or other

relatives, or establish long-term family-styie households with one oï more

friends. \Mhile any of these options might have significant effects upon the

experience of the individual, marriage had by far the most profound effects. In

entering into this practically indissoluble contract, a woman forfeited a host of

rights. she ceased to exist as a person in the eyes of the law with the

consequence that she could not enter into any other contracts, possess property

in her own right or the earnings from her labour, exercise guardianship over her



children, or refuse her husband conjugal relations.l Furthermore, marriage

usually brought with it the added responsibility of numerous children to care

for.

Nevertheless, these external factors did not preclude the possibility of

substantial autonomy within marriage. Presumably, a woman who had already

embarked uPon a career would take into consideration a suitor's disposition

toward and ability to facilitate that career when deciding whether to marry him.

A husband and wife could work together as a team, as did william and

Catherine Booth in establishing the Salvation Army, or accommodate each

other's separate careers as did painter Barbara Leigh Smith and her husband Dr.

Eugene Bodichon.2 The arrival of children inevitably affected the working

arrangements of the couple but, with the help of servants, did not automatically

curtail the woman's career.

Those women who remained spinsters had a different constellation of

advantages and disadvantages. Legally, the'feme sole' had the same rights as a

man to own and use property, enter contracts, and serve as an executor over the

property of another. However, she was often pitied or marginalizedfor her

inability to fulfil the maternal destiny that was deemed to be the crowning

achievement of womanhood. Another substantial drawback of spinsterhood was

the constant threat of financial insolvency as women characteristically were paid

less than men. Nevertheless, many unmarried professional women saw their

childiessness as advantageous to their career goals; as the century progressed, a

growing number of women, particularly those who campaigned for women's

rights, deliberately chose the single life.3 Despite having "scarcely ever been free



from some strong attraction," Dr. Etizabeth Blackwell felt unable to reconcile the

possibility of marriage with a career.4 Instead, she set up house with one or

another of her spinster sisters and, in a surprising move, adopted a young

orphan-giri whom she treated more like a housekeeper and personal secretary

than a daughter.s Other career women established similar family-type living

arrangements for mutual emotional and economic support. Frances Power

Cobbe shared a home with sculptor Mary Lloyd for nearly thirty years.6

Philippa Levine has asserted that the family is a particularly important

place to start in examining the personal experience of women for "in [the

Victorian] period, the family was the primary site through which their lives were

ordered and contained. Frequently that meant also that the choices they made

were heavily reliant upon family obiigation and opinion."T We will begin by

looking at the birth families of Susan Durant, Mary Grant, Amelia Paton Hiil,

and Mary Thornycroft making note of the occupational, religious, social, and

political niches occupied by each. This witl allow us to map each family's

location within the wider social context, to identify the specific economic and

ideological environment to which each sculptor was exposed, and to observe

where these famiiies overlapped or differed frorn one another. At a deeper level,

we will focus on the relationships between the various members of each family

and their illustrious kinswoman, paying special attention to how they facilitated

or impeded her sculpting aspirations.

After that, we will examine the family arrangements chosen by these

women in adulthood. Considerable significance attaches to these choices as they

fix the emotional and social milieu in which the bulk of each woman's career was



conducted. some of the benefits and drawbacks posed by marriage and

spinsterhood have been noted briefly, how each woman in the primary sample

group coped with and/ or utilized them in their professional lives will be

considered in more detail. As with the members of the birth-families, the

individual relationships within each household will be scrutinized for their

contributions to the success of the individual sculptors'careers. To the material

about the four sculptors in the study witl be added data drawn from the family

experience of other women who sculpted in Britain and on the Continent during

the same period.

FAMILIES OF ORIGIN

Before delving into the specific family experiences of the female sculptors

it will be helpful to consider briefly something of the spectrum of middle and

upper-middle class family expectations of daughters. Until roughly 1880, the

overwhelming majority of middle-class women lived in the families of their

childhood or marriage; after this date educational opportunities at boarding

schools and Universities expanded and a wider band of occupations became

available to women permitting them to move out on their own. Especially

during the earlier part of the centur/, when susan Durant (1,g2g-1,g7g), Mary

Thornycroft (1809-1895), Amelia Paton Hill (1820 -1904), and Mary Grant (1g31-

1908) went tfuough childhood and adolescence, young girls were

characteristically educated at home by their mothers, fathers, or governesses.

For some, home-schooling was augmented by sporadic short-term boarding-

school attendances. As a result, the family bounded its daughters' experience



and mediated the world to them much more fully than it did with sons who were

more often educated outside the household or trained in the family business.

Flowever, it would be a mistake to assume that their lives were effectively sealed

off from external influences. Access to books and periodicals, charitabie call-

making, and contact with family friends and extended kin contributed breadth to

their lives.e

Middle-class families did not comprise a homogenous social grouping

during the Victorian era. They exhibited widely differing child rearing practices

in keeping with their particular political, philosophical and religious concerns.

Based on accounts of the childhood experiences of notable women, we know that

families varied considerably in their expectations for and of their daughters. The

disparate experience of two cousins, Florence Nightingale (1820-7910) and

Barbara Leigh Smith (later Bodichon, 1827-1891), is a case in point. Nightingale's

upper-middle-class family was strictiy opposed to her wish for professional

work. After years of unremitting struggle, her father reiented, granting her an

ample living allowance and permitting her to do some nursing work at a facility

for sick ladies.10 By contrast, Leigh Smith's interest in drawing and painting was

cultivated by her father (the Radical MP for Norwich) who provided private

lessons and further training at the Bedford College for Ladies. Upon reaching

the age twenty-one Barbara received an annual allowance of €300 as did each of

her siblings regardless of gender.11 Ultimately, both women pursued careers that

brought public recognition (Leigh Smith became a painter and feminist activist).

Some families, such as the Leigh Smiths, paved the way for their daughters'

caïeers whiie others littered their paths with obstacles.



Three of the female sculptors in this study were born into comfortably

well-off families. Mary Grant came from the highest status background, being

the granddaughter of Thomas Bruce, the Seventh Earl of Elgin and Eleventh Earl

of Kincardine. Her parents were Lady Lucy Bruce and John Grant of Kilgraston,

a Scottish laird who had trained at the Royal Mititary College, Sandhurst, served

with the Grenadier Guards, and filled the roles of Deputy Lieutenant and Justice

of the Peace for county Perth.12

Susan Durant's father, George, was a prosperous London silk broker with

roots in Devonshire. Little is known of her mother, Mary. However, on the

strength of Durant's second name--Dugdale--coupled with a reference in a letter

to "the Dugdales at Wroxall and various other friends" it is possible that Mary

had gentry connections.l3 Certainly there were other extended family members

who attained landed status through the accumulation of wealth. Uncle Richard

Durant, whose verve and ambition were said to be echoed in Susan's personality,

purchased the Sharpham Estate, Devon, in-1,842. There he established himself in

county life holding the offices of Deputy Lieutenant and Justice of the Peace,

becoming the High Sheriff in 1851, and building and maintaining a school for

"boys and girls".1a

Amelia Paton Hill grew up in a comfortable cottage in Dunfermline,

Scotland, where her father worked in the town's renowned damask industry.

Joseph Neil Paton had initially studied to be a damask weaver, like his father,

but displayed superior skill as a textile designer and accepted the position of

Master of the Drawing Academy that had been established by a group of

Dunfermline manufacturers. He filled this post from 1830-1833 after which he
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returned to the industry where he was unofficially held to be the "dean of

damask designers in scotland between 1"850 and 1870.' He beionged to the

Scottish Society of Antiquaries and coilected historic artifacts from the old

palaces in Scotland. Amelia's mother, Catherine MacDairmid, was related to the

Earls of Atholl and had Highland Jacobite connections. She was an avid

folklorist who furnished her four children with an imaginary world of heroes

and fairies.ls

Mary Thornycroft is distinguished from the others by being the daughter

of a sculptor. John Francis had been a farmer on the Norfolk coast until, in the

words of his grandson, Hamo: "My grandfather went to see Nelson's funeral.

The wonderful car impressed him. As soon as he returned to Norfolk he went

along the sea-shore, picked up [some]jet and carved [a model of the car]. Mr.

Vernon saw it, and immediately sent him to Chantrey's studio."16

During Francis's first eighteen years in the sculpting business the family

experienced considerable economic instability. He had to refurn to farming at

least three times before he was well-enough known to make a living at sculpting.

By the time Mary was fourteen years old her father had estabiished a studio in

London, augmenting his income by taking on apprentices. Her mother, after

whom Mary was named, had an integral role in the family business seeing to it

that the apprentices were comfortably housed and fed. In addition, she kept

abreast of the goings on in the workshop and participated in lively discussions at

mealtimes. Her great-granddaughter,Mary Donaldson, described her as a "very

spirited" woman who once frapped a late night intruder in the house by his

Itair.l7



The Francis family's religious practices may be inferred from those of

Mary and Thomas Thornycroft who were described by their son Hamo as "the

usual nineteenth-century Christian Churchmen of the vague conservative type"18

The eldest of six daughters in a family of thirteen children, Mary Grant

spent her girlhood at Kilgraston House, Bridge of Earn, a stately home set in the

idyllic Perthshire counfryside. Although obviously priviieged, the famity was on

good terms with their village neighbours. Second daughter Annie's wedding

iuncheon included "many . . . humble friends of diverse grades who were

scattered on the lawn."1e Like most upper-middle-class daughters , Mary and her

sisters were taught by governesses and a male tutor in their home. At age

fourteen she went abroad with her family for a two year sojourn in Mannheim

and Dresden where her education continued under the tutetage of a German-

speaking governess.20 At least part of her training involved the so-called

accomplishments of drawing and painting in watercolours, decorative

needlework, and music. One biographical dictionary entry describes her as "a

lady of singular versatility, skilled at painting, embroidery, and with a touch of

great charm on the piano."21 By the time sl-re was nineteen, the family had taken

up the practice of removing to London annually for the "Season."

Given their gentry status it is not surprising that the Grants worshipped at

the Scottish Episcopal church. Several members of the family, including Mary,

had High Church inclinations which were inspired by the Oxford Movement.22

Mary's facility in the visual arts appears to have come from her father's

side of the family. John Grant was an amateur artist who specialized in portraits

and figure studies executed in oil paints or pen and ink, one of which is in the



National Gallery of Scotland collection. John's sister, Mary Anne Grant, studied

landscape painting with Andrew Wilson, a Scottish painter, art dealer , and.

Master of the Trustees' Drawing Academy.23 Mary's passion for sculpture was

doubtless kindled by her grandfather Lord Elgin's much-applaucled acquisition

of the Parthenon marbles which he sold to the nation (at a loss) a decade and a

half before she was born. Although he died when she was just ten years old,

there would have been time enough for him to instill a fascination with phidias,s

Classicai masterpieces.24 The first mention of Mary's interest in sculpting is in

1853 when she made portraits of her brother and sister; "I did Ludovic's bust and

my first medallion, of Annie." Two years later, during afamlly sojourn in paris,

she received extensive instruction in modelling from a sculpting Master and took

some drawing and painting lessons as well. 2s

Susan Durant's early family experience is very sketchy. Census records

indicate that she was born in either Tottenham or Stamford Hill, part ofgreater

London.26 She was the second of two children, both daughters. It appears that

her parents married somewhat later than the average age-26.5 years for women

and 29 years for men--that obtained for the middte classes during the first half of

the nineteenth century. Assuming that Susan's sister Mary Ann was the first-

born--as distinct from first surviving--child , Mary Durant far surpassed the

average age (27.3 years) of entry into motherhood by 6.7 years. Flowever, she

completed her childbearing (again, assuming that Susan was not foliowed by

otlrer children who did not survive) at the age of 40, inkeeping with the middle-

ciass average of 40.6 years.27 Among the various reasons for women entering

marriage late and having few children (the middle-class norm for the time being
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four to five) is a commitment to feminist concerns.2s A tantalisingly brief

mention of Susan's reminiscences of her mother, as told to her close friend Emma

Wallis, raises the possibitity that Mary had unorthodox ideas. ,'How much I

loved to hear her sweet recollections of her mother, and how admirable her

grateful sense of that mother's devoted and intellectual aid, though as it might be

aiso, peculiar and impetuous as her nafure was: but to her she felt she owed

much and beautifully expressed it."2e

Whether she was caught up in the discussion of women's rights that

followed the publication of Mary Wollstonecraft's book, A Vinclication of the

Rights of Wnman (1792), is a matter of conjecture. The timing is propitious for

such an interest as she was born in1788 and would have reached adulthood just

six years after the book was first printed. Atthough the journal entry offers scant

information, it clearly indicates Susan's appreciation of her mother's support of

something that Susan held important. Perhaps the 'intellectual aid' referred to

above was related to Susan's career andf or to her interest in the issues of

women's education and suffrage.

As to Susan Durant's early education much is left open to speculation.

Given the social location of her family and her frequent and extended stays in

France and Germany in adult life, her "diligent and industrious reading of the

ciassic and current literature of modern languages" is not surprising. She also

acquired a facility with spoken French and perhaps German. Harriet Beecher

Stowe records going to Baron Triqueti's sculpting studio in Paris where she was

persuaded to stay to have a portrait done by Durant instead of going to French

lessons. Triqueti promised "we wiil give you French lessons while you sit,"



indicating Durant's proficiency in that language. Her sojourns at the royal

residences of the Crown Princess of Prussia and of Princess Louis of Hesse likely

required some spoken German.30 Like other daughters of wealthy families,

Susan was given first-hand experience of foreign cultures "travelling as a young

girl with her parents in ltaly, [especially to] Rome where the family sojourned for

a winter."31 It is probable that she was home-educated in music, dance, art,

natural history, botany, and history as weil as languages.32 The end result of her

childhood instruction was a relaxed self-confidence that "dwelt with airy ease,

but without parade of learning upon art works, art subjects, . . . and the like."33

The Durant family's reiigious affiliations are not mentioned but

circumstances suggest that they had Unitarian roots. Exeter, where both George

and Mary were born and presumably grew up, "had been for generations the

seat of fierce religious controversy, and the place of gathering of many a

dissenting synod" especially Unitarians. Many of the significant members of the

Unitarian faith throughout Britain were well-to-do industrialists and commercial

businessmen, a category into which George fits comfortably. Furthermore, some

of the people Durant mentions in her letters are notable Unitarians. Sir John and

Lady Bowring are referred to as family friends.3a Henry Cole appears with

regularity in the correspondence; like Bowring, he was also a philosophical

radicai.3s One letter refers to "the Hills at Cambridge." Unfortunately, no further

information is given about these people with whom she obviously sympathized,

perhaps because they were sufficiently well-known as to not require an

introduction. James and Caroline (Smith) Hill from Wisbech, Cambridgeshire,

certainJy fit this profile. Both radical Unitarians, they established the publication



The star in rhp trast which became "a useful vehicre for women's rights

discussions." They were also proponents of innovative approaches to education;

their daughter, Octavia Hill, is another famous member of the f.amlly.z6 Finally, a

unitarian background would help to explain Mary Durant's somewhat

unorthodox personality. Olive Banks's research shows that "the Unitarians, and

particularly the more radical of their members, were highly responsive to the

doctrine of women's rights. Evidence for this comes from the large number of

early feminists who were Unitarians or came from a Unitarian background.."37

Amelia Paton Hill described her childhood in idyllic terms:

I lived a very romantic life as a child . . . near the old city of
Dunfermline. our house, wooer's Alley, was in the midst of loveiy
scenery/ avery retired spot, embowered in frees, situated on the top
of the hiil, close to the Royal Palace of Dunfermline and the grey
ruins of the Abbey. . . . I and my brothers and sisters weïe urouþrrt
up very much alone, and allowed to roam about as we liked. . . . I
was just a wild creature in those early days, climbing trees and
playing quoits with my brother. I was passionately fond of outdoor
life, of animals and plants.38

These rosy recollections, which were recorded when Amelia was seventy five

years old, have a remarkable resonance with the childhood experienced by

another sculptor, Harriet Hosmer. The only child to evacle the fuberculosis that

killed her mother and three siblings, Harriet was encouruged.by her physician

father to take up vigorous out-door exercise as a prophylactic against iilness. She

spent her days developing her skills as a markswoman with gun and bow,

swimming in the river and moulding little creatures out of the clay found on its

banks. Neighbours considered her to be an outspoken tomboy.3e

The somewhat unconventional childhood enjoyed by Amelia, her two
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younger brothers, Noei and Waller, Jemima, and at least one other sister is one

manifestation of the free-spirited personality of their father (and perhaps their

mother, as well). Joseph Neil was given to religious experimentation. Originally

of a Presbyterian background, he embraced a succession of denominations from

Methodism to Quakerism (abou t 1821) and Swedenborgianism, eventuaily

choosing to invent his own religion. He was in his euaker phase during

Ameiia's childhood, and she and her siblings were taught their early lessons by a

Quaker governess who came to their home.aO

It is uncertain whether Amelia and Jemima followed their brothers' later

educationai path to the Dunfermline school or continued on with instruction at

home. Whatever the case, it is evident that Amelia had an inquiring mind and

developed a broad grasp of the natural sciences as well as the liberal arts. She

tells of constructing her "first aquarium" in the garden at Wooer's Alley out of

"an old stone coffin" that was part of her "father's antiquarian collections." Her

fascination with amphibians and reptiles continued throughout her life, as did

her interest in antiquarian artifacts.al

Of fat greater consequence was the all-consuming passion for creating

visual art that Joseph Neil inculcated in three of his four children. As the elder

son Noel recounts, he was all but compelled to become a painter. ,,The

circumstances and surroundings of my boyhood made it all but impossible that I

should be anything but an artist, my father's tendencies and pursuits being all in

that direction."42 Noel and Waller both became painters and members of the

Royal Scottish Academy (RSA); Noel attained further honours, being named the

Queen's Limner for Scotlandin1866 and knighted in 7867.43 Amelia also tried
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her hand at painting showing sufficient skill to have two portraits exhibited at

the RSA in1844 and to collaborate with Waller on the illustrations for an edition

of Burns's works.aa

The first fourteen years of Mary Thornycroft's life were spent in the rural

community of Thornham in Norfolk where her father, John Francis, strove to

develop his skill at carving sufficiently to leave the farming life and establish

himself as a sculptor. In 1,823he took the family to London where he studied and

worked as an assistant in the studios of two eminent sculptors, Francis Chantrey

and Samuel Joseph.as Mary was the only one of his five chitdren (Georgiana,

Bessie, Charley, and one other daughter) who appears to have taken an interest

in her father's art. Little is recorded about Charley, who as the only son might

have been expected to carry on the family business, except that he died young;

however, he is mentioned in a letter tentatively dated 18g9.46

Commentaries on Mary's early artistic proclivities raise her to an almost

legendary status. Frances Hays states that "[f]rom her earliest childhood she

made strenuous efforts to imitate her father's works, and to put into form and

slrape the creatures which even then were teeming in her brain."47 James Mackay

asserts that she "was regarded as a child prodigy.,, The entry in the ironically

titled Men of rhp Time gives a much fuller rendition of Mary's childhood

training:

From an early age [Mary] sought her childish pleasures and
amusements in his studio, and during the period of girlhood
persevered, through all discouragement, in negiecting the ordinary
round of feminine occupations to carry on her favourite experiments
with the clay. This 'waste of time,' as it was then called, resulted in
increasing manual facility, and about twenty years ago she became
an exhibitor, sending heads and busts to the Royal Aðademy.a8
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IAIhile the first two descriptions might be suspected of formulaic adulation, this

longer account has a certain ring of authenticity. It was written during the full

bloom of Mary Thornycroft's career, whereas the notice by Hays was published

eight years into her retirement and Mackay's piece was compited in 1,977.

Currency does not guarantee accuracy, but there is a notable similarity

between this version of Mary's chiidhood and that of Elisabet Ney, a German

sculptor of the same era. Ney's biography details how she hung about her

father's stone-carving workshop, emulating his work and begging for

instruction. This he provided covertly in opposition to her mother's wishes that

she take uP more conventional feminine pursuits. Both of Ney's parents initiatty

opposed her request to study with the celebrated sculptor, Christian Daniel

Rauch.ae The discouragement attributed to Mary Thornycro ft may also have

taken the form of parental objections, perhaps especially from her mother.

Mary's granddaughter notes that "Great Grandmother Francis threw John

Francis's first bust out of the window," perhaps hinting that Mrs. Francis had an

initial antipathy to her husband's mid-life career change.sO Judging from Thomas

Thornycroft's description of his first week as an apprentice, "when I had been

here two or three days I was as much at home with Mr. Francis as if we had been

acquainted for years . . . [they are] plain, sensible and good-hearted [displaying]

nothing of the gay flightiness which people imagine so prevalent in London," the

Francis family does not appear to have stood much on ceremony.sl John

Francis's easy-going disposition and the down-to-earth tenor of the family's life

probably swung in Mary's favour.

Clearly, she overcame any initial resistance to her desire to sculpt and
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took her place in the studio alongside John Francis's three apprenticed students:

Joseph Durham, Thomas Thornycroft, and Matthew Noble. In company with

them she learned all aspects of the sculpture business, both in the studio and

around the table, where mealtime discussions about various aspects of the

profession took place. Her training was well-advanced by 1835, when Thomas

joined the family enterprise. she made her début at the Royal Academy

exhibition that year with a bust of her father. During his final year (L839) as an

apprentice, Thomas was required to hone his chiseiling skills by carving from the

designs of others, Mary's among them.s2

In addition to the time spent in her father's studio, Mary was no doubt

provided with an education in English and biblical literature, perhaps some

instruction in Greco-Roman mythology (although 1ikely not in the original

languages), history, simple accounting, and music. AII of these disciplines would.

have been essential to an aspiring artist who would be expected to produce ideal

works based on historical and literary subjects and to manage business accounts.

The polite accomplishments, such as singing and playing a musical instrumen!

would be necessary to equip her for the socializing requisite to attract sitters and

buyers for her work.s3

Whatever the difficulties faced by Mary Thornycroft in pursuing her

desire to become a sculptor, they were far fewer than those that confronted most

young women who aspired to such a career. As the daughter of a successful,

well-connected artist, Mary had inestimable advantages over the three other

women of this study. Until the 1870s, women who were serious about art

training had very restricted access to the primary institutions of art education.
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The Female School of Design made a basic education in art avaiiable to women

from 1842but its remit was narrowed after 1848, in step with a change for all

goverrunent schools of design, to concentrate exclusively on training for

manufacturing design. Middle-class women seeking art training weïe further

discouraged from attending the Female schooi by its relocation to a

neighbourhood of questionable propriety. Another move and a new name in

L852 (Female School of Art) rendered it a respectable institution at which young

ladies could study drawing and painting, but without a life ciass.s4 Similarly, the

National Art Training School (established1,857) at South Kensington admitted

female students but its curriculum was aimed primarily at training designers and

teachers of art.

The Royal Academy of Arts, which was chartered as a training and

exhibiting venue for the production of art in Britain, had been founded 1n1768

by decree of George III. Among the charter members were Mary Moser and

Angelica Kaufmann, both esteemed painters. Aithough the byJaws oÍ1797

"expressly contemplate the election ef rFprnale' Academicians" a reprinted

version of 18L5 omitted all "allusion to Female Academicians," the result of

which was a customary exclusion of women from membership and entry into the

Schools. This was despite the fact that the Schools were rrfresto all studpnts

qualified for admission to the same." A campaign mounted by concerned

women (including Mary Thornycroft) to convince the Royal Academy Schools to

admit qualified female students culminated in the acceptance of Laura Hereford

in 1860. Some subterfuge was employed (her portfolio was submitted under the

name L.Hereford causing the Academicians to assume she was male) and the
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number of women permitted to study there was sharply delimited. By 1864 the

Royal Academy threatened to exclude women yet again, claiming insufficient

space to accommodate them properly.ss

Private art schools in London, such as sass's, Cary's, Heatherly's, and

Dickinson's (later Leigh's) accepted female students during the 1840s offering

them an uneven quality of instruction. With the advent of the Slade School of

Art in 1871. wornen resident in London finally had untrammelled access to high

quality fine art training.s6

Scottish women fared a little better than their English sisters yet they too

had to make do with instruction that was intermittent or intended for industrial

design purposes. In Edinburgh, the Trustees' Academy was found ed (1760)by a

Scottish government body for the purpose of improving textile design. Its initial

purview was to provide a "drawing school in which young people 'of both sexes'

were to be trained to design for manufacturers." However, the Academy quickly

became something of an all-purpose institution for art training, providing tuition

to design and fine arts students alike. its original commitment to include women

was honoured only in part as no regular classes in fine art were provided for

female students, although some ad hoc arrangements were granted in the early

years of its operation. in 1854 David Octavius Hill, Secretary of the Royal

Scottish Academy, sent a letter to the Board of Trustees applauding its late

decision to offer classes to women and indicating the RSA's wiliingness to make

space availabie for the venture, as requested.sT

Different circumstances obtained in Glasgow. In keeping with directives

from the Department of Practical Art, the Glasgow School of Art (established in



1845 as the Government School of Design ) began to offer ladies' day classes in

1'852. However, the instruction provided was calculated to produce ornamental

artists rather than fine art painters or sculptors. Most of the middle-class women

who attended these classes had no intention of pursuing design careers but,

given the dearth of options, they accepted inadequate training as better than

none at ali.

Articles written during the nineteenth century comment on the high

proportion of female artists with a professional artist in the family background.

Sarah Tytler observes:

in proof of the difficulty which the technicalities of art must present
to women, that of all the women painters whom I have chronicied, I
am not aware of one . . . who did not overcome the difficulty, by the
advantage of an eariy familiarity with art, from having been the
daughter of a paintet, ot, at least, of an engraver.ss

Writing in 1859, E. Ellet goes so far as to assert that,

In most instances, women have been led to the cultivation of art
through the choice of parents or brothers. While nothing has been
more corrunon than to see young men embrace the profession
against the wishes of their famiiies and in the face of difficulties, the
example of a woman thus deciding for herself is extremely rare.se

Whiie Tytler's statement has some credence with regard to Thornycroft, Grant

and Hill, Eliet's assumption is not borne out in the experience of any of the four

sculptors. To the contrary, the three women who came from artistic families

were discouraged from their aim to sculpt professionally. Durant, alone, appeaïs

to have had the support of her family from an early age. Parental opposition

could be expressed in the absolute refusal to countenance a daughter's request



or, as in the case of Hilary Bonham-Carter, through a type of passive resistance.

Bonham-Carter's desire to become a sculptor was effectively sidelined by the

weight of minor family duties that devolved upon a spinster daughter.60

There are various reasons for family opposition to a sculpting career. The

concern over losing caste was voiced with some regularity. Middle-class women

were deemed to lower themselves in the eyes of society by taking on paid

employment except in circumstances of pecuniary necessity.ut A family with

status anxieties would find it hard to allow a daughter to work at any paid

profession.

'Unsexing'was a parallel issue. If a lady took up an activity that put her in

the public eye and required her to compete with mery she was said to unsex

herself.62 As late as the 1880s, warnings against this peril were issued. An article

opposing the restriction on occupations for women states that: "There is a

growing tendency now-a-days for women to unsex themseives--that is, to crowd

into occupations which have up to late years been occupied exclusively by

men."63 Indeed, independent action of any sort threatened to undermine the

presumed purity of the domestic woman upon whom depended the moral tone

of the middle classes. Even at the level of the palace, qualms of this kind were

voiced. Queen Victoria vehementiy opposed the "mad and utterly demoralizing

movement of the present day to piace women in the same position as to

profession--as men." To those who would point to her as the usurper of a maie

role came the reply: "The Queen is a woman herself--& knows what an anomaly

her o-n'n position is--but that can be reconcilecl with reason & propriety tho' it is a

terribly difficult and trying one."64 When Princess Louise first asked for



sculpting lessons, the Queen is said to have demurred because it was considered

a "less suitable hobby for a young girl than painting pretty sketches."6s However,

such a view was inconsistent with Victoria's practice of regularly employing

Durant and Thornycroft on personai commissions; ultimately the princess

received sculpting lessons from both women.

For some families, the cost of tuition and materials for sculpting would

have been a deterrent. Given the dearth of pubticly funded art education

facilities open to women, private lessons in the atelier of an established sculptor

would have been necessary. Unlike painting, sculpting involved a workshop of

specialist assistants to cast the artist's clay model in plaster and transfer the

resultant ternplate into stone or bronze. Even if the original modelling in clay

could be done in the family drawing room, it was essential to have access to a

studio to bring a work to completion. Although works might l:e shown in terra

cotta or plaster, it was customary to finish them in marble or bronze, both of

which were expensive media. Harriet Flosmer's father was not opposed to her

ambition to sculpt but he was hard pressed to finance her move to Rome to study

with John Gibson. A family friend, wayman Crow, became Hosmer's patron,

helping her to gain access to the anatomy classes at the St. Louis Medical College

and buying her works before she had made a name for herself.66 Similarly,

Thomas Thornycroft was supported by his patron, W.B.Dickinson, who paid his

apprenticeship fees.67

It was not always a parent who objected to a young woman's ambitions.

Amelia Paton Hill's brother, Noel, attempted to dissuade her from sculpting,

possibly from motives of envy.68 In addition to his success at painting, he sought



to make his mark as a sculptor at the urging of John Steell (Sculptor in Ordinary

to HM Queen for Scotland) and D.O.Hill (latterly his brother-in-law).6e He made

various bids to produce sculpted monuments for Edinburgh, aIl of which were

rejected. Aside from obtaining some commissions for "small-scale medallions

and reliefs," he never succeeded in establishing himself in what he "regarded as

his true vocation." A brief biographical note judges his sculpture as "more

notable for design than for searching execution ."rs By contrast, Amelia won

several significant public commissions such as the Burns monument at Dumfries

(1882), three figures for the Scott Monument (1,87s), and the statue of David

Livingstone (1.875-76), both in Edinburgh.

Even though Amelia's parents do not appear to have actively opposed her

interests, they did little to encourage them. In reply to Sarah Tooley's question

about when she began to study art, Amelia produced a miniature portrait of her

mother, saying:

This was the first thing I ever drew, and I had had no previous
training beyond the fact that all my life I had been accustomed to see
my father sketching, and my brother Noel too. But in those days it
was not thought necessary to give girls special training, so I had no
tuition in drawing and painting. it was when I was twelve years old
that I determined to try and paint a miniature of my dear mother.7l

Tooley comments in a much later article that this "was a wonderful piece of work

for a child who had had no teaching. [Yet] even this did not induce her parents to

have her trained as an artist."72 one is reminded of Hilary Bonham-Carter's

experience. Another writer who was a long-time friend of the Paton family notes

that Amelia was much occupied with drawing "small head studies in pencil,
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occasionally to serve as models in some of her brother's compositions."T3 The

details of her earliest efforts at sculpting as told by these two journalists are

somewhat conflicting. According to Sarah Tooley, Amelia's "ambition took a

bolder flight, and she began to model in clay. Her first tools were an ivory

crochet-needle and a kirife. Eventually she borrowed some better tools from a

plasterer."74 Mrs. Sharp's account suggests that although family members may

have been complacent about Amelia's artistic efforts, others were not.

A friend, realizingher possibilities, gave her some wax and a
modeling [sic] tool, and she began to model little portrait heads in
relief and in the round. Despite the fact that in those days women
who aspired to a profession were frowned upon, this woman-artist
persevered and trained herself in the handling of. cray, and in due
couïse became known in Scotland as a Portrait-sculptor.Ts

It is entirely possible that both versions of the story are accurate. At least

three of her extant works, medium-relief portrait medallions of the artist,

D.O.Hill and Sir Noel Patory are in wax and there is the likelihood that a portrait

of Richard Irven of New York is also in that medium.76 Modelling-quality clay

occurs naturally along riverbanks and at the seaside. As Dunfermline is

approximately three miles from the Forth estuary, Amelia could have collected

clay during visits to the beach. The "handling of clay" itself required more skill

than is immediately apparent. Thomas Thornycroft explained to his patron that

"strange as it may appear there is an art in handling of the ciay; an experienced

artist will model with very soft clay which greatly assists him in giving a soft

fleshiness to his model but it sticks to the fingers of a novice in every touch he

attempts and he continually gets his hand ctogged w(thit.,,77



The tools with which Amelia worked the clay are corrurì.on household

items that could be made to serve her artistic purposes. It is ironic that she chose

a crochet hook--which has strong associations with the ladyiike pursuit of

needlework--to shape messy, wet clay. Moreover, it was not a crochet hook

made of steel, but of the luxury material of ivory. Thus, this implement connotes

both gender and status--a significance that would not have been lost on Sarah

Tooley whose other articles in the "Notable Victorians" series included women

who had chalienged the status quo through work for the abolition of slavery,

women's atffrage, and repeai of the Contagious Diseases (CD) Acts.78 Mrs.

Sharp's comments that "women who aspired to a profession were frowned upon"

and that this "woman-artist persevered" accord with the symbolism of the

crochet hook-cum-modelling tool; she employs the unusually hyphenated term

woman-artist to signify the uneasy collocation of Victorian expectations of

genteel womanhood with the unconventionai adoption of a male-identified

occupation.

Nevertheless, these portrayals of Amelia Paton Hill as a self-taught artist

must not be taken as uncomplicated presentations of tI're facts. When Tooley

wrote her article of 1895, Amelia was long retired from an active career that

began with her exhibition of two portraits at the RSA in 1.844 andconcluded, in

1882, with the installation of her monument to Burns at Dumfries. Yet, this

apPears to have been the first lengthy biographical notice published about her.

The brief entry in Mrs. Tytler's ir Paintings (1874) does

state that "Mrs. Hill has mastered great difficulties in becoming a sculptor in

establishe d practice."Te Furthermore, the Tooley interview is the
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unacknowledged source of much of the information contained in Gifford's

memorial to the Paton family published in 1903. Given these circumstances,

Amelia probably seized this interview as a opportunity to immortalize herself in

print. Representing herself as an untutored artist would have served at least two

Purposes: to highlight the difficulties faced by middle-ciass women who chose to

become sculptors and to indicate just how great her talent was in overcoming

these difficulties. It might also have been invoked to explain the delayed

flowering of her career. significantly, there is no mention made of any

subsequent training in these or any other documents of the time. And, while the

1993 booklet that accompanied an exhibition of works by the Paton family

speculates that she received some instruction after her marriage, possibly in "the

studio of a sculptor such as William Brodie," it provides little data to substantiate

this allegation.so

Mary Grant and Susan Durant followed the pattern of many other women

artists who arranged to learn their profession in the studios of Continental artists

who were willing to teach female students. Although this type of training

arrangement undoubtedly enabled women to overcome their exclusion from the

Royal Academy Schools, it was by no means exclusive to them. As we have seen,

John Francis had three male students in his workshop during the 1830s and other

studios accommodated student-assistants.sl John Gibson's workshop in Rome

was one such venue that attracted numerous young women who aspired to

sculpt. Beginning with Harriet Hosmer in 1852, Gibson taught a steady stream of

American women: Emma Stebbins (arrived 1,857), Margaret Foley (1861), and

Edmonia Lewis (1865). In company with Vinnie Ream and Louisa Lander these



women were facetiously referred to as the "white marmoïean flock," by Henry

James.82 Among Gibson's British pupils weïe Mary Lloyd and (perhaps) Mary

Grant. Lloyd, the lifelong companion of the noted feminist Frances Power

Cobbe, studied under Gibson during the 1860s and nursed him through his final

brief illness, attending at his deathbed in 1869.83

Himself a student of Bertel Thorvaldsen and Antonio Canova, two of the

most revered sculptors of the early nineteenth century, Gibson was held to be

among the first rank of British sculptors. "A Roman education for ten years

under the tuition of a great master" was imperative, in Gibson's estimation. "I do

not believe it possible to become great without such advantages. Sculpture is a

most difficult and fastidious art which must combine refinement of taste, beauty

of form, and purity of style. The greatest sculptors of this age have studied at

Rome."84 Under his tutelage, students not only learned the refined techniques of

his elegant neoclassicism but also received the benefit of contact with other

famous sculptors and introductions to powerful patrons.

Despite their obvious engagement in collecting and producing art, Mary

Grant's family were said to be "quite horrified" when they learned of her

intention to make sculpting her profession and "implored her to desist from

attempting anything so eccentric."85 However, she persevered in her plans,

perhaps assisted by her uncle, Sir Francis Grant, a painter who later became the

President of the Royal Academy of Arts. In a speech given at the Female School

of Art in1866 Sir Francis made his somewhat quaiified support of women's art

aspirations piain.

For my own part I have always been a warm advocate of the
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admission of lady students to the Royal Academy, and I hope they
will always enjoy the same privileges as the maie students. . . . but
while I shall ever be the advocate of an open field, fair play, and no
favour,I trust the result will be better art, and a friendly, peaceable,
and even affectionate rivalry.86

An obituary notice in the London Timeq indicates that Mary Grant studied under

a series of sculptors including John Gibson. F{owever, there is some question

about the accuracy of this particular claim. Gibson's name appears in but two of

several obituary notices and biographical dictionary entries about Grant, the

second of which borrows blatantly from the Times.87 Gibson's biographers make

no reference to her.88

Similar difficulties arise with regard to two of the other sculptors who are

listed as Grant's instructors. A feature article in the I aclipqrFielcl (1899) states

that she studied at first with Fantachiotti in Florence, followed by Merier [sic] in

Paris, finally ending up in the London studio of Foley who invited her to

complete her training with him on the strength of a portrait bust she had shown

in the Royal Academy. In the Thieme-Becker and Clement dictionary entries all

names but Foley's are omitted although studies in "Paris and Florence" are

recorded.se Fantachiotti does not appear in other reference works and her

instructor in Paris is variously identified as Merier, Mercier and Mercié. The first

version of this name appears to be a typographical error but the iatter two

identify sculptors working in Paris. Michei Louis Victor Mercier was an

established sculptor by the 1860s when Grant is purported to have begun formal

sculpting instruction.eO Born in1845, Marius-Jean-Antonin Mercié was too

young to be her teacher.el

John Henry Foley's contribution to Grant's art education appears to be



uncontroversial. He conducted a very successful career in London from 1839 to

c.1870, taking on several students over the years. When Mary Thornycroft's

children Helery Alyce and Hamo required a Royal Academician to sponsor their

applications to study sculpture at the RA Schools, Foley supplied the need.

Undoubtedly, an invitation to join his workshop would have been a considerable

compliment to Grant's abilities. He clearty had no difficulty with women taking

up sculpting as a career and apparently enjoyed a positive rapport with Susan

Durant who made a favourable passing comment about him in a 1etter.e2

Susan Durant, whose family apparently had no direct connections with art

production, seems to have encountered little or no opposition to her desire to

become a sculptor. There is not much information about her childhood or

adolescence to be had. An obituary notice written by her journalist friend

Cornelia Augusta Hewitt Crosse provides a glimpse of her early interest in

sculpture. While "travelling as a young girl with her parents in Italy . . . [Susan]

first deveioped a taste for sculpture, brought forth doubtless by a sight of the

galleries and sludios of Rome, wheLe the family sojourned for a winter. [There]

she studied simply as an amateur."e3 Her family presumably made

arrangements for her to take lessons from one of the sculptors whose studios

they had visited. As a result of this early experimentation, Durant's enjoyment

of sculpting deepened to the extent that she could no longer justify the expense

of pursuing it as a hobby and "announced her intention of devoting herself to the

work professionally.tte+ To achieve this aim, she obtained further training at "the

School of Art" where she receiv ed a prize conferred by the Prince Consort.es

Unfortunately, Emma Wallis's journal is not precise about which art
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school Durant attended, or when. F{owever, the Prince's involvement suggests

that this was one of the government-sponsored art training centres at which

annual awards ceremonies were held. Since Durant made her début at the Royal

Academy exhibition of. 1847, at age nineteen, her art schooi instruction probably

took place sometime between about 1842 and1848. The only government school

that would admit young ladies during this period was the Female School of

Design, which opened its doors in october 1842. Despite the government's

emphasis on training workers for the art manufacturing sector, the first

Superintendent of the Female School offered a diverse enough curriculum to

attract middle-class women seeking an education in fine art. For a brief spell,

from 1848 to 1852, a change in policy and location made the Female School a less

desirable environment for women of Durant's social standing. However, after

that period, deiiberate efforts were made to induce middle-class women to

return.e6 Taking the Thornycroft daughters' experiences of art education as a

guideline, it is probable that Durant began her art school studies at age seventeen

or eighteen.eT

Training at the Female School of Design would have given Durant good

preparation in drawing, but there was no access to a life class in which artists

could learn to draw the undraped figure. It was essential tl'rat she find a sculptor

willing to give her further studio instruction. By 1.856, if not considerably earlier,

Durant was studying in the workshop of Baron Henri de Triqueti (c.1802-1874), a

Paris-based sculptor favoured by duc Louis-Philippe d'Orléans (the july

Monarch) and noted for his experimentation with polychrome inlay and mixed

media works.es It is difficult to determine how long she remained a student
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there because she maintained a close relationship with Triqueti, sometimes

working as a guest in his studio, sometimes collaborating on large comrnissions

with him, until her death at his home in1873. Moreover, even in 1857 she used

her home in London to display her works to patrons such as Moses and Lady

Montefiore, who came to see a bust they had commissioned.ee

The number of years spent in studio training varied considerably from

Thomas Thornycroft's four-year apprenticeship to Gibson's recommended period

of ten years; Robin Lee Woodward's research indicates that sculptors usually

spent between six and ten years as pupils.1O0 In August L863 Triqueti, maybe

partly in jest, referred to "H. de Triqueti and Co." under which appears Durant's

formal signature, signalling perhaps that Susan had completed her studies and

was employed as a studio assistant.lOl Correspondence from 1"864 indicates that

Durant had an independent studio equipped with facilities for sitters and large

enough to require at least one assistant.102

Having discussed how the female sculptors'families influenced their

choice of career, we will now examine how they affected the course of those

careers.

In spite of his opposition to Amelia's adoption of the sculpting profession,

Noel Paton facilitated her pursuit of it by taking her to live with him and his

bride when they moved to Edinburgh in c.1859. Their residence at 33 George

Square was well chosen to accommodate the needs of ambitious artists. It was

centrally located-less than a mile from the Royal Scottish Academy to which

Noel had been elected in 1850--yet it boasted the ambience of aleafy suburb.

More than a dwelling place, the residence was equipped with studio space



enough to accommodate both Noel and Amelia.103 Their brother Waller also had

a house in the square. The move to Edinburgh broadened the social and

professional horizons of each of the Patons. In Ameiia's case, this was an

opportunity that she could not have taken advantage of on her own. Being

single and lacking a steady income, she was heavily dependent on family

support.

Through living with her brother's f.amlly, Amelia was afforded excellent

opportunities to meet, receive, and cultivate potential sitters and patrons from

among the literary and academic circles entertained at the Paton family home.

Her active exhibiting career dates from this period.loa

This pattern of assisting the careers of family members can be seen at

various junctures. Patricia de Montfort suggests that the Patons shared patrons

amongst themselves. For instance, Joseph Neil Paton produced some damask

designs by J.E.H.Wemyss, M.P. and Lord Lieutenant of Fife, in1862 and in 1865

Amelia made a posthumous bust of him.los More mundane help was also given.

Noel is credited with providing the materials for one of Amelia's earliest efforts

at modelling, an idealized bust of the poet Shelley. He also acted as a catalyst to

her artistic progress. In reply to her claim that she could produce a better bust of

Shelley than had Mrs. Leigh Hunt he retorted: "I daresay you have audacity

enough to try.11106 This type of badinage tells of a friendly, productive rivalry

between brother and sister. Amelia's collaboration with Waller on the

illustrations for Burns's work, already mentioned, is another example of family

cooperation.

Family members could contribute substantially to a sculptor's oeuvre.



Ameiia's little nieces and nephews lent themselves as sitters for portraits that

made their way to the annual exhibitions. Diarmid, Noel's son, appeared on a

medallion at the RSA (1863) and GI (1366) and as a marble bust at the RSA (1866);

Maud Roxburgh, her sister's daughter, was rendered as a sketch model titled

Wee or,r¡let and shown at the RSA (1866) and as a finished statuette at the RSA

(1'871). Portraits of her brother Noel, which allowed her to capitalize on his

reputation, were shown several times at the RSA, RA, and GJ.107

Susan Durant's immediate and extended family were as accommodating

of her career as they had been of her training. Little is known of her mother,

Mary, who died sometime between December 1860 and 1863. How supportive

she was of her daughter's unusual occupation is open to speculation. Certainly,

she is presented as a positive force in susan's life, providing "devoted and

intellectual aid" for which Susan "fe1t she owed much.rr1o8 A passing reference

indicates that she acted in the capacity of a sociai secretary, keeping Susan

abreast of who came calling for her while she was away working in Paris.10e On

the surface, at least, this appears to be a relatively unproblematic relationship,

neither threatened by nor threatening to an ambitious daughter.

George Durant took a relaxed role in Susan's life, apparently interfering

only when he was concerned about her immediate financial standing. A letter

from Potsdam, where she was doing work for Queen Victoria and the Crown

Princess of Prussia, replies to a question about her income:

There are some things you know better than money and that money
will not buy. So we must not be too eager to realize the profits of
this expedition L.S.D. [pounds, sterling, pence]. Besides you know
that it is not the custom even with Princes to pay beforeha'"'cl. By the
end of the year I hope to pay a pretty little sum into Union Bank-
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but at present it is all drawing out.110

Another letter indicates how various bills were to be handled. "It is all right

about [Hindley's] bill, that goes to my account with Mr. de Trique¡i.rr111 It is not

surprising that George, a retired silk broker, would have been anxious about his

daughter's financial acumen. His own business skills would have been forged at

a time when there was an increasing emphasis on regularized systems of

accounting and his presumed religious background would have instilled a

heightened sense of ethical responsibility in financial dealings.112 Furthermore,

although daughters traditionally were taught how to manage household

accounts, they would have had little experience in the more sophisticated

dealings of business. Susan's proficiency in this area appears rather weak, as

evidenced by complaints from the Keeper of the Privy Purse.113 Her answers to

her father's queries about money imply that he was attempting to coach her in

this aspect of her work. It also may be at his prompting that she took the step of

preparing a will at the same time as he drafted his own.lla

Another very important way in which George facilitated Susan's career

was by being on hand to oversee the running of her London studio during her

work-related absences. Several letters from Susan contain instructions to be

relayed to studio workmen through her father who also fulfilled the role of a

studio tour guide, taking customers to see work they had commissioned.lls A

less tangible, but absolutely invaluable, service that he provided was to be a

sounding-board for his remarkable daughter. She could boast to him of her

achievements with impunity and never be thought immodest.116

Members of Durant's extende d famlly, especially her Uncle Richard



Durant, were instrumental in forwarding her work. As we noted earlier, she

shared a similar energetic disposition with her uncle that prompted her cousin

Elizabeth "to admire her talent more than i might otherwise have done." Susan

visited her uncle and cousins at Sharpham where she was apparently introduced

to potential clients among the county notables. The Brookings, who were "great

friend[s] of my Uncle Richard's family," engaged Durant to sculpt a portrait

group of their children. At the time of drafting of her first will, Susan asked

Richard Durant to serve as her executor.ll7 Although this is probably her cousin

Richard, it is clear that she reposed considerable trust in the Sharpham farnlly,

for with this office she entrusted to him the duty of dispersing the works in her

studio after her death. Another cousin, Sanford Hodgson, did his part by

bringing interested members of his acquaintance around to Susanrs studio.118

Susan's only sibling,Mary Ann, is a shadowy figure to whom Susan

made the gift of a shawl and bequeathed É1,000 of her estate. Like Susan, she

remained a spinster but, unlike her, appears to have been a somewhat pitiable

individual. In a letter from Potsdam Susan sent love and birthday remembrances

to "poor Mary Ann" urging her father to visit her.11e

Perhaps the most important ally in Mary Grant's family was her uncle, Sir

Francis Grant. As a successful portrait painter and the President of the Royal

Academy he could offer his niece an almost unparalleled entrée into the

Victorian art world. Mary's decision to establish her career in London, rather

than in her native Scotland, was no doubt heavily influenced by this factor.

There certainly is good reason to believe that Sir Francis lent some of the benefits

of his position to enhance Mary's visibility as a sculptor. In 1866, the year of his



elevation to the post of President of the Royal Academy, Mary made her début at

the RA Exhibition with a bust of her illustrious uncle. Several plaster copies of

Grant's portrait were made subsequently and the marble version was presented

to the Royal Academy by the sculptor in1876. Her uncle's service to this

institution ensured that Mary Grant's bust wouid be displayed; it was noted at

the time of her death that "her bust of Sir Francis Grant is one of the few works

by women owned by the Royal Academy."120

Mary's aunt, Lady Augusta Stanley (née Bruce), was also in a position to

promote her niece's sculpting career. As a former lady-in-waiting to the Duchess

of Kent and one of the women of the bedchamber to Queen Victoria from 1861 to

her death in1876,Lady Augusta was well-placed to bring Mary's work to the

attention of the royal family and members of the court. She and her husband, the

Dean of Windsor (married 1863), were known to be great favourites of Queen

Victoria. She may have been instrumentai in arranging for Mary to have sittings

from the Queen for a colossal bust that was commissioned by the Rajah of

Kappurtal a in c.1869.121

However much she may have assisted Mary in life, Lady Augusta also

served her career in death. Mary made several posthumous busts of her

kinswoman, among them a reduced version in ivory and a larger one in

alabaster, the latter of which was purchased by a sorrowing Queen Victoria for

her personal collection.122 There appears to have been a considerable call for

these portraits--a demand which Mary Grant was prepared to fill by making

available copies of the bust at f5 for the larger ones and f3 f.or the smaller ones.

What could be construed today as a calculating exploitation of her Aunt's



celebrity does not seem to have been thought untoward at the time. Clearly it

did not strike Dean Stanley as an abuse of his beloved wife's memory, as he

commissioned Mary to make a monument to her; this is located in Dunfermline

Abbey alongside the other memorials to the Bruce family.i23 In 1884 Mary

received a royal commission for a memorial portrait medaliion of Dean Staniey

to be placed in the St. George Chapel at Windsor Castie; abronze replica of this

is located in St.Giles Cathedral, Edinburgh.l2a

The Rajah of Kappurtala commissioned at least two busts from Mary

Grant: the oversize bust of Queen Victoria (1870) and a posthumous portrait of

Charles John Canning, Earl Canning (1871). It is possible that she received an

introduction to this patron either through her uncle James Bruce, eighth Earl of

Elgin and Viceroy of India (1862-63), or her brother Robert Henry Grant who was

in the service of this uncle in India.12s

Various members of Mary's extended family sat for portraits which she

executed in marble. These may have been displayed in her studio as samples of

her work; many of them were exhibited at the Royal Academy and the RSA in

hopes of attracting buyers and additional commissions. Each of these sitters not

oniy provided Mary with images to display, they also lent the prestige of their

upper-class names, tacitly endorsing her work to their peers and parvenu

inferiors.i26

Toward the end of her career, Mary received practicai support from her

sister Charlotte and her cousin Isa Geary. Both women lived in London where

they were members of Anglican sisterhoods. Very likely they acted as

amanuenses when Mary was suffering the after-effects of a stroke that made
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letter-writing nearly impossible. Although she was no longer able to sculpt,

Mary needed to find buyers for unsold works. In Scotland, her cousin Lord

Elgin interceded on her behalf with the members of a trust founded by Andrew

Carnegie to provide a monument to Queen Margaret for Dunfermline.

Unfortunately, his best efforts failed to win her the commission.l2T

A final indication of her family's attitude to Mary's professionai life can be

inferred from the fact that tools presumed to have been used by Mary were

preserved along with her portraits. These are not very prepossessing items,

being constructed of simply-fashioned metal blades or loops fitted to spare

wooden handles. Yet, they are more than mere items of family nostalgia--they

are the tools of a'trade' plied by a gentlewoman who challenged the conventions

of her class and succeeded.128

Mary Thornycroft continued to receive practical support from her family

after she had left home and was pursuing a career alongside her husband. John

Francis took care of the Thornycrofts' banking arrangements while they were in

Rome and looked for ways to sell Mary's work. "[If you would] send the Sappho

. . . I would shew it to the Queen, and if she did not purchase it I could then

exhibit it.nr2e

MARITAL FAMILIES

Before considering the effects of marriage, it will be useful to examine the

impact of spinsterhood upon the careers of female sculptors. Fifty per cent of the

focus group of this study were lifelong spinsters; if the women who had

successfui careers in Europe and America during the mid-nineteenth century are
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taken into account, the figure rises to eighty per cent.130 The restrictions imposed

uPon married British women by the laws of coverture have been outlined earlier

in this chapter; American laws were remarkably similar.131 A woman free to

make contracts and dispose of her own income at will was able to exert much

more control over her career than one encumbered by the need to involve her

husband in such transactions. Furthermore, spinsterhood usually spared female

sculptors the responsibiiities of child-bearing and rearing that consumed so

much time and energy. Harriet Hosmer's oft-quoted views on marriage and

career are worth repeating:

I am the only faithful worshipper of celibacy and her service
becomes more fascinating the longer I remain in it--even if so
inclined, an artist has no business to be married--for a man, it is weil
enough, but for a woman, on whom matrimonial duties and cares
weigh more heavily, it is a great moral wrong, I think, for she must
either neglect her profession or her family, becoming neither a good
wife and mother nor a good artist. My ambition is to become the
Iatter, so i wage an eternal feud with the consolidating lçn61.i32

Susan Durant betrays similar sentiments in a joking comment to her friend

Emma Wallis. "Tell Mr. Wallis I am very proud of my r.r¡edcling present which I

consider the dessert service [a housewarming gift] to be and am saucy enough to

think I have the best of it, being minus the husbandrrrl33 Notwithstanding her

dismissal of marriage, there is compelling evidence that Durant became a mother

three years before she died, although she did not openly acknowledge the birth

and she made arrangements for her son to live with her friend Dr. Elizabeth

Blackwell.13a Hosmer's progeny were of the ideal type--she described her

sculptures as "children"--completing the picture of a woman wedded to her



career.135

Aside from the legal and domestic constraints faced by married women,

there was the difficulty of being overshadowed by a husband's reputation.

Writer Ann Richelieu Lamb stated it thus:

The unmarried wom¿n is snmpbocl)¡; the married, nobodyl The
former shines in her own light; the latter is only a f.aintreflection of
her husband's, in whom boih law and public opinion suppose her 'to
be lost' . . . Surely the state of the much-ridiculed spinster is better
than this very equivocal position; in which is a great risk of losing
our identity.tsø

One of the drawbacks of spinsterhood which has particular poignancy

with regard to women who worked so hard to achieve success is that "spinsters

were the women most rapidly relegated to family and historical obscurity." Even

though Durantrs and Grant's achievements are recorded in dictionaries of artists

and their major commissions still stand in public places, they are largely

forgotten. What letters remain of a lifetime's correspondence are those few kept

by a couple of devoted friends, a small hoard left behind by a proud father, and

those recorded in Mary Grant's journal and letterbook. "Family papers were

generally kept by the husband or sons of the married woman, and most spinsters

emerge only as occasional shadows in tl're background of their more fortunate

married sisters' correspondence. rr137

The iife-stories of women, who, like Mary Thornycroft married and had

childlen, are better preserved than those of spinsters. Men's lives are more fully

documented than either. A telling comparison can be made between the way in

which Thomas Thornycroft's memory has been preserved and the treatment of



Susan Durant. Although archives hold a similar number of letters for each (just

over 200 for Durant; 185 for T.Thornycroft), Thomas Thornycroft is the subject of

a biography whiie Durant's life-story has never been told. The portrayal of

Thomas Thornycroft, written by his granddaughter, reveals a man who never

quite realized his potential as a sculptor ,largely because he lacked concentrated

ambition. Durant, who appears to have lacked neither ambition nor skill, had

the misfortune to die just as her career was flourishing. Yet she was no less

worthy of remembrance than was Thomas.

sir Henry Paul Harvey, Durant's out-of-wedlock son, barely knew his

mother, who died two months after his third birthday; by agefour he was

orphaned. Had Durant been married, he would have grown up among her

extended family from whom he might have learned more about his illustrious

mother. Under the circumstances Paul had no access to such information and

would have been stigmatized for revealing his relationship to Durant.

Nevertheless, he did endeavour to commemorate her by donating a collection of

her bronze and gold reductions of the Windsor medallions to the National

Portrait Gallery, and by naming his only child after her. But these, like her

works themselves, are mute memorials.138

Mary Grant made a deiiberate attempt to preserve her memory for

posterity in the form a detailed diary and letterbook which records the salient

features of her family life, religious faith, and career activities. In addition, there

are a small number of her papers and letters that were preserved by her friend

Bishop Grafton. On at least two occasions she seriously contemplated marriage.

In the first instance her romantic ardour was unrequited but in the second she



apparently feared that her career wouid be compromised and chose to remain

single.l3e

A tantalizing quote attributed to Mary's nephew, Colonel Patrick Grant,

apPears in McEwanr5 Dictionar)¡ of Scottish-Art. "Mary Grant was a pioneer--

amongst women to take up sculpting professionally, and to set up a studio of her

own. InI879 she was asked by the Prince of Wales to represent British Art [sic]

at the Paris Exhibition. . . . Many persons of note frequented her salon in Tite

Sfreet, Chelsea."la0 Unfortunately, there is no indication where this quote was

obtained but it hints that Col. Grant (now deceased) may have contemplated

writing something more substantial about his aunt. Despite Mary's determined

efforts and her nephew's obvious admiration, her life story was largely forgotten.

Many contemporaries of Susan Durant and Mary Grant preferred to

remain single. Mary Lloyd, as we have seen, became a lifelong companion to

Frances Power Cobbe; Dr.Elizabeth Blackwell and her four sisters also chose

careers over husbands.lal For the majority of the female sculptors it seems that

marriage was deemed a hindrance to the pursuit of a career. They chose instead

to confront the stigma attached to spinsterhood and took great satisfaction in

their work.

Both Mary Thornycroft and Amelia Paton Hill contracted what may be

described as thoroughly companionate marriages. In each case, "the central fact

of marriage was parity and partnership between husband and wife"

characterizedby "the sharing of both affection and work.rr142 Marriage to a

fellow artist helped to ensure that the woman's career would continue. In the

Thornycroft household, Mary's career provided the primary souïce of family



income during the early years and she continued to be a consistent earner

through commissions from the Queen.la3 ll was not merely the obvious

economic advantage that induced Thomas to support Mary's career. He had

never known her as anything but a fellow sculptor from the days in her father's

workshop. Letters sent to Mary and received from his benefactor, w.B.

Dickinson, indicate his admiration for Mary's works and his contribution to their

completion as an apprentice refining his carving skills.laa Although he has been

suspected of professional jealousy at times, he could also glory in Mary's

successes unreservedly. "The praises of your name were echoing in the remotest

corners of the Island--when the trumpet-tongued genius of Fame was employed

in honouring you. I rejoice at the prosperity of iadies and especially at your

prosperity.rrl4s she, in turn, assisted him with his works, keeping a cray model

moist during his absence, ensuring that a plaster cast was clean after shipp ing.rou

Within a year of the completion of his training they were married. Their

first child, Ann, was born in 1841. Neither Mary nor Thomas assumed that

motherhood would mean the curtailment of her sculpting work. In a letter from

the Isle of Wight, where Mary and the baby were staying with her brother-in-

law, Isaac Thornycroft informs Thomas that: "Mary intends making a bust of her

daughter's uncle Isaac. . . . she can get clay from Newport. . . . She therefore

wishes thee to send by poqt I or ? small tools. A large rough tool we must

manufacture here."147 Presumably, Thomas complied with the request.

Certainly, he did not hesitate to set off for Rome in November rB42 with a

heavily pregnant wife, although they did leave little Ann with her paternal

grandmother. Not long after their arrival in Rome Thomas assisted with the
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unexPectedly early birth of their son John. Prior to her confinement, Mary had

produced the model ef Sappho and made the acquaintance of John Gibson,14s

Other references in the Thornycroft archive indicate that she worked right

through her pregnancies--stopping just two days before going into labour, in one

instance. Between 184L and L853 Mary bore seven children and exhibited at the

RA and BI nine times, sometimes showing more than one piece in a year. The

works listed in the exhibition cataiogues include some of the items commissioned

by Queen Victoria who kept Mary exceedingly busy by requesting multiple

versions of particular pieces. McCracken claims that in 1846 alone Mary

executed seven sculptures for the Queen.lae

In order to fuifill these and other outside commissions, Mary and Thomas

had to work as a team. in a letter to Dickinson Thomas expiained their division

of labour:

HRH Prince Aibert has commissioned Mrs. Thornycroft to make
statues in marble of the four Royal Children. Mrs. Thornycroft
models the busts and I make the statues. . . . Her Majesty having
expressed a desire that the whole series should be complete as soon
as possible, I_have been compelled to set aside everything else for
the present.lso

On another occasion he told of a commission from the Duchess of Kent that

"came at the eleventh hour, as Royal orders often do; and it was only by great

effort both on the part of Mrs. Thornycroft and on my own part also that the

affafu was completed on time."1s1 Thomas's role in these commissions is

consistent with that of a studio assistant of the period.ls2

There are other instances where Thornycroft family members helped one



another over difficulties of execution or conceptualization. For exampie, when

their son, William Hamo, was having difficulty with a head of Shakespeare Mary

went "up on to the scaffold and . . . modelled the face more into drawing."isl

However, there were also times when Thomas threatened to take over his wife's

work, with predictable results. A much-quoted anecdote tells how he "assisted

[Mary in her modelling by] cutting off the heads of her figures and twisting

them about, while she danced round him in agony crying: 'O.Iy tell me Thorneyl

Oniy tell me!"'1sa Doubtless frustrated at his own lack of commissions, Thomas

made exaggerated claims about his part in the royal portraits saying:

I have been employed chiefty by the eueen during these last three
years, and am now pretty well in Her Majesty's good graces. I count
it fortunate, to have found commissions during these Late troublous
times. Art has languished sadly these last two years and there are
now many men of great attainments in art totally unemployed.lss

In the farnlly reminiscences and letters Thomas comes across as a complex

individual-blending impetuosity with devotion, lightheartedness with periods

of brooding. Such a mercurial personality might have been hard to live with--

even harder to work with. Mary's recollection of an incident during the earlier

years of their marriage illustrates the difficulties she and Thomas had sharing a

studio.

I remember quite well going into the oid studio at stanhope street
and saying to Thorney, "I wish that I had something to modei. I
should like to make a relief of the three girls, " whereat he went into
arage and began to bully me and I became so angïy at not being
encouraged that I rushed out of the studio and went into the house,
got the paste board, took it into the pointing-shop and with some
clay began a relief of the subject I had had in my mind some time.



Having laid three heads in, I carried it through the studio just to
show him that I ha.l commenced it, As I passed him he said, "oh
you have got three Dumplings on your board." We1l, I took it up
into the drawing room and went to work at it in earnest--it was
there that I also modelled the "skipping Girl". He afterwards
calmed down and came and helpe¿ -".rs6

It is difficult to tell what it was that triggered the outburst. perhaps Mary

interrupted a piece of work that Thomas was deeply engrossed in or struggling

hard to perfect. He may have been feeiing the pressure of a deadline or

experiencing frustration over a lack of commissions. As one of his own letters

from their courtship attests he sometimes spoke hastily. "When I reflect how

harsh my words have sometimes been to thee, how often I have disguised my

tenderness in pride or seeming indifference, I cannot but regret [itlegible] as an

injustice to thy faithful þg¿1¡.tt157

For her part,Mary was equai to his ill temper. In one rather contrite-

sounding letter, Thomas commended Mary for her "candour and expostulation"

and accepted her reproof for an outburst of some sort. Remembered by one of

her friends as a person who was slow to anger but capable of getting the 'fire up'

if she sensed injustice, Mary would have been a formidable oppons¡¡.iss Stung

by her husband's fit of temper but still determined to do the work she had in

mind, Mary stormed out of the studio, gathered together the necessary materials,

and went into the house to make a start on the portrait. Her story is filled with

infriguing details that play the workshop space off against the domestic interior.

From the kitchen she got the "paste board," an item on which pastry would

normally be prepared, and took it into the "pointing-shop," the place where

sculptures were rendered in stone by workmen. There she shaped the clay into a



sketch of her three daughters--those quintessential denizens of the domestic

realm. Satisfied that she had made sufficient headway in the pointing-shop to

indicate that she was serious about her occupation, Mary again passed through

the studio to show Thomas that she was not cowed by his opposition. His

comment on her work again invokes domestic roles: "Dumplings" being both a

pet-name for children and a dougl'ry confection. Such patronizing criticism only

hardened her resolve to sculpt. Effectively barred from the workshop, she set up

her materials in the drawing room, thereby investing the conventional site for

genteel needlework with a professional function. Out of this setting had come

the most successful piece of her caïeer, the skipping (ìirl.lse Although the

incident ended with Thomas reaffirming his willingness to support her work,

Mary evidently saw it as an event of considerabie significance, perhaps

symbolizing the various struggles she had had to face as a female sculptor.

It appears that Hamo aiso found Thomas difficult to work with. "The

pater is having another turn with his old group Boadicea and makes much fuss

and does but little work. I feel inclined to turn out and take a studio elsewhere

where I should be more master." While this entry expresses the critical attitude

of a young man wishing to be out from under his father's shadow, taken

alongside a colrunent from his mother it also indicates a more substantial

discontent. In a note heralding their unexpected return from a holiday Mary

commented: "I am sure you are very busy and that you are giad to have a quiet

time at home but you know what your father is when he gets tired of anything--

he makes others wretched."160

If Thomas was difficult to get along with at times, he was also clevoted. to



Mary. Hamo described him as "very quiet and figitty [sic] if Mama is away a d.ay

or so and pleased as a child when she comes back." Despite his fits of jealousy,

he also harboured a great admiration for his wife's achievements. He boasted to

a friend that "Wyon the Mint medallist . , . pïonounces Mrs. Thornycroft's eueen
better than Chantrey's--in short, the best sculpture of Her Majesty yet produced."

This was high praise indeed as Thomas was of the prior opinion that ',in porfrait

figures and busts all must yield to Chantrey.'76r To Dickinson he proudly

reported that "Mrs. Thornycroft continues her professional career, no woman

ever attained her position as a bust modeller."162 For her part, Mary sought the

advancement of her husband's career. To Dickinson she declared "I have been

devoted to his profession with one object in view, the pride of seeing Thorny a

great sculptor." During trying times she "shared all his anxieties and

disappointments;'r when he succeeded, she rejoiced.163

Having grown up in the household of a sculptor,Mary was familiar with

the ways in which child rearing and the business of the workshop intersected.

Even very young children could be used as models for pieces of sculpture.

Among the works Mary exhibited at the RA and the BI, at least five are either

acknowledged to be of her children oï likely involved them as sitters.loa

However, the major task of bringing up seven children and conducting a full-

time career, often away from home, required the assistance of others. \¡Vhile

Mary and Thomas were in Rome and for a while after their return, Thomas's

mother took care of little Ann; when they were more secure financially they

employed nursemaids.l6s

Once the children became oid enough they were employed as helpers in



the studio and trained in the profession if they showed any inclination. Hamo

recorded helping with costume details on a bust of Princess Louise, cleaning the

bust for exhibition, and giving studio tours when his mother and sisters were

out. In turn, he involved his little son Oliver in his studio, using him as a model

from age two; by the time he was five, Oliver regularly spent time at the studio

chatting amiably to his father and the other men as they work ed.166 Alyce,

Hamo, Helen and Theresa all became artists as a result of their early training,

although the daughters eventually abandoned sculpting in favour of painting.

Despite her early and consistent employment by the eueen, Mary was at

times overshadowed by the successes of her father, husband, and son. Obituary

notices identified her first as "the daughter, the wife, and the mother of

sculptors" or some combination of these. Jþs Afhenaerrm twice misattributed

works by Mary to Thomas Thornycroft. In one notice, their critic praised "Mr.

Thorneycroft's þic] statue sf Princess Bprtrice seated in a shell;,, ayear later he

credited Thomas with the designs for a series of statues of the royalchildren as

the four seasons. Paradoxically, in the second notice the critic had corrected his

earlier error.767 One of the later dictionaries of artists presents her only in

conjunction with her husband while another ascribes her royal commissions to

her name but adds that she "assisted her husband in so many of his works that it
is difficult to distinguish her own independent productions." This latter

statement indicates how easily the works of one partner may be subsumed under

the name of the other but it also suggests that much of her time was taken up in

collaborative projects--a conclusion of questionable veracity. Most surprising is

the note on the reverse of a photo graph of the Poet's Memorial fountain (1,875),



formerly located in Park Lane. The note attributes the fountain to Thomas and

Hamo Thornycroft. Yet, Hamo's diaries clearly demonstrate that Mary worked

on the figures of Melpomene (tragedy) and Thalia (comedy) and made

refinements to other elements of the fountain. Finally, Elfrida Thornycroft wrote

biographies of her famous famity members--Thomas and Hamo. Mary does

figure in both of these books, but primarily as a supporting actress rather than a

leading lady.røs

Amelia Paton's marriage to David Octavius Hill was "one of mutual

comradeship in art." He was a proficient, if not exceptional, painter who is far

better known for his pioneering work in photography commencing in the 1840s.

His consummate skiil as a portrait photographer coupled with a warm and witty

personality drew many celebrated and influential people to his studio in

Edinburgh. In addition to his photogruphy and painting, D.o.Hill helped to

found the Royal Scottish Academy (1826) and served as its Secretary from 1830

until his death in1870, Few artists of the time were as well-known oï wellJoved

as David Octavius Hili.16e

They were wed in 1862, a first marriage for Amelia, aged,42, a second

marriage for David who at sixty had been a widower for some time. This was a

union involving double bonds, as the Paton and Hill families were apparently

related to one another through the Robertsons of Struan. In his long-established

correspondence with Noel, David characteristically referred to him, Wailer and

Amelia as cousins, probably denoting kinship of a lesser degree than children of

a parent's siblings.l7o By the time of their wedding, Amelia had begun her

sculpting career and was well-acquainted with the Edinburgh art community.
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David deemed Amelia to be an ideal companion who "is a good artist and knows

artist life--and how to sympathize, advise and aid me in my daily work. Her last

finished work, a bust oÍLady Elgin in marble, is worthy of ,n), hand it is so

good--and she is resolved that the Free Assembty picture shall be doner"rzr

This marriage was not contracted with the intention of promoting David's

career to the sacrifice of Ameiia's. In their pre-nuptial agreement he took the

exfraordinary step of expressly renouncing "his right iure-mariti and right of

administration to . . . the professional earnings of Amelia R. Paton as a

scuiptor."172 There are other indications that he was positively disposed to the

aspirations of female artists. In his capacity as Secretary of the RSA, he wrote

(1854) to the Board of Trustees affirming their decision to offer art classes to

women and agreeing to make space available for this purpose.

David took every opportunity to promote his wife's talent and facilitate

the exhibition and sale of her works. He invited Dr. J.S. Blackie's "friendly

criticism" of a bust of Thomas Carlyle and urged him to "taik over with the

sculptress a matter which you yourself [broached] so kindly--as to its possible

future destination--the realization of which wouid do so much good to her name

and position in a tirne of nppcl.rr173 As Amelia was a great favourite of the

professor, this was likely a welcome request. In1869, the couple gave reduced

copies of Amelia's bust of her husband as New Year's gifts; David's letter to one

recipient claimed that "the original was by very many considered the best Bust in

the Royal Academy of last year--I mean London." Throughout the eight years of

married life, his support of her career never flagged. Just three months before he

died, David wrote a letter requesting the very late substitution of abronze cast



for the plaster version of a piece by his wife already on disptay at the exhibition.

Thereafter, deprived of her greatest help and admirer, Amelia confided to

Elizabeth Blackie "I have no pleasure in my work, I miss the kind approving

word and look, now it is only a matter of a fiiving] and that degra f¿¿s ¿y¡.,774

For her part, Amelia fulfilled David's expectations of a sympathetic

partner who would spur him on to compiete his painting of the Deed of

Demission. The scene, with its host of dissenting ministers, was an extremely

ambitious project involving approximately five hundred individual portraits.

Commenced in 1843, it was still unfinished when the couple married nearly

twenty years later. Dr. R.S. Candlish, a participant in the event depicted in the

painting, and a close friend of David, urged Amelia "to see that your husband's

picture of the Disruption is speedily completed." Determined to expedite the

work without appearing to interfere, Amelia "used often to work at it early in the

morning before D.O. was about, putting in the shirt fronts and collars, then I

grew more adventurous, and worked at the faces. one day he said to me, 'you

need not think that your work has been unobserved by me, but go or-,.rrr1z5

Through their combined efforts the painting was finished by 1.866. A valuable

side benefit to Amelia's career was the opportunity to render portraits of several

of the participating ministers in plaster or marble busts which she exhibited at

the RSA and GI.176 To all appearances, the couple lived up to Lady Mary

Ruthven's estimation of them conveyed in a letter just after their wedding: "I do

congratulate you most sincerely --and Miss Paton also!--you have both [claimed]

pfizes I think and few have such prospects of happiness.'L77

Like Mary Thornycroft, Amelia Paton Hilt had both the benefits and
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drawbacks of living with well-known male artists--albeit painters rather than

sculptors, in Amelia's case. it may have been in recognition of this situation that

Prof' Blackie nicknamed Amelia "Juno"--the chief goddess of the Olympians and

both the sister and wife of Jupiter. Certainly, the majority of obituary notices and

dictionary entries begin with "sister of Sir Joseph Noel Paton" or "Amelia Hill . . .

who married D.O. Hill but is remembered as a leacling artist in her own right.,,lzs

Jþs Fnglishr,r¡ornpnrc Rer¡iew reprinted the obituary published in the

Drrnfprrnli¡e Jorrrnal which concludes: "The names of her brothers, the late Sir

Noel Paton, , . . and Mr. waller Paton are known far and wide. Her husband,

Mr. D'O' Hill, was not only Secretary of the RSA, but an artist of no mean repute.

. . . with these distinguished men she stands, the fourth of a remarkable

quartette, whose names will live long in Scottish annals."17e How ironic, then, is

the claim by the donor of a portrait bust of Lady Shand that "the bust is by the

late D.O. Hill about 1676.tt180 In fact, the bust, which is neither signed nor dated,

was exhibited at the RSA in 1865.

Undoubtedly, D.O. Hill's influential position and extensive circle of

acquaintance were beneficial to Amelia's career. Among her works were busts of

Sir George FIarvey, President of the RSA (RSA 1867) and Sir David Brewster, the

physicist who introduced David to photography (RSA rg67), both of whom were

long-time acquaintances of her husband. An examination of Amelia's exhibiting

records at the RSA, RA, and GI, shows a fifty per cent reduction in the number of

works exhibited in the period from 187L to 1882 compared with the number

shown between L863 and the death of her husband 1n1870. However, this

change may be due to a number of variables, including the depressing effects of



bereavement and her advancing age; it is in no way directly attributable to David

not being around to negotiate exhibition juries (he never had influence over the

RA) or to facilitate commissions. More significant is the fact that her most

celebrated wotks, all of them important public commissions, were erected after

1870.^181' It is important to remember that the career advantages Amelia enjoyed

due to her relationship with David were no different than those realized.by

Hamo Thornycroft, whose mother arranged an introduction to the Queen.i82

Families had significant but not altogether predictable effects upon their

kinswomen's adoption of sculpting careers. As we have seen, parents who were

closely involved in producing and/ or collecting fine art often unintentionally

inspired their daughters to dream of becoming professional sculptors. However,

when asked for help in pursuing this goal many refused, only relenting in the

face of their daughters' undiminished determination. Perhaps a personal

knowledge of the unpredictability of an artistic caïeer was a factor in their

reluctance to see a daughter so placed. As a young boy, Hamo Thornycroft was

sent to his uncle to learn farming for this very reason.183 A remarkable exception

to this pattern was the French sculptor Félicie de Fauveau (1302-1886), whose

highly cultured aristocratic mother stimulated and facilitated her desire to sculpt

professionally.lsa Notably, in none of the available examples was a parent so

adamantly opposed to a daughter's wishes as to cut all ties with her. More often

it was the parents having no evident personal investment in art who readily

acquiesced to their daughters' desire for the lessons that eventuated in sculpting

careers. This was the case with Harriet Hosmer, whose father travelled with her

to Rome to settle her in Gibson's studio, and with Susan Durant. Whatever their



original disposition to their daughter's artistic aspirations, parents and other

family members mobilized their social and professional resources in support of

her career once she had embarked upon it.

While parents and siblings might initialiy discourage their kinswomen

from becoming professional sculptors, most of the men who married female

sculptors did their utmost to further their wives' careers. FIowever, very few

female sculptors opted to get married, and those who did tended to marry fellow

artists. Such alliances could result in dynasties similar to that of the Kembles in

the theatre world. The Thornycrofts extended John Francis's sculpting lineage

down through their own children to their grandchildren and great-

grandchildren. Out of the Paton line came a third generation artist, Walier

Hubert Paton (fI. 1881-1932), whose career combined the famiiy talents for

sculpting and watercolour painting.lss Strictly speaking, Waller was not a direct

product of David and Amelia's union, but he very likely was mentored by his

successful aunt.

One of the difficulties faced by women sculptors who had male artists in

their families was the challenge of establishing a distinct identity. Even when the

woman worked in a different branch of art than her reiatives, she was still

subsumed under their names. Mary Grant was consistently categorized in the

Victorian art world as the niece of the President of the RA. Those who married

outside of their profession, as did Elisabet Ney who wed a doctor and Vinnie

Ream Hoxie who became a military officer's wife, did not apparently inspire

their sons to follow in their footsteps.186

The sculptors who remained spinsters enjoyed the freedom to handle their



own business affairs and to go about their studio work unencumbered by

children. However, the recognition they received during their careers was

rapidly replaced by obscurity after death because they left no heirs capable of

perpetuating their memories.

This chapter has delineated the impact of families upon the choice and

conduct of a sculpting career. In the next we will look at the ways in which the

sculptors themselves negotiated the professional and social conventions in order

to succeed at their chosen occupation.
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CHAPTER 2

CARVING OUT A CAREER

The success of any sculpting career depended upon the artist's ability in

three operations: the production of high-quality work in a style and subject

matter that appealed to collectors' tastes; the promotion of the work via

exhibitions, the print media, and word-of-mouth; and the sale of the work at a

profit. Repeat sales and commissions from new patrons were essential to keep

the business going. These were demanding enough qualifications for young

men just entering the profession; for young women of the middle and upper

ciasses there was the adcled dimension of social constraint to be overcome. in

the previous chapter the fears that women would unsex themselves or lose caste

if they took on professional work that was traditionally labelled as masculine

andf or had the taint of the market about it were discussed. Further scruples

about being exposed to the nude figure and doing business with men were

major impediments to a sculpting career.

Nineteenth-century anxieties about the use of nude models were not

confined to their presumed effect upon the sensibilities of female artists. The

Royal Academy Schools regulated contact witl"r undraped female figures by

admitting no (male) student under age twenty to the life class unless he were

married, as artist's models were assumed to be of easy virtue. For female

students, the proscription extended to all nude figures, not merely those of the

opposite sex, and had no age limits. Speaking of Amelia Paton Hill as "a

remarkable example of a Victorian woman conquering limitations" to her career,

Sarah Tooley noted that "[in] Mrs. Hill's youth it was a monstrous thing for a girl



to aim at being a professional artist--scarcely proper for her to model [from] the

nude, even from a statue!"1 Two reasons can be given for this interdiction. The

first, and more generally appliecl of these, is that ladies were presumed to

possess a highly refined moral sensitivity that required them to shun any

display of immodesty. Secondly, it suited the convenience of influential bodies,

such as the Royal Academy (RA), to bar women from life classes, thereby

effectively reducing their ability to compete in the professional arena. Writing in

7862, P.G. Hamerton stated the first concern clearly, raised the second obliquely,

and betrayed his own anxieties about being compared with other men.

In order to paint the human figure truly, it is necessary to copy
from vast numbers of men ancl women; and these models, as they
are called, stand quite naked in the centre of a circle of students. . . .

What would be thought of a young lady who selected as her
favourite recreation the minute and studious cotnparison of naked
men? And yet, without such discipline as this, no young lady can
ever hope to draw the figure.2

As an art form, sculpture relied more heavily upon representation of the human

body than did painting. Female painters could choose to work on landscape,

still life or animal subjects, thus avoiding the difficulties posed by the human

figure. FIowever, unless a sculptor strictly confined herself to portrait busts and

animals, effectively forsaking most public commissions, she had to be equipped

to draw and rnodel the bodies of men and women. Elizabeth Barrett Browning

confronted this fact (and her own squeamishness) when she visited Hosmer's

studio while the artist was sketching from a female model'

I felt rather shy, & preferred ttre company of Mr. Gibson's painted
Venus, who is only rrearl)¡ as bad . . . aS any natural nudity. Robert
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was quite vexed at me for this piece of prudery,--but not being
'professional' there was not much reason, I thought, to struggle
against my womanly instincts in the case. . . . I would rather see a
nude male model in the company of a man (though my husband)
than a nude female model--& I would rather not see either.3

Others voiced even stronger objections. Upon seeing Hosmer's Slepping Farrn

an amateur water-colourist wrote:

She must have lost all feeling of womanly modesty, in choosing
such a subject. It would really seem that she must have been
actuated by a defiant feeling, as the slightest alteration of the
leopard skin would have l'ridden all that is absolutely scandalous
and made it comparatively innocent, besides to such prudish
women as myseif making it less disagreeable to look at.a

Taboos about transacting business with members of the opposite sex

added to the difficulties faced by women who sculpted professionally. By some,

it was considered highly improper for a man to meet with a female artist alone

in her studio. An interview with Jessie Macgregor, an independent painter,

illustrates this problem.

A well-known artist was my next door neighbour, and had a
picture-dealer calling reguiarly at his studio. "Why don't you go in
and see Miss Macgregor's pictures?" my friend said to his dealer
one day. "Because I can't do business with ladies," was the reply.
Of course, since those days I have learned to do my own business,
but a woman is generally at a disadvantage, in a matter of seliing.s

In order to succeed as sculptors, women had to devise strategies for

conducting their careers that sufficiently accommodated social norms to allay

suspicion, while simultaneously redefining women's roles within society.

Outright rebellion was unthinkable as they could not risk offending the very
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segment of society upon whom they relied for patronage. In this and the

chapter to follow these strategies will be examined. The primary focus of the

chapter at hand will be upon the ways in which the sculpting women prepared

for and organized their careers so as to be taken seriously by the art community

while maintaining a diminished but socially acceptable level of domestic

involvement. We will begin by looking at the business of sculpture as it was

conducted during the nineteenth century, noting how its practice both facilitated

and hampered the involvement of women.

THE BUSINESS OF SCULPTURE

The art of sculpting was a collective enterprise involving specialist

personnel at each of several stages of production. Harriet Hosmer emphasized

the pervasiveness of this arrangement: "If there are a few instances in which the

sculptor himself conducts his clay model through every stage, it is usually

because [of] pecuniary necessity."6 A brief summary of these steps will provide

a context for the women's experience.T Beginning with a conceptual drawing, a

small model roughed out in clay, or sometimes both, a sculptor went on to

model a full-size version in damp clay. This process might take several days,

even weeks, and require a number of sittings from a paid rnodel or, in the case of

a porfi'ait, the person whose likeness was being taken. Once the desired form

and finish for the piece was achieved, a plasterer took over. Starting with a

tinted Iayer, which indicated the surface of the sculpture, he covered the clay

with sufficient coats of plaster to make a 'waste mould' of the object. After it had

hardened, the mould was cut in half, emptied of the clay, fit together again and
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filled with iiquid plaster. When this had set the mould was chipped away until

the tinted layer was revealed. Alternatively, a 'piece mould' could be made

which allowed many casts of the work to be produced.

Although there was nothing to prevent a sculptor from casting his or her

own model, it was a generally accepted practice to hire a specialist. Thomas

Thornycroft's experience illustlates this point.

I have got the group well cast after aweek's very severe labor [sic].
Luccasi could not come at the time appointed so I was compelled to
set about it myself. . . . after we had been at work two days Luccasi
came and we managed altogether to do it we1l.8

Amelia Paton Hill arranged for

A man [to come from] Edinburgh . . . to cast the first bust. He was a
little ltalian, and I remember what an event it was when he arrived
at Wooer's Alley with the stucco on his back. After I had modelled
the bust of Noel, he came to cast it.e

These men, who were integral to the sculpting business, appear generally to

have operated as independent workers, contracting with sculptors for specific

jobs including making death masks. When Sir Charles Phipps died, Durant

summoned "Lucchesi to go at once to St. James's Palace to make a cast from

[Phipps's] head" to facilitate her execution of a posthumous portrait.l0

A work in plaster could be painted or waxed for exhibition and sold as is,

or it couid be sent to the 'pointers' to be transferred into stone.11 The pointing

machine, which was perfected in the early nineteenth century, enabled the

duplication or enlargement of a plaster template in stone via a series of

measurements that were drilled into the featureless b1ock.12 Workmen pointed
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the stone and then chipped away the unwanted portions leaving the broad

contours of the work. The rough-hewn sculpture was then turned over to a

skilled carver who incised the details, perhaps leaving the surface finishing to be

done by the sculptor. Thomas Thornycroft, who took some pride in his own

carving abilities, nonetheless hired assistants to do the work for him.

UnJortunately, reliance on specialist carvers clid not always yield the best

results. Amelia Paton Hill sent her clay model of the Burns statue (1882) "to ltaly

to be cut on an enlarged scale, and in the process the sculptor's work was bereft

of some of its finest features . . . both the meaning and beauty of the original

wete obscured."l3 Had she been on site supervising the work the subtlety and

grace of her model might have survived in marble.

The final product in stone could be tinted or waxed if the sculptor

wished. Durant was instructed to "[tint] the face [of a bust of the infant Prince

Sigismund] rosy and [the] pillow [a] different colour" by his mother, the Crown

Princess of Prussia.la Hosmer's Zenohia was given "a rosy tint" before it was

shown in the London International Exhibition of 1862 and other examples of her

work were sometimes given a creamy tint.

Although marble was an expensive mediurn--an unbiemished block for a

life-size statue cost around flO0--most sculptors felt it necessary to have their

work rendered in it.15 Harriet Hosmer equated work in marble with artistic

success: "one may modei till one is blind and if one gets no commissions for

one's work, what is the use of it, for a work can never really be finished 'till it is

in marb1e."16 Thomas Thornycroft sent sculptures to the RA in marble whenever

possible because "almost any trash if carved in that material is received into the
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Exhibition."lT Whether or not this was an accurate assessment of the tendencies

of art juries, it is noteworthy that Grant, Durant, Hill and Thornycroft all

exhibited a significant proportion of their works--between thirty-seven and

sixty-five per cent--in marble.18 Precisely because it was an expensive material

its use would signal the sculptor's confidence to prospective buyers; as well, its

fine, semi-translucent texture would show off the creator's skill to best

advantage.

By mid-century, the art buying community's immense appetite for

portrait busts and ideal works made a high degree of specialization in sculpture

production imperative. Of equal importance was the profession's concern to

maintain its credentials as a genteel occupation primarily involving the creative

faculties of the intellect as opposed to manual labour'. The atelier system

allowed sculptors to maintain their status as gentlemen by delegating the more

arduous tasks to workmen and students.le Yet the public were iargely unaware

that individual sculptors seldom took a work through all of its phases

unassisted. In an extremely spiteful move, an envious sculptor exploited this

naïveté by making a stinging allegation in the ,Art lournal that "the Tenqhia--

said to be by Miss Hosmer [was] really executed by an Italian workman at

Rome." The implication was that a statue of such quality could not have been

produced by a woman. Hosmer immediately refuted the claim in a letter to the

editor of the Art Jorrrnaf. Tirere, and in a personal letter to Hiram Powers, she

identified the attack for what it was--an insinuation that female sculptors were

frauds.

We all know that few artists who have been in any degree
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successful enjoy the truly friendly regard of their professional
brethren; but a \^/oman artist, who has been honoured by frequent
commissions is an object of peculiar odium. . . . you will at once
perceive that it is the battle of the Amazons to wl'rich I al1ude.20

William Wetmore Story, who had been similarly maligned, wrote to the

Athpnaetrrn to condemn the attack on his colleague and John Gibson published a

terse rejoinder in defence of his student. Instead of mounting a libel action or

exposing the perpetrator in print as she had initially intended, Hosmer

subsequently published an article designed,

to raise the veil upon the mysteries of the studio, and enable those
who are interested in the subject to form a just conception of the
amount of assistance to which a sculptor is fairly entitled, as well as
to correct the false but very general impression, that the artist
beginning with the crude block, and guided by his imagination
only, hews out his statue with his own hands.2i

This was a bold step calculated to put to rest a lengthy whispering

campaign that she had "treated . . . with the contempt and silence which . . . it

deserved" until it "assumed the form of a serious charge in public print." Unable

to rely upon her own reputation as proof against such charges, Flosmer made

use of her status as a student of the universally esteemed John Gibson.

For seven years I have worked in Mr. Gibson's studio and I am
authorized by him to state that during that time I had no more
assistance than every other artist considers legitimate, not, to use
his own words, "would he have permitted me to send forth works
fi'om his studio which were not honestly my own."22

Thus, she shifted her position in the art world from the uncertain category of

'female sculptor' to the unassailable designation of 'Gibson's student.' This more

widely accepted position fulnished a platform from which sire was able to
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expose the double standard that legitimized the use of art-workers by gentlemen

but devalued the professionalism of ladies who did likewise. Hosmer not only

vindicated her own career, but she put an end to similar speculations about the

authenticity of works by other female sculptors.

Notwithstanding the accepted division of labour in the studio, it must be

acknowledged that the women, like their male counterparts, r&ere taught how to

carve. Even before entering Gibson's studio, Hosmel executed a bust 6f Heqppr

for which she employed a workman only to remove large chunks from the

marble block. Durant's ietters chronicle the metamorphosis of her monument to

the King of the Belgians from a two-dimensional design to its embodiment in

marble. She not only monitored the carving of the sculpture, she also took an

active role in its completion. "I am just returned from inspecting the progress of

my monument at Bruyère's Studio; it is quite satisfactory and tomorrow we

begin to work at finishing the head."23 Corroborative evidence is found in the

experience of Princess Louise, who received sculpting lessons from both Durant

and Mary Thornycroft. Palace records indicate that under Mary's tutelage,

which commenced in L863, the Princess was provided with "one pair of silver

compasses" for taking measurements, "carving tools and hammer," ancl sundry

boxes of clay.2a Evidently, Thornycroft deemed carving to be a standard

element of a sculptor's training--even for a Princess.

Until the efflorescence of the 'New Sculpture' movement in the 1.870s,

bronze was not used as frequently as marble for finishing sculptures. However/

certain srnall items, such as statuettes and portrait medals, were produced in

that medium as were some of the larger public monuments. Although some
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sculptors established foundries for art casting, they normally left the work to

specialists. Thomas Thornycroft briefly operated an electro-bronze-casting

foundry at the family studio on Stanhope Street, but he was exceptional.2s The

French sculptor, Félicie de Fauveau, also manifested an unusual degree of

commitment to work in bronze. She took considerable pains to perfect her

bronze-casting skills endeavouring to "revive certain secrets known to the

ancients" that would enable her to "cast a statue entire, instead of in portions,

and with so much precision as to require no farther [sic] touch of the chise1."26

Durant's experience was more in line with the mainstream of sculptors.

Her portrait medallions of the royal family were reduced and cast inbronze,by

the esteemed house of Barbedienne in Paris, to be used as official gifts. Another

work, R'rth (7869), was so well received at the RA exhibition that Durant

contracted with Barbedienne to have it reproduced in life-size and smaller

format for sale to the public.27 Many of the sculptures that Mary Thornycroft

executed for the royal famiiy were also ordered as bronze reductions to be given

as personal gifts. Some may have been cast at the family studio.28

Another medium for casting reduced copies of sculpture was "statuary or

parian [qic] porcelain, wl'rich was a very reasonable imitation of marble and

could be moulded into intricate forms."2e Parian figures proved to be immensely

popular and offered sculptors a rneans of marketing their works to a wider

public. The Art Union of London received permission from the Queen to have

Mary Thornycroft's bust of the newly betrothed Princess of Wales reproduced in

smaller Parian ware versions for distribution as subscription bonuses. A much

sadder occasion was marked by a commancl from the Queen that a reduced copy
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of Thornycroft's bust of Princess Alice be cast in Parian. Prince Albert had made

minor adjustments to the clay model of the portrait a scant two weeks before he

took ill and died. His widow wished to commemorate the Prince's love of

sculpture by multiplying the last work to which he gave his imprint.30

As the making and marketing of copies in bronze and porcelain indicates,

there were no qualms on the part of Victorian buyers or sculptors about the

authenticity or originality of multiple reproductions of a single work. Jeanne

Wasserman cites two reasons for repetition: technical rnanipulation of a piece to

achieve a desired effect and multiplication for the market.31 Al1 four of the

British women duplicated certain works for the lattel reason. Mary Grant

prepared copies of her bust of Lady Augusta Stanley in ivory and alabaster for

Queen Victoria. Mary Thornycroft did a brisk business in reproductions of the

skiFping GirI (the Prince Consort purchased a bronze version) as did Flosmer

with Zenobia, the Slpepìng Farrn, VVill-o'-the-\¡Viqp ¿¡d Prrck; the last of these

sold in excess of thirty copies, realizing a profit of over $30,000.32 Amelia Paton

Hill had various works reproduced, among them her busts of D.O.Hill (ru. 1)

¿¡d Sir Jocpph Nopl Paton. As well, Minton made "a reduced and very accurate

copy," in Parian, of the finished Livingstone statue.33 Durant's btonze

reproductions of Rrrrh have already been noted.

Although replication of a sculptor's own works was an unexceptionable

aspect of the business, making a copy of another artist's sculpture was a different

matter. Unauthorized reproduction, often after the death of the artist, was

frowned upon and could be brought to law as a copyright offense.3a Mary Grant

received an unusual commission from Hallam Tennyson to produce a marble
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copy of a bust of his father originally sculpted by the late Thomas Woolner.

Hallam owned a plaster version of the portrait from which Grant made the copy.

The finished work, which was donated to the National Portrait Gallery, excited

no opposition from the Woolner heirs despite their offer to furnish another

rendition of the poet's likeness. The only controversy that is recorded about the

venture was over the quality of the reproduction.3s

Alongside the creative aspects of a sculpting career were the

administrative tasks of keeping track of accounts and contractual arrangements,

and managing studio assistants. Mary Thornycroft had the substantial benefit of

observing how her father handled the various transactions of the sculpting

business during her adolescence and young adulthood. This is evident from her

confident dealings with Sir Charles Phipps (Keeper of the Privy Purse) even

when misunderstandings arose. In reply to a note from him regarding an

unanticipated charge she stated that

a piece mould is very expensive to make--Her Majesty having had
several casts of the other statues which paid the expense of the
moulcl, Mrs. Thornycroft thought it better to put it in that form than
to charge it upon the plaster cast as it would apPear an
unreasonable charge and she trusts that this explanation will be
quite satisfactory to Sir Charles Phipps.36

On two other occasions the palace queried her fees. A note from Phipps

to a palace staff rnember questioned the accuracy of Mary's accounU O. Bauer

confirmed that "the account of Mrs. Thornycroft is quite correct." Mary's reply

to the second quely displays a tinge of exasperation. "[My] charge has always

been €100 but havin g to stay at [illegible] for a fortnight and traveling [sic]
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expenses has made itf125."37 She was equally direct in requesting payment for

outstanding bills. "Mrs. Thornycroft says she sent you a copy of the account at

the latter end of September. She woulcl not again tencler it but that she is much

in need of money just now."38 Phipps's difficulties in interpreting Mary

Thornycroft's accounting statements appear to be due to a lack of knowledge

about the cost of the processes involved in producing sculpture rather than to

inadequate reporting of those costs.

Amelia Paton Hill and Mary Grant also could call upon near relatives for

help with business dealings. In his capacity as Secretary of the RSA, D.O. Hill

sometimes wrote business letters on his wife's behalf and likely contributed to

her knowledge of professional protocols. Arnelia's correspondence after she was

widowed shows that she was a very able businesswotnan.3e By contrast,

Durant's dealings with members of the Queen's staff betray a degree of

inexperience that is not evident in the other women's transactions. She naïvely

sought professional advice about the King Leopold monument from the Dean of

Windsor.

I shoulcl be obliged by your informing me if I am to communicate
with Mr. Poole [Henry Poole and Sons, Marble and Stone Works]
about the execution of the canopy--or whether I am to refer him to
Sir Thomas Biddulph--or to Mr. George [John L. George, monument
installer] for further orders.a0

The Dean forwarded the question to Biddulph, expressing annoyance at

Durant's ignorance of proper business practice. "l enclose a letter from Miss

Durant. Pray give her an answer about Mr. Poole--for the woman plagues my

life out."ai Biddulph was not altogether certain irow to advise her but he did
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alert her to the need for an estimate of the cost which she duly obtained and had

authenticated by "Mr. Fergusson, the eminent architect."42 The latter

consultation was presumably undertaken to assure Biddulph of Durant's

professional capability. Her initial awkwardness in making arrangements with

the stone masons and monument fitter can be put down to her lack of experience

with work of that type and scale. In addition, Triqueti, to whom she naturally

would have turned for guidance, was across the channel in France. Her

readiness to tackle aspects of the trade that were new to her and the alacrity with

which she took instruction are commendable.

The women's business management practices were generally in line with

those of the male sculptors with occasional lapses due to inexperience or

inadequate advice. A few examples will suffice to demonstrate this. Owing to

the high cost of materials it was customary for sculptors to request payment in

two instalments for sizeable works. Durant received f300 at the commencement

of work on the Leopold monument and a cheque for f400 at completion. Mary

Thornycroft applied for a f100 advance on a series of sculptures for the Queen

explaining that "The expenses of our new studios [are] very considerable this

quarter."a3

Another routine, but essential, piece of business was making

arrangements to have works shown at the annual exhibitions. In addition to the

tasks of preparing ancl submitting pieces for evaluation to exhibiting societies,

sculptors had to obtain consent from patrons to show commissioned works.

Atthougtr it appears that permission was usually granted, Durant's application

to enter tl're Leopolcl monument in the Paris Exposition was refused by the
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Queen, who might have thought it unseemly for a memorial effigy to be

displayed at such a festive event. Durant seems to have made a serious

misjudgment in this instance, perhaps presuming too much on her royal patron's

approbation and goodwill. As a means of salvaging an unfortunate situation

she planned "to have it on show at my studio part of April."aa

The pricing practices of the female sculptors diverged notably from

those of their sisters who painted professionally. Helland shows that even

though "the women priced their own pictures when they placed them in

exhibiting venues . . . they subscribed to the domestic ideology to such an extent

that rareiy did a woman artist sell her work for as much as her male colleâgue.rr4s

Cherry does not discuss whether the women instigated a differential pricing

system, but she acknowledges that "in the upper reaches of the market . . . works

by women did not command high prices" even though the size and quality of

their paintings merited parity with those of their male counterparts.a6 Although

the records of the prices demanded by fernale sculptors are scant--no accounting

books have been located for the four British wornen--evidence from exhibition

catalogues, reports of patrons, and passing comments in sculptors'

correspondence place the women on a level footing with their male colleagues.

Read provides a helpful estimate of the average prices for marble busts over

three decades. Henry Weekes, Professor of Sculpture at the RA Schools 1.869-77,

charged f,113.8s., inclusive of pedestal, in 1845, ÉL10 in 1853, andf726 in 1866.

From this and further evidence Read concludes that "the price of around f,100

must have been standard about this time."a7

Mary Thornycroft's charges for marble busts varied from 50 guineas in
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the BI catalogue of 1864 to f.84 in1867 Privy Purse records, ultimately peaking at

f1,00, a price that must have been fixed for several years given her claim in1876

that her charge had "always been f,100."48 The RSA Exhibition records oÍ1877

show that Mary Grant had also adopted the f100 price-tag for marble busts.

However, her fees had risen substantially by 1885 when she "offered . . . to

undertake, at a considerable reduction (namely Ê1,20) a life-size Medallion [of

Henry Fawcett, M.P.] in either marble or bronze." Her price was lowered ,,in

consideration" of the fund-raising difficulties encountered by the women's

monument committee.ae

Amelia Paton Hill's pricing for busts remained constant at f105

throughout her career excepting two portraits of Sir David Brewster and

Thomas Carlyle for which she asked f131,.5s. (1867) each. These might have

included pedestals which would explain the unexpected differential. For statues

in tnarble, prices began at f157 for a half life-size figure (1870) and went as high

as f367 for figures of children (7874).s0

When asked by Emma Wallis what her charges (1866) for portraits were,

Durant replied, "The price of a marbie bust is a hundred and twenty guineas--

that is what Her Majesty and the Magistrates of Surrey have paid--though

sometimes a hundred guineas is charged f6 f iencts."sl The preferential rate for

friends is the equivalent of Hill's standard fee, otherwise Durant's prices for

busts are the highest among the four women. Another London-based sculptor,

Bruce Joy, gave his price as "L20 guineas" for "a life-sized bust in Marble" when

asked by Isabella Gore-Booth who was endeavouring to enter the ranks of the

professional sculptors in Scotland. The GI Exhibition lecorcls show tl'rat she set
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her own sights much lower, charging just f52.10s. for a "Female Head (Semi-

Ideal) Marble" in 1883.52

Durant's fee of f700 for large commissions, such as the Leopold

monument (L867), was probably based on the sum she was paid by the

Corporation of the City of London for the Faithful Çhepherclesc (1861). This

latter work was executed as part of a decorative program for the Egyptian Hall

of the Mansion House. The commission contracts for each of the fourteen

sculptors (all male save Durant) chosen to represent figures from English

Iiterature were identical, stipulating the price (f700), the material, and the

dimensions of the finished statues.s3 According to Read the cost of marble

statues ranged from about fL,200 to f3,000 depending on how large and

elaborate they were. When the cost of the masonry surround with gilded

canopy and the fee for mounting the Leopold monument are combined with the

price of the effigy, the total expenditure amounted to Ê939.5s.,leaving a margin

of difference from Read's lower figure of roughly f260. This is no

inconsequential disparity, but two things must be born in mind when

interpreting the available data. First, Read makes no claim to absolute precision

in the figures he offers. Second, the amount paid by the Mansion House cannot

be dismissed easily. Unfortunately, the Hill, Grant ancl Thornycroft records are

silent regarding their usual charges for large pieces of sculpture in marble.

The variation in prices among the four professional women sculptors is

instructive, reminding us that they were individuals with differing clienteles and

ideas about how best to market their works. In the sharply contrasting cases of

Durant and Isabella Gore-Booth, it is possible to see how prior experience
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influenced the sums they fixed for their works at least as much as knowledge of

the rates charged by others. The relatively high cost of Durant's busts is

predicated upon what her clients during the 1860s were prepared to pay for

such items. Throughout that period she was heavily occupied with commissions

from the royal family and titlecl members of British, German, and French

society.sa Patronage by the Queen and other wealthy notables was both an

endorsement of her skill as a sculptor and also a sort of guarantee or hallmark of

value, in monetary terms, of the works she produced for them. Their abiiity and

willingness to pay premium prices helped to determine the amount of money

she could charge thereafter. Similarly, her experience with the Mansion House

commission, in which the fee and schedule of payments was predetermined (and

gender-blind), gave her the confidence to command the same amount and terms

for sculpting the Leopold effrgy.

Gore-Booth's low prices reflect her experience as a promising but

inadequately prepared sculptor who struggled to transcend this deficit

throughout her exhibiting life (1856-1883). Bringing up nine children on her

own left little time to take sculpting iessons.ss Although encouraged and

assisted by professional sculptors such as Bruce Joy and John Mossman, Gore-

Booth succeeded in getting only thirteen of her works shown at either the RA

(10) or the RSA (3). Such a weak exhibiting record likely would have reduced

her hope of sales, causing her to price her works well below tl're average.

Despite the differences among the four professional women, their

expectations are very much in line with the amounts male sculptors charged for

similar work, especially in the field of portraiture which was the economic
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backbone of most careers.56 Comparisons of fees for large works in marble are

more tenuous. We have but two examples from one woman to deal with: one of

them demonstrates exact parity with the amount tendered to male sculptors, the

other falls below the average price range. Until more data becomes available, it

is ill-advised to assert either that female sculptors underbid their male

competitors or met their prices for sizeable sculptures.

HOME AND STUDIO: THE BALANCING ACT

In her "Essays on Woman's Work" Bessie Rayner Parkes offered a

chailenge to would-be artists.

to become a good artist requires talent, industry, and opportunity,
and added to all these alarge share of that moral courage which
dares to dedicate a life to one end, and sweeps aside, with
deliberate calmness, the petty temptations, the accumulated
distractions, of domestic hours.sT

Parkes's cail for dedication to a single cause was somewhat exaggerated in order

to make the point tl'rat professional artists could not afford the luxury of

dabbling. However, if not impossible, it was certainly impractical for most

female sculptors to "sweep aside" the domestic obligations that customarily fell

to them. F.T. Palgrave acknowledged that domestic cares comprised an

additional obstacle to the success of female artists. "Even a single woman cannot

well avoid giving more time to household details than a man; much more if she

be married."s8 Nonetheless, finding the right balance between professional and

domestic duties was an essential aspect of carving out (time and space for) a

career. In this section the ways in which tire women sculptors ordered their
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households and their workshops so as to achieve their career goals will be

evaluated.

Unlike painting or writing, sculpture required access to studio facilities

that would accommodate both small and large scale works and permit the

storage of quantities of wet clay and sculpting implements. Aithough Mary

Thornycroft did, on occasion retreat to the drawing room to model, she usually

shared studio space with her husband and, eventually, her chiidren. When the

family designed and built a new studio-house at Melbury Road, Holland Park

(1,877), the floor-plan included separate studios for each of the three scuiptors

and a shared painting studio for the daughters. In addition there were

workshops for large scale modelling, pointing, and storage; a full complement of

assistants occupied these areas. The house, which adjoined the studio complex,

was mainly used at night by the family as a place to relax and entertain friends.se

An establishment of this sort signalled the success of its owners. According to

Caroline Dakers's research, "[cluring] the second half of the nineteenth century,

the most clesirable locations in Lonclon for artists' colonies were St. John's Wood,

Hampstead, Chelsea and Kensington; the most prestigious address was Holiand

Park."60 Although this residence-work place was much larger and more

advantageously located than their former addresses of Wilton Place, Stanhope

Street, and Albany Street, throughout their years as sculptors the Thornycrofts

always combined home and studio space under one roof.61

Such an arrangement had substantial advantages for Mary Thornycroft as

she juggled chiid care and professional responsibiiities. During the years from

1841 to 1844 there is a gap in her exhibition record that corresponds with the
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birth of her first three chiidren-Ann (L841"), John (1843), and Alyce (18aa). This

was a financially precarious time as neither Mary nor Thomas had commissions,

although they likely produced and sold some work in Rome over the course of

their sojourn there (1843-44). It is doubtful that they could have afforded a

nursemaid for the babies but Mary was given some relief from child care by her

mother-in-law who kept one-year-old Ann in Macclesfield while the couple

were in Rome. Even though John was born sl"rortly after their arrival there,

Mary seems to have carried on sculpting through the latter stages of her

pregnancy and, at a diminished rate, while caring for her new infant. By the

time Alyce came along in1.B44 they were back in London living with Mary's

family, where her mother likely helped with the children while Mary was

occupied in the studio.

That same year marked the beginning of her steady employment by

Queen Victoria, which would have both permitted and required her to engage a

nursemaid for the children and probably a cook, thereafter. Thomas's letters

make mention of Mary's attendance at "Court" or at the "palace," sometimes for

days on end, as though this was a matter of routine even when she was pregnant

or had a young baby. Their claughter Ann's diary records work-related absences

during June and December 1857 tl"rat took Mary to Windsor while Ann stayed

nearby at Eton, perhaps with a relative. Hamo, then age seven, was living at

Tidnock farm in Cheshire with his uncle John, who had agreed to train him in

farming. The five children who remained at home ranged in age from four to

fourteen years old. Although Thomas tended to be at home working, Ann

records a great deal of coming and going of both parents in the latter half of
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1'857.62 By relying on domestic servants, extended family members and the

speed of rail transport, the young Thornycroft family was able to accommodate

two very active sculpting careers and remain in close-knit contact with one

another.

Mary was weli-versed in integrating career and family. Her own

childhood experience can be seen reflected in the lives of her children and

grandchildren, who were permitted to wander about in their parents' studios

from a young age. Thomas constructed a miniature steam locomotive that

pulled a train of three cars on which the children rode about the studio. As soon

as Hamo's son, Oliver, was "sufficiently independent to amuse himself at the

studio . . . with out [sic] much looking after" he accompanied his father to work.

This relaxed amalgamation of home and work spaces could be hazardous,

however, as Mary was chagrined to learn. Wl'ren just a toddler, Hamo picked up

a hammer and chisel in imitation of his mother and struck off the finger of a

figure that she was carving, causing her to burst into tears.63

In a eulogy to Mary's career accomplishments, a friend notecl the

difficulties faced by female artists:

Many do not attain to the best they might have done in art . . . a few
(and these are chiefly women) do not attain to the best because they
willingly sacrifice ambition and their passion for art to what
appears to them to be a higher duty; and perhaps the most trying
way in which such a sacrifice can be effected is when cluty calls on
the art not to be given up but fitted ir-r with domestic duties, tl're art
suffering by such a combination.6a

It cannot be denied that dornestic responsibilities impinged upon Mary's work

but she was able to deflect a good portion of tirem to servants and managed to
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integrate the roles of sculptor and mother sufficientiy so that neither suffered

serious neglect. She could be seen to exemplify Dinah Mulock Craik's image of

the professional woman who made optimum use of her time. "[The] best

housekeepers, the neatest needlewomen, the most discreet managers of their

own and others' afÍairs, are ladies whose names the world cons over in library

lists and Exhibition catalogues."0s Mary's efforts were greatly facilitated by

Thomas's willingness to share responsibilities for the family when she was out of

town and to act as a studio assistant at a crucial point in her career. Thus, the

Thornycrofts conducted a family enterprise as mutually involving as those

discussed in Davidoff and Hall's study of an earlier generation of the English

middle class, with the difference that both of them did the same type of work

and Mary was a more fully enfranchised partner, rather than an adjunct. Her

contributions to the enterprise were the sustained ability to earn a comfortable

income, a strategic relationship with royal patrons to whom she introduced

sculpting family members, and the creation of additional personnel in the form

of children.66

Because Amelia Paton Hill married relatively late, she conducted a career

as a spinster, awife, and a widow. Before moving to Edinburgh with her

brother and sister-in-law, Amelia worked out of her parents' home, where she

was the oniy remaining daughter. Consequently, when her motl'rer took ill for

"six or severì. weeks" Amelia becarne her "sole nurse from the commencement of

l'rer illness," a task that left the sculptor "greatly exhausted." When D.O. Hill

extended an invitation to Noel to come to Edinburgh where "a little room is at

your service" to permit him to "finish [a] picture," he added "[if] Miss Paton will
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come to take care of you I think we can make her comfortable."6T Thus, she

fulfilled the role of the biddable daughter, providing domestic assistance to

parents or brothers as the situation warranted.

By the time these letters were written, Amelia was in her eariy thirties

and had been trying to establish an art career for a little over six years. She

made a start as a painter, showing two portraits at the RSA in 7844, but she

abandoned this path in favour of sculpting from about 1'849. Only five of her

works survive from this period: a self-portrait wax cameo (7849), wax

medallions of Noel Paton and D.O. Hill (1851) , and plaster casts of the two

medallions (1851). Several impediments slowed her progress thereafter. An

acute attack of bronchitis requiring a lengthy convalescence broke the

momentum she had built up. When she did lesume sculpting it was in a

"desultory way, Í.or in those days very little encouragement or opportunity was

given to girls to enter upon a professional career." A further encroachment upon

her artistic activity came when her mother died in 1853 and she shouldered the

responsibility of managing her father's householcl, with the help of one maid.68

That the hiatus in Amelia's art production was at least partially connected

with her increased role in domestic affairs is suggested by the changes that took

place when she moved to Noel's home in Edinburgh in 1860. There her sister-

in-law was in charge of household management and Amelia had both the free

time and dedicated studio space that were requisite to an artistic career. Within

the first year of relocating, Amelia exhibited one wolk at the GI followedby a

steady stream of contributions to the RSA, RA, and GI thereafter' A similar

support stmcture woulcl have obtained when she married D.O. Hill in 1862.
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During his years as a widower, Hill shared accommodation at Rock House on

Calton Hill with his widowed aunt, Mrs. Watson, and her family. There he also

established a painting and photography studio. Amelia moved into this

household after her wedding and there is no hint that the Watsons, who were

also blood relations of the Patons, moved elsewhere. With her aunt to manage

the domestic details, Amelia was at liberty to work in the studio she shared with

her husband.6e

Because the couple had no children and due to D.O.'s sympathetic

support of her work, Amelia had fewer demands upon her time than the

average married woman faced. The advantages of her domestic situation are

reflected in her productivity. With approximately sixty-two works produced in

twenty-one years, she was the most prolific of the four principal female

sculptors in Victorian Britain.T0 Even after D.o. died in 1870 Amelia made

household arrangements that facilitated her career. She invited her widowed

sister, Jemima Roxburgh, and her niece, Maud, to share her life at Newington

Lodge, where she employed at least two servants. It is impossible to say

whether Mrs. Roxburgh saw to all the domestic arrangements, but even if the

women shared the tasks equally this would have resulted in a significantly

ligl'rtened workload fol Amelia.71

None of the articles tl-rat describe the Hills's life at Newington Lodge refer

to a studio on site, although there must have been one. The house, which was

"built for D.O. Hill . . . out of the proceeds" of Amelia's art, was located "on the

outskirts of Edinburgh.uTz It would be inconceivable for an artist to erect a house

at such a distance from the centre of town without studio facilities, especially as
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Amelia still had approximately one third of her career ahead of her.

Although not on such a grand scale, Newington Lodge had some of the

trappings associated with the ornate studio-houses in Holland Park. It was

situated in an area populated by "the aristocratic and wealthy." The public

rooms were clecorated with furnishings and objects collected from Florence,

Rotne and Venice, suits of armour, exotic costumes and souvenirs of Scottish

royal history. Like a small art gallery, the vestibule and a skylit circular hall

displayed busts and models of Amelia's sculpture and examples of her

husband's and two brothers' work.73 Without a doubt this house was designed

to convey prosperity, cosmopolitan taste, even a measure of celebrity, to clients

and guests.

However much overlap there was between the domestic and the

professional space at Newington Lodge, there is no clear indication that Amelia

took up the full burden of domestic management in addition to her work as a

sculptor. An obituary notice in the Fnglishu¡nmanrrq Rer¡ier,r¡, which was also

carried in the Durrfprrnlinp Jorrrna], characterized her as "shrewd and sensible as

well as gifted" in conducting l'rer sculpting career. This is in marked contrast to

notices about Mary Thornycroft that applaud her professional achievements but

rush to qualify them with evidence that she was "in no wise . . . less loveable as a

woman . . . an ideal wife and motheÍ."74 in the Fngliqh¡¡romarìrq Rer¡ip\ ¡

obituary, at least, Arnelia Paton Hill was portrayed primarily as a

businesswoman, not a domestic woman; she had tipped the balance in the

direction of her art work.

Mary Grant experimented with various degrees of separation between
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her house and work place througl'rout her career in London. In the early 1860s

her family led a peripatetic life, generally taking a house in London for the

season. During those sojourns Mary arranged for studio space nearby. By 1869

she "took possession of [a] studio [at] no. 64Great Titchfield St." in Fítzrovia,

probably marking the end of her training with Foley and preparatory to her

launch as a professional sculptor within the year. For a brief time in 1,873 she

"made a studio of [an] unfurnished drawing room" in their house at Gloucester

Gate, Regents Park until she was able to lease L2aPark Village West, a former

studio of her uncle's. The two properties shared a back garden wall into which

Mary put a door allowing easy access to her workshop. In 1885, left alone by her

mother's death three years earlier, Mary moved to Canwell House, Tite Street,

Chelsea and had a "studio built onto [the] house while still occasionally visiting

the old studio at P.V. West."7s Though not especially opulent by the standards of

the day, her Tite Street studio, which is pictured in the I adipsr Fipld, was

spacious. She subdivided its forty-six foot length into an anteroom hung with

tent-like draperies, a middle room for her workmen, and an inner studio for

herself. With no one to make domestic claims on her, the new living and

working environment proved very convenienL within months she divested

herself of the old studio, remaining in Canwell House until illness ended her

career.76

While her parents were alive, Mary's domestic obligations involved

nursing sick relatives, being a travelling companion, and entertaining guests.

Nevertheless, she was enabled to work around these demands by her mother's

management of household aff.airs, cooperative siblings, and a considerable
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retinue of servants. Nowhere in her diaries is there a hint that she was

begrudged time to conduct her career. Conversely, aithough she did express

exasperation at having to sort out her brother Charlie's bungled finances, she

seldom voiced resentment of family responsibilities.TT Whenever possible, she

combined domestic and artistic duties, modelling while a sick brother slept on

the studio sofa and asking for portrait sittings from house guests. She

accompanied her dying brother Harry to Cannes one winter, leaving only when

her sister Charlotte arrived "to take 'a turn' of our duties." During the respite she

finished her entries for the upcoming International Exhibition in Paris (1878).

Despite such interruptions Grant's output was sizeable. Over her twenty-eight

year career she exhibited at least sixty-nine works and produced forty additional

pieces on commission--a ratio of 3.5 per year--outstripping Amelia Paton Hill's

rate of productivity.Ts

Although Susan Durant was a spinster who was able to aÍford servants

and separate studio facilities, she succeeded in exhibiting only about forty three

pieces of sculpture before her twenty six years as an artist came to an abrupt

end. Some major differences in lifestyle distinguish her from Mary Grant and

Amelia Paton Hill. After Durant's mother died, sometime between December

L860 and 7863, she had sole responsibility for household management and the

care of an increasingly frail father. Further, because of her close relationship

with Baron Triqueti as a student-assistant and collaborator, Durant made

frequent journeys between Paris and London, working in both cities. Finally,

commissions from the royal family necessitated numerous trips to Windsor,

Osbolne House, Potsdam and Darmstadt.
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While work at the royal residences enhanced Durant's reputation and

facilitated introductions to influential people and potential patrons, the time

spent in travelling to and fro disrupted andf ot precluded other projects'

Furthermore, despite the advantages of participating in the Parisian art

community, where she cultivated a different set of aristocratic patrons, Durant

never truly established herself there. Her sculpture did not figure in the annual

Salon nor did any of it find its way into public places in the city.

When she began her exhibiting career in1847, Durant lived with both

parents and her sister at lL Garway Road, Bayswater.Te InLB48 or 1849 the

family moved to the slightly more plestigious address of 14 Conduit Street West,

Westbourne Terrace, Hyde Park where they remained until sometime following

the 1851 census. During the ensuing ten years Mary Ann moved away and

Mary Durant died, leaving Susan and her father alone in the house' They

continued to live together, moving to 3 Bryanston Place, Marylebone in

Septemberl.866, until George's death in1.872. By the beginning of 1'873 Susan

had followed him to the grave.

Her studio, at Radnor Place, was less than a kilometre from both Conduit

Street and Bryanston Place.s0 Its easy proximity to either residence and its

setting in a pleasant green neighbourhood on the verge of the West End made it

attractive to sitters and visitors. Having a studio so near to home would have

been a convenience during the first decade of Durant's careeL; after the death of

her mother it became a necessity. Her letters provide a surprisingly full picture

of the effort involved in maintaining a household whilst conducting a very

demanding sculpting career.
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Servants and generous friends made it possible for Susan to carry on

working despite George Durant's intermittent bouts of debilitating illness.8l

During some of her prolonged absences she arranged for Emma Wallis's niece,

Lucy, to act as a companion to George and to oversee the running of the house.

After one of her sojourns at Potsdam she wrote expressing relief that George

was well. "[N]ow I am in Paris and can reach home so quickly I feel quite easy

especially as Lucy's accounts are so invariably favourable." At other times

George was left in the care of up to three maids and a cook who comprised the

household staff.82

Even with such measures in place Durant did not shirk her obligation to

ensure the smooth operation of the domestic side of life while she was away

from home. Many of her letters to her father include instructions regarding the

duties andf or conduct of the servants. When an outbreak of cattle disease

threatened to drive food to "famine prices" she wrote

I am very anxious the servants should have a lecture on the subject
of management so as not to run up heavy bills. They must reduce
the quantity of butter consumed in the kitchen considerably--I shall
only allow them one pound a week--and butcher's meat also must
be ordered more economically and made to go farther. It is
alarming to read of the scarcity there is likely to be and the price of
everything.

At the same time she required four tons of coal to be ordered for winter because

tlre cheapest time to buy was in August.S3 In January oÍ L867 when she was

"very busy . . . [with] dinners and theatres and soirées--to say nothing of my

actual work at the studio," she wrote "I am anxious to hear that all is going on

well at home and that the servants take care of you. Please remind Price to look
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after my fern case, but not to give any water except when the glass looks dty."

Such directives were issued at times when Durant was intensely occupied with

the combination of sculpting and social engagements that comprised her

professional life. Sl're might describe l'rerself as anxious but that connoted a

business-like desire to see things running smoothly rather than a sense of guilt

about leaving the house to the care of her father and the servants. There is a

murmur of concern about leaving George after his long convalescence, but she

made the journey to Paris nonetheless--perhaps at her father's urging.sa It bears

noting that although he was hampered by physical complaints, George still

asserted his independence by entertaining guests when Susan was away and

replying to letters when it suited his convenience.s5

Nowhere does she apologize for putting domestic affairs second to her

career. Durant's work took unquestioned precedence over all but the most

urgent household matters. In January L866 she had been negotiating an

agreement to lease the house at Bryanston P1ace but was called away to Osborne

House to model the Queen's portrait before the matter was concluded. After

describing the initial sitting given by Her Majesty and telling of the social life at

the royal residence Durant added "I hope to have finished so as to return about

the 17th. I have answered [Kidson's] note saying that my other engagements

have prevented my attending to the business connectecl with the houses."86

Evidently the lease agreement, which was finally signed in May, involved both

Susan ancl irer fatl-rer. Given the modest proceeds of Geolge's estate ("effects

under €450") at his death in1872, it is likely that Susan contributed substantially

to the house payments.sT
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Durant's business-like attitude toward her home-life should not be

mistaken for callousness. \r'y'hen a young house-maid, whom she had only just

engaged in August, became very ill with a serious lung condition in November

Durant made extraordinary efforts to help her. Moved by her plight, Durant

devised a plan to find her a new post.

. . . I have been thinking of trying through the Combes and
Macgregors to get her a quiet place for the winter at Hastings' ' . .

So I shall . . . make a little trip to Hastings next Saturday taking
Dennis with me--to see and be seen by someone wanting such a
servant--and in the day or two I should stay there she could judge if
the air suited her.88

in spite of some initial difficulty she managed to settle Dennis away from the

polluted fogs of London and maintained occasional contact with her thereafter.se

The need that prompted this act of kindness came at an extremely

inopportune time. A letter to Emma conveys the pressure under which Durant

was labouring.

i have had a week of such hard work Dearest Emma, and such

trouble with an invalid household! [George Durant was still
convalescing] You say my best plan is to answer advertisements for
a maid to replace poor Dennis. But how can I when, off in the
morning at9:30 and home at six,I have neither time to write the
letters, and if I did, could not make an appointment to see servants
as, tili my sitting of one day is over, I don't know what may be

H.M.'s [Her Majesty's] orders for the next day! i am in a regular
fix.eo

Despite investing over a week in both placing and replying to advertisements

and assessing thirty candidates she dicl not succeed in finding a teplacement

until after New Year's day.el
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An added domestic concern came in the form of Henry Paul Harvey

Durant, her unacknowledged son. He was born in Paris in October 1.869 and

after an initial few months there Durant brought him to London where she

arranged for him to live with her friend Dr.Elizabeth Blackwell. Although Dr.

Blackwell also had fuil-time professional duties, her twenty-three-year-oid

adopted daughter, Kitty Baty, was delighted to take charge of the baby, whose

origins were kept secret from her. In addition to her ministrations Paul

benefitted from the care of "two nurses, and the devoted attention of Miss

Durant," who was described as his French foster mother.e2 Paul is never

mentioned in letters to either her father or Emma but it is clear from the

Blackwell records that Durant invested time and affection on him, taking him to

Paris to visit his father, Baron Triqueti (see chapter three).

Three Bryanston Place had none of the exotic accoutrements favoured by

Amelia Paton Hill in Newington Lodge. It was furnished in the current fashion

and ornamented with gifts from friends. Chief among the contributors was

Emma Wailis who sent a handsome dessert service and supplied blankets for the

guest room.e3 Durant depended a great deal on Emma's advice on and

assistance with various other domestic concer:ns. In anticipation of the move to

Bryanston Place she consulted Emma. "I am very eager to know who it is you

can recommend to assist me in my moving. It is a most anxious thought just

now and I shall be so grateful if you can help me."e4 Her generous-hearted

friend not only made recommendations, she took a personal role in the move,

staying in London long enough to put all in motion ancl departing when it was

appropriate to leave the Durants to their unpacking.es
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The move to this spacious and ideally located house which she chose and

appointed was an important milestone for Susan. Behind her bantering

comment, "I am very proud of my r,rzeclding present which I consider the dessert

service to be," is the implicit message that by the act of making this house her

own, she had attained full adult status. For women in the Victorian era the entry

into adulthood was marked by marriage rather than by the attainment of a

designated age, as it was for men.e6 By virtue of remaining single, a woman

occupied a liminal state between childhood and adulthoocl. If she continued to

live with her parent(s) the perception of her dependence was intensified.

However, Susan Durant wanted to be known in her own right, not as someone's

wife or as a dependent daughter. Her friend Cornelia Crosse described her as

"ambitious of making for herself a place in the world amongst the great thinkers

and workers of the day. . . . Few persons were ever more thorough in their

devotion to work than the subject of this memoir. It was her first idea in life,

and one to which all others were su6ordinated.,,ez fhs ,r\ ¡pdCling present . . .

minrÉ the husband" alludes to her desire for autonomy ancl the legal advantages

of spinsterhood.

Durant negotiated the domestic world with the substantial help of a

network of friends, f.ar.rrlly, and servants. People like Lucy and Kitty freed her

from two of the responsibiiities that circumscribed the lives of most women: the

care of an invalid parent and child-rearing duties. Others, such as Emma Wallis

and George Durant encouraged and facilitated her career by helping her to

ensure that the househoid was adequately staffed and provisioned to meet the

needs of its inmates and their guests. In return, Durant undertook errands in
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London and Paris for them, acted as cicerone when they wished to visit galleries,

and entertained them at her home. Her tender solicitude for the unfortunate

Dennis demonstrates how much effort she would expend to help those within

her domestic purview.e8

Harriet Flosmer preferred to keep her studio and lodgings separate.

When she first arrived at Rome (1852) she was given rooms in Charlotte

Cushman's household and installed in a small studio that had once belonged to

Antonio Canova. Cushman saw to the domestic concerns of her enclave of

artists, acting toward Hosmer "like a mother . . . who spoils me utterly."

Thirteen years later Hosmer moved to her own apartment and established

herself in a studio nearby that she had built to personal specifications.ee

The professional counterpart to domestic organizatíonfor these women

was the management of the studio and its personnel. Ordering tools and

materials was a routine task akin to provisioning a house, and the various

ancillary workers were the business equivalents of household servants. Hosmer

is pictured with her twenty-four ltalian workmen in a photograph taken c.

1867.100 However, it does not appear that any of the British women employed

such a prodigious number of staff. As part of a sculpting enterprise, Mary

Thornycroft llkely never had sole responsibility for hiring and paying studio

workmen but she would have at least been familiar with this aspect of the work.

Over the years the Thornycrofts employed a succession of stonecutters from a

family named Smith. In addition there were pointers Radburn and Rice and, of

course, the plasterers who came and went as required.101 Mary's handling of the

accounts with the Keeper of the Privy Purse has been examined already. That
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she was scrupulous in all her financial dealings is evident from her concern to

pay bilis on time, keep to a budget, and balance her bank books both during her

career and after retirement.l02

Grant entrusted the superintendence of her studio to Mr. Schoonjans, her

assistant of over ten years, leaving him in charge during her frequent absences.

The complement of workers she employed varied according to the number of

commissions on hand. In July 1876 she recorded, "Studio very busy. Five men

at work--a lovely sight! i.e., two rrten on marble of memorial, one casting bust of

Mrs. Drummond, one carving lettering, one polishing marble--while I still am

busy modelling in my inner s¡rdi6.rt103

Amelia Paton Hill might have had studio assistants but they are

nowhere recorded. Like Grant, she used specialist carvers to render at least two

of her works iu stone: the Burns monument and her group entitled Gnoclnight

Pap, Q,877), which was carved in London by A. Fontana.

Various workmen's names appear in Durant's correspondence. Dawes

was instructed "to prepare the c1ay" in anticipation of her return from Paris. In

another letter she asked "if Read attended to my orders about packing the

marble medallion, and if he has begun the work at Conduit Street."i0a She was

discriminating in her choice of workers. She told Emma that "Tomorrow . . . my

Milanese sculptor [is] to come on approval." Apparentiy he did not pass muster

as a ietter dated one week later announced, "I have a bit of good news--a

trpasrrre of an assistant--a Belgian; so steady and clever he has been working at

the studio since Thursday last and we are making progress." A subsequent letter

identifies him as Fabris and depicts him working cooperatively with his
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employer.los

Certain developments in the art world, some of which had their roots

early in the century, had a significant impact on the prospects of female

sculptors who were active in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. By the

time Sarah Tooley wrote her article of 1,895, Amelia Paton Hill had been retired

for over a decade. Yet, like Mary Thornycroft, she "never ceased to model, . . .

sitting at one end of the dining-room, with her tools spread out on a long

narrow table, and a piece of waxcloth put on the floor to catch the bits. . . . She . .

. love[d] to have friends around her chatting as she work[ed].tt106 [1s¡ use of the

dining room and Mary Thornycroft's of the drawing room in which to sculpt

illustrate how domestic locations and professional functions were occasionally

brought together by the women. Yet it was not women, alone, who practiced

this elision of the professional and the domestic. A circle of artists and literary

luminaries, including Baron Triqueti, Ary Scl"reffer, Paul Delaroche, arrd Baron

Gros, "would gather around a large table and improvise drawings or model in

clay or \ /ax" at Mme. de Fauveau's house.iO7 l{er daughter Félicie eventually

joined their ranks having embraced sculpting as a life's profession.

Increasingly, and for various reasons, artists fostered a fusion of house

and studio by builcling ever more elaborate premises in which to live and work.

Such establishments were often sumptuously appointed in keeping with the

celebrity status that was beginning to accrue to artists. They became showcases

for their works and hallmarks of their success. Earlier in the century art

aficionados made informal tours of studios in their leisure time, often seeing

several sculptors at work in the course of an afternoon. But with the advent of
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the grand studio-houses in the late 1870s came also the institution of "Shew

Sundays" for which sculptors dressed up and decorated the studio with flowers

to receive the public. The opportunity to see artists in their homes, at work, was

extended to those who did not reside in major art centres by magazine and

journal articles which featured descriptions and photographs of painters and

sculptors in, what had become, their natural habitat.108

This blurring of the distinction between home and work place was not

due to any special infiuence exercised by female artists. Rather, Cherry suggests

that "the artist-house was less a space of domestic femininity and more the sign

and visible manifestation of artistic masculinity.rrloe The rise of the artist-house

did not signal a feminisation of the studio but amounted to a further

masculinization of art production. However, a beneficial side effect of the

phenomenon was an increased association of fine art production with the home

and an implication that the home and the cultural market-place could be allied

without sullying the domestic environment. Even though some of the female

sculptors did not actually combine living and studio spaces, the nineteenth-

century discourse of middle-class domesticity associated them with the home.

By logical extension, the publicity surrounding the studio-houses of other artists

would have the effect of validating the professional activities of the sculpting

women.

It was precisely their professional identity, rather than their gender, that

the female sculptors chose to emphasize. There is every indication that they

were prepared to participate in the creative processes of sculpting to the same

extent as any of their confrères. Faced with exclusion from academic life classes,
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they made private affangements for comprehensive training from master

sculptors. Yet, far from being permanently disadvantaged by the prejudicial

ruies of the academies, the women positively benefitted. Their experience of

working in a busy atelier among other students, most of whom were male,

endowed them with considerable confidence in their ability to compete in the

Victorian art world. This is evident in their handling of confrontations with

exhibiting societies (see chapter three) and slanderous colleagues and in their

engagement with the market place.

Most of them proved to be capable l:usinesswomen, learning either from

experienced family members or as a result of occasional biunders from which

adroit recoveries were made. The transferable skills of provisioning, staffing,

supervising and keeping accounts for a household offered additional

preparation for managing a studio. Although involved in domestic af.f.airs,

theirs was a heavily revised domesticity, influenced more by the model of the

studio-house than by the dicta of Mrs. Beeton.ll0 They were certainly not

defined by their engagement with household tasks. Those who married chose

husbands who facilitated their careers and, in the case of the Thornycrofts,

incorporated the children into the family enterprise. Remarkably, Durant

reversed the usual gender and generational roles by enlisting her father as her

agent in both domestic and professional matters. All relied on the help and

goodwill of friends, family members, and servants both to minimize the

demands of household management and to ease their way in the business of

sculpture. Thus they combined the advantages of a female support network

with those of the mentor-protégé relationship upon which their male
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counterparts customarily depended.

In addition to acquiring proficiency in sculpting techniques and

competence in conducting studio business, the sculpting women had to avail

themselves of opportunities to advance their reputations. How they created

public profiles for themselves and established advantageous professional

relationships will be considered in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

MAKING THEIR WAY

Much like explorers traversing infrequently travelled jungle terrairy the

female sculptors had to make their way through tÌre undergrowth of law and

custom that obscured and obstructed their career paths. Even though others

such as Mrs. Damer had preceded them, the track she had cleared was quickly

overgrown and barely discernible to the next generation of sculpting women.

How they obtained public recognition and who they chose to assist them in

mapping out their careers are the questions this chapter will attempt to answer.

CREATING A PUBLIC PROFILE

One of the more difficuit tasks facing a woman sculptor was making

herself and irer work known without ending up otl the wrong side of the fine

line that divided notability from notoriety. Unlike their male counterparts, who

were strongly urged to make good names for themselves, virtuous women were

expected to eschew publicity. The middle-class maxim that a lady's name

should appear in the newspapers only twice during her lifetime--upon her

marriage and at her death--held considerable sway. Even successful writers

such as Christina Rossetti and the women's rigl'rts activists Maria Grey and

Emily Shirreff practised a surprising degree of self-effacement.l

The confiict between the social expectations of feminine modesty and the

professional demands of publicizingand marketing is illustrated by two

comments about the work of the sculpting women. The first is found in a paean
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to Mary Grant's career. Although "overcoming all obstacles, and in the end

making for herself a name," Grant is portrayed as approaching this task with

considerable ambivalence. The reader is told that her name "would be a great

deal more famous than it is were not the lady of so retiring a disposition as to

avoid anything like that amount of publicity which at present seems

indispensable to the acquisition of celebrity."2 While this tribute to her modesty

was Presumably intended to magnify Grant's professional merits, such a ploy

would be senseless if it did not resonate with contemporary conventions of

femininity. The second illustration comes from a satiric article, entitled "The Girl

of the Period Art Student," which ridiculed both the noteworthiness of work

produced by young ladies and society's anxiety that they would make spectacles

of themselves. Speaking of the inroads made by various female artists, the

author marvelled that

even sculpture, with its more laborious manipulation, has recently
receivecl new attractions from feminine fingers by the works of Mrs.
Thornycroft. . . . But most of these lady artists, it will be urged,
developed their talents, and followed the bent of their artistic
proclivities within the sanctuary of their own homes, and no undue
personal+r,hlicit)¡ [emphasis mine] was incurred by them either
during the period of their studies, nor even in the eventual
exhibition and sale of their works.3

Derisory tone notwithstanding, the passage suggests that artists such as

Thornycroft and Durant, who were active from the 1840s onward, provided

some of the impetus behind the attitudinal changes about feminine occupations.

How was it tl-rat they were able to establish themselves as serious artists and

avoid alienating the public to whom they sought to sell their works? Answers
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may be found by examining the social circumstances that facilitated their career

aspirations and the means employed by the women to realize them.

Three socio-political developments stand out as being particularly

influential in preparing people to countenance sculpting as a career for women.

Firstly, Victoria's accession to the throne at age eighteen had unanticipated

ramifications for her female subjects. Despite the Queen's vociferous

condemnation of the "mad, wicked folly of 'Women's Rightsr," she nevertheless

provided a new image of womairhood to the nation.a Nina Auerbach notes the

ironic effect that both the Queen and Florence Nightingale had on women's

prospects. "Neither woman wanted to be a feminist, each saw herself as

working for and through men, but their lives added transfiguring possibilities to

the victorian myth of womanhood, particularly of woman alone and in

command."5

A second factor that stimulated discussion about women's engagement in

fine arts careers was the 1851 census of England ancl Wales which provided the

worrying evidence that women over age twenty-one outnumbered men of the

same age range by approximately ten per cent.6 This meant a reduced

expectation of marriage for a significant proportion of the female population,

among them gentlewomen, whose only sanctioned recourse to self-support was

governessing. The spectre of genteel poverty, combined with a growing ennui

among young ladies who yearned for meaningful employment, prompted a

spate of articles and remedial programs.T One of the latter was the Society for

Promoting the Employment of Women which was founded in 1859 with the dual

PtlrPose of helping women to obtain respectable employment and of widening
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the field of occupations available to them.8

Articles in monthly periodicals examiired the crisis from diverse

perspectives. Barbara Bodichon's essay on "Women and Work" (1857)

characterized the drawing-room accomplishments that fitled the days of most

ladies as "killing to the soul" insofar as they were practiced solely as

"amusements." She counselled women to seek more purposeful outlets for their

energies.e In sharp contrast, William Rathbone Greg raised the question "Why

Are Women Redundant?" and answered it by blaming men for selfishness and

women for demanding their rights.lo Many other pieces written during the

1850s and 1860s suggested suitable paid occupations for middle-class women.

Careers in fine and applied art feature frequently in this literature.ll

A third development that further encouraged women to contemplate

becoming professional artists was the government's energetic program to

improve the state of the fine and manufacturing arts in Great Britain. Following

the recommendations of the Select Committees on Arts and Manufactures (1835-

36) and the Promotion of the Fine Arts (1841), a series of high-profile projects

was initiated.l2 In tl're 1830s a national network of Schools of Design was

instituted to provide artisans with superior training in industrial design. During

the 1840s a competition for decorating the Houses of Parliament was held to

stimulate the growth of a British school of painting and sculpting.l3 Both

initiatives were well-received but it was the Great Exhibition of 1851 which

generated the most excitement about the industrial arts. Along with a dazzling

array of manufactured goods, the exhibition included a displ ay oÍ fine British

sculpture. This fabulously successful event was followed by the Manchester Art
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Treasures Exhibition in1857. Dedicated exclusively to the promotion of the fine

arts, it featured old master works from private collections and contemporary

British paintings and sculptures gathered together in an opulent homage to art.

Something of the impact of the government's schemes to encourage and

enhance fine and applied art production can be inferred from the response of

women to the Schoois of Design. Although never intended to dispense fine art

training, these schools increasingly attracted middle-class women attempting to

comPensate for their exclusion from the RA Schools. Ten years after its

inception, the Female School of Design (7842) was re-named the Female School

of Art, signalling the decision to include fine art training in its curriculum.la

Such a substantial shift in policy indicates the heigtrtened demand for

professional art instruction that was being made by young women. It also

reveals a greater openness, on the part of the Female School administration and

perhaps a wider pubiic, to the idea of women taking up art as a career.

This constellation of social developments was pertinent to the opening up

of sculpting to women for several reasons. Each development had profound

implications for the identity of the nation. It had been over a century since a

woman had been the head of state; British pride in her cultural and industrial

products was threatened; and the failure to provide husbands for so many of the

nation's women raised anxieties about the future of the race. Individuals were

forced to confront their stereotypes and alter their perceptions of society. Two

of these circumstances, the coronation of a queen and the gender imbalance,

related directly to the place of women in society. The concern to find liveiihoods

for "surplus" women and the government project to enhance the production and
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consumption of British art both focused national attention on the composition

and preparedness of the workforce, especially as it related to art. Thus, in

addition to the impact these issues had singly, they also worked in concert,

compounding their effects and complicating the possible responses to them. By

the end of the 1850s, the populace had been sufficiently indoctrinated in the

civilizing effects of fine art and introduced to new roles for women to wear

down some of the resistance to the idea that ladies could be professional

sculptors without sacrificing their refinement.

Encouraged by these changes, female aspirants made their way into the

professional arena by subtly stretching andf or transgressing the boundaries of

existing institutions and social conventions. The expansion of the Femaie School

of Design curriculum to include fine art instruction was one such operation.

Another area of approved feminine activity that lent itself to augmentation and

re-definition was the upper and middle-class practice of educating daughters to

an amateur level of proficiency in drawing and painti.g.,t

While such accomplisirment training has been identified as an obvious

staging ground for many professional female painters, the connection with

sculptors is more complex. Because of its lesser compatibility with domestic life,

sculpture "would certainly not have formed part of tl're standard education of

most haute bourgeois women Istc] . . A serious engagement with this medium

was most likely to stem from a commitment to seek training outside the home

(unless . . . the artist was her father's pupil) and the assumption of a professional

identity."16 This observation readily accords with what is known of the

experience of Thornycroft and Durant, neither of wirom appears to have taken
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up modelling as a drawing-room pursuit, representations of Durant's early art

training notwithstanding. Nevertheless, there is evidence that some young

women did dabble at sculpting. Princess Caroline of Brunswick "practiced

sculpting as an accomplishment art" as did Maud Paget who received

instruction at her home in Cambri dg".,, The fictional Miss Guest, a haughty

young gentlewoman in George Eliot's novel, Thp Mill on the Floqs, is described

as "the most enviable person . . . to have the talent of modelling.,,18 It was not

necessary for the earliest of the Victorian female sculptors to have been

introduced to sculpting as an accomplishment in order for them to have

expanded the limits of tl'rat social convention to encompass professional practice.

All that was needed was the potential for young ladies to engage in sculpting at

an amateur level; as long as accomplishment art was presumed to embrace

sculpture as well as drawing and watercolours it was possible for people to

conceive of women sculpting.

Durant's obituary notices give further credence to the hypothesis that

accomplishment art provided a discursive framework upoll which Thornycroft

and Durant were able to build careers. Four different periodicals repr-esented

her as an accomplished lady who turned her favourite amusement into a life's

work. Jþs Athenaerrm branded her art as purely avocational. "Miss Susan

Durant, a pupil of the late M. Triqueti, and herself an amateur, rather than a

severely trained sculptor, clied lately."le This comrnent is characteristic of the

periodical's disdainful attitude toward the "amateur" efforts of ladies.20 Thp

Times was careful to do justice to Durant's acirievements by citing the royal

commissions she was given and her more celebrated portrait busts. In additioru
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the obituarist portrayed her as a genteel practitioner of the piastic art. "With

Miss Durant the art of sculpture was followed, not for the sake of pecuniary

gain, but through a love of the art itself."21 The careful wording here also casts

Durant in the guise of an amateur but it does not belie the prior information that

she was a sought-after professional. A similar elision of the accomplished and

the professional pursuit of sculpting is found in the Art Jn,,rnaìrs treatment of

her death.

She studied her art in France, . . . but without, as we understand,
any intention of adopting it as a profession; this, however, she
ultimately did, and . . . [she] rarely was absent from the exhibitions
of the Royal Academy.22

The final representation is a notice in the Q'.'een that was written by her friend

Cornelia Crosse.

She was not driven to art by [pecuniary] necessity . . .

. . . but the plastic art becomes an expensive amusement, and she found
that her work would have to be circumscribed if followed only as a
pastime. Rather than be restricted in her favourite pursuit, she
announced her intention of devoting herself to the work professionally,
and this she did heart and soul from the moment her resolution was
formed.23

All but the Athpnaprrrn acknowledged Durant's professionai status which

they explained by referring to an earlier acquaintance with sculpting as an

accomplishment activity. Wrile it is questionable that Durant ever idly dabbled

at modelling--her intense commitment to work is evident in her correspondence

and in Crosse's description--it is entirely likely that she was portr ayed as doing

so to make her career choice more cornpatible with social norms.24 This need
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not have been a calculated action on the part of the authors of the pieces. More

likely, it is the inadvertent expression of an underlying presupposition about

women and art. Something of the purpose behind this kind of portrayal is

captured by Sally Mitchell's term "frontlash." "[A]ttitudes about certain kinds of

work were simultaneously revised by women's entry. We might call this

something like 'frontlash'--as women move into a new profession, the

conception of that profession is altered to show how it serves the womanly

ideal."25

In order for the sculpting women to gain a toe-hold in their profession

there had to be a sufficient level of public receptivity to their endeavour. The

transfer of some of the social approbation of accomplishment art onto the

professional activities of the female sculptors contributed to that receptivity.

Furthermore, on the basis of the personal qualities they displayed and the

contacts they cultivated, the sculptors amassed enough social capital to permit

them to stretch the boundaries of acceptable practice without provoking social

retribution. Mary Thornycroft's experience demonstrates how, and how much,

cultural credibility could be accrued. At Gibson's recommendation she entered

the employ of the Queen with whom she became firmly identified by the art

Press, likely due to certain similarities between the sculptor and her royal

patron. A female head of state, behind whom stood a devoted and collaborative

husband, was echoed in the family arrangements of Mary Thornycroft, the only

female sculptol of note since Damer. The association was made more perfect by

Mary's almost continuous engagement to sculpt the Monarch's growing family.

Art publisher S.C. Hail made much of this affangement, applauding Victoria's
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support of the work of a fellow woman.

Apart from the discriminating judgement which Her Majesty is well
known to possess in a1l matters oÍ art, and which would always
assign her royal patronage to competent hands, it is highly
gratifying to see a preference shown for those of her own sex; such
preference is both queenly and womanly. In the present instance it
has been most worthily bestowed, for these regal commissions have
met with the highest approval--they confirmed the judgement
which elicited them, and have served to spread, far and near, the
reputation of the fau artist.26

So enduring was the connection made between the scuiptor and her royal pafron

that some twenty-five years after she had retired a friend eulogized her in regal

terms.

Though her life was simple and unpretentious, the atmosphere
around her was influenced by her natural nobility. There was a
gracious, courtly distinction in ail she did and said. . . .

. . tA] few women . . . have proved that a woman can be a professional
artist, and in no wise be less loveable as a woman; and that work need
never mar the charm . . . of the ideal wife and mother. Such a one was
Mrs. Thornycroft, and in her was also ploved the fact that the finest and
most feminine nobility is above all class-distinctions.2T

Thus, her credentials as a wife and mother coupled with the endorsement of

(and identification with) the topmost member of society gave a legitimacy to her

anomalous occupation not unlike the claim made by the Queen of her own

situation.2s Similarly, Durant's winsome personality, Grant's evident piety and

aristocratic connections, and Hill's marriage to a highly respected artist

endowed each of them with considerable social capital.

Whereas certain avenues of self-promotion were closed to the sculpting
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women, they did have access to some of the more important vehicles for

publicizing and marketing their works in the Victorian art world, albeit with

some restrictions. We will examine the ways in which they took advantage of

the means that were open to them, noting how they deployed their social capital

and subtly transgressed cultural norms so as to obtain public recognition

without suffering serious disapproval.

trxhihitions

By the start of Victoria's reign, the primary point of contact between

artists and the public was furnished by the annual exhibitions of the Royal

Academy of Arts (founded 1768) and the British lnstitution in London (1805),

and the Royal Scottish Academy in Edinburgh (1826). Midway through the

períod, the Royal Glasgow Institute of the Fine Arts (1861) and the Society of

Female Artists (1856) were added to the exhibition circuit. The Academies were

the most prestigious exhibiting venues in the United Kingdom. The RA's annual

exhibition opened each May amid considerable fanfare with a grand banquet for

the forty Academicians and a private viewing for invited guests.2e It was both

the most important event of the artistic calendar and a significant feature of the

London social season. Treuherz estimates that the RA show drew yearly crowds

of approximately 250,000 in the early victorian period, rising to 350,000 by the

1880s.30 For exhibiting artists it was an unpaïalleled marketing opportunity.

They were given complimentary tickets to the galieries and no commission was

exacted on the sale of their works.

The institutional cuiture of the RA was deeply ambivalent to female
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artists. Two of its founding members were painters Angelica Kaufmann and

Mary Moser. FIowever, after their deaths (Moser survived Kaufmann until

1819) no other woman was elected to Academy membership until1922.31 In the

intervening years the Academicians conducted their business along the lines of a

gentlemen's club, excluding men of an inferior social status as well as all women.

Helland has argued cogently that the outright exclusion or abstemious

admission of women to instruction at the RSA and its English counterpart was

motivated by a concern that they would flood the art market over which male

artists had exercised a near monopoly.u,

Despite the restrictions placed on women's involvement as members or

students, the RA's exhibition policy was ïemarkably open, especially in

comparison with those of other venues. Membership was not a requirement, but

limits applied to the number of non-members' works that could be accepted. A

iury of Academicians made selections from among a multitude of anonymously

submitted pieces of art. Consequently, female artists need not have feared

immediate disqualification from exhibiting solely on the basis of gender.

Flowever, the proportion of female exhibitors in the RA show was low both in

comparison to the number of men and in relation to the number of professional

female artists enumerated in the censuses.33

Undaunted by either the challenge of obtaining exhibition space or the

consequences of being 'known,' the sculpting women regularly showed their

work in major exhibition venues. All of them exhibited at the RA, with the

Scotswomen sending work to the RSA and GI and the Engtishwomen showing

at the BI and SFA as well. They contributed pieces to additional special
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exhibitions including the Great Exhibition, Art Treasures Exhibition, the

International Exhibition (1862), the RSA's "Works of Deceased and Living

Scottish Artists" (1880) and the Paris exhibitions of 1855, 1.867 and1,871,.

Thornycroft and Hill also made use of private verì.ues; the former had viewings

at the New Gallery, the Suffolk Street Gallery, and Colnaghi's and the latter

showed at the stylish Grosvenor Gallery.3a What was it that emboldened them

and other female artists to enter what Helland demonstrates was, courtesy

notwithstanding, a deeply contested arena?3s

Several qualities of the Royal Academies permitted the femaie sculptors

to pubiicize their works without suffering any injury to their reputations.

Firstly, the prestige of these institutions made them impeccable in the eyes of

polite society. Their connections with the Crown both through the original

charters granted by George III and Victoria and via the ongoing interest of the

Prince Consort gave them the highest endorsement possible. Further, relations

with the elites of society were carefully cultivated at an institutional as well as an

individual level. The Laws of the RA (revised 1815) made provision for an

"Annual Dinner. . . .The guests shall consist exclusively of persons in eievated

situations, of high rank, distinguished talents, or known patrons of the Arts."36

Secondly, the exhibitions were carefully structured and controlled, as is

evidenced by the jurying procedure, the rules governing the display of works,

and the admission regulations. The Private View was by invitation only,

otherwise admission was by an entry fee sufficient to ensure that none but the

respectable classes could attend.37 Perhaps for these reasons, genteel exhibitions

of cultural products were among a select number of public spaces in which
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women were made to feel welcome. Femaie artists could circulate among the

galleries without being identified to members of the public and sales

transactions were conducted by the RA or RSA on the artists' behalf. This polite

distancing of artists from their works and from direct contact with buyers

insulated women from what would have been considered the glare of publicity

while still permitting them to make their names known. Exhibition catalogues

published the studio addresses of artists thereby facilitating studio visits and

enquiries by post.

Finally, tl-re ambivalent relationship between the RA and female artists

allowed the women to exploit inconsistencies to their advantage. Because the

RA numbered two founding mothers among its charter members there was a

residual association of women with the institution.3s Moser's and Kaufmann's

memory was carefully kept alive by both those who sought to promote the cause

of women's art and others who opposed it. The former party cited the female

Academicians in the manner of lawyers arguing from precedent while the latter

invoked female predecessors so as to discredit their work and dismiss any

claims made by tl'reir Victorian counterparts. Both the Art Jorrrnal and The

Ti"'es chidecl the RA Council for refusing to admit ladies as stuclents noting the

involvement of women in the past as justificatiou for their acceptance in the

present. "When the Academy has been reformed, and wisdom pervades over its

councils, women will not only be received there as students but as members.

Members of the RA women have been, and will be again.,'3e By contrast, the

Arhen:prrrn, which had a grudging tolerance of female artists at best, published

a cooly disparaging profile of the "Female Royal Academicians" noting that
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Both . . . were in the first batch [of RAs], and were created by the
King, not elected by the Academy. Much irritation was provoked
by this circumstance, and complaints were numerous. . . .

When an eiection fol a PRA was going on, Fuseli nominated Mrs. Lloyd
[née Moser] in opposition to [Benjamin] West--"as well one old woman as
another," said he.ao

Where the female sculptors were the focus of attention, Anne Seymour Damer's

name was often enlisted to confer legitimacy upon, or offer an historical

antecedent for, such unusual women. Her credentials were impeccable; she had

been designated an Honorary Exhibitor by the RA. Evidently Victorian society

had to locate a respectable forebear as a means of reassuring itself that the likes

of Thornycroft, Durant, Hill and Grant weÍe not bastard pretenders to the

profession.al

The four sculptors made their career debuts at either the RA or the RSA.

Once they had attained recognition through exhibiting at the Academies, it was

a relatively uncontroversial step to show works in one or another of the

respectable second tier exhibitions such as the GI or BI, both of which received

mention in the art press and appear to have been well-attended by the pubiic.

The SFA, which was originally set up by wornen friendly to the feminist-

identified Langham Place circle as a showcase for the works of serious female

artists, had a mixed impact on the Victorian art world.a2 While it enabled novice

female artists to gain professional experience in a frienclly environment,

facilitated sales of their work, and raised public awareness, it was also dismissed

by its critics as a venue for substandard work. Jþs Athpnaerrm, Punch and the

sPpctaror claimed to encourage the ladies in their new endeavour but paid
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disparaging homage to their works and their aspirations. A characteristic

example is the Athenaerrm'c cutting critique of the exhibition of 1,867 .

[There are] evidences of increasing earnestness and longer practice
in studies on the part of the contributors, proofs of 'work'
performed by many among them which go far to redeem the whole
from the former besetting triviality of conception, inadequacy of
thought, foolish ambition and incompetence. . . .

. . . there are many pretty thoughts prettily expressed and much
pleasantly facile execution.a3

Both Durant and Thornycroft, who had already achieved reasonable success as

exhibitors at the RA, sent pieces in the early years (1,857-1867) thereby lending

some of their own prestige to the fledgling Society. However, it is debatable

how much positive publicity they gained from this association. Thornycroft

persevered as an exhibiting supporter of the SFA for a decade (and continued as

a member of the society until her death) but Durant showed her work there only

once.44

Inclusion in the special exhibitions such as the Great Exhibition or one of

the Paris expositions was a much sought-after opportunity. These events were

ceremoniously opened by royalty, they attracted huge crowds from the

international art community (the Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition drew

1,300,000 during six months) and were chronicled in the press and in lavishly

illustrated souvenir albums.as Durant's letters of 1867 tell of the gruelling work-

schedules and mounting excitement as artists prepared for the Universal

Exhibition in Paris. "[We] have none of us a minute to lose if we are to be

ready" for the deadline when the "works . . . are ordered to be deliveïed" to the

Exhibition.a6 However, in response to discriminatory regulations, several well-
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known sculptors of the British contingent (including Mary Thornycroft) sent a

memorial of protest to the organizers, withdrew their work from the

"competition for honours," and requestecl their protest to be inserted in the

official report of the Exhibition.aT

As this boycott demonstrates, exhibiting was not a simple matter of

submitting a work and enjoying the pubtic recognition that followed. Hosmer

observed that "the position of a work in relation to other works often made the

difference between critical acclaim, utter rejection, and ignominy."48 Because

women artists had fewer exhibition opportunities generally, obtaining

favourable placements for their works was irnperative. The Arranging

Committee retained ultimate control but sculptors were able to exert some

influence on the location of their submissions. in her preparations for the 1867

exposition, Durant negotiated with "the Secretary of our English Exhibition . . .

about the placing of my monument" for which she was promised a good spot.ae

Hamo Thornycroft rejoiced that "My good friend Armstead,', who was

presumably a committee member, "placed rny two statues of Artemiq ¿nd Terrcer

in the best places possible in the RA Exhibition and . . . I have been greatly

compiimented on my work."so Amelia Paton Hill expressed frustration over the

poor location of her works in the RSA exhibition of 1872 and issued a stark

ultimatum.

It is hard indeed tl"rat the labour of a year should be so utterly lost.
You were kind enough yesterday to say that you would endeavour
to get the position of my statuette of Sir James Simpson improved.
If that cannot be done, I beg the Council will have the kindness to
allow me to withdraw it--as I cannot possibly permit it to remain in
its present position. I need not say how deeply mortified I felt to
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see the other statues in the damaging positions tl'rey are all placed
in. Can nothing be done?si

Her commanding tone implies that she was accustomed to better placements

when her husband was alive and able to demand membership privileges. Hill's

robust exhibition record at the RA and GI preempts any suspicion of favouritism

on account of her husband's position. What she asked for was nothing more

than Hamo Thornycroft got from his friend on the committee.

Special consideration was given to portraits of the royal family.

Describing the situation of three of her works at the RA Durant explained that

the Arrangement Committee were rrohliged to put" her medallion of "the Prince

of Wales prominently" and that it was "only fair the others should be second

best."S2 The women took advantage of this convention by seeking permission to

exhibit all of the portraits they made of the Queen and her relatives. These

examples serve to illustrate how a sculptor's success in publicizing his or her art

depended upon the support of friends or relations as well as on personal finesse

at negotiating with officials, the subject matter chosen, and the skiiled

manipulation of materials.

Sending sculpture for exhibition could behazardous. Durantrs Faithfirl

Shepherrlecs (1863) suffered damage at the hands of RA porters. \zVhen she

applied to the Council for compensation all she received was a letter of regret

and a "copy of the 1aw by which the Academy holds itself not accountable for

'loss or accident'." Three years earlier a work by Thomas Woolner suffered an

identical fate witl'r no indemnification tendered.s3 Both male and female

sculptors occasionally paid a high price for the publicity they gained at the RA

sirows. FIowever, neither calculated the cost in terms of a loss of pubtic esteem.
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Nlnticcc, Articlps and l-nrrecponClencp

The frequency with which artists' names appeared in print and the tone

adopted by writers had important implications for the creation of a public

profile. Yet, for the most part they had little direct control over much of what

was written about them, or when and where it appeared. Exhibition reviews are

the most obvious instances of unpredictable publicity; art gossip, notices of

commissions and events, and feature articles were rather less unexpected and

often involved some level of coliaboration between journalists and the artists,

even if only to have photographs taken or sculptuïes engraved. As this chapter

is devoted to the female sculptors' own strategies for careeï promotion, the latter

sources of publicity will be examined leaving discussion of the reviews for a

later chapter.

works by several of the women were featured in good quality steel

engravings. Between 1860 and 1864 seven of Thornycroft's sculptures appeared

in the Art lotr'nal as full-page engravings, each accompanied by a commentary

on the facing page. Six of the pieces depicted members of the royal family

whom the public had little opportunity to see: the young royal children and the

Prince of Wales's newiy-arrived fiancée. Undoubtedly, the images would have

appealed to readers' curiosity and sense of patriotism, attlacting a nation-wide

audience to the sculptor's work. The writer did Thornycroft the additional

favour of reporting that royal permission had been given to sell Parian

reductions of the bust of the future Princess of Wales. Although no overt claim

was made, the incorporation of such details virtuaily implied aroyalwarrant
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and implicitly urged readers to purchase copies. In all likelihood the engraving

of the SkiPPing (li¡l also facilitated the saie of replicas.sa

An earlier showcase for Mary Thornycroft's oeuvre, The Galler)¡ of

\4orlern Scrrlprrrre (1854), contained an even more blatant commercialpuff.

It may not be out of place to state here that reduced copies of the
originals have been made in statuary porcelain, and have met with
a most extensive sale; independent of the interest which attaches to
them as portraits, they are valuable as elegant ornamental works.ss

Her statues of the eldest royal children in personification of the seasons are the

only works by a woman in the collection. This publication did much to enhance

her status in the Victorian art world and was likety the impetus behind her

inclusion, two years later, in Mpn nf rhe Time. For sometime thereafter

Thornycroft's name figured in other dictionaries of biography alt of which

contributed to her reputation as a serious artist.s6

Mary Grant's St. Ma¡garet ancl rhe Dragon, which had engendered great

admiration at the Paris Exhibition of 1878, was glowingly reviewed and

subsequently engraved by 1þs Arr Jourrìal. Durant was doubtless pleased that

the exhibition of her bust 6f Ha¡ript Beecher stor¡¡p at the RA occasioned a

laudatory article about her career eml¡ellished with a reasonabiy good wood

block engraving of the portrait in the Tlhrstratprl Lnnclon Ner,r¡q.s7 What it

lacked in the quality of its illustrations the paper made up for in breadth of sales;

by L852 it boasted a weekly circulation of 250,000.

All four female sculptors were the subjects either of celebrity articles

during their later lives or posthumous tributes. Thornycroft was memorialized

in lengthy letters to the editors of The Tirnps, the T ad)¡rq Pictorial, and the
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SPpctator and in an extensive biographical notice in the Magazinp nf Art. This

last piece was illuminated with pictures of her sculpture and herself. Durant's

life and work were celebrated in a sizeable notice in the Quc.n which had

published alarge engraved portrait of the sculptor a few clays prior. Grant and

Hill were the subjects of celebrity interviews that featured in ladies' magazines.ss

By the time the latter two items appeared in print, Hill was a retired

woman of seventy-five and Grant, at age sixty-eight, was very near the end of

her active caÍeer. Both articles appropriated the 'artist-at-home' approach that

was currently in vogue and combined it with the 'remarkable-female-role-model'

type of literature that crowded the pages of books and maga zines directed at

girls and young women (see chapter six). Photographs of each sculptor, her

work, and her home or studio environmeirt gave readers an intimate glimpse

into the life of an illustrious woman. Not surprisingly, the two women

presented very different emphases to their interviewers. Grant, whose

anticipation of several years of sculpting ahead was betokened by a photograph

of her at work, presumably welcomed the opportunity to present her credentials

as a professional before tl're art-buying public. For Hill, who was "practicaily

resting on her oat's," the article offered a chance to tell the story of how she had

surmounted obstacles and succeeded in an unconventional profession. The

uitimate effect of the pieces written about all four women was to preserve the

memory of their achievements and personal characteristics for posterity, d.espite

an intervening period of almost total obscurity.

Brief columns devoted to art gossip or coming events kept the names of

artists before the public. The I arl)¡rq Pictnrial magazine reported on a reception
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given by Mary Grant at her "well-known studio in Tite Street . . . to witness the

unveiling of her latest work, a memorial in Carrara marble of the late Lady Anne

Haddoway." The notice, which gives a full description of the "magnificent"

monument, concludes with a list of wealthy and titled guests and hints that

Grant also had a substantial following on the other side of the Atlantic.

Among Miss Grantrs guests were the Duchess of Buckingham, the
Marchioness of Ripon, Viscountess Galway Istc] . . Miss Grant is
greatly appreciated in New York, and Mr. George vanderbilt made
an early appointment [for a portrait sitting] on his arrival in
England.se

Presumably art writers gathered information by spending time at the

clubs and societies frequented by artists and by visiting their studios. Women

were at a distinct disadvantage because they were excluded from London club

life and the premier art societies.60 Granted, through the establishment of

parallel organizations such as the SFA and, much later, the Glasgow Society of

Lady Artists (c. 1883), women procured for themselves gathering places, greater

access to exhibition facilities, and an aggregate public face.61 FIowever, they had

to balance the drawbacks of being associated with a very mixed society of

professional and amateur artists with the benefits of whatever public recognition

a coilective entity could command. Other gender inclusive art societies such as

the Fine Arts Club and the Burlington Fine Arts Club had curbs on the number

of female members or associates they wouid admit.62

Female artists could be contacted readily enough at their work places.

Flosmer had visiting hours between 1-2p.m. daily. Mary Grant logged literaliy

hundreds of studio visitors, among whom was Alfre d,Lord Tennyson,63 The list
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of guests who came to see Durant at her ateliers in Paris and London included

the Crown Prince and Princess of Prussia and their entouÍage,Lady Amberley

and Harriet Grote, David Livingstone, Moses and Judith Montefiore, and

Frances Power Cobbe. Some dropped by unexpectedly while others, such as the

Prussian royalty and an acquaintance named Miss Ryland, either arranged

appointments or were invited by the sculptor.6a Because artists congregated in

particular neighbourhoods it would have been easy for writers to tour several

workshops in the course of a morning or afternoon, gathering intelligence for

notices and articles.

There is some evidence that more direct approaches were made to

journalists. Durant placed herself on a cordial footing with the press via the

judicious use of socially approved activities. Speaking of a day out at Ascot she

remarked that "we had Deiane (editor 6f The Tirneq) and a pleasant party to

meet me. I was rnade much of" and the day was "quite a success."6s Another

example demonstrates the confidence with which she approached Delane when

she needed assistance. Concerned to alleviate the suffering of combatants in the

Franco-Prussian war, Durant drafted a letter asking tl're editor "to make known

through your column that any sums of money confided to me by friends and

sympathizers with the sick and wounded . . . will be remitted to and distributed

personally, where most wanted, by H.R.H. the Crown Princess of Prussia."66

Delane's admiration for the sculptor was expressecl in his personal appreciation

of her career published in The Tirneq some days following a very brief

intimation of her death. "It is scarcely fitting that a lady so well known in the

world of art as Miss Susan Durant, the sculptress, should pass away without a
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short obituary notice."67 Much as celebrities today meet with the print and

broadcast media at Society watering holes, promote their charitable interests,

and attract public attention when they die, Susan Durant availed herself of what

respectable publicity the Victorian press could offer.

Some ready-made opportunities for self-promotion in the press were

available to those who sculpted for the Queen. Mary Thornycroft made certain

that the public was aware of her attendance at the palace. A letter from her

husband to Sir Thomas Bicldulph requested the insertion in "tomoïrow's Court

Circular of a notice that Princess Louise is sitting to Mary Thornycroft." This

inteiligence would have appeared on the front page of Thp Tirrres in the column

devoted to the comings and goings of the royal family. It was probably not the

first time that Mary's name had appeared there. Durant and Triqueti decided to

forego this honour, perhaps anticipating a high level of public and journalistic

interest in the prograffune of decoration for the Albert Memorial Chapel. To her

father Durant explained, "no\Á/ that we have the srrbstaffial we care very little for

the empty notoriety and at Court they appreciate this reserve.,'6s

Finally, women artists enlisted the press to help them fight gender

discrimination. We saw earlier that instead of mounting a lawsuit against her

libeller, Hosmer countered his accusations by publishing a letter to the editor of

fþs Art Jor.trnal and submitting an article on "The Process of Sculpture" to the

Atlantic Mnnthl)¡.6e When thirty-eight female artists, including Thornycroft, sent

a memorial to each of the forty Royal Academicians requesting the admission of

women to the RA Schools they also notified the press. fþs Athenaeum, fþs

trnglish lÂ/omanrq Jnurrral, and the Arr Journat published the petition.T0
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Thus far we have examined how the female sculptors negotiated the

gender barriers raised by the homosocial network of clubs and artists'

fraternities and by the dictates of middle-class etiquette. It must be remembered

that increasing numbers of women were becoming journalists dur.ing the

century. Like the sculptors, these writers were drawn from the middle and

upper-middle classes; consequently, no obvious social barriers prevented the

two bodies of professional women from associating freely. Frances Power

Cobbe's extensive piece, "What Shall we do with our old Maids?," and Bessie

Rayner Parkes's Essarzq on Wnrnaqrq \,Vnrk. both refer to individual sculptors,

some of whom they knew personally.Tl Parkes became acquainted with

Hosmer during a visit to Rome (1,857) and carried on friendly correspondence

thereafter. Cobbe's known sculpting friends were l'rer companion Mary Lloyd,

Hosmer, and Durant." By including the sculptors' names in their essays, Cobbe

and Parkes gave their subjects free publicity. Doubtless the artists kept their

friends abreast of developments in their careers.

By contrast, the potential benefit to women artists from a rise in the

number of female art critics was only marginally rcalized as the new recruits

focused their attention predominantly on male artists. Nevertheless, the women

critics did occasionally acknowledge the work of the female sculptors. For

instance, Florence Fenwick Miller and Emilia Barrington both expressed

appreciation for Mary Thornycroft's professional achievements in statements

published immediately following her death. Indeecl, Miller took the

opportunity to promote female sculptors more generally by incorporating

remarks on Hosmer's work in the same column.73
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It is plausible that the sculpting women compensated for their restricted

access to the usual haunts of (male) artists by making use of the increasingty

efficient postal system.Ta At the end of a busy day Durant reported, "it is 11 p.m.

and I am not half through the necessary letters for tomorrow's post." Her

corresPondence contains evidence of communiqués posted to patrons and other

members of the art cotntnunity. For example, she wrote "a long letter" to the

King of the Belgians inviting him to join the Prussian delegation at a private

showing of her monument to his late father, King Leopold.Ts Hilt and Grant sent

letters to potential patrons and well-placed friends advertising the availability of

selected works. Several appeals for help in obtaining commissions and placing

extant ecclesiastical works are found in Grant's letters to Bishop Grafton, whom

she furnished with sample casts of her sculptures hoping "to get them seen as

advertisements of my work."76 Replies to two (now lost) letters from Amelia

Paton Hill reveai her efforts to attract buyers. In June 1873 she had sent a

photograph of her statue of Livingstone to Robert Moffat, the African

missionary's father-in-1aw, as a gesture of friendship but also as an unspoken

reminder that she could supply an excellent likeness for the projected

monument in Edinburgh. Years later, upon hearing of the British Government's

plan to erect a memorial to Livingstone in Africa, Amelia dispatched a letter

offering a copy of her famous statue.77

Another way in which the sculpting women could overcome the limits

imposed uPon their movements in public was by cultivating a rich social life.
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Attending or holding parties permitted them to circulate among alarger public

within the socially approved setting of private homes. Such gatherings

provided artists, male and female, with a multitude of benefits. Susan Durant,

whose circle of acquaintance encompassed an impressive selection of titled,

wealthy, and influential people in London, Paris, and Berlin, was introduced to

many of them by highly-placed well-wishers who sought to further her career.

Perhaps through the auspices of Baron de Triqueti, Durant was

befriended by the Marquise de St. Clou [sic] who "gave splendid dinners', for the

sculptor to which she invited "all [Durant's] old friends." Quite possibly these

friends included some of "the Dukes and Duchesses of the Faubourg St.

Germain" with whom Durant joined in "a whist party" a week later. Certainly

she had the Marquise to thank for an introduction to Prince Grimaldi later the

same year.78

In London, Durant took advantage of opportunities to mingle with

infiuential figures in and associated with government. Though she was heavily

occupied in preparing for the Paris Exhibition 1n1867 she determined to ,,try to

return [to London] in time for the soirée at the Gladstones." Other names that

figured frequently in the guest-lists of parties that Durant either held or

attended include: Sir A.H. Layard, M.P. for Southwark, Under Secretary of State

for Foreign Affairs (1'867-66) and Commissioner of Works and Buildings (1868-

69); Henry Cole, who served on the executive committee of the Great Exhibition,

was acting Commissioner and Secretary to the royal commission for Great

Britain at the Paris Exhibitions in 1855 and1867, and secretary of the

Department of Art and Science at the South Kensington Museum (IBE3-72);
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George Grote, best known for his Hisfnr)¡ of Grppr-c, became an honorary

member of the RA and held the position of Professor of Ancient History of the

RA Schools between 1859 and 7871,.7e

In addition to the benefits they could confer through the power of their

positions, these men provided entrées into other social circles. Grote and his

wife Harriet had the sculptor to weekend house parties in the country and to

dinners and whist parties in town.8o The Coles included her as part of their

comPany on a holiday in Austria and Germany.Bl Layardwas related to the

Dowager Lady Huntly, her sister Lady Charlotte Schreiber, ancl Lucie Duff

Gordon, each of whom in turn entertained Durant and put her in touch with

others.82 From Paris Durant reported: "I am constantly receiving cards from the

different families who are living at this Hotel en pension and most of them

friends of the Duff Gordons who wish to make my acquaintance."s3

Introductions at one social gathering often begot invitations to meet

friends of the other guests, thus increasing an artist's circie of acquaintance

exponentially and augmenting the pool of potential sitters and buyers for her

work. At a dinner given by Helena Faucit and Theodore Martin, Durant met

Annie and Minnie Thackeray, daughters of the well-known writer. Within two

years she was modelling the bust of Miss Ritchie, a cousin of the Thackerays.sa

Durant welcomecl invitations to dinners at which the first Earl of Lytton was the

featured attraction. "He is very interesting and as people always get their most

distinguished friends to tneet him the parties are pleasant."8s Such events not

only provided her with excellent opportunities to meet important people, they

enhanced her public image by bringing her name into association with that of
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the august guest.

Harriet Hosmer had similar good fortune in being adopted by luminaries

of the literary and theatre worlds who drew her into their social sets. The actor

Chariotte Cushman introduced her to John Gibson and a wide array of other

artists, many of whom were feminists. She became an habituée of the bi-weekly

social gatherings presided over by the singer Adelaide Sartoris, sister of

Hosmer's long-time friend Fanny Kemble. There she met with a "glittering

musical circle" and two of her most devoted allies, the Brownings.s6

One type of social gathering from which female artists weïe pointedly

excluded was the annual banquet held by the RA. on Exhibition eve. However,

the emergent art patron, Sir John Pender, held a luncheon on opening day to

which social luminaries and artists of both sexes were invitecl.sT Durant enjoyed

the benefits of their lavish hospitality and tire consequent attention of one of

their other guests. "I have seen the Penders two or three times. The Great Ex-

pender as he is now called! I dined there with many fashionables, amongst

others Lady Molesworth who has begged permission to call on me. And I have

no objection as you meet at her house the pleasantest society in London."88

Durant reciprocated whenever possible, entertaining dinner guests at her

home when her father's health permitted.se Although she did not characterize

the activities of her very busy social life as an integral part of her career, the way

that she inter-leaved descriptions of parties with accounts of the "shop" suggests

that they comprised a coherent whole. Even when she was at Osborne House

modelling the Queen's medallion Durant took part in the off-duty amusements

of the Lords and Ladies of the royal household.e0
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The Thornycrofts appear to have done much of their socializing at home,

hosting musical evenings with the glee club they had formed and holding "At

FIome" parties. To celebrate the move into the Melbury Road house Mary "had

an'At Home' and afterward [sic] a dance which lasted till broad daylight, the

last guests leaving at 5 a.m.--about 100 were present.,,e1 The circles they

entertained tended to be connected with the theatre, literature and the fine arts.

John Bell, Ford Madox Brown, Edmund Gosse, George Frederick watts, val

Princep and their families are some of the names included in the Thornycroft

papers.e2 Mingling in such company allowed the family of artists to extend their

support network and excirange shop gossip.

Mary's work for the Crown brought her opportunities to shine in her own

rigl'rt and to develop independent contacts among the Lords and Ladies of the

royal household. She enjoyed such privileges as attending the wedding

celebrations of her former student, Princess Louise.e3 Comments made after her

retirement indicate that Mary, who was noïmally very sociable, saw such events

primarily as opportunities to promote her career interests. She declared the

round of visits to "a11 the lions [celebrities] of Hastings" whiist on vacation to be

wearying for "one that has spent a life in work and whose greatest pleasure is

now to see it done by younger hands."ea

Ameiia Paton Hill had the benefit of circulating among the acquaintance

of two extremely well-comected artists--her brother Noel and her husband. The

Patons entertained fellow artists and members of the literary and academic

communities of Edinburgh at their George Square home; among their guests

were authors Dinah Mulock Cralk, George MacDonald, ancl Dr. John Brown
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(writer of the account of Marjorie Flemming--"pet Marjorie").es The titles of

Amelia's works (rrinah i\4ulor-k craik (7845), Pet Marjnr)¡ tsic] (RSA IgT0) testify

to the importance of these social contacts to her careeï. D.O. Hill's substantial

social network encompassed sir David Brewster, professor Blackie, and

numerous Free Church ministers, many of whom sat for Amelia, and several

titled people to whom he introduced his wife and her brother Noel with the aim

of furthering their careers. Lady Mary Ruthven invited the couple to ,'come to

Winton [Castie, Pencaitland] . . . and meet the Belhavens" and facilitated

introductions to other titled women. She likely arranged for Amelia to sculpt

the bust of Mary Louise, Countess of Elgin that was presented to "the Rt.

Honourable the Earl of Elgin . . .by a number of his friends and admirers in the

County of Fife."e6

Hill cultivated influential social contacts of her own. Andrew Carnegie,

the industrial tycoon, corresponded with her and stayed at her home whilst

visiting Scotland. Although their friendship went back to childhood days in
Dunfermline, the other Patons had apparently lost touch witl-r him. That Amelia

proposecl to rectify this lapse is evident from Carnegie's reply that ,'I should

greatly like to meet your distinguished brother as suggested." He in turn

probably introduced her to Richard Irven of New York whose bust she exhibited

at the RSA in 1876' Carnegie added a commission of his own to Hill,s oeuvre in

the form of a portrait of Mrs. carnegie exhibited in lg8L.e'

By virtue of birtir, Mary Grant was endowed with a prestigious social

circle' Visits to the homes of Dukes and Duchesses and references to titled

portrait sitters stud her diary. Her uncle Frank's position as president of the
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RSA put her in touch with important artists and her aunt Augusta's engagement

at court afforded introductions to the Crown Princess of Prussia and "prince and

Princess Christian. "es

As her nephew, Col. Patrick Grant, remarked, "Many persons of note

frequented her salon in Tithe þic] Street, Chelsea." His choice of the word salon

denotes a place where social and intellectual elites gathered regularly. Grant

apparently succeeded in mitigating the restrictions imposed upon women of her

class by "receiving her many friends and critics, the list of whom includes the

names of most of those who rank high in social, artistic, and literary circles" at

her Chelsea address.ee The salon tradition that had been defined by Mmes.

Récamier and de Staël in the eighteenth century permitted these women to wield

considerable influence, if not power, in the social, political and intellectual

realms. Orr suggests that during the nineteenth century Madame de Staël

became an emblem of unusual female achievement, especially suggesting one

who transgressed received boundaries between male and female
spheres but whose achievement was so outstanding, and her social
if not her moral status so impeccable, that she coulã not be
derisively dismissed.loo

Perhaps Grant assumed something of the style of this remarkable woman or of

her nineteenth-century counterpart, Mme Mohl, who was a friend of Grant. In

any case, by adopting the role of a salon-like hostess, Grant took up a position of

social strength that compensated for her exclusion fi'om the public rendezvous

of male artists.lol

There is an energy and aggressiveness apparent in her efforts to become

known in the United States. Deprived of the entrées into society that she
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enjoyed at home, Grant turned to her friend Bishop Grafton, then resident in

Boston, for introductions to his ecclesiastical colleagues. She also sought out

Mrs. C. Perkins, likely the widow of Charles Calahan Perkins, an art critic and

author who lived many years in France before returning to Boston where he

founded the Museum of Fine Arts. Mrs. Perkins would still have had

connections with the Boston art community that could have helped Grant.102

Denied access to the more public means of self-promotion, the sculpting

women exploited the prescribed round of social gatherings to meet with

potential and actual patrons. Thus, they conducted business by subverting the

ideal of leisured femininity, often with the collusion of female friends.

Travel was an important element of every artist's life. Most of the female

sculptors from Britain and the United States took their studio training on the

Continent and attended the international exhil:itions to which they sent their

work. Some commissions lequired journeys abroad or to the stately homes of

clients. For example, Amelia Paton Hill went to France where she modelled the

head and crown for a statue of Richard Coeur de Lion from the effigy on his

tomb at Fontainebleau.l03 While the means of travel became increasingly

convenient during the century, young women were still hampered by the need

of a chaperon. For the most part the sculpting women complied with this code

of conduct by travelling in company with friends, taking a female companion

along, or making arrangements to be escorte dby a family member or trusted

colleague.1oa

Durant employed various stratagems for making long and short journeys

suitably accompanied. Friends Emma Wallis and Jeanie Davison were invited to
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share her working trips to Osborne House and she made one of her journeys to

Potsdam with Baron Triqueti and Lina, possibly a lady's maid, to execute

commissions for the Crown Princess of Prussia.l0s Often she enlisted the help of

supportive male friends such as Layard, who escorted her to Orton where she

visited his cousin,Lady Huntly, for a few days.106 When travelling to paris she

coordinated her plans with those of friends or other lone women (in one instance

a Miss Squires) who were going to the same destination.loT The many daily trips

to Windsor were made in the company of whichever gentlemen happened to be

going there on palace business. Lord Russell shared a caruiage with Durant on

one such occasion.lOs As a married woman Mary Thornycroft had the advantage

of travelling with her husband to Rome and, much later, with son Hamo who

came as her assistant for one sojourn at Osborne House.10e

There were times when the sculptors had no option but to travel alone.

Thornycroft shuttled between London, Windsor and the midlands on her own

for some months in7857.1'10 Admittedly, it was less crucial that a middle-aged

married woman have a companion on train journeys than it would have been for

a younger spinster. \zVhen first invited to Potsdam Durant faced the dilemma of

turning down an important sculpting commission because there was no one

available to accompany her, or undertaking a long journey through unfamiliar

territory by herself. Her proposed solution was to "find out at the Prussian

Embassy if they are sending any Courier and try to get him to look after me and

my Iuggage.rr111 Mary Grant made no mention of a companion for her tour of

the Eastern Seaboard of the United States, although she migirt have taken a maid

with her as was her habit while travelling in Britain and Europe.112
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Travel offered the sculpting women wider opportunities to display their

works and to meet potential patrons. While at Windsor Durant met Lords

Farrington and Russell among others; Grant's sojourn in the United States

yielded similar results.113 Recognizing how important such opportunities were

for publicizing their careers, the women made determined efforts to overcome

the social obstacles to their mobility and independence.

PhntngraFirs

The scuipti'g women made good use of new developments in

photography. Both ordinary prints and the massively popular cartes-de-visite

provided them with an excellent means of presenting themselves ancl their

works in an enduring and portable form to interested parties.lla Before

embarking for Rome, Hosmer had daguerreotypes taken of her bust of Hpsper

as testimony of her sculpting skill. On the basis of those pictures a previously

reluctant John Gibson agreed to take her on as a student. Perhaps to galvanize

support for an entry to a public competition, she sent A.H. Layard a

"photograph of [her] design for a political monument."115

By mid-century it was common practice for sculptors to have

photographs taken of their studios, individual pieces of their work, and

themselves either posed beside a completed sculpture or modelling a work-in-

progress.li6 Among the Thornycroft papers ale numerous shots of Thomas,

Mary and Hamo with their most famous works. A series of three photographs

presents Mary standing in different attitudes next to a statuette of the Skipning

cirl; two others, taken by the renowned Roger Fenton, depict her standing
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beside a portrait bust and with her statue of Princess Helena ¿s peacp (Ill. 2).

The pictures were clearly intended as promotional materials, some of which may

have found their way into the Photograpl'ric Society Exhibition or a series such

as Maull and Polyblank's ies, the first
numbers of which were published in 1856. The aviclity with which cartes-de-

visite were collected by private individuals is illustrated by an album of 1g0

portrait cartes "by various photographers of various sitters including [painters] .

. ' sculptors such as Richard Westmacott and John Gibson as well as clergy,

nobility, . . . politicians and British royalty." Among them is a photograph by

Maull and Polyblank of Mary Thornycroft, dated 29 December 1g64.117

Durant made similar use of the medium, having portraits done up in
standard size and carte-de-visite formats for distribution to friends and well-

wishers. A Miss [Sanders] was the recipient of one such print.118 An extant

carte-de-visite depicts the impeccably dressed artist seated in front of a large

desk preparing to write a letter or engage in some type of business transaction.

This image would have served equally well for personal and work-related

purposes.lle Durant also had photographs made to publicize her works. A
series of pictures of the royal medallions, taken before they were framed and

mounted, appeared in a volume of photographs of the Triqueti marbles in the

Albert Memorial Chapel. The project, which was undertaken by Jane (Jeanie)

and Margaret Davison, was likely conceived during Jeanie's stay with Durant at

Osborne House while she sculpted the portraits. Unfortunately, Durant was

never to realize the benefits of this venture as she died before the publication

date.120
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The images of Mary Grant and her works that survive are all found in the

biographical article of 1899. These comprise a large picture of her studio, busts

of Dean Stanley ¿n6l An Tnclian Pri¡cp, a statue 6f f)iana at hpr Rath, and two

portraits of the artist, one of which shows her at work on a bust. Presumably, all

but the rnagazine's shot of the studio were part of a stock of publicity materials

Grant kept on hand.

Amelia Paton Hill's début exhibition at the RSA was commemorated by

D.O. Hill in a portrait photograph entitlefl Thp Sc,.,lptnr of Sir Galahact the Goocl

Knight. The pensive sitter inclines her head toward a print of Raphael's

Parnaqsus as though attending to Apollo, god of the Fine Arts, and the muses,

but the fruit of their inspiration is conspicuously absent. However, the title

clearly identifies this genteel woman with her profession, perhaps challenging

the preconceptions of its viewers. A later photograph of her is found in an

album of prints taken by either Thomas Rodger or Dr. John Adamson. These

portraits likely macle their way into photographic society exhibitions and

published compilations, thereby contributing to Hill's public recognition.l2l Not

surprisingly, she made more deliberate use of the medium by having prints of

her works taken to send to people such as Moffat.

The female sculptors' use of photographs to advertise their careers excited

no opposition, having both respectable antecedents and novelty in its favour.

Ladies had long been the subjects and painters of (rniniature) portraits and the

cartes, wl'rich were a hybrid of portraiture and the personal visiting card, were

popular products of the industrial age. Perl-raps because they drew upon

traditions that were r-rot gender specific there was no stigma attached to their use
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by women.

One form of advertising that was spurned by three of the four women

was the inclusion of their names in post office and business directories. Durant,

Grant and Thornycroft are absent from sample numbers of the Pnqt officp

Lnnclon llirpctor)¡ of the 1860s and L870s and the I onclon Br.rqineqq Iìirectnr)¡ fs1

selected years in the 1.870s and 1880s. Their omission seems to be neither class

nor gender related, as their male relatives figure in the residential, commercial

and trades sections and other professional women's names appear in the

residential pages. Whereas it was not considered proper for ladies to be

associated with trade, their apparently voluntary exclusion from the commercial

portions of these publications suggests that there remained an antipathy to

women's full invoivement in the professions that they did not wish to arouse.

For her part, Amelia Paton Hill either chose to ignore public opinion or did not

encounter such attitudes in Edinburgh, as her name appears among the

scuiptors in the Fine Arts portion of the l\er ¡ Eclinhlrgh, I eith ancl Count)'

Ru sinpqs Di rectory (1867 -f g¡.rzz

We have seen that the sculpting women made deft, sometimes cautious,

and often imaginative use of both public and private opportunities to present

themselves and their work to the art-buying public. A measure of their success

in navigating between the Scylia of obscurity and the Charybdis of immodesty

was their ongoing ability to be financially self-sustaining. Hill used the proceeds

of her work to build a house and left behind a legacy that significantly exceeded

the amount she inherited frorn D.O. For her part, Thornycroft kept the family

economically solvent during much of the 1840s and continued to contribute
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handsomely to the aggregate income. Durant had sufficient money of her own

to lease and furnish her London home, rent an additional house at Blackheath,

and leave a substantial sum to provide for her young son. Of the four women,

Mary Grant was the only one to complain of straitened circumstances at the end

of her life. However, lter financial worries appear to be more a reflection of ciass

expectations than actual penury as she was still able to employ a number of

servants and left slightly more money in her estate than did George Durant.123

MENTORS, PATRONS, STUDENTS AND ASSOCIATIONS

Among the most important decisions made by the professional women

sculptors were those involving questions of affiliation. The scope and direction

of their careers were heavily influenced by such choices as where to seek

training, who to consult for encouragement and advice, which patrons to

cultivate, whether or not to take on students, and which associations to join. In

this section the impact of the women's professional relationships upon their

success as sculptors will be evaluated.

Virtually all of the sculpting women who were active from the 1850s

onward had mentors from among the male sculpting community. In many cases

these were their sculpting masters but they could also be supportive

contemporaries willing to share their expertise on an informal basis. John

Francis was both mentor and sculpting master to his daughter. upon the

compietion of her training, he put his contacts and reputation at Mary's disposal,

offering to show her sculpture of SanFho to the eueen and urging her to

introduce herself to Gibson whilst in Rome, perhaps using his name as an entrée.
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Whether Francis's plans fsl sapphn were reahzedis unknown; it is certain that

making Gibson's acquaintance had profound implications for her career.

John Gibson proved to be a conscientious mentor to several of the

sculpting women. Impressed by Thornycroft's model sf A Srepning chilct, þs

recommencled her to Queen Victoria, thereby virtualiy sealing her success as a

sculptor. He further demonstrated his esteem by collaborating with her on a

Mnmrment rn s',rqh, Raroncqs Rralze (1,862), one of his keenest promoters.

Although Gibson was the pre-eminent partner in the project, he took a

secondary role, ceding responsibility for Lady Braye,s efÍigy to Thornycroft,

himself contributing the bas relief angels that hover above it.12a In so cloing, he

lent his fame to the piece while giving her work the limelight. Merely being

associated with Gibson had a salutary effect on public opinion; it is not

surprising, then, that some commentators wishing to emphasize Mary Grant's

significance as a sculptor list him as one of her instructors, although supporting

evidence for this assertion is tenuous.l2s

We have seen how Hosmer benefitted from Gibson's instruction and loyal

defence of her professionalism. He also gave sound guidance in financial

matters, convincing her to raise the asking price of her statue Pu"k from $500 to

$800 in gold.tz' His reputation as a peerless sculptor and woman-friendly

mentor attracted several other femaie students from the United States and the

United Kingdom,127

Baron Triqueti likewise taught a number of young women including the

Princess Royal (later Crown Princess of Prussia) ancl Princess Marie d'Orléans.128

The most successful of his female students was Susan Durant, who maintained a
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close relationship with him throughout her career, occasionally collaborating

with him and ultimately becoming his lover. In addition to good technical

training, Triqueti provided Durant with an entrée into a large social circle

comprised of royalty and aristo cracy from both sides of the Channel, liberal-

leaning writers, and members of the British and French art communities. His

most valuable contribution to her advancement was the invitation to share in the

decorative programme for the Albert Memorial Chapel. In the course of

executing the portrait medallions for this, Durant met the Queen and other

members of the royal family many of whom employed her for additional

commissions.

Grant referred to her former instructor, J.H. Foley as her "faithJul friend."

Upon hearing of his death only four years after she commenced her professional

life she lamented, "I have sustained a very great loss . . . I could not have had a

greater loss to all my art concerns--nor can I fail to miss him as a great personal

friend. He was the first of Engtish sculptors, and was as simpie as he was

great.'129

Neither Amelia Paton Hill nor Isabella Gore-Booth trad sculpting masters

to give them career guidance. Instead they looked to a few established and

sympathetic sculptors for advice and introductions. John Mossman, a Glasgow-

based scuiptor', energetically fulfilled the role of mentor for Gore-Booth. He

supplied her with letters of introduction to Foley and Baron Marochetti and

offered constructive criticism and technical recommendations.l30

Another contemporary who endeavoured to advance the careers of both

women was the highly successful sculptor, John Steell. Through the agency of a
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mutual friend he conveyed an encouraging appraisal of Gore-Booth's work and

indicated "that his studio would be open to [her] at any time and he would be

only too huPpy to shew [her] his way ofworking." His efforts to promote Hill's

interests were even greater. Entrusted with the commission to erect ¿ scottish

Natinnal Monrrment to thp Pïin.e Cnru-qorf, he approached Hill to scuipt one of

the groups of mourners at its base. Remarkably, she declined despite repeated

entreaties by both Steell and Sir George Harvey (president RSA). Although

"evidently gratified by the offer having been made" she gave a firm refusal,

perhaps hoping that her brother Noel, who had submitted a competing design

for the commission, would be offered the task in her stead.131 On another

occasion Steeil backed Hill in her decision "to put down her name upon the list

of applicants for an Associateship" in the RSA with the intention of opening

membership to qualified women. Unfortunately, he was unable fully to defend

her against the ensuing "storm amongst the members.rr132

The mentors chosen by the sculpting women atl had two features in

common: they were well-recognized in their field and they willingly accepted--

even actively recruited--female students. Given the scepticism with which

women's art was viewed, it was valuable to have the endorsement of an

esteemed master sculptor. Gibson, Foley and Steell not only shared their

expertise and vouched for the quality of the women's work, they advocated their

inclusion in all aspects of the sculpting profession, most notably Academy

membership. Triqueti, who had a reputation for sympathetic dealings with

independent women, generousiy supported the sFA.i33 Crearly, the women

turned for support to sculptors with a pïoven record of artistic success and
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sufficient self-confidence to welcome female counterparts.

While the mentors to this first wave of female sculptors in the Victorian

era were necessarily all ma1e, their patrons were drawn from both genders.

Several important women exercised what Cherry has termed "matronage," either

deliberately choosing to support the work of female artists or disinterestedly

employing them and incidentaliy enhancing their reputations.l3a Queen Victoria

is a prime exemplar of the lattel type. Durant expressed the inestimable value of

royal approvai in a note attached to an accounting ledger. "I trust the

monuments will merit the Queen's approbation, as this is the only recomPense

for my labours which I have sought to secure.'rl3s Victoria's impact upon Mary

Thornycroft's career is summed up in a book of role models for young girls:

Her Majesty's appreciation of the talents of Mrs. Thornycroft was to
her of signal advantage; not simply because it was the patronage of
Majesty, but because it is well-known that Her Majesty,by taste and
culture, is capable of appreciating and discriminating a true work of
art.136

In addition to enhancing the careers of the individuals she employed, the Queen

contributed further to the public's accommodation of sculpting as a profession

for women by engaging Thornycroft and Durant to instruct Princess Louise.

This action and the above encomium together demonstrate that, however

unwittingly, she prepared the way for a second generation of female sculptors.

The benefits of royal favour extended beyond constant employment and

pubiic recognition. Queen Victoria was known to express her gratitude for

service well-rendered in very practical ways. Durant observed that the royal

family "never turn away from those they have engaged in any way and
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esteemed as with Mr. and Mrs. Thornicroft It*]. . . They pension, or show their

attention in some way.u'37 Mary Thornycroft received several presents,

including "a print of the Princess Helena," as "marks of her Majesty's

approbation of the models [she] had made.rr138 Durant was never to know that

she was the recipient of similar solicitude. A brief death notice indicated that

"the Queen has very kindly inquired if any of Miss Durant's relations were

dependent upon her, with a view of assisting them if they *.t".tt13e

Through her work on the Albert Memorial Chapel project Durant found

another influential aliy in Vicky, the Crown Princess of Prussia. Her hope that

portrait sittings at the palace in Potsdam would "be the means of securing me a

valuable friend in the Princess" was realized beyond expectation. To Triqueti

Vicky confided, "J'apprécie entièrement son talent et je l'aime veritablement

comme une personne douée de rares qualités d'esprit et de douceur . . . je serais

toujours heureuse de la recevoir.rrl4o When time and proximity permitted, the

two women toured art galleries, and, at least once, Vicky prevailed uPon Durant

,,to give her one or two lessons" to improve her modelling skills, joking that they

should set up a "joint studio."141

Although personal qualities played a significant role in the development

of this patron-artist relationship, Vicky's appreciation for Durant was also

founded on the quality of her work. She was so pleased with Durantrs portrait

of her that she ordered a marble copy to be rtade and had medals struck for

official use. When her favourite son, Sigismund, died at age two, it was a bust

by Durant that she placed on his tomb.1a2 By these actions she ensured that the

sculptor's work was seen by other heacls of state and dignitaries. Vicky also
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took more deliberate steps to promote Durant's career. She facilitated

introductions to Dr. Waagen, the internationally known Professor of Art History

at the University of Berlin and founding Director of the Berlin Museum, and

other important figures in the German art world. As a result, Durant expected

that "the unusual success I have had here in pleasing the Princess, who is most

fastidious in all matters oÍ art, will travel to England and I hope be of use.rr143

Harriet Grote, a woman's rights activist and founder of the SFA, exercised

her own peculiar type of matronage. When Durant was modelling a statue of

¡þs traithfrrl Shephprrless, Harriet, who was particularly proud of her legs,

"proffered herself as a model for the legs, which . . . were scant of covering.il744

Otherwise she followed the more conventional practices of commissioning a

relief medallion of Homer and acquainting Durant with her large social circle.

Hosmer likewise had a staunch côterie of female supporters. Charlotte

Cushman's contribution of lodgings aird strategic introcluctions in Rome has

been noted alreacly. In Britain, Hosmer was befriended by Lady Marion Alford,

the widowed daugl'rter of the second Marquess of Northampton, and Louisa

Lady Ashburton, also a wealthy widow. Both women used their rnoney and

influence to promote the work of female artists. Having executed a fountain for

Lady Marion, Hosmer wrote, "my work will be seen by everybody worth having

as spectators in England."las Hosmer owed her career to the support of a much

less exalted patron. Wayman Crow, the father of a school friend, paved the way

for her to become a sculptor by arranging for anatomy classes, giving her her

first commission, and offering loans and financial advice as required. The easy

friendship that developed between them continued until his death.1a6
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Some of those who befriended the female sculptors and helped to further

their careers were not patrons in the strict sense that they commissioned or

purchased sculpture. Rather, they were people with either social or professional

influence who used their positions to promote the women's work. Austen

Henry Layard was an avid supporter of the sculpting women.1a7 To Hosmer he

wrote:

I cannot tell you how much I have rejoiced at your success, not only
on account of the regard and esteem I feel for you personally, but
because of the example you have set to other women. I have iately
been interesting myself (as the term is) for Miss Durant (a sculptress
whom you may know by name, if not personally). She has been
competing for a marble statue to be raised in the Mansion House.
In representing to our Lord Mayor and Aldermen the importance of
giving fair encouragement to a woman of ability and energy, I cited
your case. I am glad to say that Miss D. has succeeded.las

His advocacy for Durant in this instance was prompted by a passing remark in a

letter from her. "I have been very busy with the design for a statue I have been

requested to make for the Mansion House. It will be a competition so my

chances of ultimately executing it are small.'r14e A well-established political

figure and amateur archaeologist, Layard aiso held considerable sway in the

British art scene. The year following his lobbying effort on Durant's behalf he

was made a member of the Committee for Sculpture at the International

Exhibition of 7862. The friendship between Layard and Durant, which was

based on a mutual commitment to art and Radical politics, brought the added

dimension of valuable contacts with his illustrious kinswomen: Lady Huntly,

Lucie Duff Gordon, and Janet Ross.

A similar combination of political and artistic interests characterized
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Henry Cole, another long term patron to Durant. As the Director of the

Department of Art and Science at the South Kensington Museum, he was able to

offer the sculptor unparalleled opportunities to display her work. Having just

completed medallions of the royal grandchildren, Durant obtained "Her

Majesty's permission for Mr. Cole . . . to put up the whole series in one of the

rooms in the new buildings at the museum.rrls0 Sucl'r an arrangement was

calculated to give her portraits maximum public exposure. The double

inducement of new buildings to explore and images of seldom seen members of

the royal family on display would have proven irresistible to museum-goers.

Amelia Paton Hill numbered Sir George Harvey, President of the RSA,

among her allies. With the backing of Harvey and Dr. Keith Johnson, Hill

submitted a l:ust of Sir David Brewstel to a competition jury despite being

informed that women need not apply for the honour of sculpting a statue of the

subject. Using their considerable reputations, her friends "tried to get it

admitted, but in vain, in spite of the fact that [she] was the only one among the

competitors to whom Sir David had sat."1s1 Others to whom she turned for help

in placing works or obtaining commissions did not have any official connection

with the art establishment but had alternative spheres of influence. Professor

John Biackie, a Classicist and close friend of the Hills offered to explore a

potential destination for Amelia's poltrait bust of Carlyle. Most likely he

approached the University of Edinburgh for which Carlyle was the Chancellor.

Family ties, rather than an institutional affiliation macle Isabella Begg a

powerful, though project-specific, patron. Herself a member of the Burns family,

Beggchampionecl Amelia's efforts to get a commission from the town of
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Dumfries for a statue of the Poet. She "wrote to Mr. M'Diarmid, proprietor of

fþs Tìrrrnfripq Corrrier [and Secretary to the local Burns Club], asking his aid for

Mrs. D.O. Hill.rr1s2 The petition was ultimately successful.

Mary Grant's chief patron was little involved with the art world yet he

was a source of considerable moral, emotional and practical support. Father

Charles Grafton, an American adherent of the teachings of the Oxford

Movement, met Mary during an extended stay in Britain. Impressed by her

sculpture and wishing to foster her Christian faith he urged her to consider "the

idea of doing something for the Clnr)¡ of (lOfi in tlre v¡a)¡ of art." For roughly

three decades he advised her on l'row to achieve that aim in the ecclesiastical

commissions she undertook and in her personal piety. But more than that, he

became the confidant to whom she poured out her plans, disappointments, and

fears. Early in her career, when she was frustrated by contradictory criticisms of

a portrait of the Queen, Grafton soothed her saying, "It is very easy to find fault.

Every good thing can be found fault with," and affirrned the counsel she had

received from W.W. Storey. Later, after a hiatus of several years in their

correspondence, he responded to her unheralded arrival in Boston by furnishing

her with the introductions to potential customers she sought. Although her

letters to him were often highly emotionally charged, artd, toward the end of her

life almost stifling in their dependence (Your letters "have touched my soul more

than I can say for I have little to touch me, and I try to think over everything you

have told me. . . . fthey] carry me through such a long time, but I yearn for

more!"), Grafton consistentiy came to her ui¿.1s3

The patron-protégé relationship between the bishop and the sculptor is
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noteworthy for at least two reasons. Firstly, it echoed the relations between

artists and the Church that had obtained centuries earlier when religious

foundations were the primary patrons of art. Secondly, Grafton had

considerable sympathy for women, especially single women fulfilling a calling.

This is most evident from his work to establish the Anglican sisterhoods in

Britain which deployed a seif-governing body of women to do what would be

recognized today as unpaid social work.ls4

It is difficult to determine from available evidence whether the sculpting

women's relationships with mentors and patrons were generally within the

bounds of Victorian propriety or not. Given the ostracism that the sculptor

Louisa Lander faced in Rome (1858) for allegedly being on "uncommonly good

terms with some marì." and exposing "herself as a model," it is reasonable to

assume that most of the women inclined in the direction of caution.lss FIowever,

Durant's experience ran counter to social expectations.

George Grote's patronage of Durant eventuated in a love affair that

carried on during the 1860s despite Harriet Grote's remonstrances. She finally

enlisted the help of a third party to bring the dalliance to a discreet close.

Remarkably, neither party appears to have suffered any damage to his or her

reputation. Perhaps because of the thirty-eight-year age difference between

tl-rem people assumed it to be a father-daughter type relationship rather than an

amour.156

Certainly this was the case in the reiationship with Baron Triqueti, which

appears to have kindled into a romance between 1867 and early 1.869, Hitherto,

Triqueti referred to Durant as "ma seconde et bien aimée fille;" Princess Vicky
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similarly described her as "quite like a daughter to him.rrlsz Unlike the Grote

aÍfait, there is no statement directly linking Durant and Triqueti as lovers.

F{owever, the child, "Henry Paul Harvey otherwise Durant,,' for whom Susan

made guardianship arrangements in her will, is the evidential connection. paul's

university records and marriage certificate give Baron Triqueti as his father and

the Biackwell papers refer to his iilegitimacy. This and other information

touched upon in chapter one strongly suggest tirat he was born of a liaison

between the two sculptors.lss

Again, Durant contrived successfully to keep the illicit relationship, and

her pregnancyt secret. Her wiliingness to risk the ignominy reserved for women

who defied the standards of middle-class morality is astounding. However,

tl-Lere is a pattern discernible in these two affairs that suggests the risks she took

were calculated. The age differential made it relatively easy to disguise the true

nature of the relationships. Also, there were important advantages to be had in

choosing married men as lovers. Durant had the benefit of a warm, romantic

relationship without having to suffer the legai and financial restrictions imposed

upon marlied women by the laws of coverture.

Having benefitted greatly from the assistance given by mentors and

patrons, some of the female sculptors, in turn, became guides and instructors to

a younger generation of artists. Thornycroft trained and advised her children

and gave lessons to Princess Louise and Miss Cholmondeley. Hill, who was

noted for her readiness "to give advice and encouragement to young beginners,"

Iikely had a hand in the preparation of her nephew, Waller Hubert Paton, for a

sculpting career. Durant made her contribution through lessons to Princess
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Louise and the Crown Princess of Prussia. It is possible that the "Mr. Ouless"

whom Grant "supervised" at a "portrait of Aunt Augusta" was a student of

hers.159

Group affiliations played a significant part in the women's career

progress. Although denied membersirip in the premier exhibiting societies,

there were alternative associations to which female sculptors couid belong.

Thornycroft's and Durant's involvement with the SFA has been touched on. The

Albert Institute in Edinburgh (established 1877) was conceived to encouïage

young and relatively unknown artists. Housed in the purpose-built Albert

Gallery, the Institute offered studio space and sponsored an annual exhibition at

wlrich prizes were awarded. Hill, who was a founding member, won the medal

for sculpture in 1878 and executed the figures repïesenting Painting and

Sculpture that decorate the building's facade.160 The publicity she gained from

these two honours more than repaid any effort she might have invested in

starting the organization. The Glasgow Society of Lady Artists opened in 1882

but there is no evidence that either Hill or Grant contributed to their exhibitions.

Durant was one of eight women admitted to the Burlington Fine Arts

Club which boasted a membership of over two hundred distinguished

gentlemen including sir Charles Eastlake (PRA), the Rothschilds, Ruskin,

Gladstone, J.C. Robinson (Curator a the oriental Museum of Art), Cole and

Layard. Although not a venue for artists to display their own handiwork (its

Purpose was "to bring together collectors, amateurs and persons variousiy

interested in matters of art, and to provide a centre for the exhibition and

comparison among its members of objects of interest in their possession"l6l),
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there was much to be gained by mingling with other members at club

gatherings. With Robinson's encouragement, Durant hosted "one of the 'Fine

Art Soirées' at Bryanston Place" in May 7867, an event she described as "a serious

undertakinglrrl62

Conspicuously absent from among the various professional relationships

cultivated by the British female sculptors is any evidence of mutual aid.

Although they doubtless knew of each other', the women made virtually no

mention of their female counterparts in Britain or elsewhere. Durant's cursory

references to Mary Lloyd, Frances Power Cobbe's adulthood companior., ate

exceptional but they may only indicate a secondary acquaintance with the

amateur sculptor via Cobbe rather than the reverse. Similarly, Grant joyously

recorded that "the famous American sculptress \z{iss Flnqnrp¡ visited my studio"

but apparently had no further contact despite Hosmer's frequent visits to Britain

untii 1900. While Hill could be readily excused from associating with her

London counterparts due to geographical distance, she seems not to have had

any involvement with Gore-Booth who lived near Glasgow. A possible

explanation for the sculpting women's seeming inclifference to one another is

that each enjoyed her almost unique status and used it as a means of interesting

potential clients. Being one of several unusual women might detract from the

individual's novelty, even identity, or it could impiy a sort of. Arnazonian threat.

Nathaniel Hawthorne remarked a similar reserve among male artists which he

attributed to professional jealousy in a l"righly competitive market.

Success in art is apt to become partly an affail of intrigue, and it is
almost inevitable that even a gifted artist should look askance at his
gifted brother's fame, and be chary of the good word that might
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help him to sell still another statue or picture; . . . a sculptor never
has a favourable eye for any marble but his own.163

CIearIy, the enclave of female sculptors at Rome was extraorclinary.

The sculpting women made their way through the contested terrain of the

Victorian art world with ingenuity and determination. Some of the routes they

took were broad avenues traversed with little effolt, others were naïrow paths

delimited by hegemonic tradition, while yet others were improvised detours

around obstacles too imposing or time-consuming to surmount. They used the

relative ease of access to academy and international exhibitions as a primary

means of building up public familiarity with their names and works. Atthough

excluded from most traditionally masculine gathering places at which art

business was conducted informally, tl're female sculptors turned accepted

feminine activities to the purpose. Thus, parties, receptions, and other social

occasions became venues for polite self-promotion and unobtrusive business

transactions. They embraced technological innovations such as the photograph

to make themselves and their works present to potential customers whiie

maintaining a proper social distance.

In the same manner as their male colleagues, they cultivated relationships

that furnished tl'rem with the technicai skills, professional and sociai contacts,

and guidance necessary to conduct successful careers. However, some of these

relationships provided the added dimension of emotional support from a

confidant, a spiritual advisor, a lover, or a husband that would have been crucial

as they encountered the unfair criticism, false accusations, and exclusion from

competitions and art fraternities born of gender bias. Likewise, by belonging to

parallel associations, the sculpting women were abie to mitigate the professional
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isolation that exclusion from the unyieldingly masculine Acaclemies

precipitated. Those who participated in women's exhibiting societies enjoyed

mutual encouragement and empowerment to contest the art establishment's low

estimation of their capabilities. New institutions that catered to a mixed

membership permitted the sculptors to become better acquainted with a wider

circle of fellow artists and other influential people in a relaxed atmosphere. Hill,

Thornycroft, Grant and Durant made inroads into the British art market by

subtly moving boundary markers and making the most of alternative routes to

attain their objectives.

These were indeed colourful and courageous women to take on such

challenges for the sake of becoming sculptors. To enhance ouï understanding of

what motivated them to pursue such demanding careers the next chapter will
examine their personal qualities, ambitions and convictions and the ways in

which these occasioned and facilitated their artistic goars.
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CHAPTER 4

CHARACTERISTICS AND CONVICTIONS

The gender stereotyping of the Victorian era not only relegated women to

a subordinate status, it had the effect of depersonalizing them as weli.

Comments on the works of individual female sculptors frequently classified their

efforts as conforming to or deviating from the dominant norms of femininity

rather than dealing with them as the products of substantially different artists.

For example, Durant's group Constance (1866) was criticized, for þeing

"singularly free from anything effeminate in conception or treatment; . . .

[deficient in the] tenderness which we should have expected in a woman's

rendering of the subject." In the same vein, Hosmer's Rnman Sentinel was

complimented as deserving "to be called a mascuiine work, grave, earnest and

energetic."l This tendency to categorize the sculpting women as interchangeable

representatives ol or exceptions to, atype contributed to their eventual omission

from the historical record. Thus, any attempt to win them back from obscurity

must do justice to their individuality. Furthermoïe, as studies by Caine and

Vicinus have demonstrated with regard to the Victorian feminists, our

understanding of the experience of other femaie sculptors will be enhanced by

examining the "ways in which particular personalities negotiated" the constraints

they encountered in their quest for new opportunities for women.2 This chapter

will explore the sculptors' personal qualities, such as temperament and intellect,

and the beliefs, allegiances and ambitions to which these gave expression. Some

attention willbe given to the role models they clrew upon. In addition to
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revealing the rich texlures of their characters, such an investigation is intended to

discover how each mobilized her unique blend of characteristics and convictions

to accomplish her career objectives.

Each woman's personal quaiities will be considered separately followed

by a summary discussion in which some contrasts and comparisons will be

drawn. The result will be a picture of Durant, Grant, Hill and Thornycroft as

distinctive, self-conscious agents who focused their personal ïesouïces on the

task of defining themselves as professional artists and active participants in the

social and poiitical ethos of the period.

CHARACTER SKETCHES

Mar)¡ Crant

Mary Grant's diary and letter book, which summarizes the contents of

personai journals and studio notes (1,842-1890) that were destroyed by fire or

curtailed during bereavement, offers insight into her character both in her own

words and those of two of her well-wishers. Although this is a heavily

(re)constructed document intended to "set a mark on time," the personal qualities

portrayed therein are echoed in her letters to Father Grafton written in later

years and in the observations of others.3 Four personality characteristics appear

consistently frorn girlhood through to the end of her life: gregariousness,

emotional reserve, determination, and impulsiveness. Grant had an extensive

social circle and preferred companionship to solitude; this is not surprising given

that she was the second of thirteen children in a family that entertained

frequently. From her aunt Augusta's journal we get a glimpse of her life as a
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vibrant eighteen-year-old attending grand dinner parties for "Royal Ladies" at

the Bruce family home and dancing "every dance" at a ball hetd by neighbouring

gentry. Like her father, she was possessed of the "gift of drawing the best out of

people and making them feel vastly important--without herself being highly

intellectual." An "entertaining and vivacious" conversationalist, she was equally

comfortable talking with strangers on a train, critics, and her numerous friends

from among the social, artistic and literary elites that she entertained at her home

and studio. Although her warmth and helpfulness continued to draw people to

her up to the end of her life, Grant's earlier confidence in her social skills was

shaken by the ill health that confined her to her home. Correspondence from her

final years reveals a woman who craved the company of others and whose

greatest fear was to die alone.a

Despite her affinity for company, Grant exhibited an almost crippting

emotional reserve. She lamented the "absolute inability to express one's feelings

in times of great emotion" that had robbed her of the opportunity to "express atl I

felt concerning [my mother] to Her own self." Lacking sufficient outlets, Grant's

pent up feelings periodically spilled over in fits of vague melancholia and

overwhelmed her with "terrible mental depression" following the deaths of her

mother and favourite brother and in the wake of a debilitating stroke.

A further effect of her own inhibition was an impaired ability to evaluate

the feelings of others toward her. She misjudged the affection of her widowed

brother-in-law (Brooke), with whom she had fallen deeply in love: "by every act

and movement I believed him to be the same and thought my rlr,t)¡ was to be

very careful and reserved in my bearing towards him." Joan Copeland cites the
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legal prohibition against marrying a deceased wife's sister as the probable reason

for her dutiful concern. Just when she had resolved to defy the law and have

"him or none," he announced his engagement to another.s she appears not to

have confided her feelings of attraction or rejection to famiiy members, leaving

them to assume that she merely shared their dismay that Brooke would choose

to remarry so soon. It was to a close friend that she revealed the strong emotions

with which she contended. "[A]nd now here I am again having to take my place

upon the stage the first act or acts being over. I represent his friend once more

listening to a tale of love from his lips and all his confidences. . . . To say that I

have no touch of jealousy would not be true." Sl're was unable to acknowledge

such feelings when Brooke and her sister Annie became engaged although they

are obliquely stated in her idealized record of their courtship and marriage. "FIer

dleam was reahzed--her hope was realized--her prayer was granted--and we--

what were we--the other two [sisters]? Astorrnclecl and Astnniqhed."6 Likewise,

the highly emotional tone of Grant's letters to Father Grafton suggests that she

had again fallen in love with an unattainable man although she could not admit

it even to herself. Instead her romantic feelings were sublirnated in religious

fervour.

Such blind spots notwithstanding, Grant vaiued self-awareness and

submitted to phrenoiogical and graphological analysis on several occasions. The

results of one session with the "head-reader" were conveyed to Mary by her

devoted oider friend and spiritual mentor, Edward S. Cayley. Her most

prominent features were deemed to be "secretiveness," pride and "firmness" to

which Cayley himself added "irnpulsiveness . . . being apparently phlegmatic for
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a season and then suddenly becoming imbued with a new notion which you

must carry at once into speediest execution funtil] . . . it palls and you subside

into lethargy again."7 Doubtiess the phrenologist gained some immediate

insights into Mary's character from their conversation during her examination.

However arrived at, his assessment certainly concurs with other information

about her. That she did not take opposition to her will easily is evident from her

resolve to sculpt despite family objections and from her "wrathful" response to

Hallam Tennyson's suggestions for improving the nose on his father's portrait.

Such raw determination had to be tempered so as to achieve her goals. Father

Grafton counselled her to "conquer [her] strong impulses of jealou sy t anger,

passion," in favour of an alignment of her will with the divine will. To what

extent she was able to embrace that advice is uncertain. However, she did

develop the ability to judge when to compromise without sacrificing the drive

that enabled hel to carry on working despite emotional upheaval and

devastating illness.8

Given the religious and social context out of which Cayley and Grafton

spoke, it is probable that Grant's ambition to "leave a mark on time" was

construed as pride. She contrived to attain public recognition both by studying

"profoundly . . . the human figure and its anatomy" and leaving a detailed record

of her personal and working life for posterity. Indeed, it would appear from the

inclusion of explanatory phrases such as "Sir Francis Grant, my uncle," that the

edited version of her diary was intended to be read by a wider audience than her

family. FIer "desire to catch up the thread of passing time and hold it fast if but

for a minute" verged on obsession. At the ciose of each year she wrote a
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"summary of what had occurred" which included an itemized list of her

"absences" from home, house-guests entertained, tI'rose with whom she had

dined, the dates of parties given and names of those who attended. By

cataloguing everything from her social engagements to her extensive jewellery

collection, Grant sought to impose order upon arapidly changing world and to

confirm her own place in it. To what extent she thought of herself as breaking

new ground for women is not readiiy apparent from her writings. In the

estimation of her nephew, Col. Patrick Grant, she ',was a pioneer--if not the

pioneer--amongst women to take up sculpting professionally, and to set up a

studio of her own."e

The impetuousness that Cayley identified seems to have been triggered by

times of uncertainty or boredom. To Grafton she wrote, "What should you say if
I told you I was going to be married and to settle abroad?. . . often worries make

me cry for peace [and] I am tempted by a single word to put myself into the

keeping of a kind, strong man." Similarly, her sudden "strong impression that I

should like a studio somewhere in thís land of freedom [United States] with

which l am greatly in love," arose after her mother's death when she felt "quite

alone . . . [and] very much disposed for a change."t0

Three constants governed her actions--family, the creative impulse, and

faith. The lament of her cousin Isa Geary evinces the close, congenial ties Grant

had with her extended family. "I cannot say what her loss is and must always be

to me . . . her dear helpful presence . . . attracted friends and relatives to come to

her and she loved and helped them each so much."11 Throughout her life visits

with siblings, nephews, nieces, aunts, uncies and cousins were recorded fondly
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in her diaries.

Sculpture was Grant's preferred mode of creative expression but she also

cultivated the more conventionally feminine arts of embroidery, composing

funes, and poetry writing which she practiced as private enjoyments. The ability
to model in clay or comPose a poem brought her considerable satisfaction and

often allowed her to release intense emotions that she was otherwise unable to

communicate. She memorializedher sister Annie's death and her own conflicted

feelings for Brooke in a series of free-verse poems. Her eloquence and

comparative freedom of expression in written form was praised by Cayley who

urged her to speak more as she wrote. For him also she composed a small piece

of music, "the uncle's tune," as an expression of gratitude.12

Grant's most profoundly held conviction was her faith in God although

this too was affected by the vagaries of her rnoods and impulses. While the

majority of her family identified themselves as church-going believers, her sister

Charlotte, cousin Isa (both members of holy orders) and aunt Augusta Stanley

shared with Mary a heightened piety and sense of calling.l3 Much of her

correspondence with Cayley and Grafton was occupied with the state of her

spiritual growth and the doubts that assailed her in times of grief and

disappointment ("[I] fear lest it should be forced upon my dullness that there is

no GOD") or in relation to philosophical arguments raised by others. Both men

tirelessly supported her through her trials, offering spiritual consolation and

detaiied advice.la

Grafton exirorted her to integrate her work and faith, "doing something

fortheGlnr)zof GOD in fhe¡ ¡a)¡of a¡:t.... andsoplace...livingsefmons d,aily
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before the people." whereas he saw her sculpture as an instrument of

proclamation (and a means to deepen her faith), Cayley's vision for her was

circumscribed by the conventional middle-class association of women,s Christian

service and creative work with charity bazaars. He counselled her to look upon
her "so-called accomplishments" as gifts from God through the sale of which she

could aid the unfortunate. Grant ultimately adopted Grafton's advice,

expressing her faith through the figures she sculpted for cathedrals and parish

churches, not least because it concurred with her desire to be a professional

sculptor and did justice to her talent.ls Apart from the solace and sense of calling

Grant gained from her religious beliefs, she arso drew upon her spiritual

resources to guide and comfort others.16

Evidence from the latter half of her life suggests that she supported the

campaign for female suffrage. An 1878 pamphlet, "The Franchise: An

Educationai Test, A Remedy for the Degeneracy of the House of commons,,, by

one Mary Grant argued that a more enlightened electorate would select

representatives of a higher calibre who, in turn, would see the value of granting

"females . . . the privilege which is justly their due," that is, the vote. There is

nothing that directly links this Mary Grant with the sculptor although there are

several clues that favour such a connection. Two emphases in the pamphlet, first

on the obligation to teach "true religion" as something which "must be carried

into our every act and by which all our actions and motives are influenced", an¿

second on ensuring just legislation with regard to divorce and marriage of a

deceased wife's sister, also figured deeply in Grant's experience. Furthermoïe,

she associated with a number of vocal advocates of female suffrage. Anna



Swanwick,Lady Louisa Goldsmid, and the Dowager Countess of Buchan were

signatories to the petitions of 1867 andf or 1875 and members of the women's

committee to erect a monument to Henry Fawcett. Each figures repeatedly in

Grant's diaries, with Swanwick noted as a dinner guest inIB77 and Lady Buchan

as a frequent patron of the sculptor from 1875;Lady Goldsmid's acquaintance

seems to have dated from the Fawcett commission negotiations which, though

difficult at first, issued in an amicable working relationship pius a series of

invitations to social events unrelated to business. That Grant was selected to

sculpt the memorial portrait of Fawcett, which was erected by the women of

Britain in recognition of his efforts to advance their "social and political

interests," further suggests that she was supportive of the suffrage cause.17

Something of Grant's character and convictions is reflected in the subject

matter of her works. Many of the portraits are of family members, indicating

both the value she attached to fiiiat ties and the elevated social circles in which

she circulated. The portrait of Sir Francis Grant not only celebrates his elevation

to PRA, it also presents Mary's credentials as a member of an artistic line and

testifies to her skill as an independent sculptor, Her ideal works are heavily

dominated by statues of saints and other ecclesiastical figures that attest to her

adoption of Oxford movement piety. Prime among these was the statue of Sf
Margaret of Anr'ionlr (1878), a legendary virgin saint who was imprisoned for

refusing to abjure her vow of Cl'rristian celibacy and marry a Roman governor; in

prison she encountered a terrible dragon which was rendered harmiess by the

cross she brandished.ls Taken broadly, the figure of St. Margaret (who was one

of the voices heard by Joan of Arc) could be understood to signify some of
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Grant's own struggles: as a believer beset by doubts, a female artist confronting

prejudice, a woman seeking political empowerment, and a spinster choosing

whether to marry.

Grant made the most of her character traits to advance her career. She

combined social and business activities witl'r consummate ease, drawing clients

such as the Dean of Lichfield and his wife into her social ambit and enlisting the

help of friends in the studio. "Mrs. Carr Gomm brought her baby to sit for the

Holy Child in the arms of the B. Virgin--for Lichfield. Hope Brooke,s arms were

cast for the benefit of my crucifix."le Although her emotional reserve wrought

negative effects in her personal life, she was able to transmute her "active

secretiveness and caution" into discretion and circumspection in her business

dealings'2O Thus, clients could trust her to keep the details of their commissions

and conversations in strict confidence and she exercised prudence in her

financial affafus. The impulsive side of her personality had the potential to

undermine her work, yet it equally may have provided the initial impetus to take

up sculpting. By felicitously balancing caution with adventurousness, Grant was

able to remain open to new ideas and experiences while maintaining a steady

rhythm of production in the studio. Her tour of the eastern United States is a

prime example of a burst of spontaneity judiciously channelled so as to expand

her clientele across the Atlantic. Above all, her unwavering determination to

succeed as a sculptor despite opposition and occasional failures in pleasing

clients, was her most important characteristic aside from artistic talent.

Her religious convictions coincidentally enhanced her career progress. A

massive resurgence in church decoration arising out of tl're growth of Anglo-
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Catholicism vastly increased the number of sculptural commissions available to

her at the height of her professional life. Notably, the commission Grant

received for the reredos of St. Mary's Cathedral in Edinburgh was subscribed to

by "the Church-women of Scotland," in a move that affirmed both her calling and

her status as a female artist.21

Grant directed her talent, personal qualities and beliefs so as to pursue an

unconventional career. Who provided an acceptable example of womanhood

that could accommodate such an ambition? Although not an artist herself, Lady

Augusta stanley was likely Mary Grant's primary role model. Eight years

Grant's senior, Aunt Augusta was both near enough in age to understand the

social pressures she faced and sufficiently mature as to inspire admiration. For

most of her adult life she had been ernployed at court, first as the Duchess of

Kent's secretary and iater as resident bed chamber woman to Queen Victoria, not

marrying until she was forty-one. She was well-known and much loved in

society. In addition to her religious commitments, it appears that she was

sympathetic to some of the women's rights concerns. In a letter of 1870,Dr.

Elizabeth Garrett reported that "Lady Augusta sees all the advantages our

victory [the opening of Hitchin College, precursor to Girton, in 1869] brings to

the general cause and rejoices over them very cordially." Four years iater she

founded the Westminster training school and l'rome for nurses. She also had a

stake in the future of female artists whose access to professional opportunities

she supported by being a patron of the SFA from 1,865-1876.22 For Grant, Lady

Augusta supplied an example of a genteel working woman who retained close

ties with family whilst leading a relatively independent life, and one who
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welcomed new initiatives for women.

Susan Tlruant

Arthur F. Munby's vivid description of his first meeting with Susan

Durant conveys much of the range and force of her character.

Miss Durant is a very striking person: . . . erect, high-couraged, and
superbly drest. . . . she dwelt with airy ease, but without parade of
iearning, upon art works, art subjects, upotl ltaly and Dresden and
the like. . . . And withal she was full of graceful fun, . . . a strong and
handsome woman, dignified and self-reliant; and moreover,
ladylike, highbred, blazing, as it were, with talent, and sleek with
cultivation; just the person to impress some men with awe and
admiration.23

Durant's scintillating personality was indeed attractive to men and women;

Cornelia Crosse claimed that "few had a larger social circle in London" and

Durant's letters are dominated by news of numerous friends and the heady social

whirl she enjoyed. She befriended people with ease and was confident that

others would like her in turn. At Windsor she was "on the best terms with all the

[royal] family, they are so friendly and gracious." Her warmth and self-

confidence were enlivened by a well-developed sense of humour. Several letters

contain clever puns and joking references to her marital status; to Emma she

wrote that she and the author Emmanuel Deutsch were "engaged (not to be

married) but to dance the first Quadrille at the 'Paupers Ball'."24

The assurance she exhibited in social contexts was equally evident in her

working practice. Emma marvelled that

S.D. . . . is quite your model for independence, she pursues her own
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course, very direct and unthinkingly of others; absorbed in her own
work, measures the Queen's throat, or Prince Arthur's nose, lets the
former piace herself before or behind her, quite unheeding, and
makes them sit or stand, just as it suits her, and goes ctraighr nn ¡e
her end.2s

Crosse characterized her as "ambitious of making for herself a place in the world

amongst the great thinkers and workers of the day." The first entry in Durant's

short diary of 1865 reveals that she saw herself as a significant participant in an

historically important undertaking. "It seems a pity not to record somewhere the

daily events of this period when I spend so much time at Windsor in contact with

different members of the royal family and other personages who will figure in

history."26 A letter from Osborne House to her father further demonstrates how

privileged she deemed herself to be.

Contrary to all rules of Court etiquette . . . I was today invited to
lunch at the table of the Master of the Household with the Lords and
Ladies inwaiting. . . . the Queen had herself . . . desired I might. . .

join them every day during my stay here! I suppose I am the first
artist in whose favour such an exception has been made. . . . I am
very pleased at what has happened for the sake of the 'status' of
artists in general--and also because it shows the Queen's kind
feeliirgs.2T

This robust estimate of her professional status was probably more a

manifestation of her optimistic temperament than an expression of self-

aggrandizement. Whetl"rer in descriptions of people's reactions to her and her

work or the circumstances of her life, Durant tended to accentuate the positive.

Genuine compliments she received were magnified slightiy by her choice of

words. \Alhen the Queen and others expressed approval of a work, she reported

that they were "enchanted" or "charmed" by it. More prosaically, the Queen's
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Journal commends the "likeness [of Leopold as] remarkably good." Similarly,

those with whom Durant was on friendly terms, such as Deutsch and Princess

Hohenlohe, were referred to as "a great ally of mine" and "my princess

Hohenlohe" suggesting a special devotion to Durant.28 Her responses to difficult

or uncertain circumstances further betoken optimism. Upon hearing of the

defeat of Mill's amendment to the franchise bill she exulted fþ¿f rrser¡eú)¡

members voted . . . for female suffrage!" signing herself "Ever yours a Female

Voter!" Even when convalescing from a serious operation she greeted Emma

with a joke and reassured her that "[m]y l'realth continues excellent, and the

wound doing as well as possible."2e Within six months she was dead.

Durant's vivacious personality was complemented by a "powerful . . .

intellect." Her pursuit of knowledge was broad-ranging, encompassing the

sciences, religion and culture, the classics, and art. She attended at least one

meeting of the Geographical Society and counted Dr. John Percy, a Lecturer in

Metallurgy in the Government School of Mines, among her close friends. When

duties permitted, Durant went to Dr. Elizabeth Garrett's medical lectures which

she wished she was "able to attend regularly for I never passed a more pieasant

and instructive hour than in listening to you."30

Although artists had to have a working familiarity with classical

mythology, a profound understanding was not essential. Yet, Durant was

sufficiently acquainted with Greek classical texts to venture the opinion that

Lord Derby's translation of the Iliad was "overrated." Her appreciation of the

subject was honed, no doubt, by discussions with her friends George Grote and

Philip Stanhope Worsley, the Historian of Greece and the Fellow of Corpus
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Christi College, oxford who translated the odyssey, respectively.3l

In the realm of art, Durant's grasp of the technical elements of sculpture

was paralleled by her engagement with the scholarly discourse of art history.

She contributed a featured review of Charles C. Perkins's ground-breaking book,

TtrScan Scrrlpfots, to the esteemed trine ¿A¡tq Qrrartcrl)z Rpr¡ipr,r¡. The extensive

article offers a lucid and incisive critique of the book, noting its importance and

shortcomings alike. Although the review appears under Triqueti's name this is

merely an indication that he was the member of the journal,s board of

"Contributors" who "authenticated" or endorsed its publication. Durant

unambiguously identifies it as her own work in a reference to Mr. Perkins, "the

American author whose book i reviewed in the Fine Arts euarterly.,'32

For all her wit and charm, Durant could be a very demanding peïson,

transferring her high expectations of herself onto others. She complained to

Emma that "Lucy . . . seems very deaf and this makes her r.oro than usually

stupid--and very trying to my impatient temper accordingly." However, she was

also deeply compassionate, attending to the needs of bereaved friends such as

Mrs. Blackwell, Lady Eastlake and Triqueti and raising funds for the care of the

wounded in the Franco-Prussian war.33

As to convictions, Durant was strongly committed to liberal politics--

particularly to Radical liberalism--a credo that was shared by a significant

number of her friends including the Grotes,Layard, Cole, the Amberleys, and

the Montefiores. The extent of her enthusiasm can be seen in her congratulatory

letter to Layard upon his election to Parliament in 1860. "I so thoroughly

sympathize with all the sentiments expressed in your public speeches that I am



Politicall)¡ qpeal<ing delighted that such principles should be ably advocated in

Parliament." She aiso professed pleasure in reading Parliamentary speeches in

The Timeq especially "when the Debate is going in favour of the [Russell]

goverrunent." In the Crown Princess of Prussia Durant sensed a kindred political

stance that enhanced her feelings of friendship. "We talk of everything cvcepr

politics--but I can see how liberal they are and how they dislike the present

government."34

Durant was a convinced supporter of women's rights initiatives, taking a

special interest in female suffrage and "the improvement of female education,' so

as to equip women for professional work if desired. Her circie of friends

includes a list of the more prominent feminist activists of the 1850s and 1860s.

Barbata Leigh Smith Bodichon was a frequent visitor at Durant's home and the

names of Cobbe, Lady Amberiey, Dr. Blackwell, Harriet Grote and other

adherents figure prominently in her correspondence.3s

While Durant's papers are not devoid of references to religion, there is

little indication that she invested much time in rnatters of worship. There is a

single mention of attending the Temple Church with one of the Benchers where

she was amused to find a preacher who belonged to the school of "muscular

Christians." It seems that she admired her friend Emma's rather more pious

stance but felt no urgency to imitate her example of living "too much out of the

world."36 If, as it appears, she was from a Unitarian family, her interest in social

justice and politics Iikely comprised the central tenets of her faith. Perhaps

prompted by her acquaintance with Sir Moses Montefiore, who was an active

campaigner for Jewish freedom of reiigion and the founder of Jews College in
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Ramsgate, she took an interest in the Jewish religion and middle-eastern culture.

Deutsch's apologetic article on the Talmud in the eriarterly-Rs¿iew and

Greaves's book [illegiblp] encl Palpstine received favourable mention in her

letters.3T Such a desire to foster religious tolerance would be in keeping with a

Unitarian ethic.

Some of Durant's traits and values can be traced in the subjects and

techniques she employed in her sculpture. Images of strong women, depicted in

the ideal figures of Corrstance (1866), R,,th (1869), Th"tis (186Z), and the Faithful

Shephprclpcs (1863), or busts ef trlizaheth Garrett Anclerson (1,873) and Harriet

Reechpr stor¡¡e (1857) reflect Durant's women's rights involvements. Her political

persuasion is evinced in portraits of llan-iel WIrirt1e Ha¡¡¡e)¡ (1851) ¿nd Gporge

Grote (1'863), both of whom were Radical reformers.38 Durant's treatment of a

portrait sf Nina I ehrnam (1,871) is indicative of her openness to

experimentation. The composition (see below) is embellished with a colourful

hardstone inlay representing flowers trained over an archway.

Although Alexander Munro was exploring polychrome effects as early as

1864, Durant had pushed the technique much further by using coloured stone to

achieve a narrative effect in the portrait. Had she lived longer she might have

become yet more innovative, sharing in Alfred Gilbert's and George Frampton,s

triumph over sculptural convention. She certainly saw herself as making

significant contributions to her profession. She interpreted the invitation to dine

at the Master''s Table at Windsor as an enhancement to the status of artists.

Another venture, which she referred to as "our school of Art" when

acknowledging a cash donation from Emma, might have been what Crosse
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alluded to when stating that Durant gave "every possible assistance to the

improvement of female education." \Mhether this "School" took the form of a

cooperative arrangement like that organizedby ElizaFox or existed as a more

formalized entity is not indicated. It is entirely possible that she meant the

Female School of Art which had come to rely on private fund-raising initiatives

following the government's decision to withdraw its annual operating grant in

1860. Whatever the case, any such undertaking would signal progress for the

professionalization of female artists.3e

Apart from her evident skiil with portraiture, Durant's greatest personal

asset as a sculptor was her winsome personality. She made friends with

consummate ease, readily expanding her circle of potential patrons and sitters

thus ensuring the success of her career. More than friendliness, Durant had an

intellectual depth that enabled her to entertain her portrait sitters with lively

discussions of the classics, current affairs, the arts or other topics of mutual

interest. She effortiessly exemplified the quality that another scuiptor, Henry

Weekes, was at pains to instill in his students who were urged to be well-read in

the classics so as to converse pleasingly with sitters.ao Her optimism and

industriousness equipped her to take on ambitious tasks, such as hosting the

Buriington Fine Arts CIub soirée, with confidence that they would go well.

A couple of likely role models for Durant present themselves. Margaret

Carpenter (7793-1872), a portrait painter to whom Durant sat in 1,860, was a

highly successful and prolific artist who maintained an active career while

raising several children. During her heyday in the 1840s she exhibited so

frequently at the RA that her name was put forward for membership at the
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urging of art reviewers. Presumably the portrait of Durant is an indication of

their mutual respect.al Another painter, Margaret Gillies (1803-1887), is also a

potential candidate. Like Durant, she was strongly committed to improving

women's access to education and to suffrage--the result of a Unitarian

upbringing which probably characterized Durant's childhood as well. Gillies

moved in some of the same circles as Durant, regulariy showing at the SFA and

associating with Bodichon, and was known to have "provided support and

tuition for several generations of younger women" artists.a2 Although neither

Gillies nor Carpenter sculpted, their success as artists in a male-dominated

profession would have served as inspiration to a younger woman entering the

field.

Mar)¡ Thnrn)¡croft

The qualities most mentioned in eulogies of Mary Thornycroft are warm-

heartedness, lack of pretence, judiciousness, and perseveïance. She loved to

entertain friends and family inviting them to participate in informal evenings of

music-making, share in intimate luncheons, or dance until clawn at one of her "At

Home" parties which were attended by upwards of one hundred guests.a3 A

friend described her as "the most loveable of women, [who] endeared herself, not

only to her children and grandchildren, but to all who had the privilege of

knowing her." Another notice, possibly written by the same hand, emphasized

her "tact, brightiress and sweetness of disposition;" a third drew a parallel

between her beautiful face and the beauty of her personality.44

Mary retained the "plain, sensible and good-hearted" qualities that
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marked the Francis famiiy regardless of the exalted company in which she often

worked. Her frankness and lack of pretence were disarming rather than

abrasive. When she sent a reminder to the Crown about an overdue bill, she

straightforwardly expiained that "She would not again tender it but that she is

much in need of money just now." Thomas expressed appreciation for her

"candour and expostulation" when handling a difference of opinion between

them.as She did have her small vanities. Although born in 180g,she maintained

a fictive birth date of LB14 throughout her adult 7iÍe, probably to hide from

Thomas the fact that she was seven years his senior. While she was not known

for putting on airs, she did enjoy reminiscing about the glory days when she

sculpted four generations of the Royal family.a6

Mary was intensely practical. During the early years of marriage when

Thomas could not get commissions, she became the primary breadwinner taking

oll so many projects that Thomas was obliged to assist, thereby permitting him to

contribute to the family enterprise and bolstering his self-esteem. However, she

never saw her career as a mere expedient to balance the family accounts. Aware

of the advantages she had in obtaining thorough professional training and

introductions to influential patrons, she wholeheartedly embraced the

opportunity to exercise her skills. In addition she sought to extend such

advantages to other women by petitioning the RA schools to accept female

students and providing studio training to her son and daughters alike. Upon her

death, Emilia Barrington haited Mary as one of "a few women who have really

won the cause for women workers," proving by her actions "that a woman can be

a professional artist and in no wise be less loveable as a woman."47



Equally adept as a solo performer and a team worker, Mary was strongly

supportive of the efforts and aspirations of others. Her studio was known as a

"free rendezvous for many poor struggling students.,,as Speaking of Thomas's

ambitious project, the statue sf Bnaclicpa, she affirmed "I have been devoted to

his profession with one object in view, the pride of seeing Thorny a great

sculptor." When Hamo experienced difficulty with the head of Shakespeare,

"Mama came up on to the scaffold and helped rne, by working at it she modelled

the face more into drawing, whilst I looked on." She encouraged and advised

him and his sisters in their work and in matters of the heart that threatened to

alienate him from his profession. "[I]f you go on for a year or two as you are

llow/ you may be quite independent [of the family enterprise] and find one that

would be devoted to you, and value your profession, before horses and

carriages." Perhaps tl're most poignant evidence of Mary's unselfish

encouragement of others was her decision to retire to make way for the younger

generation, "though her love for her work never abated."ae

Part of her personal charm was her good-naturedly piquant sense of

humour. Those who knew her took it in good fun but she was aware that her

joking style might be misconstrued. An amusing passage in a letter to her

brother-in-law was followed by a caution: "Be careful not to leave this letter

about, as I should not like it to be seen by people who don't understand this kind

of letter." In a note to Hamo she apologized for being distracted by Thomas's

music making. "Not havin g a very perfect taste for music, I am afraid I do not

write the better for it." It certainly was not a lack of appreciation of music that

prompted her commenf she took Hamo to the Opera atDrury Lane, an event
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she deemed worthy of the purchase of expensive tickets for the 'rclresc circle." On

another occasion Mary urged Hamo to take a brief rest after which they could

both return to their appointed tasks: he to sculpting and she "to cut[ting] you up

a little lest you should grow conceited."s0

Mary's personal convictions were rather broadly defined. Hamo

characterizedlner and Thomas as "Nineteenth-Century Christian Churchmen of

the vague conservative type" who attended Sunday services but did not conceive

religion as a demand on daily life. Although no mention is made of particular

social concerns or a poiitical stance adopted by her it is apparent that she had a

keen sense of justice which she exercised especially with regard to equitable

access to employment. Having persevered in establishing a career for herself

while also contending with domestic demancls, she sympathized with those who

encountered unfair obstacles and took action to remedy their situation where

possible. Endorsing the petition for equal access to professional training at the

RA Schools was one such act. On another occasion, when Baron Marochetti

received a comtnission to sculpt a national monument a storm of protest aïose

against the intrusion of foreign sculptors in British cornpetitions. Upon hearing

that his design was chosen over the one submitted by Thomas, Mary wrote to the

Queen appealing for her intervention in the matter. In a diplomatically worded

reply the Queen voiced her dismay at the circurnstances and her inability to

overturn the decision.sl In addition to being unafraid to "say what I think when

it is right to speak," Mary took measured steps to promote the work of female

artists.s2 She supported the efforts of the SFA by sending pieces to some of the

annual exhibitions, maiirtaining a life-long membership, and urging her
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daughters to do likewise.

Indeed, of the four British sculptors in this study, Thornycroft was most

instrumental in expanding the field to welcome other women. When she signed

the petition to the Academicians in April1859 Mary had four daughters. The

eldest, fifteen-year-old Alyce, was nearing the average age of admission to the

RA Schools. It was doubtless with the education of her girls in mind that Mary

agitated for the change in policy that came into effect in 1860.s3 Three years later

Alyce was the first of the Thornycroft children to gain entry to the Schools.

Another means by which Mary paved the way for women to become

professional sculptors was through her duly publicized engagement as instructor

to Princess Louise during the 1860s. It has been suggested cogently that the

Princess was inspired to take lessons in the plastic art by her own sittings to

Mary Thornycroft for the statue ef Plent)¡ when she was a young giri. Thus,

Mary became a palace-approved role model to the Princess and the daughters of

the middle and upper classes. During the decade that followed she taught at

least two other female students (besides her daughters)--Miss Cholmondeley and

"Lula."54

Her own role model was her father who provided her with the requisite

professional instruction and an example of success achieved through

Perseverance. Neither his wife's initial opposition to his metamorphosis from a

farmer to an artist, nor a succession of set-backs in establishing himself in

London blunted his determination to make a name for himself as a sculptor.

Moreover, "in her father's studio Mary was known by the nickname Minerva"

(the goddess who sprang fully-formed from the head of Zeus) signalling that she
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was very much her father's daughter, having taken up his profession--one of the

arts of which the goddess was a pafion, An article i¡ Thp Lact)¡'s Rpatm claimed

that the nickname was applied "on account of her beautiful face, sound

judgment, and superior intellect."ss Perhaps it was merely a coincidence that

Minerva, in her guise as a warrior, was renowned for championing just causes; it
certainly proved to be a fitting epithet.56

Thornycroft's practical turn of mind equipped her well simultaneously to

conduct a career and manage a large family efficiently. She made judicious use

of extended family assistance and integrated the children into the studio business

as soon as was feasible. However, due to her strong emphasis on practicality

Mary left herself scant opportunity to explore stylistic innovation, although she

was evidently capable of original compositions. Indeed, Andrea Garrihy has

suggested that her full potential as a sculptor was not realized because of her

long-term commitment to family--the Queen's family. "Although . . . the queen's

[sic] patronage kept her constantly employed, she was left with neither time nor

incentive to develop her talents and extend her repertoire; thus the artistic

fashions of the clay passed her by.trsz Thomas repor-ted that by early 1861 ',We

have executed in bronze or marble for the Queen not less than thirty original

works. Not counting minor commissions of copies in plaster the number has

been very large."s8 Thus, excepting her earliest works and occasional pieces like

¡þs skipping GirI ¿n6[ A Yorng Crickptpr (1869), most of her subjects were

assigned by her royal patrons while yet others, such ¿s Mptpomenp (L872), weïe

elements of large family projects.

Mary's good natured disposition and lack of pretension rendered her a



relatively easy Person to get along with although her strong sense of fairness

made her both a good ally and a formidable opponent when her own or the

rights of others were infringed. She was equally capable of independent

initiatives or collaborative work as the situation warranted, yet she never became

subservient to family demands nor allowed her distinct career path to be

confused with those of her husband and son. However, although she maintained

a separate professional identity, she divided the force of her ambition between

her own work and her desire to see Thomas and the children succeed. As a

consequence, the full depth of her talent does not appear to have been

plumbed.se

Arnelia Patorr Hill

Of the British women sculptors, Amelia Paton Hill had the most unusual

array of interests. Her eclectic and unconventionai tastes weïe formed during a

childhood marked by the freedom to "roam about as [she] liked" outdoors and

exposure to her father's increasingly unorthodox religious enthusiasms.

"Passionately fond of . . . animals and plants" from an early age, in later life she

maintained a menagerie of pet dogs and cats, "a pair of Marmozet [si,c]

monkeys," and an assortment of reptiies which she kept in the garden of her

Newington home. She developed a fascination for the Axolotl, a Mexican

amphibious creature understood to be an evolutionary link between sea and land

anitnals, several of which she grew from spawn. Her enthusiasm for botany took

the form of propagating oak and eucalyptus trees and various cacti from seed,

and researching or preparing medicinal remedies "to recommend or supply to
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friends." Had she not chosen to be an artist she might have become a natural

scientist. An entertaining and informed conversationalist, she loved to discuss

literature, sociology, science, and psychic phenomena with her frequent visitors

whose own lives often were spent on the exploration of the world of nafure or of

the intellect. Livingstone, Dr. Blackie, and Miss Gordon Cumming, atravel

writer and illustrator, are some of the diverse guests welcomed at Newington

Lodge. Like many others of her time, Amelia took an avid interest in the

pseudo-science of phrenology, which she applied to sorne of her portraiture.60

Hill's openness to exploration and experimentation was balanced by a

reverence for the heritage of Scotland fostered by her father's antiquarian

interests and her mother's knowledge of national folklore. In younger days she

and her brother Waller had collaborated on an illustrated edition of Burns's

works; her desire to memorialize the poet for whom she had "such an

enthusiastic admilation" was later fuifilled in the form of a statuette and a full-

blown monument.6l Other famous sons of Scotland, most of them her

contemporaries, also figured in her works. David Livingstone, Hugh Miller

(geologist), and Thomas Carlyle are but a few. Remarkably, she did not sculpt

any of the notable Scotswomen of hers or an earlier era.

Some of her other interests are reflected in the pieces sire made, The

figure of Burns is accompanied by his pet collie, Luath, and "'the wee timorous

beasties' which he loved;" her bust of Shelley was undertaken to correct what she

deemed a phrenological error in another artist's portrayal-- the lack of "a poet's

brain." Finally, the portrait bust of Sir Roderick Murcirison, President of the

Geographical Society, represented another facet of her interest in science.62
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Hill was a dependable ally regardless of the cost to herself. She took great

pains to fulfil her promise to help D.O. complete his painting of the disruption

and selflessly refused Steell's very attractive invitation to contribute to the Prince

Consort memorial out of deference to her brother Noel's disappointment over

the commission. Her dependability was matched by her diligence. When she

undertook a project she thoroughiy researched the subject, goingto such lengths

as using casts of Burns's skull and of the tomb eÍÍígy of Richard Coeur de Lion to

ensure good iikenesses in these posthumous portraits. Because she maintained

such high standards it was doubly galling to be excluded from the Brewster

monument competition "in spite of the fact that [she] was the only one among the

competitors to whom Sir David had sat." Her tenacity was not sufficient to

change the judges' minds in that instance.

Although she was very able to conduct her own cateer, Hill drew

considerable strength from her husband's approval of her work. Shortly after his

death, when she was also struggling witl'r ill health, she lamented her lack of

enthusiasm for "a commission given me in kindness to try and set me to work

once more . . . tho' now I have no pleasure in [it]." She tackled the task with

determination "to do it well" but had serious anxieties about her ability to

succeed. "I have my hands but I am not so as I have been--and

cannot look forward to the same hard work in the future." Fortunately, she

eventually regained the strength and confidence necessary to take up the art she

was "so fond of," and carried to fruition at least two of the projects she had

discussed previously with D.O.63

Notwithstanding her sometimes intimidating derneanour (notable in her
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outrage at poor placement of her works in the RSA), Hill nevertheless attracted

staunch allies. Sir George Harvey's and Dr. Keith Johnson's support of her bid

for the Brewster memorial has already been mentioned. The members of the

Livingstone Monument Committee "all loved Mrs. Hill, and would do anything

for her." Professor Blackie's fondness and respect for her were summed up in the

nickname he conferred. As the "queen of the gods of heaven" and protector of

women, the name Juno aptly invoked Hill's enviable status in the Edinburgh art

scene as the foremost, if not sole, female sculptor.6a

Although she made no overt statements in favour of women's rights, there

are several points at which she mounted resistance to the dominant culture's

expectations of women. In both her pre-nuptial agreement and her will, Hill

required that her earnings and the bequests she made be exempt from the law of

ius-marifi, whereby a husband could claim his wife's income as his own.65

Furthermore, she took the opportunity of challenging the status quo by

describing to interviewers the obstacles she had to surmount to become a

professional sculptor. Despite the fact that "it was not thought necessary to give

girls . . . tuition in drawing and painting," not to mention modeliing, Hill told of

fashioning tools out of household implements and teaching herself how to

sculpt. She further emphasized the prejudice she faced by recounting her

exclusion from the Brewster portrait competition on the basis of gender. Tooley

summed up Hill's determination to succeed: "Her career was a remarkable

exampie of a Victorian woman conquering the limitations which Mrs. Grundy

tried to enforce on women's work."66

Whether she thought of herself as blazing a path for future generations of
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female sculptors is difficult to say. Certainly others were of that opinion. In 1901

Thc trnglishr^¡ornanrq YeaJhook published a feature article, "The women's

Movement in the British Empire: Landmarks of a Century," which chronicled

"Mrs. Hill's statue of Livingstone unveiled, Edinburgh" as a significant event of

1.5 August 7876. At the time of the unveiling a mernber of the Livingstone

Monument Committee stated that "the Livingstone statue was, he believed, the

first statue that had been erected by alady, but he hoped it would not be the

last." Encouraging as this comment was, it nevertheless demonstrates how

readily the pioneering efforts of women were forgotten; Anne Seymour Damer's

statue of George III was erected at Register House, Edinburghin1794.67

Given her family background and personal proclivity for experimentation

it is not surprising that Hill's religious convictions had a certain fluidity about

them. Her Quaker upbringing and early education, which traditionaliy asserted

the right of women to speak out in meetings and to become ministers, appears to

have contributed considerably to her sense of self-direction and social conscience

but not to an external piety. Nonetheless, she was able to accommodate the more

evangelical faith of her husband and his Free Church friends. For his part, when

D.O. announced to a relative that he and Amelia were engaged he offered

assurance that "[i]ir the leligious element I have reason to believe you wiil be

satisfied," In addition to these more conventional beliefs Amelia professed some

interest in the occult. Although no specifics are given, it is reasonable to assume

that, like so many others, she had turned to Spiritualism in hopes of contacting

her beloved husband on the other side of the grave.68

In the Tooley interview Hill identified her father and Noel, whom she



"had been accustomed to see . . . sketching," as her earliest role models.

However, as she began to develop her talent in modelling, an area in which Noel

also sought to shine, she became an unwonted rival. A journal entry from 1878

demonstrates that despite his great success as a painter, Noel never outgrew his

envy of Amelia's achievements. "Long letter from Amelia at Rome--roused many

'sleeping dogs' and unfitted me for work. The old story: rr-right harze been!,,6e

Given Steell's obvious admiration of Amelia's work and his ready acceptance of

other female sculptors, such as Isabella Gore-Booth, it is likely that Amelia

latterly looked to him as a pattern for her sculpting careeï.

Hill's personal constellation of characteristics and convictions admirably

equipped her to conduct an unconventional caïeer. Her willingness to attempt

the untried and her ingenuity and perseverance in pursuing her goals proved

invaluable when she encountered opposition both at the outset and during the

course of her professional iife. While the art practices of her family no doubt

provided the initial inspiration to become a sculptor, the Quaker conviction that

an individual's calling to ministry was based on spiritual gifting rather than on

gender likely emboldened her to presume that the same principle applied to

other types of gifts such as artistic talent. Thus, it was not only possible to justify

sculpting as an appropriate activity for a young woman, it could also be

understood as a God-given vocation that should be embraced.

Sometimes otherwise iaudable characteristics were disadvantageous to

Hill's career advancement; for example, loyalty to Noel meant setting aside a

very prestigious commission. However, her constancy was repaid by the loyalty

that others in the Edinburgh art world showed to her.
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SUMMARY DISCUSSION

From the available data it is evident that the artists who were tagged with

the one-dimensional label "women sculptors" comprised a refreshingly disparate

company. Those qualities that they had in corrunon were often readily found

andf or advisedly cultivated among their successful male counterparts as well.

One feature that the women shared was a high degree of sociability. They were

variously described as lively conversationalists, warmly hospitable, or possessed

of large circles of friends. Althougl'r these were considered feminine attributes,

such qualities were also greatly prizedby artists in general. weekes,s

admonition to his students that they should be interesting conversationalists and

Dickinson's repeated advice to Thornas Thornycroft that "[i]t is necessary that

you should be upon easyt though respectful terms with your employers"

underscore the value placed on an amiable personality. Sitters were not only

spared boredom by a gregarious sculptor, it was easier for them to maintain an

animated expression during a modelling session, thereby contributing to the

success of the portrait.To

Because the sculpting women had to rely more heavily upon their private

contacts as a means of publictzing their work, it is not surprising that they were

known for their sociability. However, each had irer own distinctive style and

tastes when it came to socializing. Thornycroft preferred to welcome guests to

her home where the entertainment consisted of homespun music and dance

rather than making the necessary round of visits to resident luminaries in

Hastings and the other vacation spots she and Thomas frequented.Tl Durant
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relisl'red invitations to dinner parties and soirées held by, or in honour of, titled

and famous people; Grant enjoyed salon-type evenings at home that began over

dinner with a select number and concluded with a reception for additional

guests who joined the company later and wandered between the house and the

studio. The Hills spent evenings with friends and family members who

represented the artistic and learned elites of Edinburgh.

Another personality trait prominently displayed by all of the women was

an unflagging determination to achieve their goals. Hill, Grant, Thornycroft and

Durant were severaliy convinced of the legitimacy and sagacity of their decisions

to become sculptors. Unlike Hilary Bonham-Carter who was worn clown by

family resistance, they imaginatively confronted the obstacles placed in their

way, making optimum use of personal strengths rather than acquiescing to social

stereotypes of feminine frailty. Thornycroft's capacity to continue working late

into her pregnancies is a remarkable example of the kind of tenacity with which

these women pursued their careers.

Sl'reer determination should not be confused with ambition. Although all

four of the sculptors were resolutely committed to their careers, their personal

goals were varied. Both Durant ancl Grant wished to make a lasting impact upon

history but Grant's altistic efforts were shaped by her desire to produce sculpture

that would glorify God while Durant's aim was to contribute to the advancement

of women. Thornycroft's aspirations were both for her own success and for the

furtherance of the artistic dynasty begun by her father. It is difficult to say with

certainty what Hill's objectives were; given her involvement with the Albert

Institute and failed attempt to become an associate member of the RSA it is
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possible that she sought a place alongside her brothers and husband in the

Edinburgh art establishment.

while the words and actions of the sculptors suggest that they a1l

grappled with questions of women's rights, there is no clear indication that they

would have been in agreement with one another about which were the crucial

issues and how they should be addressed. As Caine and Levine have shown,

participants in the various single issue feminist campaigns exhibited a

considerable diversity of opinion despite their common aim to improve the 1ot of

women.72 Excepting Thornycroft's inclusion in the protest to the RA, the

sculptors' names do not appear on extant petitions for suffrage, property rights,

access to education and other causes; because many such records have been

greatly condensed to economize onspace, it is impossible to tell if a signature is

absent due to accident or design.73 Of the four, Durant was the most visibly and

Programmatically identified with initiatives for the advancement of women. It

aPpears that her convictions were formecl before she took up her career and

likely contributed to her decision to sculpt professionally.Ta Grant's presumed

support of female suffrage seems to have taken shape after her disappointment

over the loss of Brooke, given the reference in her pamphlet to a need for better

laws regarding the marriageability of a deceased wife's sister'. In company with

Hill, whose pre-nuptial agreement and will appear to favour protection of the

property rights of married women, Grant's and Thornycroft's engagement with

particular women's rights issues was predicated upotl unsatisfactory personal

experiences--they became politicized in response to specific grievances.

Thornycroft and, to a lesser extent, Hill were actuated by work-reiated issues
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such as women's want of access to training and membership in professional

societies and, in Hill's case, a desire to retain control over the income she

generated by sculpting.

Apart from these rather qualified similarities, the sculpting women

diverged sharply from each other in the convictions they held and the

temperaments they exhibited. Grant's fervent piety and emotional volatility

stand in stark contrast to Thornycroft's down-to-earth practicality and irenic

temper. Hill's propensity to collect exotic plants and animals and her openness

to religious experimentation made her something of a novelty in most social

circles. Durant was distinguished frorn the others by her incandescent

personality, devotion to political liberalism, and willingness to risk clandestine

love affairs. Professional gatl'rerings aside and with a few other salient

exceptions, the sculpting women travelled in different social circles. Very little

overlap may be found between the lists of friends recorded in their papers.

Although Hill and Thornycroft might be seen as predictable in selecting

artistic family members as their role models, a comparison of all four women's

choices with the examples held out to them reveals that they disappointed yet

another cultural stereotype--that women artists derived their legitimacy from

female forebears. The invocation of Damer's name to validate the actions and

ambitions of subsequer-rt female sculptors has been discussed above. Other

female exemplars were drawn from much earlier periods to constitute a

venerable lineage from medieval times to the Victorian present.Ts While Grant

and Durant might have looked to women for inspiration, the available

candidates were near contemporaries with soiid career experience upon which to
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draw. None of the four British sculptors demonstrated any inciination to enter a

pink ghetto in company with the socially approved role models from the distant

past. Accustomed to working with men in the family workshop or as

apprentices in the studios of others, they identified themselves as professional

sculptors, without emphasis on gender, and immersed themselves as fully as

possible within the Victorian art world.

A final means by which these women asserted their personalities and

convictions was in the preparation of their wills. Marcia Pointon characterizes

the contents of a female artist's will as a "discourse of friendship--of power

through naming and human proximity--to which money and property are

subsidiary. . . . a declaration of reputation earned and won.,'76 Allbut Mary

Thornycroft left legal instructions about the disposition of their property and

personal effects upon their deaths.

Grant's, which was the briefest of the three wills, very simply ceded all of

her estate to her youngest sister, Charlotte, otherwise known as Sister Augusta of

the order of the Ascension. It was a modest sum of money, the gross value

being f968/12/7 and the net value Ê451/9/2, perhaps reflecting the impact of

her brother Charlie's mismanagement of family funds in earlier years. No

outward circumstances constrained Mary's choice of legatee--her brothers Alan

and Alaric survived her by at ieast a decade and as a working member of a holy

order Charlotte had no financial needs. Rather, Mary's will was a final

declaration both of her love and gratitude to Charlotte and her enduring

commitment to their shared faith. The nineteen-year age difference between

them made Charlotte mole like a daughter than a sister to Mary who had taken a
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hand in nurturing her spiritual development. In turn, Charlotte had been a

major source of help and encouragement during the final years of Mary's life.

Despite knowing that Charlotte's vow of poverty would not permit her to benefit

directly from the legacy, Grant conferred all her worldly wealth upon her as

though affirming Charlotte's vocation and symbolically joining with her in

turning "her back on the world and her face to another and far better . . .7ife.,,77

Durant's will was much more elaborate. In addition to a bequest to her

sister Mary Ann, of the annual income arising from an investment of f1,000 to be

paid during her lifetime, she made provision for "Henry Paul Harvey otherwise

Henry Paul Harvey Durant an infant of tl're age of two years or thereabouts.', So

as to ensure that the estate (valued at "under f8,000") would be adequate to cover

the costs of rnaintenance and education for little Paul, she instructed the trustees

to "call in and convert into money" the "residue of my Personal Estate and Effects

of every description."Ts Thus, the contents of her studio were dispersed to their

contracted owners and the remainder auctioned, as were l'rer household goods.

In death, as in life, Durant took a very businesslike approach to the disposition

of her assets. Her iegacy to Paul involved much more than financial security. By

appointing her executors, John C. Lethbridge, Baron H. de Triqueti, and Thomas

Rammohun Roy Davison, to be his guardians during his minority Durant

discreetly contrived to provide him with legal ties to his father, although he

continued to reside at the home of Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell until Triqueti's death

in7874.

The absence of any bequests of valuables such as jewellery, selected works

or Personal papers is all the fitore stark in view of the detail devoted to her
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financial arrangements. Presumably her wishes regarding the distribution of

such keepsakes were confided to Triqueti in whose home she died. Emma

Wallis, who was well-known to Triqueti, received several items including a self

portrait bust of her friend, photographs of the Windsor medallions, Durant's

letters to her father and a short diary. Paul Harvey was given "about a d.ozen. . .

reductions of larger medallions . . . made for Windsoï . . . most of them in metai,

some of them gi1t" and doubtless other items that have not been recorded.Te To

each of the executors she gave "a legacy of f25 pounds for the purchase of a ring"

as a gift of thanks for their work on her behalf.

Of the tfuee who left wills Amelia Paton Hill distributed her possessions

amongst the greatest number of people. Not counting the household servants, to

each of whom she left "f5 sterling free of legacy dutyi'and her executors, she

enumerated twelve individuals and two institutions. The antique furnishings

said to belong to Queen Mary together with some Roman and Etruscan

antiquities brought by Hill from Italy were allocated to the Society of Antiquaries

of Scotland "to be placed in the Scottish National Museum." To the Scottish

National Portrait Gailery she left the busts she executed of her brother Noel and

her husband and expressed "a wish that these . . . should be placed in proximity

to one anothet" in the gallery. By tl're latter act, Hill ensured that her works

would be displayed and that her name, if not her portrait, would be represented

in a prestigious institution of the Scottish art establishment.

The bulk of her real and personal property, including such things as

household furnishings, jewellery, books, and pieces of art, and investment

income was given in liferent to her sister and niece with whom she had shared
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her home after her husband's death. With one exception, her other heirs are

divided along gender lines, the men (including the executors) receiving

designated pieces of art and the women being given sums of money, usually

€100. Hill deliberately endowed her female heirs with something that she had

valued so much herself--a measure of financial independence. This she ensured

by stipulating that bequests to "females shall be exclusive of ius-mariti, right of

administration and other rights of any husbands they may have married or may

lnarry and shall not be affectabie by their debts or deeds or attachable by their

creditors. "80

The women who were attracted to and successfully conducted careers in

sculpting were not in any way representatives of a type. Apart from certain

commonalities shaled by people of their class and experience, they were no more

alike than were their male counterparts. The distinctives of temperament,

intellect, and conviction possessed by each were not only apprehensible in their

social behaviour but also in the types of work that they produced. Thornycroft's

oeuvre was by far the most conservative in tone, reflecting her preference for

assured success, whereas Durant's later pieces demonstrate a growing

commitment to experimentation with colour and composition.

Although a considerable degree of determination was required in order to

pursue an unorthodox occupation, the sculpting women manifested that quaiity

in varying ways. Grant invested her career aspirations with the unassailable

status of a divine calling; Thornycroft cl'rannelled her energies into cooperative

efforts rather than individual triumphs. In whatever way they pursued their

goals, the women inevitably confronted gender-defined obstacles to their
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Progress. Their responses to such hindrances exemplify the type of uneven

developments posited by Poovey. Durant is the only one of them that can be

identified, with any certainty, as an active proponent of the women,s rights

causes, although circumstantial evidence links Mary Grant with the female

suffrage campaign. Hilt and Thornycroft appear to have had a more broadly

defined sense of fairness, any violation of which (real or potential) galvanized

them to exert just enough pressure to rectify the particular situation.

The four women neither sought out one another's company nor felt

constrained to follow in the footsteps of a marginalized artistic sorority. Instead

they each drew inspiration from individuals who either concurred with their

most cherished convictions or stood out as leading figures in the field of

sculpture. Two significant components of the legacy they left to subsequent

generations of female sculptors were their uncompromising commitment to

professionalism and their individual ways of fulfilling that commitment.

In part two of this study the spotlight will shift from the sculptors'

personal experiences to the way in which they were perceived by a society

largely unaccustomed to independent women engaged in non-traditional

careers. The sculptors' treatment at the hands of art critics, themselves relative

newcomers to the field of journalism, and colleagues and the interaction of

aesthetics, gender politics and critical acumen in the construction of artistic

reputations will be considered in the upcoming chapter.
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PART II

PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS



CHAPTER 5

CRITICAL APPRAISALS

Few individuals had as profound an influence upon the construction of an

artist's reputation as did the art critics. They variously reflected and shaped

public opinion about the work of individual artists and endeavoured to educate

the populace in matters of taste. A sociological study of the "building and

survival of artistic reputation" by Gladys Engel Lang and Kurt Lang defines

reputation as a social construction formed by a combination of factors among

which are the public's opinion as stimulated by critics, the esteem of professional

colleagues, and the artistrs efforts at preparation and self-promotion.l Their

investigation concentrates on the first two factors which they term renown and

recognition, respectively. Far from each being of equai influence, the Langs,

findings demonstrate that the critic's contribution often had a disproportionate

impact upon the way that an artist was perceived both during his or her career

and, more especiaily, by succeeding generations.

This chapter will examine the degree of recognition and renown enjoyed

by each of the female sculptors with a view to assessing how well they were

accepted during their lifetimes and accounting for their subsequent treatment by

historians. Evaiuations of the sculptors' works are unavoidably inflected with

the pre-existing attitudes of critics and colleagues toward major issues such as

women's capacity to produce fine art and the acceptability of stylistic diversity or

development. Consequently, a clitique of the critics is necessary to expose

preferential or prejudicial treatment of the sculptors. The broader company of
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female sculptors will be considered with a particular focus on the four British

women.

RECOGNITION

Using the definition given by the Langs, recognition is the esteem in

which insiders hold the artist. Insiders encompass teachers, colleagues,

discerning connoisseurs, and institutions such as the Royal Academies and major

schools of art. Recognition is measured by the professional status of supportive

colleagues and the institutional honours, such as election to artistic societies,

inclusion in juried exhibitions, and awards conferred upon the individual. \¡Vhile

approval of this sort did not guarantee an artist fame, it did act as an

endorsement of the quality of his or her work within certain favoured stylistic

bounds of the time. Judgements made by the blind juries of the RA and RSA

may be taken as more reliable estimates of a sculptor's skill because the variables

of gender and name recognition did not come into play, FIowever, as these were

rather conservative institutions, works could be disqualified on the basis of

innovations in style or subject-matter that challenged the established canons.

The famous confrontation between Ruskin, the Slade professor of art at Oxford,

and Whistler over the latter's expressive application of paint is a prime example

of this type of bias.2

All of the professional female sculptors who began their careers during

the second third of the nineteenth century had numerous examples of their work

shown in the RA and RSA exhibitions. This was indeed an achievement given

the volume of submissions for a limitecl number of exhibition spaces each year.
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The women's frequent inclusion in special events such as the Great Exhibition,

Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition, International Expositions in Paris and

Chicago, and the RSA retrospective show (see above) further attests to their

aesthetic success in the mainstream artistic community. However, despite such

triumphs when incognito, they were much less well received by the Academies

when their identities were known. Institutional bias against female artists was

blatantly evident in the grudging acceptance of them into a reduced course of

study at the RA Schools and the entrenched opposition to aclmitting them to

Academy membership in spite of sporadic campaigns mounted by dissenting

members and pressure from influential journals such as The Times, lþs

and the Arf Jnlrrral. When Amelia Hill's and pailter Margaret

Carpenter's names were put forward as potential associates of the RSA and RA,

respectively, the governing bodies rejected them as a matter of course.3

Recognition shown by alternative art societies such as the Albert Institute

and the SFA lacked the top-drawer cachet of Academy endorsement and could

even undermine the reputation of the sculptor. Because the SFA was a women's

association that served as an entry-level venue for aspiring amateurs and

professionals alike it was branded with a second-rate status by many of the

critics (see below). Although Thornycroft persevered in spite of the adverse

comments in the press, sending previously exhibited pieces to six exhibitions

during the early years, both she and Durant made the RA shows their first

priority. Hill's receipt of a medal from the Albert Institute did nothing to

enhance her reputation because the honour was conferred by a new organization

that had been estabiished for the benefit of untried artists, not seasonecl



professionals like herself. In Durant's case the medal conferred upon her has not

yet been identified so it is difficult to gauge its effect on her public image.

The male sculptors who sought to promote the careers of their female

counterparts had themselves achieved success, even distinction in their

profession. John Gibson, who taught andf or facilitated the careers of Hosmer,

Thornycroft and (possibly) Grant, was internationally known as an outstanding

Neoclassical sculptor. In Scotland, Sir John Steell was the pre-eminent member

of a newly emergent native Scottish school of sculpture in which he sought to

include Hill and, earlier on, Gore-Booth. John Henry Foley was the successful

head of an atelier when he recruited Grant to join his complement of students. In

each case it was the quality of work produced by the fernale sculptors that

prompted the men to offer their assistance. When F. Jerichau, a sculptor and

Professor at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Copenhagen, saw Thornycroft's

statue of the skiPFing Girl at the Paris Exhibition (1855) he proclaimed it "one of

the six most beautiful statues in the world." This was indeed extravagant praise

but probably genuine coming from a man whose esteem of female artists may be

inferred from his marriage to a painter.a Endorsement by men of such standing

in the Victorian art world suggests that the sculpting women had more than

mere novelty to recommend their work.

What were the immediate and ongoing ramifications of institutional

attitudes and collegial approbation? Institutional ambivalence toward female

artists meant that the favour given with one hand was at least partly withdrawn

by the other. Inclusion in the major exhibitions validated the professional

standing of the sculpting women. Their names and the titles of works on display



aPpeared in the official catalogues which were perused by gallery-goers at the

time and preserved in the records of the organizatron for future generations to

research. Likewise, the acquisition of pieces of the women's sculpture by the

Academies and other government schools of art meant that, at least potentially,

their work would be kept before the eyes of the public long after their deaths.

Both Grant and Hill availed themselves of such advantages by donating busts of

their famous family members to the RA and the Scottish National Portrait

Gallery, respectively; Marcello sold her rendition of I a tìorgonp to the

Department of Art and Science of the South Kensington Museum.s However, the

exclusion of women from membership in the Royal Academies devalued their

skills and implied that their success in getting works accepted for exhibition was

an exceptional feat for members of their sex.

Being professionally associated with a well-known male sculptor could

have far-reaching benefits. Gibson turned the strength of his own ïeputation to

Thornycroft's advantage when he recomrnended her to Queen Victoria. On the

basis of his word she not only obtained a series of valuable commissions, in

addition the resultant sculptures aÍe fully documented and permanently placed

in the Royal collection. Throughout Thornycroft's lifetime, Gibson's assistance to

her was recited by biographers as an almost legendary event that guaranteed her

success.6 As we noted previously, esteemed male sculptors could also serve as

advocates against unjust accusations levelled at their female counterparts.

Gibson and Story pitted their own credibility against the libelious statements

made by another sculptor about Hosmer. Eminent colleagues were in a position

to do considerable good for tl're sculpting women's careers without
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overshadowing them. However, as far as ongoing influence was concerned, the

prestigious art fraternities had more potential for keeping the women,s

achievements in the pubiic memory in spite of their inconsistent approach to

female artists.

RENOWN

In the Langs' model renown refers to how well an artist is known outside

specialist circles. This aspect of reputation is heaviiy dependent upon publicity,

the critics' reception of individual works, sales, and museum acquisitions. In

Victorian Britain royal approval, expressed via commissions and special

invitations, had a marked effect on an artist's reputation. The Art Jorrrnal

notified readers that Thornycroft was "appointed by the Queen to instruct the

younger princesses" and Durant had "been entrusted by the Queen with the

execution of a monumeut . . . to tl're late King of the Belgians."T Simply gaining

the agreement of the monarch to sit for a portrait reflected well on the sculptor.

Royal approbation notwithstanding, of the contributing variables, critical

opinion was the most inJluential as it indirectly affected sales and museum

acquisitions and supplied a significant proportion of tl-re media attention

received by any given piece of sculpture. The renown of an artist can be gauged

by the amount and tone of the critical commentary and other publicity that

appeared in the periodical press, sales of original works and reduced copies,

inclusion in special exhibition volumes, entries in the various dictionaries of

notable people, and popular demand for collector's items such as portrait cartes

and autographs.



Obtaining the approval of critics and the art fancying public was crucial to

both the immediate success of the femaie sculptors' careers and to their

preservation for posterity. The Langs argue that if an artist's work sold weil

there is a greater likelihood that his or her papers and memorabilia would be

hoarded, ultimately becoming part of a private collection or institutional archive.

While it is difficult to establish with certainty the extent to which critical

reception of the individual femaie sculptors' works affected sales, it is possible to

identify the critics' contribution to the public perception of these women. A

careful examination of the reviewers' assessments of each woman's scuipture will
be made. In order to set the critics' comments within their historical context, we

will begin with some observations on the practice of art criticism during the

nineteenth century.

In tandem with a greater public awareness of art fostered by government

initiatives from the late 1830s onward, a growing number of publications began

to devote space to fine art reviews. While care was usually taken to assign

journalists with some background in art to report on the major exhibitions, there

was no specific training in art criticism provided or required. A broad spectrum

of critical expeltise obtained. John Ruskin was distinguished as an erudite and

thoroughly prepared fine art critic. F.G. stephens, Allan Cunningham, and

Emilia Dilke were also unusual, having received some initial art tr.aining at the

RA schools, Chantrey's sculpting studio, and south Kensington schools,

respectively, and augmenting their knowledge of fine art through diligent

reading.s Fïowever, many art critics were "literary men primarily and self-taught

amateurs in art." Even as late as the 1880s they were castigated for assessing
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painting and sculpture in literary terms, looking "first to the subject, and then to

the technique," and for a lack of consistent standards. "There is really no such

thing as an art of art criticism . . . . If one were to select from the criticisms (say on

the Academy) by the critics from the twelve most important journals, he would

find the most astonishing contradictions, contradictions which seem almost

impossible as uttered by men who have made a special study of art."e

The women who turned their hands to art criticism from mid-century

weïe also amateurs who had cultivated their knowledge of art and art history to

a high level. Several of them were very successful, contributing regularly to a

spate of well-known journais, publishing scholarly monographs, even becoming

art editors for rnagazines such as Acaclem)'. However, the pressures upon them

to conform to a male-defined hierarchy of aesthetic values caused many to

distance themselves from the work of female artists for fear of being

marginalizedby association. An unfortunate consequence of this stance was the

ultimate omission of women's art from the historic record at a point when the so-

called Western canon was being shaped.lo

Throughout the century the bulk of art criticism was blatantly prejudiced

against women's painting and sculpture. The SFA with its blend of amateur and

professional exhibits was almost routinely heaped with polite ridicule. For

example, Prurclr feigned surprise that it was a display of paintings rather than

neediework and baking and warned male readers to be "tender" and "courteous,"

not giving in to the "little bit of Ruskin" they normaliy exercised at exhibitions.

Doubtless there were many items deserving of the reviewers' disdain. However,

research by Heliand proposes that works shown at female exhibiting societies
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were treated more seriously by critics when later exhibited at mainstream venues

such as the Royal Academies. Her findings concur with Marsh and Nunn's

observation that the terms lady or female prefixed to the word artist brought

immediate stigma.11 Even articies that ostensibly favoured women's art

bestowed condescending compliments. fþs Art JnrÉnal's report on the "progress

of American Sculptors in Europe" noted that

women, by nature . . . are prompted in the treatment of sculpture to
motives of fancy and sentiment, rather than to compete with men in
realistic portraiture or absolute creative imaginatioñ. But this
distinction . . . has its exceptions. The workJof Harriet Hosmer are
all of a robust, masculine character . . . as if wrought out by harcl
head-work and diligent study of models by a mind that hád forced
itself, as with a manly energy, to achieve a mechanical mastery oÍ a
profession for which it has no supreme aesthetic predilection.i2

Hosmer is congratulated for transcending the inherently feminine tendency to

make pett!, poorly drawn, derivative work.

Whereas male artists were studied with interest, their female counterparts

customarily were treated as inconsequential. E.C. Clayte¡rs trnglislr Femalp

Artiqts (1876) was criticizedby ¡þs Athpnae,,rn for providing detailed

biographical inJormation one third of which was deemed "more than enough for

all the world can possibly care to know of them." Satiric images of women artists

as unattractive blunderers or charming young Misses slavishly copying Old

Masters appeared with some regularity irr Pnnrh and other magazines from the

1860s. As Nunn points out, "[w]hile the artist was frequently made fun of in

Prrnch . . . when that artist was male his sex was not the joke, but rather his

artistic theories, his personality, his rivalry with a confrère or his bad luck with



patrons; when the artist was female it was simply as a woman that she was

mocked."13

such dismissive treatment did not go unchallenged. Anna Jameson,

seconded by F.D. Maurice, condemned the pervasive tendency to devalue

women's skills by acknowledging their undeniable successes in "an insolently

complimentary style as an exceptional case; while the mistakes or failures of

certain women are singled out as a theme of the bitterest ridicule, and visited

upon all." F.T. Palgrave pubiished a lengthy essay on "Women and the Fine

Arts" arguing that their signal lack of lasting success in that field was not the

"resuit of external circumstances [inadequate free time], or want of endeavour,

but of deficient general training, and the absence of fair judgement on men's

part." He prescribed a thorough education for girls and an end to the false

flattery that men habitually substituted for constructive criticism.la The Roqe, thp

shamrock ancl rhe Thist1e, a journal which promoted the employment of women,

underlined the importance of even-handed criticism.

[T]he woman who takes up the pencil or the chisel as her bread-
winner, enters the lists of competition with the ruder sex, and must
be equal to the issue or she loses the object for which she struggles.
Firm but courteous criticism is what she wants if she wishes tó
prepare herseif for her métier and to profit by it; and warm and
generous appreciation is due to her from the Puhlic when she
proves herself worthy.1s

Nevertheiess a gender biased critical standarcl remained in force for the rest of

the century.

The periodical press flourished from the 1850s onward adding an eveï-

increasing number of titles aimed at a broad spectrum of society.l6 A variety of
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weekiy, monthly and quarterly journals carried reviews of art exhibitions,

notices of commissions and other honours conferred upon artists, and feature

articles. Each had a distinctive social andf or political agenda, editorial tone,

target audience, and stable of art critics. In order to assess the reviewers,

treatment of the female sculptors' work, it is necessary to identify the

characteristics of a seiection of tl're most relevant of these publications.

fþs Art Jnrr'nal was unparalleled as a monthly magazine concerned

exclusively with fine art. Its founding editor, Samuel Carter Hall, launched the

journal in 1839 with a resolve to promote British art and dissuade the public from

investing in fraudulent "Old Masters." In particular, he took pains to make ',[t]he

art of sculpture . . . as prosperous as the sister art of painting" through his

monthly offerings of news, teviews, and engraved images of scuipted works. In

line with the liberal sympathies of Hall, the Art Tournal consistently gave more

attention to women's art than did any of its standard competitors.lT

Jhe trngliqh l,Aloma¡'s Jnurnal (later Fnglislrr¡¡ornpn,s Rpr¡ipu¡) was

established in 1858 by Barbara Leigh Smith Bodichon in association with Bessie

Rayner Parkes and Anna Jameson; it remainecl the primary forum for discussion

of women's issues during the nineteenth century and had a particular mission to

promote women's employment. Among the many new occupations it advocated

for women were careers in fine art. consequently, the journal reported

assiduously on the fortunes of female artists but it adopted a fairly rigorous

critical tone so as to avoid becoming a women's mutual admiration society. For

example, from 1859 it voiced disappointment in the failure of the SFA to promote

higher quality in women's art. However, the commentary on specific artists and



their works often relied upon quotes from other publications. For instance, a

favourable review in the l-iail)¡ l\pr,r¡q of Durant's bas-reliefs 6f Thetiq ancl

Achillpc (1863) was quoted without comment despite the unflattering

observation that they were "remarkable as the work of a woman."18

Foremost among the weeklies that reported on the art world were the

Athenaeru¡, the Satrrrcla)¡ Rer¡ipr¡¡, and the SFpctator. The Athenaetrm was the

most prestigious and perhaps the most important of these with an estimated

circulation of 20,000 for 1855. it was owned and sometimes edited by three

generations of the Dilke family between 1830 and L901., all of whom had Liberal,

even Radical, sympathies. During the exhibiting careers of tl-re scuipting women

the editorial tone fluctuated widely. The early 1840s were marked by a

deliberate avoidance of political bias in the literary reviews. However, between

1,846 and 1853 political matters were overtly expressed and the critical quality

declined, becoming "notorious for rather smug and pontifical judgements"

pronounced on those who overstepped the bounds of Victorian convention. For

most of the 1850s and 1860s the journal's critics were encouraged to give forceful

expression to their likes and dislikes which at times were based "on nothing

worthier or safer than personal friendships or animosities, or subservience to

publishers and advertisers."le Attitudes in literary matters were echoed in the

writers' approach to art as well.

Jþs Satrrrda)¡ Rer¡ie\ / was a highbrow publication known for its caustic

reviews. Hamo Thornycroft's complaint that "[t]he 'saturday Review' as usual

abused shamefully Thornycrofts [si,c] contributions to the RA Exhibition . . .

criticism is pardonable but not abuse in order to extol a favourite" demonstrates
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a consistency in the journal's treatment of both art and literature. An article

entitled "Ideal Women" (1868), whicl'r surveyed various national cultures,

marvelling at the American crusading type of woman and endorsing the British

domestic angel, signals the journal's support of conventional gender

expectations.20

The sPectatnr, which represented itself as the voice of "educated

Radicalism," often found little to praise in British sculpture. in a critique of the

1883 bound edition of the A¡t Journal the reviewer urged the editors to

"discontinue . . . their uninteresting reproductions of second-rate statuary."

Reviews of the RA shows from 1848 to 1894 gave scant notice of the sculpture

galleries, remarking only on pieces that stood out for their excellence or their

poor quality; none of the female sculptors was deemed to merit criticai mention

although Thornycroft's death was acknowledged at length.2l

Of the daily newspapers, Thp Ti'res took precedence in its coverage of art

(the Glaqgnr¡¡ Heraìd ¿nd trclinburgh Cnrrrant commented at greater length on

the Scottish scene). During the exhibition season it reported on the offerings at

the major exhibiting societies including the RSA in Edinburgh and venues in

other provincial cities. Hill, Durant, Thornycroft and Grant, among other female

sculptors, al1 received mentions in The Timpc reviews and obituary columns. In

general the tone of these notices was polite and direct; where praise was given it

was not fawning and criticism usually was dispensed without sarcasm or

rancour. Nevertheless, The Timps and its Scottish counterparts reflected the

gender stereotyping that pervaded much of middle-class society during

Victoria's reign.



Because most contributions to nineteenth-century periodicals were

published anonymously and journals often employed several critics

concurrently, it can be difficult to match reviewers with their work. During the

period from 7848, when the first review of Mary Thornycroft's work appeared in

its pages, until 1901, the Athpnaeum had an overlapping series of five art critics

on its staff. Allan Cunningham (1830-46) was a self-taught amateur who became

a competent reviewer. Toward the end of Cunningham's time the editor, T.K.

Hervey (1846-53), assumed responsibility for some of the art criticism, in

particular the reviews of the sculpture galleries at the RA Exhibition. Having

had no training in the field it is not surprising that his commentary was

considered rather lacklustre. Although George Walter Thornbury had more than

a passing knowledge of art, his affinity for eighteenth-century aesthetic values

was hopelessly out of step with the trends that emerged during his tenur.e as

primary art critic in the 1850s. He was at odds with Ruskin, iraving little

tolerance for gothic revival and the medievalizing tendencies that had

supplanted the grand style advocated by Sir Joshua Reynolds. In stark contrast,

w.M. Rossetti and F.G. stephens, who joined the staff in 1860-6r, were both

founding members of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood which shared Ruskinian

values and disdained Reynolds. Stephens, who went on to become Art Editor,

contributed to all but two issues of the journal during a forty-year tenure that

ended in 1901. He was considered a "learned, industrious and careful [critic

although] he was out of sympathy with modern developments of his art." His

reviews betrayed some bias in favour of the Pre-Raphaeiites and a distaste for the

classical and baroque traclitions.22
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The female art critics contributed to several journals sometimes

concurrentiy. Emilia Pattison (later Lady Dilke) published reviews of art and art

books from 1863 in fþs Saturda)¡ Revior,r¡ and the Weqtminstpr Rer¡iew; beginning

in1'869 her work appeared in the Acacle'ry, for which she became the art editor

ín'l'873, and eventually in the Arhenae,,m (1876). Although a determined

supporter of trade unions for working women and the suffrage cause, she did

not indulge in special pieading for the work of female artists except to argue for

assisted access to life drawing opportunities. In 1869 she expressed a low

opinion of sculpture, Purportedly shared by other critics, as "the art which is at

the moment of its fullest decadence, the art of which all others we practise [sic]

most inartistically.tt2z Florence Fenwick Miller was another staunch advocate of

the need for legal changes to the status of women. She drew attention to female

artists and the difficulties they faced in her "Ladies' Notes" column in the

IlÏrrstrarecl T nnclon Npu¡s from 1886 to 19L0 and contributed also to several

women's magazines including the Lad)¡rq Picrnrial. However, she too criticized

the SFA for becoming a venue for second-rate art by women instead of raising

the standard of their work as originally envisioned.2a

Of the periodicals listed above, the Athprraerrm meted out the sharpest,

most sarcastic criticism of women's art. Even when it selected a female sculptor's

work for praise it was grudgingly given. A few comparisons wili be instructive.

Mary Thornycrof¡rs Skipping Girl (plaster, 1355) was facetiously described by

Thornbury of the Athenaprrrrl as "a quiet subject, ¡ot devoid of interest to

skipping rope maksïs.rr Thp Art Strrdent remarked the statue's great popularity

and mildly commended it as a "composition full of freshness . . . [and] very
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charming, though not quite free from mannerism" whiie the Art Inurnal lauded

Thornycroft's skill at representing a figure in motion and published a full-page

engraving of the piece. The reviewer observed that:

The attitude.is graceful, the general expression buoyant and joyous,
the limbs soft and round, yet firm and well-set: it is an excellent
representation of a young girl full of life and energy, praced, by the
healthy amusement she is occupied with, in a pose favourableio the
deveiopment of a form of considerable natural eiegance, and the
display of lines which the sculptor has arranged mãst agreeably and
with a judicious of the projecting tég and u.-?t

Jerichau's strong appreciation of this work has been noted. A later review by the

Arhenaetrrn (Stephens or Rossetti) of the same work in marble bestowed one of

the "insolent compliments" so abhorred by Jameson: "Mrs. Thornycroft's The

Skjnping Gitl is worthy of her reputation for such works."26

Likewise, Durant's bust of Harripr Beechpr Stor¡¡p (1,857) was damned with

faint approval by the Athenaptrm (Thornbury, again) as "a careful bust . . . plain,

but by no means unprepossessing." While the commentary accompanying an

engraving of the work in the Ilhrstratpcl T nncton Npr,r¡s smugly applauded

Victorian society for producing skilled female artists such as Durant, it
nonetheless provided a detailed description of the portrait, itemizing its

praiseworthy features, and commented briefly on the sculptor's other

achievements. The Art Jnurnal's glowing pronouncement that "we have seldom

seen a work of more entire excellence; it is a striking likeness . . . simple and

unaffected in style and character--charmingly modelled, and very skitfully

wrought" could be suspected of exaggeration if it were not for a corroborating

statement by Stowe's daughter. Mary Beecher perkins proclaimed it as
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"altogether the best, most beautiful likeness of her I have yet seen" at a time when

there were numerous other contenders for that honour.2z

The Athenaerrm was not incapable of giving unreserved praise to the

work of a female sculptor. Mary Thornycroft's success in catching "with fruth

the expression of frank, open-eyed innocence and maidenly truth', in her bust of

the Princess Royal was amply acknowledged..2s However, it was moïe usual for

work attributed to a woman to be given muted acceptance. A difference in tone

can be seen in comments made by an art gossip columnist regarding works by

Mary Thornycroft, some of which he erroneously assumed to be by Thomas.

"Mrs.Thornycroft" was credited with "success and skill" in portraying princess

Alice whereas "Mr. Thornycroft's" depictions of the Hnntpr (Prince Arthur) and

¡þs Fiqhpr (Prince Leopotd) (Ills. 3-6) were described as "elegantly, gracefully,

and simply modelled." All three pieces plus a statue of the Earl of Hardwicke's

son, also attributed to Thornas, are ullambiguously inscribed witl-r Mary's

signature.2e It is tantalizing to contemplate whether the reviewer's verdict might

have been different had he been correctly informed of the artist's identity. As it
is, Mary's Princess Alice got somewhat abstemious recognition compared with

the adverbs, evocative of the canonical ideal, that were lavished on Thomas,s

supposed contlibutions.

Despite the tendency to give cursory attention to work from female hands,

particular pieces drew strong responses from the critics. Mary Grant's statue of

sr Ma¡garet and the Dragon (1879) received two enthusiastic accolades from the

Art trot'rnal. In each case the reviewer implied close connections between the

subject, the style in which it was rendered, and the artist herself.



The subject lMild Margarete . . . the chosen type of female innocence
and meekness] is peculiarly one for feminine ñandling, and Miss
Grant has treated it with a kindred feeling of sympatñetic
tenderness.to that which inspired Raphael's beautiful picture . . . The
face youthful and refined, mild and beautifur; the hair without
ornament; the attitude firm, with a conscious strength, but yet calm
and placid; the whole figure simple and composed, 'placing before
us an allegory . . . and not an action--innocenèe triumphaniover the
power of sin.'

The contrast of the huge earthly monster and the delicate spiritual girl is

p-erfectly rendered . . . the young saint['s] . . . drapery falls in
classicai folds, while the growling of the demon is aimost audible
beneath his coarse scales.30

In this instance a female artist has supplied, and in the reviewer's mind

participates in, a representation of the Victorian domestic ideal of a meek,

chastely coiffed and apparelled, angelic woman fending off the brutish

immorality of the outside world. Grant had hit upon an irresistible combination

of artistic skill and (probably unintentional) compatibility witl-r social

expectations.

This tendency to interpret the subject matter in personal terms when

treating with female artists was more abrasively demonstrated in the

Atlrenaprrrnrc obituary notice for Marceilo in which several of her works are

criticised.

An amateur sculptor, who had assumed the name of 'Marcello,' and
was better known in society as the Duchess Colonna di Castiglione
[sic] died i. Florence last week, aged forty-two years. She wãs
conspicuous in the salons by her busts, wl'rich weïe marked by a
pecuiiarly unsculpturesque affectation, exaggerated
picturesqueness, and crude execution. It was probably owing to a
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desire that its students should learn by example what to avoid in art,
and to illustrate effectively certain vices of taste and style, that the
Art Department bought one of these busts, which, if not lately
withdrawn is still exhibited at South Kensington. If still on view, the
sooner it is withdrawn the better. It is no duty of a public
department to exhibit specimens of meretricious art.31

Couched in the discourse of prostitution, this critique (likely by Stephens) served

as a warning to other female sculptors of the fate that would befall those who

forsook chaste naturalism and virtuous heroines in favour of neo-baroque

voluptuousness ¿nd fernrnes fatales. Beginning with her adoption of a false

masculine identity, the writer traced the Duchess's transgression of feminine

propriety, concluding that she was neither a proper lady nor a professional

artist--she was a fallen woman. Her work was impugned as "peculiarly

unsculpturesque, exaggerated . . . and crude," suggesting that there was

something improper or unnatural about what she did. This theme was carried

further in the use of the phrases "vices of taste and style" and "meretricious art"

as thinly veiled references to Marcelio's own character. Perhaps the reviewer

knew that she had used a cast of her own shoulders to make her statue of La

P)¡thie (1,870).32 In so doing she had elided the functions of (re)fine(d) artist and

lowly model and erased the crucial distinctions between her work and her body,

making herself "conspicuous" in the Salons "by her busts," both sculpted and

anatomical. Marcello's penchant for female subjects who possessed ominous

powers, such as the Pythian Sibyl, Hecate, and the Gorgon (the latter bust owned

by the South Kensington Museum), and her preference for a neo-baroque

expressiveness were deeply suspect, perhaps subversive.33 As with the St.

Margaret by Grant, subject, style and sculptor were melded into a seamless
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whole by the critic. By contrast, male sculptors were not intimately identified

with their works.

A different type of critical predisposition can be discerned in reviews of

Amelia Paton Hill's sculpture. An undertying nationalist bias complicates our

reading of the renown accorded her. Reports in fþs Art Jorrrnal on Hill's success

at the RSA (February) and the RA (May) differ sharply from one another. The

reviewer of the RSA deems Hill's bust of Thnrnas carl)¡le (1567) (III. T) "a most

telling" portrait whereas the critic of the London exhibition waïns readers

against four portrait busts, including Carlyle, ',which . . . can only be intended as

parodies on England's honoured men." To be fair, the Scotqrnanrs comments that

the bust "will probably disappoint most people" also diverge from those of the

first reviewer with the difference that the shortcomings were specified and

suggestions for improvement made. Thus Hill was not summarily dismissed but

treated as a serious art-producer. The north-south distinction is further evinced

by reviews of the bust of Sir ]osePh Nnel Paton (1874). Jþs Satur.la)¡ Rer¡ip\ /

condemned it as one of several portrait busts to avoid--"Her Majesty's Limner for

Scotland aPpears somewhat in the style of a river-god"--while fþg trclinhurgh

F\¡pning Cnrrrant claimed it a "noble and knightly bust."3+

Such disparities could be explained as simple differences of taste or

sophistication. However, the emergence of an indigenous school of sculptors in

scotland was a point of national pride aÍter along dependence upon

practitioners from England. Scottish reviewers frequently reminded readers that

"it is both gratifying and wonderful that we should possess such sculptors as

Steell, Brodie, Hutchison, Mrs. D.o. Hill, Clark, Stanton and others." Although
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Hill suffered from instances of gender bias (see for example the Brewster

competition, above), she was also ranked by critics as an important member of a

select company. The Scottish correspondent for the Art Jor.rrnal extolled her

"vigorous and masteriy handling" of portraits noting that she had "taken a very

leading position as a sculptor" and counted her "for several years . . . one of the

most rising artists in Edinburgh." Consequently, she was often spared the snide

comments customarily aimed at female artists although her model for the

Livingstone statue did receive a condescending compliment: "It cannot be denied

. . . that this is a work of great vigour and that, as the production of a Iady, it

claims a high degree of praise."3s Critical notices of the full size statue dispensed

with such posturing and variously concurred with "Professor Blackie and Sir

Francis Grant, PRA . . . Dr. Norman Macleod and Mr. John Steell, Her Majesty's

Sculptor for Scotland . . . in expressing the highest satisfaction with a work of art

at once so real and so ideal, so original in design and perfect in execution."36

The critics' treatment of the sculpting women was not unrelentingly

negative. Sincere compliments were paid them, some of which have been noted

above, and constructive criticism was offered, on occasion, to help them improve.

Palgrave's suggestion that Durant needed to strengthen her "knowledge of

human form" if she wanted successfully "to copy Phidian style" was a fair

comment as applied to her rendering of the Faith:f,il shpFhprrless. A similar

observation in the Athenaprrrn indicates that the reviewer took her for a serious

artist. She was chastened for sloppiness: "fMiss Durant] affects classic sculpture,

but in aiming at the Phidian manner, has even neglected to mark the distinctions

of fabrics in her draperies: see those of Thetiq a¡rcl Vulcan . . . where the smith



god's robe and that of the sea goddess are much alike."3z

Critical attitudes toward femaie scuiptors also changed over time. Sara

Dodd notes that by the end of the 1860s qualities such as "strength, vision or

imagination" were beginning to be applied to women's art, augmenting or even

replacing the dainty adjectives customarily used. From the 1880s there is a

marked change in the number and tone of comments made by the Athonaeum

about sculpture shown by women in the RA. More female sculptors are named

in the reviews and the vocabuiary employed is sprightlier and less sarcastic,

suggesting that a new critic (perhaps Emilia Dilke) was assigned to the exhibition

beat. As well, during this time a moïe assertive lot of female art journalists

(Dilke, Fenwick Miller, Meynell) entered the lists.38

Given the competing agendas noted above, how should we interpret the

critical reception of the sculpting women? Nicola D. Thompson's work on

Victorian literary criticism provides a useful approach to the question of gender

bias. Based on the assumption that reviews "functioned as a social structure

which reproduced and naturalized the dominant ideologies of the period,,, she

argues for a complex, multi-layered gender code rather than a simple sexual

double standard.3e Thus, critics commented more favourably upon works by

women that accorded with the domestic ideal than on pieces of equal technical

quality which appeared to challenge conventional femininity. The contrasting

experiences of Grant and Marcello bear this out. This critical standard is further

complicated by the competing vaiues of a fine art canon, with its masculine-

identified hierarchy of subject and style, and a chaste domesticity. Too much

emphasis uPon the latter value brought objections that the work was petty and
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iacking in originality; if the former was dominant the sculptor was faulted for a

deficiency of feminine sentiment. In order to receive enthusiastic praise, the

women had to strike a fine balance between the two. Where an additional

ideological agenda took precedence over gender, such as Scottish nationalism,

sympathetically aligned works by female sculptors weïe evaluated primarily on

the basis of their support of that agenda and their technical merits. Nevertheless,

they were not wholly exempted from gender bias as the contradictory reviews of

Hill's work indicate.

In addition to being aware of the differential critical codes applied to the

work of the female sculptors, it is useful to note how much attention they

received from reviewers. Their work was acknowledged with an impressive

regularity, however briefly and guardedly. Even the Athenaerrmrs reports on the

sculpture gallery at the RA or BI often make short but reasonably favourable

mentions of work by Durant, Thornycroft, Grant and Hil1.40 Taking into

consideration the tendency to undervalue women's art the very fact of their

inclusion in exhibition notices and art gossip columns may be seen as a testimony

to their skill.

To this rather back-handed way of imputing success may be added the

evidence of other indicators of renown. The three London-based sculptors

received royal favour in the form of repeat commissions and invitations to fill
special roles such as instructingroyal children or representing British art at the

Paris Exhibition (1879).41 All four women won at least one major public

commission each, with Grant and Hill claiming a series of them. In addition to

positive mentions in art gossip columns, the women were individualiy featured
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in celebrity profiles, contemporary dictionaries of famous people, books

showcasing British sculpture and extensive obituary notices.a2 Some sense of

popular interest in the careers of Thornycroft and Hill is betokened by a written

request for Hill's autograph and the inclusion of Thornycroft's photograph in a

private coliection of portrait cartes.a3

An evaluation of the critical success of each of the women must also be

tempered by the recognition they received from the colleagues and institutions

discussed at the outset of this chapter. Visual representations of the women by

other sculptors and painters may be taken as additional professional tributes.

Carpenter's portrait of Durant and Wirgman's depiction of Thornycroft

modelling her statue of Princess Louise have been noted (see above). Mrs. A.

Melville also painted Thornycroft with her bust of Princess Alice, and Alyce

Thornycroft sculpted a portrait of her mother.aa A male sculptor, D.W.

Stevenson, exhibited a "statuette of Mrs. Hill standing by a bust of her husband"

at the RSA in 1869. It is less remarkable that Grant sat to her assistant for a bust;

however, if shown in a respected exhibition it may have generated some

desirable publicity.as

What positions within the spectrum of nineteenth-century British

sculpture did the four women occupy? To answer this question we will take a

brief look at the style and execution of a few pieces representative of the mature

oeuvre of each. Like their male counterparts, the female sculptors tended to

reflect the style of those who trained them, with modifications born of the

changing times. Thornycroft drew upon Gibson's neoclassical idiom but infused

it with a graceful hint of realism evident in the skipping Girl ¿nd A Yo,rng



cricketpr (1,869). One of her eulogists made the exaggerated claim that

Thornycroft displayed

great originality and a strong desire to avoid . . . slavish copying of
the antique. . . . As time wore on, she almost more than any of her
contemporaries, showed that feeling for realism and constant
reference to nature which is the distinguishing feature of the
modern school of English sculpture. in this she was, no doubt, in
advance of her time.a6

However, this is more a case of overstatement than outright fabrication. F.G.

Stephens commented that "she knew where to draw the line between realism of

an unchastened sort and the great art of sculpture proper which refuses to be

realistic," and allowed that she occupied an intermediate position between rigid

devotion to the antique and thoroughgoing adoption of the realist mode of New

Sculpture. Although it is inaccurate to place her at the vanguard of stylistic

innovation, her work may be said to stand on the brink of the new trend. J.

Beavington Atkinson's review of her portrayals of the "young princes [in] the

"guise of The Hunter and Thp Fishprrnan" remarked the "tendings of picturesque

naturalism" in the works.aT Thornycroft incorporated an expanded range of

subject matter in her ideal figures, such as the Yolng Crickptpr, and utilized

contemporary costume in her portraits, notably the Highland dress of the

Hardwickeboy, thereby distancing herseif from the strictly antique code

pursued by Gibson. Perhaps her main contribution to the development of a

rnodern idiom was in the training and advice she gave to Hamo who became a

central figure in the New Sculpture movement.

Amelia Paton Hill's work strongly reflects her status as a leading member
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of an emergent Scottish nationalist school. The overwhelming majority of her

portraits are of Scots--living and dead, famous and titled--and her ideal works

represent figures from Scottish legend and literature. Although some of her

portraits were criticized for being too studied and massive, her ability to

combine likeness, character and finesse of handling improved over time.as The

bronze statue sf Lir¡ingsronp (I11. 8) represents the zenith of her career. It exhibits

an easy naturalism of form and costume and a sympathetic iikeness of the man.

Accoutered with pistol, Bible, haversack and sextant, the explorer is vigorously

and robustly modelled and poised to move forward after a brief reconnaissance

of the terrain. A simiiar use of naturalistic detail and expression to convey

personality is noted in her statuette of Burns--qualities which were unfortunately

lost when it was rendered in full sizeby an insensitive carver (see above).ae Had

it been cast in bronze instead it may have more successfully embodied the fluid

fusion of form and material that characterized the New Sculpture. Certainly the

Livingstone monument represents a step in that direction.

Mary Grant was said to be distinguished by her use of a "Renaissance

style" which probably referred to the early Renaissance or late Medieval period

to which the Pre-Raphaelites looked for inspiration. Although she was not a

member of that coterie, examples of her work, such as the relief portrait 6f Henr)¡

Far¡¡cptt (1886) (I11. 9) and an earlier medallion sf Georgiana Moncreiffe, Cnuntess

Dtrlle)¡ (1,862), have much in common with the work of Pre-Raphaelite sculptor

Alexander Munro. A further indicator of her stylistic affinity with Pre-

Raphaelitism was the invitation she received to copy the bust of Tennyson by

Woolner, who was an original member of the brotherhood.so Her monumental



works hark back to quattrocento forms; the reredos for St. Mary's Cathedral,

Edinburgh (Ill. 10) bears stylistic echoes of Ghiberti's Gates of Pa.acliso (1,425-52)

reliefs. Yet, although she drew upol1 the past, she showed herself ready to accept

modernist developments by her unapologetic use of contemporary costume and

naturalistic features such as incised pupils in the eyes of her later portraits (see,

for example, the reliefs sf Hpru)¡ trrqkjnp (1,879) ¿nd llpan Stanle)¡ (1882)). Her

bust of I acl)z Arrgr.rcta--Çfarìlp)¡ that was presented to the Dean by his friends was

deemed "a singularly unconventional work" much praised by French critics at

the Paris Exhibition (1878).s1 However, her oeuvre in general cannot be said to

represent the cutting edge of nineteenth-century sculptural style.

Durant adopted particular aspects of the style of her sculpting master,

Triqueti, who was "officially considered the leading Romantic sculptor" of the

July Monarchy in France.s2 However, it is likely that her initial training in Rome

is the major infiuence seen in some early examples of her oeuvre such as the

medallion of George C'ote (i11. 1,L), the bust 6f Han'riet Bppchp¡ Stor¡¡e, and the

statue of the Faithful Shephercless. These demonstrate a neoclassical handling of

her subjects, but it is a softened classicism having more in common with

Flaxman's lyrical line than with Thorwaidsen's severity. Consequently, there is

no abrupt disjunction of form between her earlier sculpture and her mature

work. Later pieces, such as the Albert Memorial portraits (1,866-69), reflect

Triqueti's influence in the use of polychrome marble inlay (tarsia) and attention

to surface handling.

The medallions were not well-received by The Ti¡nes, which flatly stated

that "[w]e cannot congratulate Miss Durrant [si,c] on having triumphed over the



difficulties of portraiture in relief in her series of the Royal Family (I11.1.2),

excellent as the likenesses may be."s3 F{owever, given the immense pressure to

please the grieving Queen, who was deeply involved in the detaiis of the

commission, it is unwise to assume that the portraits were strictly representative

of Durant's style and compositional skill.sa

By contrast, and perhaps in response to criticism, her high relief portrait of

Nina Lelunann (1,871) (I11. 13) more than triumphs over the constraints of the

genre. Nina, a child of ten or eleven, is shown leaning out of an open casemenU

her abundant hair cascading over the window sill infuses the work with a

dynamism completely lacking in the royal medallions. Tarsia work flowers in

yellow and green follow the arch of the window frame above her head,

culminating in an embedded orb of bright bluejohn stone. The purely decorative

elements of the Windsor medallions are here utilized to present a fully integrated

image.ss This experiment in polychromy both borrowed from Triqueti's tarsia

murals and anticipated later works of George Frampton and Alfred Gilbert (fl.

1884-c.1930), two exponents of the New Sculpture movement noted for their

imaginative use of multi-coloured stone and mixed media. There are few

examples of comparable work before 1871,. Munro's high relief sf Frza Brrrler

r.r¡irh T ive Dorze (c.1,864), in which the wings of the bird overlap the green marble

surrounding the white medallion, predates the Nina I elunann by seven years

but its use of colour is iimited.s6 Durant's untimely death curtailed what appears

to have been a promising contribution to a new direction in British sculpture.

As this brief discussion demonstrates, the work of the four female

sculptors was representative of the broad stylistic cross-currents of their era.



Perhaps to spare themselves the type of attack Marcello came under they

produced uncontroversial sculptures that were in step with the changing times.

Later pieces by all four women exhibit experimentation with the naturalístic

elements and, for Durant, polychromy that characterized the New Sculpture.

Durant's work alone could be described as ground-breaking, although not

unprecedented. From what is known of their work, either in the form of critical

commentary or the actual objects themselves, it is safe to say that their historical

marginalizationwas not a result of resistance to changing aesthetic values or

disruptive avant-garde-ism.

If the women did not produce clumsy and inappropriate sculpture, why

have they been forgotten? Returning to the Langs' study we read that although

reputation "inevitably rests in some way or manner on the products that [artists]

produce . . . this linkage . . . can be indirect and is certainly influenced by existing

opportunities and prevailing taste, both of which are eminently social and have

little to do with characteristics intrinsic to the art objects themselves."sT Victorian

taste in art was affected to a considerable extent by reviews in the periodical

press. The frequently patronizing treatment meted out by the art critics, whether

they were praising or condemning a particular piece, conveyed the message to

the public that women sculptors could not hope to be better than second-rate

artists precisely because they were female. Those writers who rejected this

assumption had the difficult task of supplanting the gender conventions and

preconceptions embedded in Victorian culture with a moïe egalitarian code.ss

Although the sculpting women achieved a certain arnount of renown during

their careers, it was primarily predicated on their exceptional professional
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position rather tl'ran grounded in the art they produced. Thus, the tangible

legacy they left behind was forgotten after the novelty of their existence faded.

The recognition that they received from individuai colleagues also proved

evanescent because it was not acknowledged at an institutional level. An
additional shroud of obscurity fell upon them in the form of the scholarly

clistaste for Victorian art that prevailed for nearly two thirds of the twentieth
century.se Consequently, until recent times their sculpture clid not occupy a
place in the discourse of art history even though it can be found in the public
spaces of British cities.

The present chapter has been concerned with the public perception of the

female sculptors as mediated by members of the Victorian art world. In the next,

we will consider public opinion as reflected in and shaped by the works of
predominantly non-specialist writers. Literary portrayals of female sculptors

and presentations by social commentators on the propriety of sculpting as a

career for women comprise the primaïy resour-ces to be examined. Thus, the

focus will turn away from questions of artistic reputation (whether women could

sculpt) to issues of social suitability (whether women should be encouraged to

sculpt).
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CHAPTER 6

HOYDENS OR HEROINES?

LITERARY PORTRAYALS OF FEMALE SCULPTORS

As female sculptors represented a tiny fraction of the middle-class population of

Victorian Britain, it is remarkable that they figured with some frequency in an

array of literary works across the century. They were presented in various

guises, reflecting the differing purposes of the writers who invoked them and the

changing social concerns of the period. Although much that was written about

them was intended to shape public opinion, in order to succeed it also had to

resonate with readers' assumptions or concerns. Likewise, the mise-en-scène

and motives of fictional characters had to be sufficiently recognizable and

appealing to convince ordinary readers to purchase the next instalment of the

novel. Thus, how the sculpting women were portrayed in a selection of works

drawn from such disparate genres as polemical essays, poefty, novels, and

rnagazines for girls and women can provide us with clues about the reading

public's perceptions of them.

Were the women who pursued this unlikely career seen to be hoydens or

heroines? Were they labelled as rebels, aberrations, dreamers, serious cultural

producers, exernplars, or some combination of these categories? This chapter

will address these questions by looking at relevant examples from three kinds of

literature: the debate on women's employment, fiction, and advice literature.
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Attention will be given to variations in the representation of female sculptors

over time, in relation to particular social conceïns, and as reflective of individual

authors' agendas.

THE DEBATE ON WOMEN'S EMPLOYMENT

Kindted in 1851 by census figures showing an imbaiance between the

number of men and women of marriageable age (see chapter 3), the debate over

suitable employment for middle-class women was waged in the periodical press

with particular fervour from the 1850s through the 1870s. Partly due to its

genteel associations and partly because it was a growth industry, art was

frequently proposed as an acceptable means of earning an income. However,

just what was meant by art varied widely, subsuming everything from the

industrial arts of china painting, colouring stereoscopic drawings, and wood

engraving to the fine arts of oil and water colour painting and sculpture.l While

most articles that urged careers in art enumerated drawing and painting along

with various branches of handicraft, sculpting was often omitted. Some

publications, such as the Maga-ine of Art, further narrowed the field by

declaring women innately unsuited to the fine arts, steering them instead to

work in the decorative industries.2

Those writers who nominated scuipting as a viable occupation tended to

hold somewhat unorthodox views on women's capabilities and rightful status.

Ernst Guhl's preliminary volume on women artists, which received extensive

comment in the Wpq,trninster Rer¡ieü¡ (1858), challenged conventional

assumptions that women were second-rate artists by nature, citing the successes



of sculptors Sabina von Steinbach and Elisabetta Sirani as evidence to the

contrary. To this list the reviewer added A.S. Damer as the British equivalent.

Each of these women was commended as an exemplar of both artistic

achievement and domestic virtue; indeed, Steinbach's work was said to embody

"all that is beautiful and superhuman in the sculpture of the Middle-Ages." The

review concluded that Guhl approved "[t]he serious and sustained cultivation of

[painting and sculpting] by woman . . . as one of the most promising indications

of the present age. .. . [and rejoiced] that the sphere of her activity is enlarged

and enlargi.g."t

A paper presented by one Dr. Zerffí to the Victoria Discussion Society

championed women's induction into the sculpting profession even if genius

normally eluded them.a The usual catalogue of female predecessors was

augmented by the sculpting performances of Princesses Marie d'Orléans and

Louise of Britain, and the superlative Harriet Hosmer. In addition to obtaining

satisfying employment, Zerf.fi averred that female recruits to the visual arts

would infuse the languishing British school with renewed vigour, spurring their

male counterparts to produce better work. Emily Faithfull's report on the

presentation tempered the doctor's high-flown rhetoric with the observation that

given better training and release from domestic duties women would exhibit

genius as well. Jþs Victoria Magazinp and the eponymous discussion society

were founded by women's rights activists devoted to the promotion of women's

employment.

Another well-known feminist, Frances Power Cobbe, wrote an extensive

apologia for fernale sculptors in her article "What Shall We Do With Our Old
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Maids?" (1862). Desiring to lay to rest the prevalent assumption that women did

not possess "any creative artistic power," Cobbe proposed the practice of

sculpting as "the sharpest test to which the question of woman's genius can be

put." She presented it as the ultimate form of creative expression, being

analogous to the work of the Divine Creator who moulded human beings out of

clay. Therefore, if women were found to be capable of achieving the high

standard of "both creative power and scientific skill" demanded by the plastic art

they could truly claim to be artists. As evidence that this indeed was possible

Cobbe paid homage to the þan-oilrc by Marie d'Orléans and Hosmer's

Tenobia. She also confronted the stereotype that would confine women's

sculpture to insipid "feminine" forms and subjects, likening it to the Chinese

practice of foot-binding, and appealed for an enlightened recognition that

strength could have a womanly dimension. Cobbe's portrayal of female

sculptors rejected the image of the delicate domestic angel and replaced it with a

robustly creative figure exhibiting "all the charms of youthful womanhood" and

the divine spark of genius.s Undoubtedly her close companionship with amateur

sculptor Mary Lloyd and her friendships with Hosmer and Durant informed this

representation.

Bessie Rayner Parkes's volume 6f trssa)¡q on Wnmanrs Work" (1865)

attributed the paucity of female sculptors to the difficulties posed by "cumbrous"

materials and the rarity of opportunities. As if obsessed by numbers, she

devoted little space to praising those who had attained professional success,

naming Durant, Hosmer, Thornycroft and Fauveau simply to illustrate how

small was their company. Her greatest concern was that the sculptors and
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painters did their utmost to achieve "that recognízed position which is necessary

. . . if they are to stimulate others and to clear a new and beautiful field of labour

for women."6 Thus, it was primarily as pioneering role models that Parkes

depicted the female sculptors.

A recurring tlleme among these articles is the question of genius.

Conventional wisdom decreed that men possessed the creative impulse and

women provided the inspiration for that creativity. Only in exceptional cases

were women endowed with the masculine ability. This issue was hotiy contested

in the art world not solely because genius was the hallmark of the great sculptor

or painter but because it was that which dignified fine art above artisanai labour

or dilettantism. Serious female artists were anxious to avoid both of the latter

designations. The writers discussed here represent a partial selection of the

range of opinion on the subject. Zerffi, though corclial to women artists, was

unable to ascribe artistic genius to them. Guhl reserved judgement on the

question until all the advantages afforded men were granted to women artists.

Cobbe and Faithfull maintained that it was not due to any inherent lack that

women seldom achieved artistic greatness but rather because their opportunities

were limited.

Whatever position they occupied on the issue of creative endowment, the

writers in this sample saw sculpting as a viabie career option for middle-class

spinsters. Cobbe alone addressed the potential concern that by becoming

professional sculptors young women would compromise their femininity. Her

answet: was to expand the definition of womaniiness to encompass the strength

and imagination required to excel at the "noblest of the atts."7
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FICTION

\Mhile the debates carried in the periodical press had a considerable

influence on the more educated sectors of society, it was to fiction that the

majority of the populace turned for exploration of and commentary on

contemporary social issues. A further understanding of how the female

sculptors were perceived can be gained by looking at how they were represented

in popular fiction. The materials to be considered in this section are all works of

the imagination: one is a poem, another a play and the remainder are novels.

An important question to ask before engaging in a discussion of

individual works is whether imaginative literature bore much resemblance to the

social realities of the period. Victorian sources indicate that by the middle of the

century most novels were set in the present day and dealt with an array of

current concerns. Writing in1862, P.G. Hamerton noted that "by their love of

truth our novelists are driven to register the manners of their own time. . . .

[making] it possible for our descendants to live over again in the England . . . of

today."s Three years earlier David Masson remarked on the emergence of a new

sub-genre, the "Novel of Purpose," which explored such timely topics as:

Chartism, Socialism, etc. in the sphere of secular politics, and Anglo-
Catholicism, Evangelicism [*ic], Broad Church, etc. in the sphere of
ecclesiastical opinion; we have also had novels in which the
doctrines distinguished by these and other names have been either
inculcated, or satfuized and reprobated, separately or jointly . . .

Christian Socialist novels, Temperance novels, Women's Rights
novels, etc."9



More recently, Richard Altick has demonstrated cogentiy how the Victorian

mpntalité was manifest in novels through the use of what he terms "topicalities,"

that is references to events, places, people, and objects that were present in the

public consciousness. He argues that because novels were first published in

serial form authors could incorporate current events as they arose, expunging

those that had waned in importance at the time of publication as a volume.

Novels were not only extremely topical, many also had a quasi-documentary

tone due to their inclusion of factual information gleaned from various sources

such as the Parliamentary blue-books.io

Imaginative literature served as a vehicle for confronting and

accoTïunodating the massive changes that occurred throughout the century.ll As

the quote from Masson indicates, nearly every social and political development

in the Victorian era became fodder for fiction writers who chose to satirize,

condemn, or commend certain attitudes andf or courses of action for the

instruction and entertainment of their readers. Several types of novel, reflecting

particular issues, came into being and various themes, which cut across those

issues, emerged. Most of the works featuring female sculptors addressed the

multifaceted issue of the changing role of women and participated in the broader

theme of the artist as hero/heroine. Therefore, how these women were

portrayed depended upon an interaction between the particular social

circumstances at the time of writing, the cultural myths pertaining to both artists

and womanhood, and the author's purposes and personal convictions.

Preparatory to an examination of specific works, it will be heipful to

consider briefly the figure of the artist in Victorian fiction. Bo Jeffares presents



the case that "an artist, such as a painter or sculptor, was an extremely popular

figure in nineteenth-century fiction." As an embodiment of the romantic myth of

the suffering genius andf or Bohemian outcast the artist provided a refreshing

contrast to the stuitifying regimentation and utilitarian ethos of the industrial

age; the feminine version of the artist represented radical independence from

domesticity. Yet these heroes/heroines were not rnerely the products of

romantic imagination. Jeffares posits a strong link between the fictional artist

and real life asserting that various writers were either themselves artisrpq

rnanc+réq or admiring acquaintances of painters or sculptors. This was certainly

the case with the creators of roughly half of the fiction involving female

sculptors. Veristic details, such as art historical references, descriptions of studio

life, and the commingling of the names of actual artists with those of the fictive

characters invested their portrayals with a sense of authenticity.l2 Not

surprisingly, most of the literature featuring women artists was meant not only

to entertain but also to seÍve a didactic purpose.

Certain distinctions are notable between the depictions of female artists

and their male counterparts. As in life, fictional women's artistic efforts were

often restricted to socially approved media, such as water colour painting, and

hampered by technical insufficiency or conflicting demands upon their time.

Grace Stewart's work on the mythological underpinnings of the figure of the

artist as heroine identifies a fundamental difference between the traditions that

apply to the male artist and those of the female. \Alhereas experientially

mediated self-fuifilment or preoccupied solitariness characterize the male artist,

these traditions are in direct conflict with the conception of woman as a social



being engaged in service to others. Consequently, a fictional female painter or

sculptor is ultimately forced to choose between being a selfless (maternal)

heroine or an unfettered self-expressive artist.13

In her study of women working in indusky and the professions between

1.832 and 1850, Wanda Fraiken Neff claims that novelists did not make any of

their heroines artists. Although there are a few examples to the contrary--

women earn their income by painting in Anne Brontë's Tenant of Wilclfell Hall

(1848) and Dinah Mulock Craik's olirze (1850)--it was not until after mid-century

that the figure of the female artist became more prevalent in literature.la

Sculpting women appeared as early as1828, in Felicia Hemans's poem

"Properzia Rossi," but this seems to be an isolated example not to be duplicated

until 1856 with the publication sf Calliqta by John Henry Newman. The

remaining decades of the century were each marked by one work with a female

sculptor at its centre, excepting the 1870s when the number rose dramatically to

four or five.ls This publishing pattern generally coincides with the debate on

women's employment and, more significantly, peaks in the decade following the

women's petition to the Royal Academicians (1859) and the admission of female

students to the RA Schools (1861). It is also noteworthy that during the 1850s

and 1860s Durant and Thornycroft figured prominently in major art publications,

such as the Art lot'rnal and S.C. Hall's The Galler)¡ of Modern Scrrlpture (1854),

which highlighted their work for the Queen and other successes. In combination

these circumstances likely inspired authors to create sculpting heroines.

While the works selected for evaluation probably do not comprise an

exhaustive list of Victorian fiction involving female sculptors, they do represent a



range of differing viewpoints. Most are the lesser-known products of successful

authors, some of whom continue to be read today. We will consider how the

scuiptor in each piece was portrayed, how that representation related to current

social circumstances and the personal agendas of the author, and how the work

was received. They will be assessed in roughly chronological order of

publication.

Although Felicia Hemans died in 1835, her works were reprinted and

continued to be read up to the end of the century. "Properzia Rossi," a poem

based on a legendary event in the life of the successful sixteenth-century

Bolognese sculptor, appeared in a collection entitled The Recorclq of Wnman

which was said to "illustrate the depths of woman's heroism, constanc/, and

tenderness."16 Prefaced by an explanation that the sculptor "died in consequence

of an unrequited attachment," it recounts Rossi's last futile attempt to kindle the

affection of the man she adored by sculpting an exquisite marble relief of the

love-lorn Ariadne to speak on her behalf. Sadly she realizes that this mute

supplicant has no power to persuade and she laments her vain decision to

cultivate her "soul's lofty gifts" of artistic genius in pursuit of the "worthless

fame! / That In lris bosom wins not for my name / the abiding place it asked!"17

Fame and happiness form the primary pair in a series of interlocking

contrasts--dream and reality, pricleful independence and matrimonial

cooperation, creative genius and childbearing--which are woven throughout the

five stanzas of highly sentimentalized verse. Rossi vacillates between the

opposing choices, even briefly entertaining the hope that she can strike a

compromise.ls Allusions to the biblical accounts of the creation of woman and



the fail are employed to convey her rebellion against the ordained order.

Deluded by her creative imagination into believing that she might win her

beloved with a marble image she exclaims "I shall not perish alll" echoing the

words of the serpent in Genesis, "You will not surely die!" Yet when she

confronts the sterile form to which her chisel has given birth she wails "But I

have been /Too much alone!" acknowledging the validity of the statement, "It is

not good for the man to be alone," which directly anticipates the creation of

Eve.le The sculptor is made to warn readers that artistic aspirations are but a

"wild fitful song,r' a maverick impulse that cannot satisfy the in-built longing for

a husband and a home--the lack of which hastens Rossi to her death.20

Such admonitions notwithstanding, Hemans appears to have been

fascinated by the figure of the highly successful female artist. In a tribute poem,

"Corinne at the Capital," she applauds the superlative talents of Mme de Staël's

heroine yet judges her to be flawed because she too privileged fame over humble

domesticity.2l There is some indication that these pieces evinced the poet's own

struggle with the conflicting attractions and demands of professional and

domestic life as she supported herself and five sons following the failure of her

marriage. She was reported to say that there was "more of herself to be found" in

"Properzia Rossi" than in her preceding works.22 However, rather than

encouraging her readers to make their own accommodations between home and

career, she portrayed the life of a sculptor as antithetical to domestic happiness.

Recnrds nf \y'y'oman received Some positive reviews during the poet's

lifetime and even long after her death. When first published it was praised by

Francis ieffrey of the Liberal-identified trclinhurgh Rer¡ipr,r¡. In1,847 Georqe
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Gilfilian ef Tait'q trdi¡h'rgh Magazine declared that "[t]he genius of Mrs.

Hemans was as pure and feminine in its impulses as in its outpourings . . . .

Sympathy, not fame, was the desire of her being." By contrast, Cobbe and

Palgrave had littie taste for her work in general, respectively characterizing it as

"stamped with the . . . impress of feebleness and prettiness" and floridty

sentimental.23

John Henry Newman's historical novel, Callista: A Talp nf thp Thircl

Centur)/ (1856), was begun three years after his induction into the Church of

Rome (1845) but was not completed until 1856 when it was published

anonymously. Set in Africa under Roman Imperial rule, the story traces the

conversion to Christianity of a young Greek woman who worked alongside her

brother "carving, painting or gilding the [cultic images required by] the

established religion."24 Newman invested his heroine with impressive qualities.

In addition to possessing artistic skills Callista was "a literate or blue-stocking.

She had never indeed worn the philosophic pallium . . . but there was no reason

why she should not do so. [She was known as] a lady of singular genius and

attainments."2s Such brilliance was too wonderful to last. Having embraced the

Christian faith, the image-maker refused to worship her handiwork and was

executed by the Romans. The narrative concludes on a triumphal note: "A Greek

had come to Africa to embellish the shrines of heathenism, to minister to the

usurpation of the evil one, and to strengthen the old ties which connected genius

with sin; and she had suddenly found salvation."26

Newtnan's intended audience were the Roman Catholic residents of the

United Kingdom. In the person of Callista, his readers encounter a heroine who
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is both thoroughly Other and possessed of admirable qualities. She is a

sojourner in a foreign land which is itself occupied by an alien power. As a

sculptor and a woman of superior intellect and education she is exceptional2T

Whilst wise in philosophy she lacks spiritual light and lives under the thrall of a

state religion. Although no direct correspondence with the character is possible,

Catholic readers would have found much with which to identify in her

circumstances.

Newman's decision to make his image-maker female may have hinged

upon the sense of role incompatibility it would conjure up in the readers' minds,

rendering her a more exotic figure. However, it is not the propriety of Callista's

sculpting career, per se, that is at issue. Rather, it is her occupational

contravention of the biblical injunction against the making and worshipping of

idols that is problematic.2s She is a pagan seeker after truth, an individual

increasingly at odds with the religion that she serves through her work and her

cultic activity but equally uneasy with the claims of the new faith to which she is

exposed. Ian Ker's biography of Newman remarks the parallels between

Callista's conversion and Newman's adoption of Roman Catholicism.2e

it is noteworthy that Newman endowed a heroine with some of his own

experiences. In so doing, he perhaps gave tacit expression to his positive regard

for women's capacities and rights. Elsewhere he voiced his support more

directly. While still a Protestant he spoke out against "the scoffing spirit in which

[his denomination] . . . set itself against institutions [religious orders] which give

dignity and independence to the position of women in society." He opposed the

double standard that admitted only rrrr¡irfuotrs womel1"' to membership of the
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Tamworth Reading-room "while bad rnpn are admitted" without scruple. In 1884

he remarked, "It is one of the best points of this unhappy age, that it has made so

many openings for the activity of women."30

Although the novel was positively received, Newman was disappointed

with the treatment it got from its intended audience. He had conceived it as "an

attempt to imagine and express from a Catholic point of view, the feelings and

mutual relations of Christians and heathens at the period to which it belongs."

Some years after its publication he commented, "I don't think Catholics have ever

done justice to the book; they read it as a mere story book--and I think

Protestants are more likely to gain something from it.rr3i

The Marhle Farrn nr rhp Rornance of Montp Bprri (1860) by Nathaniel

Hawthorne does not have a sculpting heroine.32 However, the two female

painters (Hilda and Miriam) in this gothic romance were inspired by sculptors

Harriet Hosmer and Louisa Lander, both of whom Hawthorne met during the

year he spent in Rome as part of a sizeable expatriate community of writers and

artists. Direct and oblique references to the female sculptors may be found

throughout the book. Both of the painters, the male sculptor (Kenyon), and even

the so-called faun (a hybrid creature not unlike Hawthorne's estimate of Hosmer)

exhibit elements of the lives of these women.33 Hosmer is identified in the

preface as the originator of the "noble statue of Zenobía" which Hawthorne

would have appropriated for the oeuvre of his hero "were he capable of stealing

from a lady.rt3a There is a complimentary reference to "Harriet Hosmer's clasped

hands of Browning and his wife" and an allusion to her figure 6f Beatrice Cpnci

(1856) in the text.3s
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Lander is nowhere named, having been accused of improper behaviour

and ostracized Írom expatriate society sometime after Hawthorne's sittings for a

portrait bust in 1858. F{owever, the description of Kenyon's sfudio is based upon

the author's observation of Lander's work space. More remarkably, his initial

impression of her was transposed from his notebook onto the character of Hilda,

the American copyist of Old Master paintings. Lander was described as "living

in almost perfect independence . . . yet acting with quietness and simplicity, and

keeping . . . within a homely line of right."36 Hawthorne further idealized Hilda

and approved her occupational emancipation for others provided they adopted a

like demeanour. Thus she became

an example of the freedom of life which it is possible for a female
artist to enjoy at Rome. She dwelt . . . all alone, perfectly
independent . . . doing what she liked, without a suspicion or a
shadow upon the snowy whiteness of her fame. The customs of
artist-life bestow such liberty upon the sex, which is elsewhere
restricted within so much narrower limits; and it is perhaps an
indication that whenever we admit woman to a wider scope of
pursuits and professions, we must also remove the shackles of our
present rules, which would then become an insufficient restraint on
either maid or wife. The system seems to work unexceptionably in
Rome; and in many other cases as in Hilda's, purity of heart and life
are allowed to assert themselves, and to be their proof and
security.3T

The passage also appears to echo Elizabeth Barrett Browning's remark that

Hosmer "emancipates the eccentric life of a perfectly 'emancipated female'from

all shadow of blame by the purity of her's," although there is a hint of unease in

Hawthorne's words.3B Hilda's pellucid nature is contrasted with that of Miriam,

a tempestuous painter of original works, who bears a mysterious similarity to a

portrait of Beatrice Cenci, attributed to Guido Reni, wirich Hosmer drew upon
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for her sculpture of the same name.3e

Given Hawthorne's use of Hosmer and Lander as sources for his

characters why did he not create a sculpting heroine? A clue may be found in his

depictions of Hilda and Miriam. Despite his apparently enlightened comments

on the admission of women to a "wider scope of pursuits and professions," he is

loath to meddle with the "conventional rules." His description of Miriam in her

studio emphasizes domesticity over emancipation. "The artist was not just then

at her easel, but was busy with the feminine task of mending a pair of gloves.

There is something extremely pleasant . . . in this pecuiiarity of needlework,

distinguishing women from men . . . however gifted with intellect or genius."a0

Although he was fascinated witl'r the sculpting women he had met, there was a

tinge of danger in their lack of "household ties." Moreover, he believed that

sculpting attracted greater public attention than painting. For Hawthorne it was

more satisfying to portray them as painters--an occupation that was more easily

associated with genteel domesticity.al

Indeed, for all his talk of emancipated womanhood, Hawthorne was

deeply ambivaient about professional women. In a churlish note to his publisher

he condemned "all women authors [as] feeble and tiresome."42 As an author, he

undercut the professional opportunities of his heroines. Hilda's vaunted

freedom was largely illusory; as a copyist she occupied the most subservient

status among artists, producing creditable likenesses of other people's work but

never venturing to paint an original composition. Likewise, the passionate

creativity of Miriam was curtailed when she became implicated in the murder of

a deranged model who had been stalking her.
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How aware was the reading public that the heroines of the Romance were

based on female sculptors? Certainly the close-knit expatriate community would

have learned from Hawthorne himself. From there the information would have

spread by word-of-mouth to contacts at home. Although Lander was relatively

unknown outside of Rome, Flosmer's name was readiiy recognizedinBritain

where þg¡ Beafricp cpnci had been advantageously displayed at the RA four

years earlier.a3 Those readers who did not find out via gossip would have

deduced her influence from the overt references to her in the novel. A letter

from A.H. Layard to Hosmer demonstrates the type of speculation engaged in by

readers.

I have been recently reading [The M.rbl" Fu"r']. . . . [and] of course
concluded that you were the heroine [Miriam],--but I cannot believe
that you ever threw a gentleman over the Tarpeian Rock! . . . as to
the other lady,I could not fancy you with doves and a pet
Madonna,--so I gave up all attempts at further identification.aa

The critical reception of the novel was mixed. Ralph Waldo Emerson

declared it "mere mush," whiie Thp Tirnes gave it the dubious distinction of being

"worth all the guide-books we ever met." Nonetheless, in the first yeal, alone, it

sold more copies than did any of his other novels during his lifetime. Many

readers adopted it as a guide to the sights of Rome prompting publishers to

produce special illustrated editions for travellers, presumably including the

addresses of actual artists' studios.as The women sculptors had widely differing

resPonses. Hosmer, who was not impressed with Hawthorne's art criticism, did

enjoy the novel for its depictions of Italy for "perfection of writing, beauty of

thought, and for the perfect combination of nature, art and poetry" although she
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found the plot very weak. Anne Whitney, an avowedly feminist sculptor, told a

friend that she was "trying hard to read" The ì\¡larhle Farrn which she found to be

a "detestable book."a6

Louisa May Alcott was an energetic proponent of certain of the women's

rights movements that took shape in the 1860s. In her novels she especially

asserted the right of women from the middle classes to enter into paid

employment as a means of achieving financial independence and helping others.

Two of her works, An Olcl-Fachionerl Girl (1870) and an unfinished, untitled

novella about two artists, Diana and Persis (1879), give a glimpse into the lives of

female sculptors.aT

In the first of these stories Alcott compares the lives of Polly, an

impoverished but cheerful young gentlewoman who supports herself by giving

piano lessons, and her friend Fanny, the jaded daughter of a wealthy famiiy. The

earnest Polly contrives to rescue Fanny from her ennui by introducing her to an

affay of women whose vibrant devotion to their work and each other irresistibly

convinces her to broaden her horizons. One of these compelling individuals is a

female sculptor (Rebecca) whom they encounter at work on a "great clay figure"

representing the artistrs "idea of the coming woman." The ensuing discussion

about the attributes of such a figure raises and dispatches most of the standard

arguments used against women's emancipation and interposes the blend of

domestic virtue and robust self-reliance that Alcott advocated in T ittle Wompn

(1869). The needle, pen, palette, broom and ballot-box to be arrayed at the

statue's feet are clear indications of the author's vision for women.48

Rebecca herself is endowed with the "strong-minded, strong-hearted,
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strong-souled, and strong-bodied" autonomy that Alcott promoted to her young

female readers. Although her published diaries and letters make no mention of

Harriet Hosmer, there is a distinct resemblance between the "strong face, keen

eyes, [and] short curly hair" of the fictive sculptor and photographs of Hosmer.

The clay figure may also be a reference to þs1 Tenolria which was displayed in

Boston and several other American cities in1864. Nathaniel Parker Willis's

comment that the statue was a foreshadowing of the ideal woman of the future

comes close to the words uttered by Alcott's character.ae Rebecca's rejection of a

suggestion to make l-rer model a queen, because "the kingdom given them isn't

worth ruling," likely referred to Ruskin's poem, "of eueen's Gardens" (1g65), but

also might allude to the Queen of Palmyra's shackles. Whether the sculptor and

the author evet met, either in Europe during Alcott's tour of 1865-66 or in their

native Massachusetts, their shared interest in women's work and women,s

suffrage would have rendered Hosmer a logical source of inspiration for the

figure of Rebecca.so

The story of Diana and Persis has a similarly polemical purpose. Based on

Alcott's sister May's experiences as an art student, it gives a snapshot of the

difficulties faced by a sculptor (Diana) and painter (persis) trying to pursue

careers in Paris. Their frustrations witl'r prejudicial treatment due to their

gender, and their anxieties about the potential effect of marriage and

motherhood on their careers are the central features of the narrative. Even ir-r the

relatively tolerant Parisian art world, the women encounter bars to their

education, unhelpful criticism of their works, and condescension from their male

counterparts.5l
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The "marble-hearted" Diana acts as a foil to the effusive Persis cautioning

her friend not to abandon her love of painting in favour of matrimony. This

warning was sadly prescient. May Alcott Nieriker died just seven weeks after

the birth of her first child. While the cause of death (cerebrospinal meningitis)

was not directly related to the delivery, family members interpreted it as a

consequence of maternity.s2 The story was never published but Alcott's

recurrent use of female sculptors in her work is suggestive. Perhaps they most

readily distilled the elements of artistic creativity, independence and

industriousness that Alcott admired. Hosmer was her inspiration again, as

evidenced by the attribution ef Prrck to Diana's oeuvre.

An C)lrT-Fashinned_¡Girl was hugely successful, selling over 40,000 copies

in the first eighteen months. Alcott was gratified to hear from friends abroad

that her "books [were] found every where, especially every railway book stall in

England."s3 The unpretentious charm with which she invested her heroines

permitted her to advocate new roles for women without incurring disapproval.

A reviewey in Thp Granhic gave favourable mention fs Litrle wompn and A¡r

olcl-Fashioned Girl noting that her "characters were more commonplace, more

lifelike, and more varied" than those by other American novelists, but took

exception to the "young heroines--who certainly are ladies in action and

principle"--expressing themselves in un-ladylike language.5a

Ariadnp'Thc stnr)¡ of a nrearn (1,877), by ouida (Louise de la Ramée), is

the tale of Gioja, a young woman in need of a means to support herself following

the death of her artist father. When her talent at rnodelling in clay is reveaied, a

mentor (Crispin) arranges for her to receive training in the studio of a renowned
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sculptor (Maryx). However, this course of action is not taken without

considerable soul-searching on Crispin's part. \¡Vhile Gioja's skill was readily

apparent, he had misgivings about her chances of success: "Marble costs gold,

and sculpting is not for women. Sculpture is always an epic? [si.rc] and what

woman ever has written one?"55

Using this question as a point of departure, Ouida explores the capacity of

her heroine to possess artistic genius and to fulfil its promise in spite of the

tumuituous developments in her life. In heroic fashion Gioja (otherwise referred

to as Ariadne or Nausicaa) surmounts the hurdles placed in her way with some

advice and assistance from Crispin, who sets the adventure in motion by

arranging for Maryx to examine a piece of her work to determine if its

unidentified creator is worthy of instruction. His verdict, "there is genius in it. . .

. i will teach him what I can, though more probably he will only teach me,"

quashes the most damning contemporary argurnent against women's creative

abilities. Other objections to a woman sculpting are voiced by various characters

and dismissed by the narrator. Although agleeing to train her in all aspects of

the profession, Maryx perceives her combination of technical skill and originality

to be aberrant for her sex. His elderly mother decries Gioja's shamelessness in

producing female nudes and urges her to abandon her unnatural career in favour

of conventional marriage and motherhood lest she become as cold as the stone

figures she creates. Critics (her beloved Hilarion among them) disparage her

work by insinuating that its undoubted brilliance is due to the genius of her

sculpting master who either conceived the composition or had a hand in carving

the stone.s6
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Gioja works on unperturbed by these challenges to her occupation, taking

encouragement from Crispin who predicts that she will be as great asProperzia.

Her virtues of patience, diligence, and loyalty are not diminished by the

thoroughgoing sculpting training she receives nor is she demoralized by unfair

criticism. Moreover, when she falls in love with tire fickle Hilarion her genius

does not wane; rather, her productivity intensifies. Too late she discovers that

her trust in him is misplaced and finds herself used and abandoned like Ariadne,

the statue of which tragic heroine Gioja was said to resemble.sT

Although the plot is somewhat sketchy and the emotional tone is highly

strung, Ouida does provide her heroine with reasonable authenticity as a

sculptor. Her background, as the only daughter of a sculptor, is congruent with

the experience of many female artists. The stereotypes which she must overcome

are well articulated as are the defences offered. Most of the details of the

sculpting process are correct except that the role of workmen is greatly down-

played. she dedicated the novel to "mon amie . . . 'Marcello;' Qui a tout le

charme de la femme, a su réunir la force de I'art," from whom she presumably

drew much of the information, adding to it her own experience as rran excellent

[amateur] artist," mainly of drawings.ss However, the more substantial elements

of Gioja's character jar with the trancelike ethereality attributed to her and the

spirit of independence is incongruously eclipsed by her tragic submission to the

will of an unprincipled man.

Ouida was regarded as a flamboyant novelist of minor talent who

invested her female characters with an alarming degree of independence and

passion. She vociferously opposed both the "obscurity and captivity" of the
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domestic ideal and the "vanity-inflated conceits of the crusaders of 'woman's

rights'," preferring a chivalric "golden mean" in which gender difference is

celebrated and women make better use of their own endowments of culture and

influence.se She maintained that aithough some women possessed genius,

neither they nor similarly gifted men "are any criterion for the rest of their sex."

Presumably, her tale of Ariaclne was not to be taken as a prescription for female

readers but merely the story of a dream, as the subtitle claims.

Her sensational romances sold well despite the acerbic critiques she

received. Jþs Woqtmin-qter Rer¡ieu¡ applauded her impartial quest for truth but

rebuked her "predilection f.or bizarre incidents" and the "absence of chasteness."

fþs lVlagazinp of Art condemned her depiction of studio life as "an extraordinary

cornbination of moonlit madness and deadly commonplace, in which [the artist]

is, at best, a mere lay-figure [artist's dummy]."60

Iota (Kathleen Mannington Caffyn) has been variously described as rrone

of the most powerful, if soft-centred, of the New Woman novelists,' and an

avowed anti-feminist. The heroine of her novel Annp Mauleverpr (1899) is

equally difficult to define. Left in genteel poverty at tl're death of her

philanthropic mother, Anne declares her intention to "go to ltaly and be a

sculptor" in fulfilment of an earlier penchant for modelling in clay.61 After six

years spent training in a studio in Florence she encounters a widowed former

sweetheart whom she nurses through the final days of a terminal illness. Upon

his death she is left with two remembrances of him, a posthumous likeness she

sketched in clay and his orphaned child (Julian) whom she adopts. Even as she

carves his father's bust in stone, Anne finds caring for Julian an oneÍous
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responsibiiity: "In an entirely irrational way Julian was coming between her and

her career."62 This realization sets the theme for the rest of the book--it is

impossible to do justice to both motherhood and a profession.

in spite of good intentions and a growing fondness for the boy, the

heroine never succeeds in being more than an "amateur mother" to him. By

contrast, repeated references to Anne's goddess-like proportions, "sculptured

face," and statuesque bearing intimate that she was cut out to be a sculptor. This

is confirmed in the words of her suitor. "Don't you see . . . that you want the

things men do when they are set on a future. . . . You're no hearthstone woman

with the mark of the thimble on her. . . . You must stand aside and aloof from the

fret-saw abominations that warp the souls of half the women going, or you'll

never do the best of which you're capable."63 Finally, in a remarkably

emancipated move Anne entrusts the child to the village priest and bids farewell

to her suitor choosing instead a celibate life that permits her to pursue her career

whoieheartedly.

Iota presents readers with a complex role model. utterly devoid of

maternal skills, she is nevertheless glowingly described as "so ample, so gracious,

so ungrudging . . . a superb example of a celibate by choice."6a Her chief destiny

is not domesticity but the type of life that is more characteristic of men--this

sculpting heroine is a hoyden.

C.M. Yonge's novel l\4agnrrrn Bonrrrn or Mofher l-a¡c)¡'s Rrood (1879)

presents the case for providing young women with a thorough education in

order to equip them for any eventuality. The imperturbable heroine, Carey,

undergoes several dramatic and unanticipated changes in her fortunes between
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childhood and middle age. orphaned as a girl, she was sent to a school for

young ladies where she received training to be a governess. She later married a

surgeon whose friendly involvement with artists awakened in her an interest in

modelling clay. With his help she acquired sufficient training in anatomy "to

make her work superior to that of most women,"6s Shortly after the story opens

she is widowed and left to care for her children with the grudging assistance of

her husband's relatives. Unable to baiance her household accounts Carey

assesses her earning-potential and concludes, "I can model, and I can teach. Was

I not brought up to it?" Thereafter she produces small-scale models depicting

such subjects as the children in Wordsworth's poems, woodland flora, and

dinner-table ornaments which she markets to "a porcelain manufactory, to be

copied in Parian," for a handsome sum.66

Yonge uses the unhappy circumstances in Carey's life to underscore the

economic value of a good education. In addition, she presents the interpersonal

benefits of her heroine's training. Her modelling is described as "the art which

had given her husband so much pleasure," and as a means of amusing her

children. Moreover, the income she earned from it enabled her to perform acts

of charity. Yonge does not neglect to mention the joys of personai fulfilment.

Even when financially secure, Carey took instruction at a studio in Rome, so as to

improve her technique, and visited the art galleries to refine her taste.67

Nonetheless, practicality is the leitmotif running through this novel. Just

as an ornamentai education is rejected in favour of a more substantial

curriculum, there is an implied caution against producing work for the fine art

market. Carey resigned herself to working on uninspiring projects, noting that
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"'pot boilers' had unfortunately much more success than the imaginary groups

she enjoyed." \Alhen asked if she would send a particularly skilful group of

Hector embracing his infant son to the Royal Academy, she repiied, "it is not big

enough," and outlined a plan to have it reproduced in "terra cotta or Parian" for

easy sale.68 Her action is inexplicable in light of the vogue for fine art statuettes

in bronze and terra cotta fostered by the Art Union of London and heralded by

French art critics.6e

In this latter instance it appears that the pragmatism is overlaidby a

further, more conservative agenda. While Carey's decision is more economically

prudent than gambling on a favourable reception at the exhibition, it is also

indicative of a narrow expectation of women's creative abilities which is

curiously at odds with her investment in studio training at Rome. Yonge

restricts her character to a highly domesticated version of sculpting, apparently

unwilling to encourage her readers to aspire to anything more than a modicum

of success even when equipped with a superior education.

Yonge was a prolific and immensely popular author with anti-feminist

views but a strong interest in improving women's capabilities through education.

A devout adherent of the Oxford Movement, she "always viewed [herselfl as a

sort of inskument for popularising churcl'r views."7o Her novels sold very well,

providing her with a steady income which she turned to charitable use at the

behest of her family.

A final fictional reference to a sculpting woman is found in a play acted by

Sarah Bernhardt, herself an amateur sculptor. Harry Furniss, an illustrator and

satirical cartoonist for PuncJr., commented briefly on the performance and the
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interest it excited among the critics: "Sarah Bernhardt, who is supposed to be

something of an artist as well as an actress, is called upon in one of her

marvellous creations to enact the role of a sculptor, and to model a certain bust in

view of the audience. This fairly electrified the . . . theatrical critics."71 The

response suggests that there was something arresting about Bernhardt's actions,

either in the skill with which she wrought the bust, in her depiction of a female

sculptor at work, andf or as a gesture of personal defiance. This last possibiiity

was addressed specifically in P,,nch which derided her precipitate decision to

abandon the Comédie Française and her stated intention to quit acting altogether

to pursue a career in painting and sculpting instead.T2 However, it is equally

likely that critics reacted with surprise at the competence with which a woman

tackled the still unconventionai task of moulding wet clay into a portrait.

Although Bernhardt's performance would have heiped to dispel the usual myths

about female creativity, it might also have insinuated an otherwise unsupported

association between women's art production and a Bohemian lifestyle based on

the flamboyant actress's much publicized eccentricities.T3 Unfortunately Furniss

did not record the name of the play or the date, although it is probable that the

performance took place between 1880 and 1884 when she was in London with

her own theatre company. An extensive investigation of relevant biographical

and reference works has failed to identify the work in question.Ta

While these fictional treatments of female sculptors exhibit some shared

features, such as exotic locations and self-supporting heroines, they are

nevertheless remarkably disparate in characteri zation and purpose. Ail save

callista address the compatibitity of women's domestic roles with professional
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activities, but they arrive at very different conclusions. Hemans and yonge

subordinate their heroines's career aspirations to the satisfactions found in the

higher calling of caring for a family. For Flemans's heroine this truth is sadly

acknowledged in retrospect of a life dedicated to the attainment of professional

glory. Neither author objects outright to sculpting activity, especially where

there is pecuniary need, but their portrayals are reactiorrary,not emancipatory.

Despite pretensions to the confrary, Hawthorne adopts much the same approach,

seeing domestic activity as a prophylaxis against the transgressive behaviour

that can arise from independence. The message given to readers is that the

career path is strewn with temptations to abandon woman's proper role in life

which only the vigilant can resist.

Couched in the language and form of a Greek tragedy, Ouida's Ariarlne lg

not so much a caution against adopting the life of a sculptor as it is about

avoiding treacherous men. The heroine is as chaste and serene as the antique

statue she resembles and the pieces of sculpture she produces--her professional

success is not the cause of her downfall. Rather, it is her good-natured inability

to discern the self-seeking character of her lover that brings her to grief . In stark

contrast to Hemans's Rossi, this heroine is not expected to find happiness in

domesticity, but in her art.

An Olcl-Feqhionpcl Cirl ¿nd Alrnp Mar.rler¡prpr are tempered versions of

the New Woman genre of novels. In both cases the sculpting profession itself is

intended to represent emancipation. Alcott's character Rebecca occupies a small

part of the novel but she plays the important role of embodying the qualities of

the new woman in her Person and in the statue that is intended to promote the
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cause to the public. Anne Mauleverer likewise mirrors her profession in her

physical apPearance, a device by which Ouida, Alcott and Iota signal to readers

that their heroines were made to be sculptors. Furthermore, Iota and Alcott

redefine spinsterhood, transforming it from a cheerless servitude to a positive

opportunity for personal growth and autonomy. Rebecca is part of a sororal

community that provides emotional and practicai support while requiring a

minimum of domestic obligation. Iota's character lives aione but maintains a

benevolent involvement in the lives of those who work on her family's former

estate. Of all the sculptors in this literary sample, she most effectively breaks free

from the mythic role of the self-sacrificing heroine to embrace the unfettered

lifestyle of the artist. She leads a larger-thanlife existence without a hint of

Bohemianism.

callista is refreshingly distinctive because the struggle she represents is a

credal conflict, not a gendered one. Indeed, she does not personify the New

Woman so much as Newman himself, although readers weïe disappointingly

slow to apprehend that point.

How was the public affected by these portrayals of sculpting women?

Barbara Sicherman's case study of female readers' responses to literature in late-

Victorian America demonstrates that while there was no direct relationship

between reading and a woman's active pursuit of personal aspirations, where

women were permitted to spend time reading they were more likety to imagine

new possibilities for themselves. Engagement with a novel involved much more

than mere escapist identification with the heroine. In contradistinction to their

brothers, the women in the study focused their attention on the interaction
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among all the characters, perhaps with the purpose of assessing the social

ramifications of particular behaviours. Sicherman concludes that "books could

not create a desire for [heroic roles outside of family life] when none existed in

the reader."Ts But where such desires were fostered, imaginative literature could

provide inspiration to act. Caine's work on the impact of reading upon feminists

also demonstrates how receptive women drew upon fictional treatments of the

woman question in formulating their own positions.T6

By the same token, it must be supposed that readers generally selected

novels that accommodated their personal beliefs. Given the spectrum of

attitudes represented by the seven authors we have considered, and the

popularity of their works, it is fair to assume that by the 1870s the figure of the

female sculptor, however inflected, was gaining acceptance in an increasing

portion of Victorian society. Yet, the critical reaction to Bernhardt's portr ayal of

a sculptor suggests that such a character still excited public curiosity.

ADVICE LITERATURE

For the purposes of this study, advice literature is broadly defined to

include books of female role models, magazines aimed at women and girls, and

articles offering career advice from specialists and social commentators alike.

Within this literature specific references to sculpting are relatively few due to the

greater popularity of painting and a frequent tendency to lump drawing,

painting, etching and sculpting under the generic label of art. Apart from a

couple of comparative illustrations, the materials to be discussed here all name

scuipting or modelling as career options.
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During the latter decades of the century the publishing industry promoted

a new girls' culture via "books and magazines and weekly papers [which]

described a new life of . . . independence and training for a profession."TT

Daughters from the lower middle class and upwards were encouraged to

imagine pursuing occupations that took them out of the strict confines of the

domestic realm, at least until they married. Beginning in the 1860s Joseph

Johnson authored several digests of the lives of exemplary women to inspire

young girls and even boys to embrace the virtues of loyalty, hard work, and

serious study. His volume of

Fleroìc Actinns ancl Noblp Virtrrpq presents the stories of those who suffered for

their religious or political convictions. Félicie de Fauveau is heralded as "The

Heroine of Labour" for using her sculpting skill to support her family when they

suffered persecution for their monarchist sympathies in post-revolutionary

France. Johnson notes the disparity between her high-born status and the

laborious work of sculpting and applauds her determination as a "single woman

treading victoriously the naïrow and thorny path, which all women tread who

seek to achieve independence by their own exertions." Hosmer and Thornycroft

are the subjects of lengthy entries in

Becamp Famnus Women. Johnson delineates how each of thern pursued her

girlhood ambition to become a sculptor, heedless of the admonitions and

difficulties that dogged her progress, and ultimately achieved international

recognition. The book concludes with an exhortation to girls to aim for

excellence in their chosen endeavours and to avoid frivolous pursuits.Ts Al1 of

|ohnson's books of role models emphasize the value of industry and self-reliance
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as a means of providing for a woman's own needs and those of others.

From the 1890s, Thp (ìirlsr Realrn Arurr.ral supplied career information to

its readers but without the moralistic overtones of the exemplary women

volumes. Sarah Tooley's article, "Some Famous Artists as Girls," surveys the

professional inroads made by female artists over the last thirty years of the

nineteenth cenfury.Te FIer unusual choice of Princess Louise to represent

sculptors may have been calculated to confer the aura of royal approval on the

least lady-like of the fine arts. Alongside the princess's artistic attainments is

placed Thornycroft's reputation as her instructor and sculptor to the Queen, All

the artists named are presented as success stories in women's struggle to obtain

access to the professions. A notics In The (ìirlrs Or,\¡n Aruìrral of a few years

earlier considerably down-played such achievements: "In sculpting . . . the great

names are all men. . . . That there have been very few women whose names

deserve honourable mention is the most that can be said."80

The relationship between women's periodicals and their readers was not

uni-directional. In addition to shaping public opinion, magazines responded to

readers' requests. Jþs T arl)¡rs Pictorial provided i¡formation about "art classes

devoted to the study of modelling" in clay and wax after receiving "frequent

inquiries."81 A subsequent issue included a lengthy article on "The Art of

Modelling" by Susan Ruth Canton, the instructor of the ciasses. As a regular

exhibitor at the RA and a recently appointed teacher at the Royal Female School

of Art, Canton had been asked "to give [her] opinion as to sculpture, or more

correctly speaking modelling, as a profession or employment for women." This

she did with consummate skill, anticipating potential objections regarding the



propriety of such work for women. Not once did she make any association

between modelling and masculinity. Rather, her introduction painstakingly

emphasizes the delicacy and aesthetic refinement that may be cultivated by the

sense of touch, intimating that modelling naturally appeals to feminine

sensibilities. She raises and deftly dispels the "prejudices which . . . attach to it on

account of its 'dirtiness and messiness,' and the roughness it is likety to cause on

the hands'r indicating that it generates less mess than painting in oils and that

clay actually softens the hands .t' By means of a thorough explanation of the

processes involved and detailed information on the materials required and how

to obtain them she makes the initial stage of sculpting readily accessible to

amateurs. In closing Canton summarizes her own artistic credentials so as to

attract students and provide potential career-women with a knowledge of the

training required. Whereas she makes clear distinctions between the effort and

qualifications necessary to sculpt professionally and those of the amateur,

Canton does not dwell on the difficuit aspects of a sculpting career. This is in

marked confrast to painters Florence Reason and Henrietta Rae Normand who

feei bound to disabuse readers of any romantic notions about entering their

profession by emphasizing tire hard work demanded with no guarantee of

success.s3 No doubt Canton minimized the laboriousness of her art out of a

concern to identify it as an appropriately genteel occupation for alady. At the

same time she demystified the sculpting profession, presenting its female

practitioners as neither heroines nor hoydens but as ordinary people creating an

estimable product.

S.C. Hall's comments on the suitability of sculpting as an occupation for
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women address some of the same issues from the position of a non-specialist

writing lorty years before Canton. As the following excerpt indicates, he does

not attempt to minimize the difficulties sculpting presents to women nor does he

try to dissuade potential candidates.

Sculpting . . . might be presumed to offer but little attraction . . . to
those who would naturally seem to have none of the physical
capacity for acquiring the art, either as an amusement or as a
profession. The . . . tools necessary for its execution, are instruments
that appear ill-adapted for feminine use; and even the cold, damp
clay from which the polished marble takes its form . . . is a rude
materiai for woman's fingers to be engaged with; hence a double
share of honour should be her portion who, disregarding the . . .

disagreeables insep arably connected with the practice of the art,
succeeds in attaining proficiency therein.sa

This discussion is embedded in a very favourable presentation of Thornycroft's

sculptures of the royal children in which both the sculptor and the Queen are

indicated as role rnodels for other women.

It is instructive to note that male sculptors everywhere also struggled with

the image of sculpting as a dirty profession and strove to present themselves to

the pubiic as immaculate gentlemen, even at work. Photographs of sculptors

were carefully, if rather incongruously, composed to this end. The following

observation made of French sculptors would apply equally in Britain. "Ainsi ces

artistes qui modelaient la terre, travaiilaient le plâtre et taillaient le marbre ont

revêtu Pour I'occasion un costume impeccable, et si par hasard ils on gardé, pour

faire plus vrai,Ia tenue de travail, elle demeure le plus souvent exempte de toute

tâche."85 Their studios wer:e similarly sanitized. With its bookshelves, carpeting,

paintings and piano, Hamo Thornycroft's tastefully appointed workroom could
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have passed for a gentleman's study. As the writer for the Magazine of A¡t was

careful to point out, "There is no dirt, no untidiness, no parade of the utensils of

his craft."86 Although similar anxieties were at work in both male and female

attempts to deny the manual nature of sculpting, the women had more at stake.

Ellen Jordan's study of women's employment notes that middle-class men

particulariy objected to occupations that brought women into contact with

industrial grime.87 Therefore, as newcomers to the professional world they had

to convince the public of the propriety of their greater financial and personal

independence, assuring them that the temporary soiling of their hands did not

signify a sullying of their reputations.

Based on the small sample of advice literature we have surveyed, it is not

possible to identify any clear-cut trends but some observations are in order. The

examples that were published between 1854 and 1875 present female sculptors as

heroic figures. Johnson's books portrayed them as personifications of

perseverance, diligence, and loyalty but he did not recommend that his readers

emulate their career choices, only their virtues. Hall also emphasized

Thornycroft's triumph over considerable obstacles and oniy implied that

sculpting was a suitable profession for a woman by his enthusiastic comments

about her work. By contrast, the articles published in the 1890s are more

practical in their treatment of sculptors. They encouraged women to consider

sculpting either as a business or avocation and supplied them with the necessary

details about training, equipment, and even the likelihood of achieving artistic

recognition to help them make a good decision. Although most reporters had

dispensed with romanticized representations of the profession, the specialist



writers de-emphasized the more arduous aspects of modelling and sculpting so

as to maintain the necessary aura of gentility and femininity.

The figure of the female sculptor gained increasing, though never

enormous, currency in various types of literature from the 1850s onwards. Some

interesting relationships between literary categories emerge. The peak

incidences of references to female sculptors in each grouping are staggered,

beginning with the employment debate in the 1860s, followed by fiction in the

1,870s and concluding with advice literature in the 1890s, although the latter type

also exhibited a strong showing during the sixties and seventies. These figures

suggest that there was a knock-on effect, especially with relation to the increased

occurrence of sculpting heroines in fiction following two decades of discussion

about appropriate employment for middle-class women. Likewise, the surge in

advice literature about sculpting as a careeï may be reflective of the influence of

novels upon the interests of young girls growing up during the seventies and

eighties.

Similar patterns could probably be traced with reference to careers in

medicine, law, journalism and other professions that were being infiltrated by

women, partly as a result of the campaigns for women's rights that gathered

momentum during the latter half of the Victorian era. However, instead of

standing unequivocally for emancipated femininity, the figure of the female

sculptor was adopted with almost equal frequency by fiction writers who

opposed the views of strong-minded women. As we have seen, Yonge and

Hemans employed sculpting heroines to promote more conservative agendas in

a fasl-rionable guise. Even those writers who were unhesitatingly supportive of



womenrs entry into the profession presented readers with diverse

characterizations of the sculptors depicting them as rebels, romantic exemplars,

exceptional women, serious cultural producers, and dreamers, among others.

Such diversity should not be interpreted as an indication of confusion

about the activities of the sculpting women. Rather, precisely because writers

with divergent viewpoints chose to appropriate the figure as a vehicle for their

own agendas suggests that the female sculptor was perceived as something of an

icon of the changing status of women. Several factors raised by the writers

themselves make such an association plausible. The relative rarity of

professional women sculptors made them noteworthy figures; their engagement

in what was traditionally assumed to be a masculine occupation tested public

toierance; and the myth of the artist as a free-spirited, visionary individual ient

an element of unpredictability to their public image. Thus, the sculpting woman

embodied the noveltf , ambiguity and transgressive potential that many of the

women's rights initiatives conjured up in the minds of the populace.

Remarkably, a careful search for literature containing mentions of women

sculptors has faiied to discover either a direct proscription of sculpting as a

career or an unsympathetic freatment of a female practitioner. While they might

have been representecl as hoydens or heroiires, the sculpting women apparently

were never characterized as harridans or whores.

The article by Susan Ruth Canton and the critiques of the Ma¡ble traun

penned by Harriet Hosmer and Anne Whitney provide glimpses of the

relationship between the female sculptors' personal experience and the public's

perceptions of them. The final chapter will bring together these two bodies of



data with the purpose of assessing how well popular assumptions accorded with

the sculpting women's self-understanding and what impact they had as a group

on a culture that was grappling with women's changing roles.
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CHAPTER 7

IMPACTS

Most of what was written about the Victorian female sculptors (literary

and critical representations alike) comprised part of the discourse about women's

role(s) in society. As we have seen in the previous chapter, the writers were by

no means univocal in their approaches to the issues involved. The sculptors

themselves were conscious of making a very public contribution to that

discourse by their choice and conduct of an unconventional occupation and were

alert to the differing ways in which their efforts were treated by colleagues,

critics, social commentators, fiction writers and advice columnists. When the

experiences and expectations of the scuiptors are compared with the

representations of them in the periodical press, areas of clear overlap and

appreciable disparity are noted.

In this chapter we will examine both areas, giving special scrutiny to the

disparities as probable indicators of writers' difficulties with some aspects of the

role adopted by the sculpting women. The writers' concerns will be identified

and an assessment wiil be made of the extent to which they were allayed or

borne out in the women's lives. In addition to portraying female scuiptors to the

public, writers also conveyed their own views on the effect that these women

had upon their field. Their impressions will be compared with relevant

statistical information, and the factors that contributed to an unprecedented

increase in the number of female sculptors will l¡e discussed. Finally, we will

consider the impacts that these sculptors had on the further involvement of
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women in their profession and on the iarger issue of the position of women in

society.

AREAS OF OVERLAP

Literary and critical depictions accorded with the circumstances of the

scuiptors' lives on several points. All of the fictional characters are women who,

having no male provider, support themselves by sculpting; the overwhelming

majority are spinsters, either by circumstance or choice, and one is a widowed

mother. What training they have was acquired in foreign countries noted for

their art production. The writers' emphasis on their heroines' unmarried stafus

reflects the demographic concerns that sparked the debate on women's

employment but it also concurs with the marital status of the professional female

sculptors, of whom well over half were unattached. With few exceptions, these

women relied heavily upon their professional incomes and those who received

studio training obtained it on the Continent.

Publications such as the Art Jor''na1, which devoted considerable space to

events in the art world, reported on nearly the full array of professional activities

in which the women were engaged. Notices of the commissions they received

from the Crown, civic bodies or notable individuals, special appointments to

instruct Queen Victoria's daughters, receptions at their studios, and honours that

had been conferred upon them appeared fairly often and, in contradistinction to

condescending exhibition reviews, were generally positive in tone.l

Articles printed in reviews or magazines and fictional accounts such as

Ouida's Ariaclne discussed the obstacles and oppositions that confronted female
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sculptors. Johnson recounted how Hosmer and Thornycroft overcame early

resistance to their career choices by dint of determination.2 Palgrave, Parkes,

Cobbe, Faithfull and Guhl variously presented the case for women to have full

access to the education and professional training reserved for men and release

from unnecessary domestic demands; Ouida raised the standard objections to

women's pursuit of sculpting careers (among which were the depiction of nude

bodies, the coarse nature of the work, and the presumed neglect of domestic

duties) and challenged their validity through the actions of her heroine.3

Parkes, Cobbe and Alcott also addressed the issue of baiancing

professional and domestic duties maintaining that, with the help of servants or

cooperative house-mates, sculptors could devote their utmost attention to their

careers without shirking home obligations. The arrangements envisioned by

these writers closely paralleled the blend of businesslike conduct and family

involvement that characterized the successful female sculptors. Alcott supplied

her heroine with convictions that directly related to her work. Rebecca's

engagement with the political issues of women's employment and suffrage

corresponded with similar initiatives undertaken by Grant, Thornycroft and

Durant.

Taken together, the various types of literary and critical portrayals map

compatibly onto a considerable portion of the sculptors' experience. However,

few works by themselves come anywhere near to adequately covering the range

of circumstances that characterized the sculpting women's professional lives.

Some writers deliberately chose to deal with just one oï two aspects of the

profession. Others set out to make more comprehensive accounts but although



these concur in part, they also extend beyond the contours of the artists'

experience. It is to this mismatched material that we will turn our attention.

AREAS OF DISPARITY

After provision is made for literary creativity, there remain points of

substantial disparity between some depictions of sculpting women and their

actual practices. Such divergences suggest that the authors' assumptions about

women's roles were at odds with those that governed the actions of the female

sculptors. The variant attitudes presented by the writers fail into three

categories: those that are couched in terms of women's natural capacities, others

that appeal to moral or cultural ideals, and yet others that invoke women's rights

tenets. In the first category are the opinions expressed by Hawthorne, the critics

from 1þs Daily Ne\ ¡q, the Arhenaett.t", and the Art Jourt"'al that women's art is

pett/, derivative, and sentimental, in short--innately second rate.a When the

quality of sculpture produced by Thornycroft, Durant, Hosmer or others belied

this assertion, its proponents invented a new category--the exceptional woman--

thereby maintaining the fiction that men were normally superior artists.

Closely ailied to the supposition that women lacked genius was the

speculation about whether they had sufficient physical prowess to carve their

own works. All of the fiction writers, a critic for the Arhpnaprlrn, and Hosmer's

defractor (Moser) represented the female sculptors as relying either too little or

too much on the assistance of workmen. Apart from the task of modeliing, very

little of the actual mechanics of sculpting is mentioned in the novels, perhaps so

as not to detract from the heroine's cteativity. By contrast, reviews of
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Thornycroft's funeral monument for Lacl)' Bra)¡p and Hill's statue 6f Brrrns make

deliberate references to the quality of the carvers'work, even giving the name of

the man who assisted Thornycroft and Gibson.s Moser's accusation that Hosmer

did not do her own carving has been discussed fuliy already. The underlying

concern expressed in the majority of these examples is that women would bring

unwonted competition to the art market if they were given equal preparation for

and opportunities in the profession.

Hemans and Yonge portrayed sculpting as potentially antagonistic to

what they believed to be woman's divinely ordained purpose--to be a wife and

mother. \Alhereas Hemans' heroine lamented making the wrong choice, Yonge's

character refused to plumb the depths of her creativity, thereby avoiding

temptation. One anxiety that prompted such representations was the belief that

women would unsex themselves by adopting a masculine career and competing

with men. In the event, as Hawthorne hinted, their much idealized moral

influence would be compromised. However, with a couple of exceptions

(Lander and Durant), the lives of the female sculptors contradicted such

concerns. Barrington's eulogy to Thornycroft is at pains to emphasize that the

sculptor's womanly and motherly qualities were undiminished by her

wholehearted engagement in her profession. Yonge's co-reiigionist, Mary Grant,

perceived her career to be the fulfilment of a calling to glorify God in art, a

sentiment no doubt shared by the author with regards to her own art of writing.6

The porfrayals,by Hall, Ouida and Johnson, of female sculptors as heroic

moral exemplars or ethereal beings iittle engaged with the world of mere mortals

support the view that such women were exceptional. Yet, when Durant was



accorded the special privilege of eating at the table of the Master of the eueen's

Household, she interpreted it as an advance "for the sake of the 'status' of artists

in general" rather than an indication of extraordinary favour toward herseif as a

female artist.T In their diaries and letters the sculpting women presented

themselves as hard-working professionals, not heroines.

Some of the authors who were sympathetic to women's rights initiatives

provided their characters with qualities or circumstances that might be

associated with the New Woman but which did not fit the sculptors' modus

operandi. Iota presented Anne Mauleverer as a \arge, somewhat mannish

individual given to masculine pursuits (horse judging) outside her sculpting

work. Her abortive efforts at reconciling career and motherhood bore no

resemblance to Thornycroft's incorporation of her children into the famity

business or the use that both Durant and Thornycroft made of the help of family,

friends and domestic servants. Moreover, for the most part, the female sculptors

were described by friends as feminine in appearance and actions, although

Flosmer was noted for her tomboyish demeanour.s Alcott's images of female

artists living and working together in an atmosphere of mutual aid had some

resonance with the way of life of sculpting women in Rome but the pointed

absence of male sculptors as co-workers oï mentors ran counter to the experience

of them all.

Although Alcott's and lota's variant depictions of the sculptors

represented a minority view, most of the other authors' disparate portrayals

expressed the attitudes of the dominant culture. Perhaps because they faced

immense potential opposition the sculptors seldom attempted to adclress the
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writers' concerns in print. Nonetheless, Hosmer and Canton confronted

mistaken assumptions about the authenticity and hygiene of their work directly,

while Hill and Grant presented their experiences via published interviews.

None of the publications under scrutiny achieved an absolute match with

what is known of the sculptors' experience although several were very accurate

in what they did represent. Alcott's character Rebecca most closely embodied

the women's professional commitment and practice; Cobbe and Parkes and, to a

lesser extent Hall and Johnson, gave recognizable depictions of their activities,

albeit with some heroic embellishments. It is noteworthy that the authors whose

work most nearly approximated the female sculptor's experience were advocates

of women's right to employment.

IMPACTS

From approximately mid-century, writers in the periodical press began to

specuiate about the number of female sculptors relative to their male

counterparts, or to their own numbers in earlier years, and to offer reasons for

what they perceived to be the state of the profession. A brief article in Tho

Brrilctpr (1847) noted that there were consistently fewer sculptors (male gender is

implied) than painters because sculpting was a much more demandin g art,

requiring greater intellectual, aesthetic and compositional sophistication to

produce high quality results. At very least it required rrtoïe intensive training

and perseverance. In similar notices about female sculptors published between

1857 and L887, writers attributed the paucity of women in the profession to

nalurai deficiencies such as a less well-developed facuity for working with form



than with colour and the lack of physical pïowess presumed necessary to chisel

stone.e Reports in the late eighties and early nineties recognized a rise in the

numbers of female sculpting students and exhibitors but deemed their works

inferior in quality and importance when compared with those of men, either for

reasons of innate incapacity or a preference for minor subjects.iO

For the rest of the 1890s and the first decade of the 1900s, opinion see-

sawed between claims that the company of sculpting women was burgeoning or

disappointingly stunted.ll In her tribute to Thornycroft's career, Florence

Fenwick-Miller expressed dismay that even "with one or two such bright

examples of success before them, it is rather surprising that more women have

not turned their attention to sculpture." Six years later Spielmann's assessment

of the state of British sculpture proclaimed that "one of the phenomena of the

present day is the number of female artists now practising scuipture."12 These

apparently contradictory evaluations of the situation had a sharecl point of

origin--the RA's (reluctant) provision in 1890 of greater access for women to the

life-drawing classes that were foundational to sculpting.13 This development

was credited with swelling the ranks of competent female sculptors but it also

raised expectations that many more women would enter ttre field. Fenwick-

Miller, who had supported female students' petitions to the RA Schools for life-

ciasses, apparently wished to see a higher return for her efforts. Spielmann was

content that women sculptors had seized the benefit of the "full means of study . .

. at last allowed them" and were "making their mark."la

As appropriate training became more readily avalrabre, writers'

assumptions regarding women's fitness to sculpt were modified. Natural



impediments were cited less frequently as the Íeason for a scarc ity offemale

sculptors or poor quality work by them; instead, inadequate preparation was

given as the primary cause. Indeed, young women were urged to commit the

time and effort necessary to become thoroughly trained in the least forgiving of

the arts--for in sculpture "incompetency is . . . incapable of concealment." The

competing interests of marriage were given as another hindrance to engagement

in a sculpting career.ls

While most journalists who wrote during the period from 1880 to 1900

detected a rise in the number of women taking up the art of sculpting, their

estimation of the magnitude of that trend fell considerably below the actual

figures. Statistical information drawn from the exhibition records of the RA,

RSA, and SFA, the enrolment lists of the RA Schools, exhibition reviews from the

Arheneerrrn, and census figures indicate a sharp increase in the ranks of female

sculptors. The figures from the RA exhibitions are dramatic. During the decades

of the fifties, sixties and seventies the number of women who showed works in

the sculpture galleries rose gradually from eight to fourteen; in the 1880s the

numbers shot up to forty-nine, reaching a peak of sixty-six in the 1890s and

subsiding somewhat in the 1900s. The statistical profiles of the SFA, the

Athpnaeum exhibition reviews, and census figures of women employed as fine

artists (painters, sculptors, engravers) ali show the same spike in the final two

decades of the century. Although the numbeïs are much smaller, the RA Schools

enrolments exhibit a related upward trend beginning in the TBTOs,when

admissions of young women to sculpting training tripled and nearly doubled

again in the 1880s.16 Approximatety half of the students who matriculated
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during those peak years displayed works at the RA in the following decade,

making a definite, though small, contribution to the surge in RA exhibition

statistics.

The participation rates of female sculptors in the RSA are significantly,

and inexplicably, out of synchroni zation with the other sources of data

examined. Elevated numbers occur in the 1870s and 1900s with a decided slump

during the intervening two decades.lT There is no immediately apparent reason

for this disparity.

Several factors contributed to the phenomenal increase in the number of

female sculptors. Better access to life-classes meant that those who wished to

sculpt had a greater chance of acquiring the requisite skill in modelling the

human form and, consequently, an enhanced potential for exhibiting and seiling

their work. The late Victorian development of what Susan Beattie has termed the

"cult . . . of the statuette," along with a new appreciation of ',modelling as the

sculptor's most direct means of self-expression," had a profound effect on

women's uptake of the plastic art, as it "undermined the principal argument

against women's involvement in sculpture, their inability to cope with the sheer

physical effort it required."18 Canton's article on modelling is predicated on this

very point.

women's rights initiatives, especially in the area of middle-class

employment, were credited with attracting many more women into fine arts

careers than ever before. An article published in the Qtreen (1893) drew a direct

causal link: "If the nineteenth century leaves the impress of one movement, more

distinct than another, assuredly it will be that of the complete emancipation of
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women' In no phase of this manifold subject is this more clearly seen than as

regards the profession of aït."le The enclorsement of sculpting as an appropriate

career for young women by Cobbe and Parkes thirty years earlier had not fallen

on deaf ears.

Literary representations of sculpting women also contributed to a

growing interest in the profession. The two periods when references to female

scuiptors were most numeïous, the 1860s /1870s and the l89}s,coincide with the

formative years and young adulthood of the women who took up the profession

in unprecedented numbers. These statistics suggest that the publications

inspired a generation of young girls to become sculptors and provided them

with advice, encouragement and admonitions as they embarked upon their

training and careers.

However, the single most potent factor of all was the example provided

by the first wave of professional female sculptors in the Victorian era. As an

aggregate, their careers spanned a period from the 1840s up through the 1890s

during which time they weïe the subjects of a steady stream of publicity, much of

it favourable. Most had received royal approbation and the public commissions

executed by them all were a constant reminder of their artistic achievements.

Various periodicals drew attention to what were seen as their pioneering

contributions. The trnglish Wnmanrs Jnr¡rnal (later trngliqhr,{¡ompn,c Revierl¿)

deemed Durant's receipt of the Mansion House commission for the Faithful

Shepherdess to be a unique honour for an "English lady" and cited Thornycroft

as a pioneer not only amongst "women sculptors [but] one of the pioneers of the

art of the nineteenth century." Hill's statue of Livingstone was nominated by the



scotqman as "the first statue . . . erected by alady." They were living pïoof that

women not only could sculpt, but that they could do it very well and "in no wise

be less loveable as a woman.,'20

In addition to the broader impact they had upon public acceptance of

sculpting as a career for women, some of the sculptors took more deliberate steps

to ensure that others could follow in their footsteps. Thornycroft signed the

petition for women's admission to the RA Schools and ensured that her three

daughters were thoroughly prepared to meet the entrance requirements. Her

longstanding support of the SFA was likewise calculated to provide aspiring

young sculptors with a welcoming venue in which to market their works and

meet other artists. Furthermore, she instilled a respect for female artists in her

son who decried the prejudices of the "old school Academicians" at the RA

General Assembly when the "question of the semi-draped model for women

students came up for confirmation," and. presumabiy used his own influence as

an Academician for their benefit.2l

Durant's fund-raising effort on behalf of what was iikely the Female

School of Art was her most obvious contribution to the training of future

generations of female sculptors. Although Hill's attempt to be elected as an

associate of the RSA failed, it nevertheless attracted public attention to the

arbitrary exclusion of women. Had she succeeded, she would have set a

precedent for the acceptance of other women, but by her action alone she

brought the institution one step closer to opening its membership to female

artists. As a founding member of the Aibert Institute, she helped to provide

fledgling artists of both genders with an alternative means of developing and
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advertising their skills.

The female sculptors' successes were understood to have implications

beyond the realm of the art world. Thornycroft was included among those ,'who

really won the cause for women workers;" an obituary notice for Durant stated

that she would "be regretted by all who take an interest in women,s work;,' and

the erection of Hiil's I irzingqtone was heralded as a landmark in the women,s

movement.22

As an analysis of the literature and criticism representing the female

sculptors has shown, the women's adoption of a controversial role did not go

unchallenged. Those writers who were concerned that the sculpting women

would bring unwelcome competition to the art market oï cause a disruption of

the gendered social order depicted them in a manner calculated to minimize the

threat--as second-rate artists or as advocates for the domestic ideal. Likewise,

those who promoted aiternative roles for women presented a somewhat

romanticized picture of the sculptors. Distorted portrayals notwithstanding,

statistics indicate that the example of emancipated womanhood set by the female

sculptors was sufficiently appealing to induce many others to enter the

profession.

While few in number, by virtue of their arrestingly unconventional

occupation, undeniabie success, and implied endorsement by the eueen the first

wave of sculpting women had a disproportionate impact upon the redefinition of

women's roles that took place during the final third of the nineteenth century.

Together with those who pursued similarly unfeminine careers in such fields as

medicine and science, they betokened the remarkable extent to which



oPportunities for middle-class daughters had expanded in roughly forty years.
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EPILOGUE

The most recent supplement to the

bears the intriguing title Mjsqing Pprqons; it comprises biographical entries on

noteworthy individuals who weïe overlooked by earlier compilers.l Used in this

way, "missing persons" aptly describes the status of the British female sculptors

of the nineteenth century. These weïe not unknown entities who lived in

deserved obscurity. During their lives they achieved an enviable degree of name

recognition in a populous field, but they were passed over for reasons of gender

and fashion by subsequent generations of historians.

Like the people recorded in Micqing Pprsons, each of the scuipting women

was easily differentiated from the others by her iife-experiences, convictions, and

personality. The women's families of origin, although all comfortable and stable,

were distinctive with regards to location on the social ladder and expectations

for their daughters. As members of the Scottish gentry with titled connections,

the Grants valued art from their positions as collectors and dilettantes, not as an

occupation for their eldest girl. By contrast, the newly-weaithy Durant family

owed its social station to success in commerce and were apparently unperturbed

at Susan's enterprising desire to sculpt. Devoted as the Paton family were to a

broad spectrum of arts from the production of high quality designs for the linen

industry to landscape painting and book illustration, it is surprising that they

made no effort to cultivate Amelia's evident skili. Mary Thornycroft was

similarly discouraged from taking up sculpting by her parents, perhaps to spare

her the difficulties her father had experienced in establishing himself as a



sculptor.

Few details are recorded of the ways in which the aspiring scuiptors

managed to win the support of their families for their career ambitions.

Undoubtedly, each would have tailored her approach to appeal to the particular
values and concerns held by her parents. Thus, at least three of the four women

had to develop personal styles of dealing with opposition before they began

serious preparation for their chosen profession. Unwittingly their families had

helped to equip them for the challenges ahead, for these early negotiating tactics

were to become more sophisticated with each subsequent obstacle they

encountered.

Although Thornycroft followed the traditional pattern of artist daughters

who learned their craft from their fathers, the motivation to take up sculpture as

a profession is less obvious for Hill, Grant, and especially Durant. Familial

interest in drawing and painting, either as a source of income oï avocational

pleasure, no doubt inculcated an appreciation for art in Hill and Grant; yet

neither of them chose to follow their relatives' lead and become painters.

Exposure to objects of antiquity such as the carved stone sarcophagi that littered

the Paton garden, the Parthenon marbles imported by Grant's grandfather, and

the sculptural treasures seen during the Durants' Italian sojourn evidently

influenced the young women's taste for the plastic art. However, it is a measure

of their independent characters that they distinguished themselves from other

artistic family members by specializingin sculpture. Furtheïmore, Hill, Durant

and Grant, along with most of their American and European counterparts,

represent a notable departure from previous generations when female sculptors
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were almost exclusively the daughters of sculpting fathers, as was the case with
Thornycroft. w. Roberts attributes this shift in the uptake of fine art careers,
regardless of family involvement, to the influence of the women,s rights
movement' maintaining that in earlier times "it may be questioned whether

[women] would have ever put brush to palette if their fathers had not been
painters' The development of the talent was due quite as much to surrounding
circumstances [i.e. happenstance] as to anything else.,,2

In addition to having divergent family backgrounds, the sculpting women
were readily distinguished from one another by the convictions they held. As to
religious engagement, they varied widely with Durant and H¡r coming from
dissenting fraditions which perhaps furnished the initial impetus to their career
ambitions but fell into abeyance thereafter. Thornycroft was a church-goer but
this appears to have been more a matter of habit than of spiritual discipline.
Grant's fervent piety, which was shaped by the oxford Movement, pervaded all
areas of her life. seen through the eyes of faith her work became a sacred

vocation and her spinsterhood bore a satisfying resemblance to the voluntary
celibacy of the Anglican sisterhoods.

None save Durant expressed particuiar political allegiances, aithough it
appears that Grant supported the women,s suffrage movement. As an

enthusiastic proponent of Radical politics, Durant travelled in Liberal social

circles where she cultivated influential friends among whom were A.H. Layard,
George Grote, Henry Cole, and, in a private capacity,the Crown princess of
Prussia' Each of them proved an invaluable alty for the furtherance of her caïeer.

Her own political objectives, of better access to education and professional work
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for women and suffrage, reflected a desire to make some of the benefits that she

enjoyed available to many more.

Although Hill made no overt claims to poiitical involvement, her

nationalist sympathies are evident in the subjects she chose to sculpt. Her

family's antiquarian interests, which were of a similar nature to those pursued by

Sir Walter Scott, had an important influence on Amelia and her brothers who
joined with Steell and others in celebrating their Scottish culture. Thornycroft,s

convictions are much less easily defined than those of the other British sculptors.

Her support of diverse protests and projects does not comprise a coherent

pattern except in the broad sense that she lent her assistance to those whom she

felt to be unjustly treated.

Thus, apart from a shared love of sculpting and a deep determination to

succeed, the female scuiptors bore littie similarity to one another in experience or

in personality' Durant's even-tempered and optimistic nature conlrasted sharply

with Grant's emotional reserve and impetuosity. Hill's fascination with the

exotic both in the realm of nature and the world of the occult was completely at

odds with Thornycroft's easy-going practicality. These distinctives not only

shaped the way they conducted their social lives and their businesses, they are

reflected to some extent in the sculpting styles the women effected and the

subject-matter they chose.

A constellation of events that occurred during the first half of the

nineteenth century likely encouraged the young British women to imagine

becoming professional artists and helped to soften the resistance to their

ambitions posed by farnrly and the wider society. The coronation of a young



Queen, the energetic promotion of the fine arts by goverrunent, and the concern

to provide appropriate empioyment for a pred.icted surplus of spinsters had

transformative effects on the middle-class public's willingness to countenance

new roles for women, particulariy in art. In þsy trssa)¡c on Womarì,s Work (1g65)

Bessie Rayner Parkes underscored the importance of the surplus-women issue as

a catalyst to social change. "Except for the material need which exerted a

constant pressure over a large and educated class, the women's movement could

never have become in England a subject of popular comment, and to a certain

extent of popular sympathy."3 Thomas Purnell's earlier article, "Woman and

Art. The Femaie school of Design'' (1861), argued that the employment crisis

could be alleviated by training women to be artists. "Art is the profession in

which, more than all others, women may be expected to excel and even

successfully compete with the stronger sex. . Iby reason of] their quick

perception of the laws of harmony and contrast of colour, their fineness of hand,

their powers of arrangement, and their natural good taste."4 It is clear that he is

speaking of drawing and painting here, but the positive association he makes

between women and art easily could be turned to advanta geby those who

sought to pursue sculpting careeïs.

Stirring rhetoric and extraordinary circumstances notwithstanding, the

path to professional success was strewn with obstacles erected by a jealous art

establishment, a society anxious to contain, or atleast regulate, changes to the

gendered order, and the everyday domestic demands faced by women with
family responsibilities. Yet, in spite of the undeniable difficulties they faced it
would be inacculate to describe these women as margin alized.. In most aspects
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of the sculpting business they participated in company with their male

counterparts. Because they were debarred from the RA Schools, the majority of
the women resorted to ateliers of sympathetic master sculptors where they

encountered male students who were disappointed with the quality of

instruction offered by the Academy. The outcome for the women and the men

alike was superior training in the field, the encouragement of a mentor, and

valuable contacts with professional colleagues. While some of the women

supported alternative exhibiting societies such as the SFA and the Albert

Institute, their works were accepted regulariy by the première exhibitions where

judging was based on merit. Hill's exclusion from the Brewster memorial

competition on account of her gender appears to have been an isolated incident

as each of the women obtained several important royal andf or public

commissions apparently without encountering prejudice.

Unlike their painting sisters, the professional female sculptors did not feel

compeiled to price their works below the rates charged by their male peers.

Although they were not able to avail themselves of the same opportunities for

publicizing their work that were open to the men, the female sculptors made use

of their extensive social and professional contacts and recent developments in

photography to achieve satisfactory results. Just as water that is dammed up

finds alternative channels, so the women devised effective means of conducting

careers in a social environment that sought to harness their creative energies to

suit other ends. One barrier to full involvement in the Victorian art world that

they were unable to circumvent was the refusat of the Royal Academies to accept

female members.



Other potentially marginalizingcircumstances weïe cap ably deflected by

the women. None of them permitted domestic demands to take precedence over

her career, nor did any of the four ailow her reputation to be tainted by

questionable public behaviour, although Durant barely avoided the latter.

As this information demonstrates, and the quote by Roberts implies, such

women were not pawns to fortune; they became sculptors due to a complex

interaction between opportunity and personal resolve. Despite the constraints

placed upon them, they exercised considerable agency by exploiting existing

conventions to suit their purposes. Sometimes their efforts had mixed results.

For instance, borrowing the cultural credibiiity of accomplishment art to

legitimate their professional activities was, perhaps, the most immediately

effective strategy available to them, but it also bore the unwonted potential to

devalue their work. Certainly the sculpting women were called upon to counter

the charge of amateurism with some regularity. Other tactics they employed

also backfired. Though sculpting the Queen's children conveyed royal approval,

it allowed critics to categorize Thornycroft's work as an extension of her

domestic duties as well.

Nevertheless, most of the means they used to negotiate the boundaries

and expectations of Victorian society and the demands of a career in art were

successful. A painting by Fiorence Claxton entitled "Woman's Work, a Medley"

(1861) illustrates this point with reference to female artists in general. In it the

Iegal, religious, and institutional obstacles encountered by women seeking work

in the professions are depicted. "An artist (Miss Rosa Bonheur) has attained the

top of the [obstructive] wall (upon which the rank weeds of Misrepresentation



and prickly thorns of Ridicule flourish), others are followirg.,'t Claxton,s image

attests to the inroads made by women in the field of art; none of the other

professions represented yield to the female aspirants' efforts to gain entry.

The reception given the female sculptors by the Queen, critics, and writers

was varied and often contradictory, and had the effect of complicating the

public's perception of them. Atl but Hill, who was less readily accessible,

received repeated endorsements from the Crown by way of commissions,

appointments to instruct the royal daughters , gifts, andf or offers of pensions.

Their treafment by critics was considerably more ambivaient and depended as

much uPon the underlying social agendas of each reviewer as upon their

aesthetic judgements. The supercilious praise meted out by some reviewers for

the Athenaprrrn was greatly offset by the almost embarrassing effusiveness of

certain Art Jnlrnal critics, whiie those ¿f The Times tendeci to be more temperate.

In addition, the women had admirers and detractors among their colleagues

whose views sometimes made their way into print. Flosmer's experience was the

most striking incidence of this; Gibson's and Foley's approval of Thornycroft and

Grant was also recorded by journalists.

Literary portrayals of scuipting women were at least as varied as the

critical appraisals of them. These may be classified roughly into three camps:

those for whom female sculptors represented deep anxieties about the future of

public morality and the gendered order; those who romanticized such women to

the extent of rendering their achievements unattainable by mere mortals; and

others who presented them as practical exemplars of what women could do to

counter the threat of genteel poverty.
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Having been exposed to such a diverse afiay of opinions, the public was

left to decide whether female sculptors were second-rate artists, potential

subversives, art-world celebrities, heroic figures, or the women of the future.

The fragmented picture that resulted was not resolved into anything

approaching a coherent image during the Victorian era.

By contrast, the sculpting women themselves had an unambiguous focus

to their careers. Central to their success was the determination to position

themselves as businesswomen. They used the status accorded a professional

sculptor as a platform from which to engage the shifting culture around them,

seizing opportunities, deflecting criticisms, anticipating trends, and mounting

political initiatives against the gender bias that pervaded the institutions

governing the fine arts. In so doing, they helped to re-shape the social

framework for themselves and for others.

How might these women be characterized from the vantage-point of the

twenty-first century? Although Hosmer was identified by a contemp orary as the

image of "the new womanhood of our time," the British sculptors could not

readily be described as such.6 Independent as they were , all ofthem continued

to reside with husbands and/or blood-relations, never making a deliberate break

with customary domestic obligations in the manner that novelists such as Alcott

or Iota envisaged for the New Woman. They would be better understood as

blazing the trail for the emergence of the emancipated women of the 1890s.

Certainly this was the case with Thornycroft whose daughter Helen moved away

from the family home to pursue a career in art, iiving in shared accommodation

witl-r a close female friend.T



The first wave of victorian women sculptors aïe more aptly described as
mavericks' Like the originar samuer A. Maverick, a nineteenth-century Texas
cattle rancher who chose not to follow the estabrished practice of branding
livestock, Hill, Grant, Thornycroft and Durant were women of independent
character who opted not to conform to the customary roles for women of their
station's These were not renegades who rejected the claims of family or class.
Rather, they were respectabie women who pursued an unconventionar
occupation with a judicious blend of propriety and ingenuity, refusing to be
labelled as leisured radies so as to make their own marks on time.
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